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iI SELECTED OPERATING DETAILS
I

I
I

1. StorinolData - Data is stored in Final PROMs are available which have different

Storag-{ only by Output Processing combinations of instructions. Appendix B

Instruiiions and only when the Output Flag describes the options available and gives

is set. i(Sections OV2 and OV3.3) the signatures of the current PROMS.

3. Data Tians{er - On-line data transfer f rom INSTRUCTIONS
Final Qtorage to peripherals (tape, printer,

Storagp Mo.-dule,'etc.)occurs onty if enabied Case Statement (83 & 93, Section 12)

with Inptruction 96 in the datalogger
prografn or in the *4 Mode. (se-clion +.t) Arc Tangent (66 Section 10)

2. Storing Date and Trme Date and time are
stored in Final Storage ONLY if the Reat
Time lrlrstruclionTT is used. (Section 11)

Final $torage Resolution - All Input Storage
values]are displayed ("6 mode) as high
resolulion with a maximum value ol99999.
Howerier, the default resolution for data
stored in FinalStorage is low resolution,
maxin'lum value of 6999. Results
exceefling 6999 are stored as 6999 unless
InstruOtion 78 is used to store the values in

Final $torage as high resolution values.
(Sections 2.2.1 and 11\

Floatirlrg Point Format - The computations
pedorfned in the 21X use floating point
arithnletic. CSI's 4 byte floating point
numbFrs contain a 23 bit binary mantissa
and a16 bit binary exponent. The largest
and srinallest numbers that can be stored
and piocessed are 9 x 1018 and 1 x 10'1e,

respeptively. (Section 2.2.2)

Erasinrg Final Storage Data in Final Storage
can be erased without altering the program
by repartitioning memory in the'A Mode.
(Section 1.5.2)

ALL memory can be erased and the 21X
completely reset by entering 978 for the
numler of bytes left in Program Memory.
(Section 1.5.2)

The set of instructions available in the 21X
is delermined by the PROM (Programmable
Read Only Memory)that it is equipped with.

9. Significant changes in the current PROM
release (OSX-0.1 , OSX-1 .1 , and OSX'2.1)
include:

Wind Vector (69 replaces 76, Section 1 1)

Serial Output has an option to send a file mark
to a Storage Module (96, Section 12)

Low Pass Filter: on the first execution after
compiling, the input value is used for the filtered
result

Commands to set, toggle and pulse porls are
now available for Program Control Instructions
(Section 12)

Revision 3 of the above PROMS includes the
capability to sense status(O V low, 5 V high) on
the high side of a differentialchannel
(lnstruction 91 , Section 12).

FEATURES

Ports can now be manually toggled from the
keyboard or TERM (PC208 software)

The.B Mode now displays PROM version and
revision, execution overruns, and accumulated
error 8s in addition to signatures.

The capability of transferring programs via
cassette tape is no longer supported in the
standard PROM options.

4.

5.

o.

7.

8.



CAUTIONARY NOTES

2.

Damage will occur to the analog input
circuitry if voltages in excess of r16 V are
applied for a sustained period. Voltages in
excess of t8V will cause errors and
possible overranging on other analog input
channels.

There are frequent references in this
manualto Storage Modules. The Storage
Modules referred to are the SM192 and
SM716. The old SM16 and SM64 Storage
Modules cannot pedorm many of the
functions available with the SM192 and
sM716.

? The sealed lead acid batteries u

21XL are permanently damaged if
discharged below 11.76 V. The cel
rated at a 2.5 Ahr capacitv but
slow discharge even in storage. lt i

advisable to maintain a continuous
on the 21XL battery pack, whether
operation or storage (Section 14).

vl



21 X MICROLOGGER OVERVIEW

The 21X Mi ologger combines precision measurement with processing and control capability in a single
battery oper ted system.

Campbell SQientific, lnc. provides three documents to aid in understanding and operating the 21X:

1. This Overuiew
2. 1 The 21X Operator's Manual
3. I fne 21X Prompt Sheet

i

This Overui$w introduces the concepts required to take advantage of the 21X's capabilities. Hands-on
programmin! examples start in Section OV4. Working with a 21X will help the learning process, so don't
just read tha examples, turn on the 21X and do them. lf you want to staft this minute, go ahead and try
the exampldp, then come back and read the rest of the Overview.

The sectiong of the Operator's Manualwhich should be read to complete a basic understanding of the

appropriate
are the Programming Sections 1-3, the portions of the data retrieval Sections 4 and 5
the method(s) you are using (see OVS), and Section 14 which covers installation and

Section 6 details of serialcommunications. Sections 7 and I contain programming examples.
Sections 9- have detailed descriptions of the programming instructions, and Section 13 goes into
detailon 2 1 X measurement procedures.

The Sheet is an abbreviated description of the programming instructions. Once familiar with the
21X, it is to program it using only the Prompt Sheet as a reference, consulting the manual if
further is needed.

Read the SQlected Operating Details and Cautionary Notes at the front of the Manual before using the
21X.

OV1. PHYSIDAL DESCRIPTION

The 21X Mifrologger is shown in Figure OV1-1.
The 21X is powered with 8 alkaline "D" cells
and has onlf the power switch on the base.
The 21XL ig powered with rechargeable lead
acid cells add, in addition to the power switch,
has a chargpr input plug and an LED which
lights when fhe charging circuit is active. The
21XL shoulfl always be connected to a solar
panel or AC charger. The lead acid batteries
provide bacfiup in event of a power failure but
are permanpntly damaged if their voltage drops
below 11.74 volts. Campbell Scientific does not
warrant bafleries. The battery base is the only
difference between the 21X and the 21XL.

The 16 chafacter keyboard is used to enter
programs, qommands and data;these can be
viewed on tfie 8 digit display (LCD).

FIGURE OV1-1. 21X Micrologger

ov-1



21 X MICROLOGGER OVERVIEW

The 9-pin serial l/O port provides connection to
data storage peripherals, such as the
SM192t16 Storage Module or RC35 Cassette
Recorder, and provides serial communication to
computer or modem devices for data transfer or
remote programming (Section 6). This 9 pin port
does NOT have the same pin configuration as
the 9 pin serial ports currently used on many
personalcomputers. An SC32A is required to

OVl.l ANALOG INPUTS

The terminals in the upper strip are for analog
inputs. The numbering on the terminals refers to
the diflerential channels; i.e., the voltage on the
Hl input is measured with respect to the voltage
on the LOW input. When making single-ended
measurements either the Hl or the LOW channel
may be used independently to measure the
voltage with respect to the 21X ground. Single-

ov-2

interface the 21X to a RS232 serial port
(Section 6).

The panel also contains two terminal strips
which are used for sensor inputs, excitation,
control outputs, etc. Figure OV1-2 shows the
21X panel and the associated programming
instructions.

ended channels are numbered sequentially, e
the Hl and LOW sides of differential channel2
are single-ended channels 3 and 4, respectively
(Section 13.2).

The analog input terminal strip has an insulated
cover to reduce temperature gradients across
the input terminals. The cover is required for
accurate thermocouple measurements (Section
13.4).

FfGURE OVl-z. 21X Wiring Paneland Associated Programming Instructions

SERI L I,/o
Tclccommunlcotlons
Progrom Control Instructlons
96 (Tcpe, Storog€ Module, Printer)
97 Initiotc Telecommunicotions
9E Print Chorocter

Input,/Output

Progrom Cont

91 lf
92 lf

Comqnd

'f2J15C7E

ETCITATION OI'TUTS
Input/Output Instructions

4. Ex-Dcl-Se
5. AC Holf Br
6. Full Br
7. 5W Holf Br
8. Ex-Del-Dlff
9. Full Br-Mcx
11.Temp(107)
12 RH (2o7)
22. Exclt-Del

EEE
tr1 EE

EE
rilE

ANAIOG INPIIIS
Input/Output Instructions

1. Volt (SE)
2. vott (uFF)
4. Ex-Del-Sc
5. AC Holf Br
6. Full Br
7. 5W Holf Br
E. Ex-Del-Dlff
9. Full Br-Mox
11 Temp (107)
12 RH-(2O7)
15. Tcmp-TC SE
14. Temp-TC DIFF
17. Tcmp-Poncl



ovl.2 EXCITATION OUTPUTS

The first fou numbered terminals on the lower
are the SWITCHED EXCITATIONterminal

supply programmable
for resistive bridge

ts. The excitation channels are
only on during the rneasurement.

ovl.3 ANALOG OUTPUTS

The two Codtinuous Analog Output (CAO)
channels suSply continuous output voltages,
under program control, for use with strip charts,
X-Y plotters, or proportional controllers.

OV1.4 DIGITAI..J CONTROL PORTS

The six DIGI1TAL CONTROL PORTS (0 or 5
volt states) allow on-off controlof external
devices. Thfse control potts have a very
limited curreht output (5 mA) and are used to
switch solid State devices which in turn provide
power to rel{y coils (Section 14.4).

OV1.5 PULSE OOUNT INPUTS

The four PULSE COUNT INPUTS measure
contact clos{re, low levelAC, or high frequency
pulse signal$.

periods in the field.

OV2. M AND PROGRAMMING
coNc
The 21X be programmed before it will

A program consists

. 
21X MICROLOGGER OVERVIEW*

table. The program table is given an execution
intervalwhich determines how frequently that
table is executed. When the table is executed,
the instructions are executed in sequence from
beginning to end. After executing the table, the
21X waits the remainder of the execution
interval and then executes the table again
starting at the beginning.

The interualat which the table is executed will
generally determine the intervalat which the
sensors are measured. The interval at which
data are stored is separate and may range from
samples every execution interval to processed
summaries output hourly, daily, or on longer or
irregular intervals.

Figure OV2-1 represents the measurement,
processing, and data storage sequence in the
21X and shows the types of instructions used to
accomplish these tasks.

OV2.1 INTERNAL MEMORY

The 21X has 40,960 bytes of Random Access
Memory (RAM), divided into five areas. The
five areas of RAM are:

1. Input Storage - Input Storage holds the
results of measurements or calculations.
The *6 Mode is used to view Input Storage
locations to check current sensor readings
or calculated values. lnput Storage defaults
to 28 locations. Additional locations can be
assigned using the "A Mode.

2. Intermediate Storage - Certain Processing
Instructions and most of the Output
Processing Instructions maintain
intermediate results in Intermediate
Storage. Intermediate storage is
automatically accessed by the Instructions
and cannot be accessed bythe user. The
default allocation is 64 locations. The
number of locations can be changed using
the *A Mode.

channels.
excitation

make any
of a group instructions entered into a program

connection tb the 21X power supply. The +12
and ground ferminals can be used to connect
an external f 2 volt battery to the 21X to

ov-3



INPUT/OUTPUT
INSTRUCTIONS

Specify the conversion of a sensor signal to a
data value and store it in Input Storage.
Programmable entries specify:
(1) the measurement type
(2) the number of channels to measure
(3) the input voltage range
(4) the Input Storage Location
(5) the sensor calibration constants used to

convert the sensor output to engineering
units

l/O Instructions also control analog outputs
and dioital control

Sensor

Control

21X MICROLOGGER OVERVIEW

PROCESS I NG I N STRU CTION S

Perform calculations with values in Input
Storage. Results are returned to Input
Storage. Arithmetic, transcendental and

are

FIGURE OV2-1. lnstruction Types and Storage Areas

INTERMEDIATE STORAGE

Provides temporary storage for
intermediate calculations required by the
OUTPUT PROCESSING
NSTRUCTIONS; for example, sums,

OUTPUT PROCESSING
INSTRUCTIONS

Perform calculations over time on the values
updated in Input Storage. Summaries for Final
Storage are generated when a Program
Control Instruction sets the Output Flag in
response to time or events. Results may be
redirected to Input Storage for further
processing. Examples include sums,
averages, ma)dmin, standard deviation,

set high

FINAL STORAGE

Final results from OUTPUT PROCESSING
INSTRUCTIONS are stored here for on-line or
interrogated transfer to e)dernal devices
(Figure OV5.1-1). The newest data are stored
over tn

ov-4



3. Final
stored

The use of
Storage in
processing
While the
constant,
the areas

Section 1

memory,

progranfs entered in Program Tables 1 and
2, and $ubroutine Table 3. (Sections OV3,
1.1)

state Module or for retrieval via
links. Values are stored

in Final only by the Output

Output
19,296
power

Instructions and only when the
is set in the users program. The

allocated' to Final Storage at
is reduced if Input or Intermediate

is increased.

Systeni Memory - used for overhead tasks
such as] compiling programs, transferring
data, etb. The user cannot access this

ge - Final, processed values are
for transfer to printer, tape, solid

Input, Intermediate, and Final
measurement and data

is shown in Figure OV2:1.
size of these three areas remains

may be reallocated between
accommodate different
t and processing needs (*A Mode,
The size of system and program
fixed.

21X MICROLOGGER OVER\NEW

used to develop high level algorithms to
process measurements prior to Output
Processing (Section 1 0).

OUTPUT PROCESSING INSTRUCTIONS
(69-82, Section 1 1) are the only instructions
which store data in Final Storage
(destination). Input Storage (source) values
are processed over time to obtain averages,
maxima, minima, etc. There are two types
of processing done by Output Instructions:
Intermediate and Final.

Intermediate processing normally takes
place each time the instruction is executed.
For example, when the Average Instruction
is executed, it adds the values from the
input locations being averaged to running
totals in lntermediate Storage. lt also keeps
track of the number of samples.

Final processing occurs only when the
Output Flag is high. The Output Processing
Instructions check the Output Flag. lf the
flag is high, finalvalues are calculaled and
output. With the Average, accumulated
totals are divided by the number of samples
and the resulting averages sent to Final
Storage. lntermediate locations are zeroed
and the process stafts over. The Output
Flag, Flag 0, is set high by a Program
Control Instruction which must precede the
Output Processing Instructions in the user
entered program.

PROGRAM CONTROL INSTRUCTIONS
(85-98, Section 12) are used for logic
decisions and conditional statements. They
can set flags, compare values or times,
execute loops, call subroutines, conditionally
execute portions of the program, etc.

OV2.3 PROGRAM TABLES AND THE
EXECUTION AND OUTPUT INTERVALS

Programs are entered in Tables 1 and 2.
Subroutines, called from Tables 1 and 2, are
entered in Subroutine Table 3. The size of each
table is flexible, limited only by the total amount
of program memory. lf Table 1 is the only table
programmed, the entire program memory is
available for Table 1.

Table 1 and Table 2 have independent
execution intervals. entered in units of seconds

ov2.2 21Xl
Figure 1 illustrates the use of the three

act on data. The
used to control

different i ion types which
fouilh type, Control, is
output ti and vary program execution.

are identified by numbers.

1. rNPUT/OUTPUT TNSTRUCTTONS (1-
26,101-104, Section 9) controlthe terminal
strip inputs and outputs (the sensor is the
source, Figure OV1-2), storing the results in
Input Sprage (destination). Multiplier and
offset pBrameters allow conversion of linear
signals into engineering units. The Control
Ports and Continuous Analog Outputs are
also addressed with l/O lnstructions.

2. PROCqS$NG TNSTRUCTTONS (30-66,
Sectionr 1 0) perform numerical operations
on valups located in Input Storage (source)
and stofe the results back in Input Storage
(destin4tion). These instructions can be

4.

ov-5



Table 1.
Execute every x sec.
0.0125<x<6553
I nstru ctions are executed
sequentially in the order
they are entered in the
table. One complete pass
through the table is made
each execution interual
unless program control
instructions are used to

or branch execution.
NormalOrder:
MEASURE
PROCESS
CHECK OUTPUT COND.

PUT PROCESSING

21X MICROLOGGER OVERVIEW

with an allowable range of 0.0125 to 6553
seconds. Intervals shorter than 0.1 seconds
are allowed only in Table 1. Subroutine Table 3
has no execution interval; subroutines are only
executed when called from Table 1 or 2.

OV2.3.1 THE EXECUTION INTERVAL

The execution interval specifies how often the
program in the table is executed, which is
usually determined by how often the sensors are
to be measured. Unless two different
measurement rates are needed, use only one
table. A program table is executed sequentially
starting with the first instruction in the table and
proceeding to the end of the table.

Each instruction in the table requires a finite
time to execute. lf the execution interval is less
than the time required to process the table, the
21X overruns the execution interval, finishes
processing the table and waits for the next
execution interval before initiating the table.
When an overrun occurs, decimal points are
shown on either side of the G on the display in
the LOG mode (.0). Overruns and table priority
are discussed in Section 1.1.

FIGURE OV2.2. Program and Subroutine Tables

OV2.3.2 THE OUTPUT

The interval at which oul
independent from the ex
than the fact that it must
executed (i.e., a table ce
execution interval and or

A single program table c
output intervals and conr
unique data set (output i
Instructions are used to
which determines when
Output Processing Instrt
instruction setting the Or
data output and its sequ,
output array is created b
Control Instruction settin
in response to an output
Output Processing Instrt
set to output.

OV3. PROGRAMMING

A program is created by
datalogger or on a PC ur

Datalogger Support Soft
This manualdescribes d

able 2.
Execute every y sec.

1 <v<6553
Table 2 r.s used if there is a
need to measure and
process data on a separate
interualfrom that in Table
1.
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Table 3.
Subroutines

A subroutine is executed
only when called from
Table I or 2.
Subroutine Label
lnstructions
End
Subroutine Label
Instructions
End
Subroutine Label
lnstructions
End

TPUT INTERVAL

ch output occurs is
the execution interval, other
I must occur when the table is

rble cannot have a 10 minute
and output every 15 minutes)

able can have many different
d conditions, each with a
utput array). Program Contro
ied to set the Output Flag
when output occurs. The
I Instructions which follow the
the Output Flag determine thr
i sequence. Each additional
ated by another Program
setting the Output Flag high

rutput condition, followed by
I Instructions defining the dati

MING THE 21X

ed by keying it directly into th,
PC using the PC208

rt Software program EDLOG.
'ibes direct interaction with thr



21X. Work the direct programming
examples in
and you will

overuiew before using EDLOG
the basics ol21X operation as

wellas an ion for the help provided by Key
the Section OV3.5 describes options
for loading program into the 21X.

OV3.1 FUNCTIONAL MODES

User interaction with the 21X is broken into
different fun$tional MODES, (e.9., programming
the measurdments and output, setting time,
manually ini{iating a block data transfer to

*4 Efrable/disable tape and/or printer
output

21X MICROLOGGER OVERVIEW

TABLE OV3-2. Key Description/Editing
Functions

Action

0-9 Key numeric entries into display* Enter Mode (followed by Mode
Number)

A Enter/Advance
B Back up
C Change the sign of a number or index

an input location to loop counter
D Enter the decimal point
# Clear the rightmost digit keyed into

the display
#A Advance to next instruction in

program table (-1 , 
*2, *3) or to next

output array in Final Storage (.7)
#B Back up to previous instruction in

program table or to previous output
array in FinalStorage

#D Delete entire instruction

OV3.3 PROGRAMMING SEOUENCE

ln routine applications, sensor signals are
measured, processed over some time interual,
and the results are stored in Final Storage. A
generalized programming sequence is:

1. Enter the execution interval, determined by
the desired sensor scan rate.

2. Enter the InpuUOutput Instructions required
to measure the sensors.

Enter any Processing lnstructions required
to get the data ready for Output Processing.

Enter a Program Control Instruction to test
the output condition and Set the Output
Flag when the condition is met. For
example, use lnstruction 92 to output based
on time, 86 to output each time the table is
executed, and 88 or 89 to compare input
values. This instruction must precede the
Output Processing Instructions.

Enter the Output Processing Instructions to
store processed data in FinalStorage. The
order in which the data are stored is
determined by the order of the Output
Processing lnstructions in the table.

Repeat steps 4 and 5 for output on different
intervals or conditions.

*5
*6

realtime clock
lnput Storage data,

flags
FinalStorage data

Storage data transfer to
tape

Storage data transfer to printer
allocation/reset

re tesVPROM version

*9
*A
*B
*c
*D

4.
velload P

OV3.2 KEY

Keys and
functions

sequences have specific
using the 21X keyboard or a
ter in the remote keyboard state

(Section 5). Table OV3-2 lists these functions.
ln some the exact action of a key
depends the mode the 21X is in and is
described the mode in the manual.

etc.). The modes are referred
to as Star (") Modes since they are accessed by
first keying *, then the mode number or letter.
Table OV3-1 lists the 21X Modes.

OV3-1. * Mode Summary

data and indicate active Tables
ram Table 1

m Table 3, subroutines only

ov-7
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OV3.4 INSTRUCTION FORMAT

Instructions are identified by an instruction
number. Each instruction has a number of
parameters that give the 21X the information it
needs to execute the instruction.

The 21X Prompt Sheet has the instruction
numbers in red, with the parameters briefly
listed in columns following the description.
Some parameters are footnoted with further
description under the "lnstruction Option Codes"
heading.

For example, lnstruction 73 stores the
maximum value that occurred in an Input
Storage Location over the output interval. The
instruction has three parameters (1)
REPetitionS, the number of sequential lnput
Storage locations on which to find maxima, (2)
TIME, an option of storing the time of
occurrence with the maximum value, and (3)
LOC the first Input Storage Location operated
on by the Maximum Instruction. The codes for
the TIME parameter are listed in the "lnstruction
Option Codes".

The repetitions parameter specifies how many
times an instruction's function is to be repeated.
For example, four 107 thermistor probes, wired
to single-ended channels 1 through 4, are
measured using a single Instruction 11, Temp-
107, with four repetitions. Parameter 2
specifies the input channel of the first thermistor
(channel 1) and parameter 4 specifies the Input
$torage Location in which to store
measurements from the first thermistor. lf
Location 5 were used, the temperature of the
thermistor on channel 1 would be stored in lnput
Location 5, the temperature from channel2 in
Input Location 6, etc.

Detailed descriptions of the instructions are
given in Sections 9-12.

OV3.5 ENTERING A PROGRAM

Programs are entered into the 21X in one of
four ways:

1. Keyed in using the 21X keyboard.

2. Loaded from a pre-recorded listing using
the *D Mode. There are 2 types of
storage/input:

Stored on disl</sent from computer
(PC208 software TERM and EDLOG).
Stored/loaded f rom SM1 92t1 6
Module

3. Loaded from Storage Module or internal
PROM (special software) upon power-up.

A program is created by keying it directly into
the datalogger as described in the following
Section, or on a PC using the PC208
Datalogger Support Software.

EDLOG and TERM are PC208 Software
programs used to develop and send programs
to the 21X. EDLOG is a prompting editor for
writing and documenting programs for Campbe
Scientific dataloggers. Program files developed
with EDLOG can be downloaded directly to the
21X using TERM. TERM supports

, communication via direct wire, telephone, or
Radio Frequency (RF).

Programs on disk can be copied to a Storage
Module with SMCOM. Using the *D Mode to
save or load a program from a Storage Module
is described in Section 1.8.

lf the SM192/716 Storage Module is connected
when the 21X is powered-up the 21X will
automatically load program number 8, provided
that a program 8 is loaded in the Storage
Module (Section 1.8).

It is also possible (with special software) to
create a PROM (Programmable Read Only
Memory) that contains a datalogger program.
With this PROM installed in the datalogger, the
program willautomatically be loaded and run
when the datalogger is powered-up, requiring
only that the clock be set.

OV4. PROGRAMMING EXAMPLES

We willstart with a simple programming
example. There is a brief explanation of each
step to help you follow the logic. When the
example uses an instruction, find it on the
Prompt Sheet and follow through the
of the parameters. Using the Prompt Sheet
while going through these examples will help
you become familiar with its format. Sections 9-
12 have more detailed descriptions of the
instructions.

a.

b.
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OV4.1 SAMPLE PROGRAM 1
I

The 21X ha$ a thermistor built into the input
panelthat nieasures the paneltemperature and
provides a rlference for thermocouple
temperaturel measurements. In this example

21X MICROLOGGER OVERVIEW

the 21X is programmed to read the panel
temperature every 5 seconds and send the
results directly to Final Storage.

TURN ON THE POWER SWITCH AND
PROCEED AS INDICATED

Key
Display Shows
(lD:Data) Explanation

HELLO On power-up, the 21X displays "hello" while it
checks the memory.

after a few seconds delay

11:111111 The result of the memory check. Each digit
represents a memory socket on the CPU board.
1's indicate good memory, 0's bad memory
(Section 1.5).

Select mode.

Enter Program Table 1.

Advance to execution interval (seconds).

Key 5 second execution interval.

Enter the 5 second execution interval and advance
to the first program instruction location. The 21X
prompts with a P when it is time to enter an
instruction number.

Key in l/O Instruction 17, measure the panel
temperature in degrees C.

Enter lnstruction 17 and advance to the first
parameter.

Key in the Input Storage location in which to store
the measurement; location 1.

Enter the location number. Note that the 21X
knows how many parameters are associated with
an instruction and will prompt for a new instruction

I 
number when parameter entry is completed.

Th4 21X is now programmed to read the panel temperature every five seconds and place
thetreading in lnput Storage location l. Before adding any more instructions, we will start the
propram and display the measurement in lnput Storage.

1

A

5

A

17

A

00:00

01:00

01:0.0000

01:5

01:P00

01:P17

01:0000

1 01:1

A 02:P00

ov-9
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Key

"0

"6

A

Explanation

Exit Table 1, enter *0 mode to compile table and
begin measurements.

Enter *6 mode to view Input Storage.

Advance to Input Storage location 1. Panel
temperature is 21 .234oC.

Explanation

Exit *6 mode. Enter Program Table 1.

Advance to 2nd instruction location; this is where
we left off. Note how we jumped to the 2nd
instruction instead of just advancing by keying A.

86 is the DO instruction; a Program Control
lnstruction which unconditionally executes a
command.

Enter instruction and advance to the first
parameter specifying the command.

10 is the command to set Flag 0, the Output Flag.
The command codes are listed in the lnstruction
Option Codes for Instructions 86-92 on the
Sheet and in Table 12.1-2.

Enter the command and advance to third program
instruction location.

The Output Processing Instruction, SAMPLE,
transfers values from Input Storage to Final
Storage when the Output Flag is set.

Enter 70 and advance to first parameter specifying
the repetitions.

There is only one value to sample so only one
repetition is entered.

Wait a few seconds:

O1:21.423 The measurement will be updated every 5
seconds when a new measurement is made.

At this point the 21X is measuring the temperature every 5 seconds and sending the value
to Input Storage. No data are being saved. The nert step is to have the 2lX send each
reading to Final Storage. (Remember the Output Flag must be set first.)

Display Shows
(lD:Data)

:LOG 1

06:0000

01:21.234

Display Shows
(lD:Data)

01:00

02:P00

02:P86

01:00

01:10

03:P00

03:P70

01:00

01:1

Key

*1

2A

86

A

10

A

70

A

ov-l0
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Display Shows
Key (lD:Data) Explanation

A 02:0000 Enter repetition and advance to the second
parameter which specifies the first lnput Storage
location to sample.

1 O2:1 lnput Storage location 1, where the panel
temperature is stored.

A 04:P00 Enter location and advance to fourth instruction
location. Note that a value is not entered into

i memory untilA is keyed. lf *0 was keyed after the
] 1 in the previous step, the location would not be

] "ntered 
and would remain 0.

I *0 :LOG 1 Exit Table 1, enter "0 mode, compile program, and

] log data.
I

The 21X is fow programmed to measure the paneltemperature every 5 seconds and send each
reading to Ffalstorage. Values in Final Storage can be viewed using the *7 Mode (Section 2.3):

I Display Shows
Key (lD:Data) Explanation

*7 07: 13.000 Enter *7 Mode. The Data Storage Pointer (DSP) is
displayed showing the next available Final Storage
Location (location 13 in this example).

A 01: 0102 Advance to the first value, the output array
ldentifier (lD). The lD indicates the Output Flag
was set in Table 1 by the second instruction
(Section 2.1).

A 02:21.23 Advance to the first temperature stored. Note that
there are only 4 digits displayed (low resolution)
while the readings in Input Storage displayed 5
digits (Section2.2 and lnst.78).

A 01: 0102 Advance to the next output array. Same output
array lD.

A 02:21.42 Advance to 2nd stored temp.

*0 :LOG 1 Change to *0 Mode.

ln the abovq example, no time information is stored with the data. ln the second example,
lnstruction 77 is used to save the time of the measurements.

OV4.2 EDITING AN EXISTING PROGRAM

When editing an existing program in the 21X,
entering a npw instruction inserts the
instruction; fntering a new value for an
instruction flarameter replaces the previous

To insert an instruction, enter the program table
and advance to the position where the
instruction is to be inserted (i.e., P in the data
portion of the display) key in the instruction
number, and then key A. The new instruction

value.

ov-l1
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will be insefted at that point in the table,
advance through and enter the parameters.
The Instruction that was at that point and al
instructions following it will be pushed down to
follow the inserted instruction.

An instruction is deleted by advancing to the
instruction number (P in display) and keying #D
(Table OV3-2).

To change the value entered for a parameter,
advance to parameter and key in the correct

value then key A. Note that the new value is
entered untilA is keyed.

The next example program uses the panel
temperature measurement but uses timed
intervals for output instead ol every execution.
To get ready for the example, we will delete
'fnstructions 86 and 70.

Display Shows
(lD:Data) Explanation

: LOG1

01:00

02:P86

O2:P7O

02:P00

:LOG1

OV4.3 SAMPLE PROGRAM 2

Our second example is more representative of
a data collection situation. This time the panel
temperature will be used as the reference
temperature for a type T (copper-constantan)
thermocouple (TC). Thermocouples measure
the temperature relative to their reference
junction temperature. To obtain the absolute
temperatu re, the refe rence j u nction temperatu re
must be known.

The 21X is shipped with a shorl thermocouple
wired to differentialchannel 5. The copper lead
is connected to the high input (H) and the
constantan lead is connected to the low input
(L). We'll read the sensor every 5 seconds, and
store one hour average temperatures along with
a daily maximum and minimum temperature
and the times at which they occur. The date
and time will also be stored with the data.

ov-l2

21X is in *0 Mode

Enter Program Table 1.

Jump to 2nd instruction in table; Instruction 86,
DO.

Delete Instruction 86. Second instruction is now
70.

Delete Instruction 70. Second instruction is now
vacant.

Return to *0 Mode

lnstruction 14 measures TC temperature with a
differential voltage measurement. The first
parameter is the number of times to repeat the
measurement. There is only one thermocouple,
so we enter a 1. lf there were several TCs.
could be wired to sequential input channels and
the number of TCs would be entered in
Parameter 1. The 21X would measure all of
TCs.

Parameter 2 is the full scale voltage input range
to use when making the measurement. Type T
TC signals are very small, approximately
4OuVPC difference in temperature between the
measurement and reference junction. lf we use
a range code of 1 (t5 mV full scale, slow
integration), the TC voltage will not exceed the
input range as long as the measurement
junction is within 125oC of the panel
temperature.

Key

2A

*1

#D

#D

*0



Parameter 3 ]specif ies the channel on which to
make the firdt measurement. Parameter 6
specifies thellnput Storage location in which to
store the firsf channel measurement. lf multiple
repetitions afe specified, measurements from
sequentialc$annels are stored in adjacent input
locations beginning with the location specified in
Parameter 6. For Example, if there are 5

stored in

Parameter
location in

the Input Storage
to find the reference

temperature this case location 1 where the
panel re is stored. Parameters 7 and
8 are the and offset which convert the
measu to engineering units. The TC
instructions the measurement in units of

21X MICROLOGGER OVERVIEW

oC when a multiplier of 1 and an offset of 0 are
used.

The first example was explained one keystroke
at a time. Instead of listing each keystroke, the
following format shows the display after a value
is keyed in; the use of the A key to advance to
the next entry is not shown. This format is
similar to that used in the PC208 EDLOG
program.

lf you have followed through sample program 1

and edited the program in OV4.2, your 21X
now has a 5 second execution interval and
lnstruction 17 in Table 1 . To continue with this
example you can simply advance (key A)
through the execution interval and Instruction 17
and check the entries against the following
listing. The new entry starts with the second
instruction in the table.

lnstruction
(Loc.:Entry)

"1

01:5

01:P17

O2:P14

03:P92

Parameter
(Par.#:Entry)

01:1

01:1
02:1
03:5
04:1
05:1
06:2
07:1
08:0

01:0
02:60
03:10

Description

Enter Program Table 1

5 second execution interval

Measure panel temperature
Store temp. in location 1

Measure thermocouple temp. (differential).
1 repetition.
Range code (SmV, slow).
Input channel of TC.
TC type: copper-constantan.
Reference temp is stored in location 1.

Store TC temp in location 2.
Multiplier of 1 (degrees C)
Offset of 0.

lf Time
0 minutes into the interval.
60 minute interual.
Set Output Flag (Flag 0).

The 21X is programmed to measure the thermocouple temperature every 5 seconds. The lf Time
lnstruction, p2, sets the Output Flag at the beginning of each hour. Next, the instructions for time
and averagQ are added.

ov-l3



To obtain daily output, the lf Time instruction is
again used to set the Output Flag and is
followed by the Output lnstructions to store time
and the daily maximum and minimum
temperatures and the time each occurs.

Any Program Control lnstruction which is used
to set the Output Flag high will set it low if the
conditions are not met for setting it high.
lnstruction 92 above sets the Output Flag high

21X MICROLOGGER OVERVIEW

Instruction
(Loc.:Entry)

O4:P77

05:P71

Instruction
(Loc.:Entry)

06:P92

07: P77

08: P73

09: P74

Description

Output Time
Slore hour and minute.

Average
One repetition.
Source of TC temps to be
averaged, Input Storage location 2.

every hour. The Output Instructions which
follow do not output every hour because they
are preceded by another Instruction 92 which
sets the Output Flag high at midnight (and sets
it low at any other time). This is a unique
feature of Flag 0. The Output Flag is set low at
the start of each table (Section 3.7).

Description

lf Time
0 minutes into the interval.
1440 minute interval.
Set Output Flag (Flag 0).

Output Time
Store day, hour and minute.

Maximize instruction.
One repetition.
Output the time at which the maximum occurs,
in hours and minutes.
Location to maximize, TC temp.

Minimize instruction.
One repetition.
Output the time at which the minimum occurs,
in hours and minutes.
Location to minimize, TC temp.

Parameter
(Par.#:Entry)

01:10

01:1
O2:2

Parameter
(Par.#:Entry)

01:0
O2t144O
03:10

01:110

01:1
02:10

03:2

01:1
O2:1O

03:2

On power-up the year and day are initialized to the date the 21X PROMs were assembled, the clock
must be set to the current date and time. This is done in the *5 Mode (Section 1.2).
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Explanation

Enter *5 mode. Clock running but not set correctly.

Advance to YEAR location.

Key in current year (1990).

Enter and advance to day of year.

Key in day of year. The 21X Prompt Sheet has a
day of year calendar.

Enter and advance to hour and minute.

Key in hrs:min (1:24 PM in this example).

Clock set and running. (:HR:MlN:SEC)

Now that the ctock is set, we will erase Final Storage so that any data from the first example will not
be confused with this data. The *A Mode is used to repartition memory between lnput, lntermediate,
and Finatstqrage. Final Storage is erased when memory is repartitioned, even if the same sizes
are retained (Section 1.5).

Display Shows
Key (lD:Data) Explanation

Key

"5

A

90

A

Display Shows
(lD:Data)

00:21:32

05:89

05:90

05:0076

05:197

05:00:21

05:1324

;13;24:01

197

A

1324

A

and commence logging data.

*A 01:0028

28 01:28

A 02:0064

'0 :LOG 1

The 21X is rtow programmed to measure the
panel and Tp temperatures every 5 seconds.
Every hour tfrere will be 3 values output: 1) the
output array lD, 103 (3rd instruction in Table 1

set the Outpi.tt Flag), 2) time, and 3) average of
the thermocfuple readings that occurred in the
previous hoqr.

Every day there will be 7 values output: 1)

output array lD, 106 (6th instruction in Table 1

set the Output Flag), 2) day, 3) time, 4)
maximum TC temperature that occurred in the
previous day, 5) time at which the maximum
occurred, 6) minimum TC temperature, and 7)
the time at Which the minimum occurred.

There are 28Input Storage locations.

"Change" to 28 locations

Enter 28, display no. of Intermediate loc.

Exit *A, enter'0, compile Table 1

OVs. DATA RETRIEVAL OPTIONS

There are several options for data storage and
retrieval. These options are covered in detail in
Sections 2,4, and 5. Figure OV5-1
summarizes the various possible methods.

Regardless of the method used, there are three
general approaches to retrieving data from a
datalogger.

1. On-line output of Final Storage data to a
peripheral storage device. On a regular
schedule, that storage device is brought
back to the office/lab where the data is
transferred to the computer. Another
storage device is usually taken into the field
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3.
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and exchanged for the one which is
retrieved so that data collection can
continue uninterrupted.

Bring a storage device to the datalogger
and transfer all the data that has
accumulated in Final Storage since the last
visit.

Retrieve the data over some form of
telecommunications link, that is, Radio
Frequency (RF), telephone, shod haul
modem, multi-drop interface, or satellite.
The PC208 TELCOM program automates

Cassette Storage
Tape Module

Inst. 96 Inst. 96,*4 *4
*8 "9

.D

this process for IBM PCIXTIATIPS-2's and
compatibles.

Regardless of which method is used, the
retrievalof data from the datalogger does NOT
erase those data from Final Storage. The data
remain in the ring memory until:

they are written over by new data
2.1)

- memory is reallocated (Section 1.5)
- the power to the datalogger is turned off.

Table OV5-1 lists the instructions used with the
various methods of data retrieval.

(Telecommu nications Commands)

Section in Manual

4.1, 12
12

4.1
4.2
4.2
1.8
4.3
4.4
5

TABLE OV5-1. Data Retrieval Methods and Related lnstructions

Printer,other Telecommunications
Serial Device (RF. Phone. Short Haul. SC32A)

Inst. 96. 98 Inst. 97
-4
*9

"D

TABLE OV5-2. Data Retrieval Sections in Manual

Topic

lnstr. 96
lnstr. 97
*4
*8
*9
*D

Cassette Tape
Storage Module
Telecommunications
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DATA RETRIEVAL
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NoE+ 1. AODITIONAL METHOOS OF DATA REIREIVAL ARE
A. SATELUIE IRANSMISEON
B. DIRECT DUMP TO PRINTER

2. THE DSP4 HEADS UP DISPLAY ALLOWS THE USER TO VIEW OATA IN INPUT
STORAGE. ALSO BUFFERS RNAL STORAGE OATA ANO IIRITES IT TO
CASSETTE TAPE. PRINTER OR STORAGE Mq)ULE.

5. ALL CAMPBELL SOENIIRC RS_252 INTERFACES
HAVE A FEMAI€ 25 PIN RS-252 CONNECTOR.

lla
aaa
aaa
taa

RS-232 . -J--...--...--J
CABLE

FIGURE OV$l. Data Retrieval Hardware Options
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OV6. SPECIFICATIONS

ANALOG INPUTS

NUMBER OF CHANNELS: I ditterenria, o. up to 16

singl$ended. Eacfi dilleren0al channol can bo

configured ar two 3ingllend€d chsnnel3.

CHANNEL EXPANSION: The f&del Al,L16 Relav

Multigleret allows atl edditionet 64 sineb-end€d
channels to multipler into lour 21X singllended
channels. Up to tout Alt 416'3 cNn be @.rn€ctod
to ona 2l X.

ACCURACY OF VOLTAGE IEASUREMENTS ANO

ANALOG OTJTPUT VOLTAGES:
Drllerenoal and po3itivo singleancl€d:

0.1% FSR (0.05%, S4Oqc)
Negawo slnglo.€nd€<l:- 

0.1s%FsR (0.0o%, o4oqc)

RANGE AND RESOLUTION: Ranger are softwate
ssledable tor any channel. Resolutbn lor a single
snded moasunttnent i! lwioo the valuo shown.

FullScrL R.ng. RElulbn
t'S000millivolts 3El3micto\rolt3

! 5OO millivotts Sl.3 mictorolB
i50millivolt! 3.341mic'orolts

i. 15 millivolt! l.0Ombto\roll
i 5 miuivolt! 0.33 mictorolB

INPUT SAMRE MTES: The fast A/O corvor3ion
uses a0.25 mt sgnal integration tirne and the
slow conversirn u!e! e 16.666 ms ignal antegra-

0on (one porct line ctdc pcnod). Clillerential
measuremenl! includo a !o@nd 3atnpling witt
reve6ed input polatity to t€duce thormal oftset and

common mode ettofJ. Input lxltflplo rat6 atg tr1o

nme reouired to moalule and corwen tho re3ull lo
engineonng uniB.

Fast singloondod volla0o: 2.4 m3
Fastdifferentialvolhge: 3.7 m3

Slow singbend€dvolu{e: 18.8 m3

Slow ditferontal volt,aoe: 37.0 ms
Fastditterentialfiermooouple: 7.3m3

INPUT NOISE VOI.TAGE:

Fast diflerendal -- 0.82 micovolE RMS
Slorvdiflerential -- 0.1 micto\roltsRMS

COMIION i,lOOE RAI*GE: t,5 vdl3.

OC CoMr,ON i/iOO€ REJ€CTION: > !4o dB.

NORIVIAL I,OOE REJECTIOI',1: 70 dB
(60 Hz wiill 3tow diftorential tne.lurameno.

INPUT CURREIIT: 2 nanoatnps ma.ltmum.

INPUT RESISTANCE: 20o g[ohms.

ANALOG OUTPUTS

NUMBER OF ANALG OUTruTST 4 !wiEh.d,
2 cononuout.

DESCRIPTION: A switchod ot/tpu i! *dve o.lly dtnitB
a moasuromonl and i! lwitchod ofi (hioh tm'
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SECTION 1. FUNCTIONAL MODES

1.1 TABLES -*1,*2, AND *3

MODES

Data acqu and processing functions are
controlled b]l instructions contained in program
tables. can be separated into 2
tables, each having its own programmable
execution inlerval. A third table is available for
programming subroutines which may be called

interrupt.
access T

*1 and *2 Modes are used to
'l and 2. The "3 Mode is used to

access Table 3.

When a table is first entered, the
display the table number in the lD Field
and 00 in Data Field. Press A and the 21X
will to the execution interval. lf there is
an existing
instruction

in the table, enter an
number prior to A and the

21X will directly to the instruction (e.9.,
5 will to the fifth instruction in the
table).

INTERVAL

The interval is entered in units of
seconds as

0.0125.... 1 seconds, in multiples of 0.0125

0.1 .....655q seconds, in multiples of 0.1 second

Intervals leds than 0.1 second are allowed in
Table 1 onlf. Execution of the table is repeated
at the rate (etermined by this entry. The table
will not be dxecuted if 0 is entered. Values less
than 0.1 ard rounded to the nearest even
multiple of 0.0125. lf the Interval is 0.1 or
greater, the 21X will not allow entry of digits
beyond 0.1.

The sample rate for a 21X measurement is the
rate at which the measurement instruction can
be executed (i.e., the measurement made,
scaled with the instruction's multiplier and offset,
and the resUlt placed in lnput Storage).
Additional processing requires extra time. The
throughput fate is the rate at which a
measurem{nt can be made and the resulting
value stored in Final Storage. The maximum
throughput ]rate for fast single ended
measurem$nts (other than with the burst

measurement) is 256 measurements per second
(16 measurements repeated 16 times per
second).

lf the specified execution interval for a table is
less than the time required to process that table,
the 21X overruns the execution interval, finishes
processing the table and waits for the next
occurrence of the execution interval before
again initiating the table (i.e., when the
execution interval is up and the table is still
executing, that execution is skipped). Since no
advantage is gained in the rate of execution with
this situation, it should be avoided by specifying
an execution interval adequate for the table
processing time.

NOTE: Whenever an overrun
occurs, decimal points are displayed
on both sides of the sixth digit of the
21X display (e.9., L O.G. in the *0

Mode).

When the Output Flag is set high, extra time is
consumed by final output processing. The
execution interval may be exceeded at this time
only, which may be acceptable. For example,
suppose it is desired to measure every 0.1
seconds and output processed data every ten
minutes. The processing time of the table is
less than 0.1 seconds except when output
occurs (every 10 minutes). With finaloutput
processing the time required is 1 second. With
the execution interval set at 0.1 seconds, and a
one second lag between samples once every 10
minutes, 10 measurements out of 6000 (.17o/o)

are missed: an acceptable statistical error for
most populations.

1.1.2 SUBROUTINES

Table 3 is used to enter subroutines which may
be called with Program Control Instructions in

Tables 1 and 2 or other subroutines. The group
of instructions which form a subroutine starts
with lnstruction 85, Label Subroutine, and ends
with Instruction 95, End. (Section 12)

1.1.1

1-1



SECTION 1. FUNCTIONAL MODES

1.1.3 TABLE PRIORITY/INTERRUPTS

Table 1 execution has priority over Table 2. lf
Table 2 is being executed when it is time to
execute Table 1, Table 2 will be interrupted.
After Table 1 is completed, Table 2 resumes at
the point of interruption. lf the execution interval
of Table 2 coincides with Table 1, Table 1 will
be executed first, followed by Table 2.

Interrupts by Table 1 are not allowed in the
middle of a measurement or while output to
Final Storage is in process (the Output Flag, flag
0, is set high). The interrupt occurs as soon as
the measurement is completed or flag 0 is set
low.

1.1.4 COMPILING A PROGRAM

When a program is first entered, or if any
changes are made in the *1 ,*2,*3, *4, *A, or *C

Modes, the program must be compiled before it
starts running. The compile function checks for
programming errors and optimizes program
information for execution. lf errors are detected,
the appropriate error codes are indicated on the
Display (Section 3.10). The compile function is
executed when the *0 

, 
*6, or *B Modes are

entered and prior to saving a program listing in
the *D Mode. The compile function is only
executed a{ter a program change has been
made; any subsequent use of any of these
Modes does not cause compiling.

When the *0, *B, or *D Mode is used to compile,
all output ports and flags are set low, the timer
(lnstruction 26) is reset, and data values
contained in Input and Intermediate Storage are
RESET TO ZERO.

When the *6 Mode is used to compile data
values contained in Input Storage, the state of
flags, control ports, and the timer are
UNALTERED. Compiling always zeros
Intermediate Storage.

1.2 SETTING AND DISPLAYING THE
CLOCK. *5 MODE

The "5 Mode is used to display time or change
the year, day of year, or time. When *5 is
pressed, the current time is displayed. The time
parameters displayed in the *5 Mode are given
in Table 1.2-1.

1-2

The 21X powers-up with hours and minutes set
to 0 and the day and year set for the date that
the PROMs were first released by Campbell
Scientific. To set the year, day, or time, enter
the *5 Mode and advance to display the
appropriate value. Key in the desired number
and enter the value by pressing A. When a
value for hours and minutes is entered, the
seconds are set to zero and current time is
again displayed., To exit the "5 Mode, press *.

When the time is changed, a partial recompile i

done automatically to resynchronize program
execution with real time. The resynchronization
process can change the interval of a pulse rate
measurements for one execution interval as
explained in the PULSE COUNT Instruction 3
Section 9.

TABLE 1.2-1. Sequence of Time
in *5 Mode

Key

*5

A
A
A

Display
ID:DATA

:HH:MM:SS
05:XX
05:XXXX
05:HH:MM:

Description

Display current time
Display/enter year
Display/enter day of

hours:

1.3 DISPLAYING AND ALTERING IN
MEMORY OR FLAGS . *6 MODE

The *6 Mode is used to display or change lnput
Storage values and to toggle and display user
flags. lf the *6 Mode is entered immediately
following any changes in program tables or the
*4 Mode, the programs will be compiled and
execution will begin.

When the *6 Mode is used to compile data
values contained in Input Storage, the state of
flags, control ports, and the timer are
UNALTERED. Compiling always zeros
Intermediate Storage.



1.3.1 DISPLAYING AND ALTERING INPUT
STORAGE

When *6 is fieyed, the display will read
"06:0000". One can advance to view the value
stored in Influt Storage location 1 by pressing A.
To go directfy to a specific location, key in the
location nu$ber before keying A. For example,
to view the rfalue contained in lnput Storage
focation 20,lkey in *6 20 A. The lD portion of
the display $hows the last 2 digits of the location
number. lf fie value stored in the location being
monitored i{ the result of a program instruction,

instruction i$ executed.

Values may be entered into input locations using
the change bommand, C. While viewing the
contents of fhe input location in which the value
is to be ent{red, key C; the location number in
the lD field $villdisappear. Key in the desired
value and tfien enter it by pressing A.

lf an algoritlltm requires parameters to be
manually mOdified during execution of the
program WIIHOUT INTERRUPTION of the
Table execution process, the parameters can be
loaded in lnput Storage locations and the *6

Mode can bp used to change the values. lf
values musf be in place before program
execution cpmmences, use Instruction 91 at the
beginning of the program table to prevent
execution uhtil a flag is set high (see next
section). Tlhe initialvalues can be entered into
input locations using the *6 Mode after compiling
the table. The flag can then be set high to
enable the lable(s).

SECTION 1. FUNCTIONAL MODES'

ff any program tables *1 
, 
*2, *3, or *4 output

options are altered and complied in the.0
Mode, values in Input Storage will be set to 0.
To preserue values entered in Input Siorage,
compile with *6.

1.3.2 DISPLAYING AND TOGGLING USER
FLAGS

lf D is keyed while the 21X is displaying a
location value, the current status of the user
flags will be displayed in the following format:
"00:01:00:10". The characters represent the
flags, the left-most digit represents Flag 1 and
right most Flag 8. A "0" indicates the flag is low
and a "1" indicates the flag is high. In the above
example, Flags 4 and 7 are set high. To toggle
a flag, simply key the corresponding number.
To return to displaying the input location, press
A.

Entering appropriate flag tests into the program
allows manual control of program execution.
For example: lt is desired to be able to
manually start the execution of Table 2.

lnstruction 91 is the first instruction entered in
Table 2:

01: P91
01: 25
02: 0

lf Flag
5 is set low
Go to end of program table

lf Flag 5 is low, allsubsequent instructions in
Table 2 will be skipped. Flag 5 can be toggled
from the *6 Mode, effectively starting and
stopping the execution of Table 2.

1.3.3 DISPLAYING AND TOGGLING PORTS

The current status of the user's ports can be
displayed by hitting "0" while looking at an input
location (e.9., .6A0). Pods are displayed left to
right as 0, 0, C6, C5, ..., Cl (exactly opposite to
the flags). A port can be toggled by pressing its
number on the keypad while in the port display
mode.

1.4 COMPILING AND LOGGING DATA -
*O MODE

When the *0 Mode is entered after programming
the 21X, the program is compiled (Section 1.1.4)
and the display shows "LOG" and the numbers
of the program tables that were enabled at
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A

B
C

D
#

Advance to next location or enter

-up to previous location

Key C, then value, then A)

current location and allow a
tion no. to be keyed in, followed

A to jump to that location



SECTION 1. FUNCTIONAL MODES

compilation. The display is not updated after
entering *0.

When the *0, *B, or *D Mode is used to compile,
all output ports and flags are set low, the timer
(lnstruction 26) is reset, and data values
contained in Input and Intermediate Storage are
RESET TO ZERO.

The 21X should normally be left in the.0 Mode
when logging data. This Mode requires slightly
less power than Modes which frequently update
the display.

1.5 MEMORY ALLOCATION . -A

1.5.1 INTERNAL MEMORY

There are 8 sockets on the 21X CPU board
which are used for Read Only Memory (ROM) or
Random Access Memory (RAM). The basic
2'lX is provided with 64K of memory: three 8K
Programmable Read Only Memory (PROM)
chips for a total of 24K ROM and five 8K RAM
chips. Appendix E describes how to change
RAM and ROM chips.

When powered-up, the 21X displays HELLO
while performing a self check; the result of the
check is then displayed. The 8 characters in the
display represent the 8 memory sockets
numbered from left to right: 1 means a good
chip is in the corresponding socket; O means the
socket is empty or an error was detected in the
chip. For example, when equipped with
standard memory, the display will read
"1 1:1 1 1 1 1 1"; the five 1s on the left represent the
8K RAM chips;the three 1s on the right, the
three 8K PROMS.

PROM

Avail. bytes 24K

Avail. Loc.

"Default allocation on

Program
Memory

978

There are 978 bytes allotted to program
memory. This memory may be used for 1

program table or shared among all program
tables. Tables 3.9-1 to 3.9-4 list the amount of
memory used by each program instruction.

Input Storage is used to store the results of
' lnpuUOutput and Processing Instructions. The

values stored in input locations may be
displayed using the *6 Mode (Section 1.3).

Intermediate Storage is used by Output
Processing Instructions to store the results of
intermediate calculations necessary for
averages, standard deviations, histograms, etc.

Final Storage holds output data, the results of
Output Processing Instructions which are
when the Output Flag is set high (Section 3.7).
The data in Final Storage can be displayed
using the *7 Mode (Section 2.3).

Figure OV2-1 illustrates the use of Input,
Intermediate, and Final Storage.

Each Input or Intermediate Storage location
requires 4 bytes of memory. Each Final
location requires 2 bytes of memory. Low
resolution data points require 1 Final Storage
location and high resolution data points require
2. Section 2 describes Final Storage and data
retrieval in detail.

Table 1.5-1 lists the basic memory areas and
the amount of memory allotted to them in the
standard 21X.

Input Intermediate Final
Storage* Storage* Storage

112 256 38.592

64 19.296

TABLE 1.5-1. Memory Allocation in Standard 21X
(24K ROM,40K RAM)

System
Memory

1022

1-4



1.5.2 *A MODE

The *A is used to 1) determine the
number of allocated to Input,
Intermediatel and Final Storage; 2) repartition
this 3) check the number of bytes
remaining in memory; 4) erase Final
Storage; an{ 5) to completely reset the
datalogger. *A is keyed, the first value
displayed is {he number of memory locations
allocated to lhput Storage. Press A to advance
through the fiemory values. Table 1.5-2
describes what the values seen in the *A Mode
represent. i

Description of Data

The number of memory
locations currently
allocated to Input Storage.
This value can be changed
by keying in the desired
number (minimum of 28,
maximum limited by
available memory).

The number of memory
locations currently
allocated to Intermediate
Storage. This value can
be changed by keying in
the desired number
(limited by available
memory).

A 03: XXXXX The numberof memory
locations currently
allocated to Final Storage.
This number is
automatically altered when
the number of memory
locations in lnput and/or
lntermediate Storage is
changed. A minimum of
768 locations are always
retained in Final Storage.

A O4:XXXX The number of bytes
remaining in Program
memory (978 bytes total).
Entering 978 will ERASE
ALL MEMORY and put the
21X through the initial

SECTION 1. FUNCTIONAL MODES

The numbers of memory locations allocated to
Input, Intermediate and Final Storage default at
power-up to the values in Table 1.5-1.

The sizes of Input and lntermediate Storage
may be altered by keying in the desired value
and entering it by keying A. The size of Final
Storage will be adjusted automatically.

When lnput Storage is increased beyond 28
locations, all of Input Storage comes out of Final
Storage and the memory previously allocated to
lnput Storage (112 bytes) goes unused. This is
because memory allocated to minimum Input
Storage is bounded by write protected program
memory. When more Input Storage is required,
Input Storage must be moved to where-a
contiguous block of memory is available.

One Input or Intermediate Storage location can
be exchanged for two Final Storage locations
and vice-versa. A minimum 28 Input and 768
Final Storage locations wiIIALWAYS be
retained. The size of Intermediate Storage may
be reduced to 0.

Alldata in Intermediate and FinalStorage are
erased when memory is repartitioned. This
feature may be used to clear memory without
altering programming. The number of locations
does not actually need to be changed;the same
value can be keyed in and entered. After
repartitioning memory, the Tables must be
recompiled. Becompiling erases lntermediate
Storage. Recompiling with *0 erases Input
Storage; recompiling with *6 leaves lnput
Storage unaltered.

lf lntermediate Storage size is too small to
accommodate the programs or instructions
entered, the program will not compile and the
"E:04" ERROR CODE will be displayed;the size
of Intermediate Storage must be increased
before the program willcompile. Final Storage
size can be maximized by limiting Intermediate
Storage size to the minimum number of memory
locations necessary to accommodate the
programs entered. The number of Final Storage
locations and the rate at which data are stored
determines how long it willtake for Final Storage
to fill, at which point new data willwrite over old.

Key Disdlay
Entry lD: 

fata
*A 01: |XXX

I

A or'1.***
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SECTION 1. FUNCTIONAL MODES

1.6 MEMORY TESTING AND SYSTEM
STATUS. -B

The.B Mode is used to 1) read the signature of
the program memory and the software PROMs,
2) display the power-up memory status, 3)
display the number of E08 occurrences (Section
3:10), 4) display the number of overrun
occurrences (Section 1 .1 .1), and 5) display
PROM version and revision number. Table 1.6-
1 describes what the values seen in the *B

Mode represent. The correct signatures of the
21X PROMs are listed in Appendix B.

A signature is a number which is a function of
the data and the sequence of data in memory.
It is derived using an algorithm which assures a
99.998% probability that if either the data or its
sequence changes, the signature changes. The
signature of the program memory is used to
determine if the program tables have been
altered. During the self check on power-up, the
signature computed for a PROM is compared
with a signature stored in the PROM to
determine if a failure has occurred. The
algorithm used to calculate the signature is
described in Appendix C.

The contents of windows 8 and 9, PROM
version and version revision, are helpful in
determining what PROM is in the datalogger.
Over the years, several different PROM versions
have been released, each with operational
differences. When calling Campbell Scientific
for datalogger assistance, please have these
two numbers available.

TABLE 1.6-1. Description of *B Mode Data

Key Display
Entry lD: Data

"B 0't: XXXXX

02: XXXXX

03: XXXXX

Description of Data

Program memory
Signature. The value is
dependent upon the
programming entered and
memory allotment. lf the
Tables have not been
previously compiled, they
will be compiled and run.

First PROM Signature

Second PROM Signature

A
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05: XXXXX

06: XXXXX

07: XXXXX

Third PROM Signature

Memory status, decimal
equivalent to the 1s and
shown on power-up
(Section 1.5.1 e.9.,
11111111=255)

No. of E08 occurrences
(Key in 88 to reset)

No. of overrun occu
(Key in 88 to reset)

08: X.XXXX PROM version number

09:XXXX. Versionrevision

1.7 *C MODE.. SECURITY

The *C Mode is used to secure the user's
program information. lf security is activated,
then the 21X will block keyboard access to the
*1,*2, *3, *4, and *A Modes. Activated security
willalso block Telecommunications access to
the *1, *2, *3, *4, *5, and *D Modes and the
Telecommunications C command. A four digit
password allows entry to the *C Mode and
becomes part of the program memory,
the program signature.lf security is enabled
when *C is keyed, the password must be keyed
in before one can advance to window 1. lf
security is disabled, keying *C brings up window
1 immediately. In window 1 a command can be
entered to either enter a new password (1), or
temporarily disable security (00) in order to
check or alter the programming. The password
on power-up is 0000 (unless "D was used to
create a custom PROM with the password built
in), which disables security. When security is
temporarily disabled, it is possible to enter all
modes and to alter programming. Keying *0 or
*6 will automatically re-enable security, unless
the password is 0000.

Entering the 4 digit password as an indexed
value (i.e. xxxx--, entered by keying C after
entering the four digits) blocks access to the *1,
*2, *3, *4, and *A Modes, but it will allow the
user to view and change the password.



TABLE 1. 1. *G Mode Entries and Codes

12:0000

Description

Enter current password. lf
correct, then advance, else
exit *C Mode. 12:00
indicates *C Mode is not in
PROMS. lf security is
disabled, *C advances
directly to window 1.

Window 1, enter command:
00 = disable security and

advance to window
2; subsequent *0 or
*6 enables security.

01 = s€curity remains
enabled, but it
advances to
window 2 and
allows entry of a
new password.

XXX Set new password (XXXX
is current password).

Returns to window 1.

Entering 0000 disables
security (window 1 must be
set to 0).

1.8 *D MO - SAVE OR LOAD

The *D allows the user's program
information in the.1 ,*2,*3, *4, *A, .C (if OSX-
0), and *B to be output to or loaded from
printer/computer (ASCIl), tape, or SM192716
Storage Mo{ule. Table execution and on-line
tape and priprter outputs are suspended while in
the *D ModQ. When *D is keyed, the 21X will
display "13:00".

TABLE 1.8-1. *D Mode Commands

Command Description

Save ASCII Program

Load ASCII Program

Save/Load/Clear Program
from Storage Module

SECTION 1. FUNCTIONAL MODES

A command is entered by keying the command
number and A. When Command 1, 2, or 71 is
entered, the command number is displayed in

the lD field. The user must then key in a baud
rate code for command 1 or 2 or the command
code for the Storage Module (Table 1.8-2).
After the code is keyed in, key A to execute the
command. After a command is executed,
"13:0000" is displayed;*D must be entered
again before another command can be given.

lf the 21X program has not been compiled when
a command to save the program is entered, it
will be compiled before the command is
executed.

TABLE 1.&2. *D Mode Baud Rate and
Storage Module Codes

Key
Entry

*c

A 01:0p

A 0Z:{

BAUD RATE
CODES

0 - 300 baud
1 - 1200
2 - 9600
3 - 76,800

STORAGE MODULE
COMMAND CODES

1X

2X

3X

Save Program X to
Storage Module
(x=1-8)
Load Program X from
Storage Module
(x=1-8)
Erase Program X
from Storage Module
1X=1-8)

1

2

71

All data in lnput, Intermediate and Final
Storage are erased when a command to load
a program is executed or when a program is
written to tape. lf nothing is received within
30-40 seconds after giving the command to
load a program the command will be aborted
and an error code displayed (E99 for Storage
Module or ASCII). Commands 1, 2, and 71 are
the only commands that can be executed via
telecommunications (Section 5). For
commands 1 and 2, the 21X will use the baud
rate already established in telecommunications
and will be ready to receive or send the file as
soon as the command is received.

TABLE 1.8-3. Program Load Error Codes

E 98 Uncorrectable errors detected
E 99 Wronq tvpe of file or no data received
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SECTION 1. FUNCTIONAL MODES

1.8.1 TRANSFER TO COMPUTER/PRINTER

This section describes commands 1 and 2
(Table 1.8-1). TERM (PC208 Software)
automaticaily uses these commands for
uploading and downloading programs.

SENDING ASCII PROGRAM INFORMATION

Command 1 is to send the program listing in
ASC|l. At the end of the listing, the 21X sends
control E (5 hex or decimal) twice. Except when
in telecommunications, the baud rate code must
be entered after command 1.

Table 1.8-4 is an example of the program listing
sent in response to command 1 (the actual
listing is in one column but is printed in two
columns to save space). Note that the listing
uses numbers for each mode: The numbers for
*A, *8, and *C modes are 10, 1 1 , and 12,
respectively.

TABLE 1.8-4. Example Program Listing
From *D Command 1

MODE 1

SCAN RATE 2
1:P17
1:1
1:P0

2:P14
1:1
2:1
3:5
4:1
5:1
6:2
7:1
8:O

3:P92
1:0
2:5
3:10

MODE 1

SCAN RATE 2

4:P71
1:2
2:1

LOAD PROGRAM FROM ASCII FILE

Command 2 sets up the 21X to load a serial
ASCII program. The format is the same as sent
in response to command 1 (Table 1.8.4).
Excepl when in telecommunications, the baud
rate code must be entered after command 2.

A download file need not follow exactly the
same format that is used when listing a
(i.e., some of the characters sent in the listing
are not really used when a program is loaded).
Some rules which must be followed are:

"M" must be the first character other than a
carriage return (CR) or line feed (LF). The
"M" serves the same function as "*" does
from the keyboard. The order that the
Modes are sent in does not matter (i.e., the
information for Mode 4 could be sent before
that for Mode 1).

"S" is necessary prior to the execution
interval (Scan rate).

The colons (:) are used to mark the start of
actualdata.

5:P0

MODE 2
SCAN RATE O

MODE 3

MODE 4
1:0
2:O

MODE 10
1:28
2:64
3:19328
4:934

MODE 12
1:0
2:O

MODE 2
SCAN RATE O

1.

2.

3.
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4.A n (;) tells the 21X to ignore the
rest of line and can be used after an
entry so a comment can be added.

There are 4 controlcodes which
may be to verify that the 21X receives a
file

^B ^B 2hex) Discard current buffer
and reset signature

^C ^C (3hbx, 3hex) Send signature for
current bulfer

^D ^D (4hex, 4hex) Load current butfer and
reset signature

^E ^E (Shex, 5hex) Exit and compile
program

!

As a downlopd file is received, the 21X buffers
the data in ripemory;the data is not loaded into
the editor or compiled until the 21X receives a
command td do so. The minimum file that could
be sent is thp program listing, then ^E^E. ^C^C
tells the 21{ to send the signature (Section C.3)
for the curreht buffer of data. lf this signature
does not mqttch that calculated by the sending

,SECTION f. FUNCTIONAL MODES

device, ^B^B can be sent to discard the current
buffer and reset the signature. lf the signature
is correct, ^D^D can be sent to tell the 21X to
load the buffer into the editor and reset the
signature. Once the complete file has been sent
and verified, send ^E^E to compile the program
and exit the load command.

1.8.2 PROGRAM TRANSFER WITH STORAGE
MODULE

The SM192tr16 Storage Module must be
connected to the 21X. Key *D, then enter
command 71 . The command to save, load, or
clear a program and the program number (Table
1.8-2) is entered. After the operation is finished
"1 3:0000" is displayed.

The datalogger can be programmed on power-
up using a Storage Module. Storage Modules
can store up to eight separate programs. lf a
program is stored as program number 8, and if
the Storage Module is connected to the
datalogger serial pod at power-up, program
number 8 is downloaded to lhe datalogger and
compiled.

1-9



SECTION 2. INTERNAL DATA STORAGE

2.1 FINAL AREAS, OUTPUT
ARRAYS, D MEMORY POINTERS

is that portion of memory where
data are stored. Data must be

sent to before they can be
transferred
peripheral.

a computer or external storage

The size of FinalStorage is expressed in terms
of memory lQcations or bytes. A low resolution
data point (41 decimal characters) occupies one
memory loc{tion (2 bytes), whereas a high
resolution d{ta point (5 decimal characters)
requires two memory locations (4 bytes). Table
1.5-1 showslthe default allocation of memory
locations to fnput, lntermediate, and Final
Storage. Tfrje "A Mode is used to reallocate
memory or {rase Final Storage (Section 1.5). A
minimum of [68 memory locations will ALWAYS
be retained ln Final Storage.

FinalStora can be represented as ring
memory (Fi ure 2.1-1) on which the newest data
are written ver the oldest data.

$ = Output ottoy stotl
Y moaker

output array. For example, the lD of 118 in
Figure 2.1-2 indicates that the 18th
instruction in Table 1 set the Output Flag
high.

PROGRAM TABLE NUMBER
I

| -- 
LOCATION NUMBER OF THE INSTRUCTION WHICH

I I 
SET THE OUTPUT FLAG FOR THIS ARRAY

ll

Final
final,

01+0118

Locotion No,

Moximum locotiori No,

FIGURE 2.1-1. Ring Memory Representation
of Final Data Storage

Output Proqessing Instructions store data into
Final Storage only when the Output Flag is set
high. The dtring of data stored each time the
Output Flag is set high is called an output
array. The first data point in the output array is

a 4 digit Output Array lD. This lD number is set
in one of twD ways:

1) ln the #fault condition, the lD consists of
the program table number and the
lnstructlon Location Number of the
instruction which set the Output Flag for that

I L-- DATA porNT
I

TA POINT ID

FIGURE 2.1-2. Output Array lD

2\ The output array lD can be set by the user
with the second parameter of Instruction 80
(Section 1 1). The lD can be set to any
positive integer up to 511. Instruction 80
must follow the instruction which set the
Output Flag high. This option allows the
user to make the output array lD
independent of the programming. The
program can be changed (instructions
added or deleted) without changing the
output array lD. This avoids confusion
during data reduction, especially on long
term projects where program changes or
updates are likely.

NOTE: lf Instruction 80 is used to
designate Final Storage and parameter 2 is
0, the output array lD is determined by the
position of Instruction 80 or by the position
of the instruction setting the Output Flag,
whichever occurs last.

Data are stored in Final Storage before being
transmitted lo an external device. There are 5
pointers which are used to keep track of data
transmission. These pointers are:

1. Data Storage Pointer (DSP)
2. Display Pointer (DPTR)
3. Tape Pointer (TPTR)
4. Printer Pointer (PPTR)
5. Telecommunications(Modem)Pointer

(MPrR)
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SECTION 2. INTERNAL DATA STORAGE

The Data Storage Pointer (DSP) is used to
determine where to store each new data point in
the Final Storage area. The DSP advances to
the next available memory location alter each
new data point is stored.

The DPTR is used to recall data to the LCD
display. The positioning of this pointer and data
recallare controlled from the keyboard (*7
Mode).

The TPTR is used to control data transmission
to a cassette tape recorder. When on-line tape
transfer is activated (.4 Mode or Instruction 96,
option O0), data is transmitted to tape whenever
the DSP is a minimum of 512 memory locations
ahead of the TPTR. The TPTR may also be
positioned via the keyboard for manually
initiated data transfer to tape (.8 Mode).

The PPTR is used to control data transmission
to a printer, Storage Module, or other serial
device. Whenever on-line printer transfer is
activated (.4 Mode or Instruction 96), data
between the PPTR and DSP are transmitted.

When on-line transfer to a SM192/716 Storage
Module is activated by Instruction 96 with output
code 30, data is transmitted each time an output
array is stored in FinalStorage lF THE
STORAGE MODULE IS CONNECTED TO THE
21X. ll the Storage Module is not connected,
the 21X does not transmit the data nor does it
advance the PPTR to the new DSP location. lt
saves the data untilthe Storage Module is
connected. Then, during the next execution of
Instruction 96, the 21X outputs all of the data
between the PPTR and the DSP and updates
the PPTR to the DSP location (Section 4.1)

The MPTR is used in transmitting data over a
telecommunications interface. When
Telecommunications is first entered, the MPTR
is set to the same location as the DSP.
Positioning of the MPTR is then controlled by
commands from the external calling device
(Section 5.1).

2-2

NOTE: All memory pointers are set to the
DSP location when the datalogger
a program. For this reason, ALWAYS
RETRIEVE UNCOLLECTED DATA
BEFORE MAKING PROGRAM CHANGES.
For example, assume the TPTR lags the
DSP by less than 512 data points when the
datalogger program is altered. On
compiling, the TPTR is positioned with the
DSP, losing reference to the data that was
intended to be transferred to tape. The
data is not automatically transferred and
appears as a discontinuity in the data file.
Untilthe ring memory wraps around and
data overwrite occurs, the data may be
recovered using the.8 Mode. This
scenario is also true for the PPTR and data
intended for a Storage Module.

2.2 DATA OUTPUT FORMAT AND
RANGE LIMITS

Data are stored internally in Campbell
Scientific's Final Storage Format (Appendix
C.2). Data may be sent to Final Storage in
either LOW RESOLUTION or HIGH
RESOLUTION format. Low resolution is the
default. To change the resolution, Instruction
(Section 1 1) must precede the Output
Instructions in the program table.

2.2.1 RESOLUTION AND RANGE LIMITS

Low resolution data is a 2 byte format with 3 or
significant digits and a maximum magnitude of
t6999. High resolution data is a 4 byte format
with 5 significant digits and a maximum
output value of t99999 (see Table 2.2-1 below).

TABLE 2.2-1. Resolution Range Limits of
21X Data

Minimum
Resolution Zero Magnitude

Low 0.000 +0.001
0.0000 +.00001

Maximum



The of the low resolution format is
significant digits when the first (left
7 or greater (Table 2.2-2). Thus, it

SECTION 2. INTERNAL DATA STORAGE

0.0000305. A description of Campbell
Scientific's floating point format may be found in
the description of the J and K
lelecommunications commands in Appendix C.

2.3 DISPLAYING STORED DATA ON
KEYBOARD/DISPLAY . *7 MODE

The *7 Mode is used to display Final Storage
data. Enter the Mode by keying *7. The display
willshow "OT:XXXXX", where XXXXX is the
Final Storage location (DSP) where the next
data will be stored. Two options are available:

1. Press A to advance and display the
output array lD of the oldest array in
FinalStorage.

2. Enter a Final Storage location number.
When A is pressed, the DPTR willjump
to the location entered and, if it is not at
the start of an array, advance to the first
start of array. The display willshow the
Array lD.

Repeated use of the A key advances through
the output array, while use of the B key backs
the DPTR through memory.

The Final Storage location of the data point
being viewed may be displayed by keying #. At
this point, another location may be entered,
followed by A to jump to the start of the output
array equal to or just ahead of the location
entered. Whenever a location number is
displayed by keying #, the corresponding data
point can be displayed by keying C. To advance
to the start of the next output array, key #A. To
back up one output array key #8.

TABLE 2.3-1. "7 Mode Command Summary

Key Action

Advance to next data point
Back-up to previous data point
Display location number of currently
displayed data point value
Display value of current location
Advance to start of next output array
Back-up to previous outout arrav

reduced to
most) digit
may be to use high resolution output
or an offset maintain the desired resolution of
a . For example, if water level is
to be red and output to the nearest 0.01
foot, the must be less than 70 feet for low
resolution oltput to display the 0.01 foot
increment. lf the water level is expected to
range from F0 to 80 feet the data could either be
output in hi$h resolution or could be otfset by 20
feet. (transfprming the range to 30 to 60 feet.).

TABLE Decimal Location in Low
Resolution Format

Value Decimal Location

X.XXX
XX.XX

XXX.X
XXXX.

6.999
69.99

699.9
6999.

While outprit data have the limits described
above, the $omputations performed in the 21X
are done in lfloating point arithmetic. Values are
rounded wfen converting to Final Storage
Format.

2.2.2 rNpUT AND TNTERMEDTATE STORAGE
DATA FORMAT

In Input and Intermediate Storage, numbers are
stored and processed in a binary format with a
23 bit binary mantissa and a 6 bit binary
exponent. The largest and smallest numbers
that can be stored and processed are 9 x 1018
and 1 x 10-'!e, respectively. The size of the
number detbrmines the resolution of the
arithmetic. f, rough approximation of the
resolution id that it is better than 1 in the seventh
digit. For ei<ample, the resolution of 97,386,924
is better than 10. The resolution of
0.0086731q24 is better than 0.000000001.

A precise calculation of the resolution of a
number may be determined by representing the
number as a mantissa between .5 and 1

multiplied by 2 raised to some integer power.
The resolution is the product of that power of 2
and 2-24. Fpr example, representing 478 as
.9336 * Zs, 

Jne 
resolution is 2e * 2'2a - 2'15 -

0-
7-

70
700

A
B
#

c
#A
#B
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SECTION 3. INSTRUCTION SET BASICS

used to program the 21X are divided into 4 types: lnput/Output (l/O), Processing,
Output and Program Control. l/O lnstructions are used to make measurements and
store the in input locations or to initiate analog or digital pott output. Processing
lnstructions numerical operations using data from lnput Storage locations and place the

method for gjenerating time or event dependent data summaries from processed sensor readings
residing in sfiecified lnput Storage locations. Program Control lnstructions are used to direct
program ex*ution based on time and/or conditional tests on input data and to direct output to
erternaldedces.

lnstructions Are identified by a number. Each instruction has a number of parameters which give
the 21X the lnformation it needs to execute the instruction.

l

The set of inbtructions available in the 2lX is determined by the Programmable Read Only
Memory chifis (PROMS) that are installed. Appendix B lists the software options available.

3.1 PARAMETER DATA TYPES

There are 3 flifferent data types used for
Instruction pprameters: Floating Point (FP), 4
digit integer{ (4), and 2 digit integers (2). In the
listings of th$ instruction parameters (Sections
9-12), the data type is identified by its

allow the 21
Different data types are used to
to make the most efficient use of

its memory.

Floating Point parameters are used to enter
numeric conbtants for calibrations or arithmetic
operations. [A/hile it is only possible to enter 5
digits (magnftude t.00001 to t99999.), the
internalfornlat has a much greater range
(1x10-ts to Qx1018, Section 2.2.1).

3.2 REPETITIONS

The repetitiqns parameter on many of the l/O,
Processing, and Output Processing lnstructions
is used to repeat the instruction on a number of
sequential lflput Channels or lnput Storage
locations. For example, if you have 4 ditferential
voltage meapurements to make on the same
voltage rangp, wire the inputs to sequential
channels anp instead of entering the Ditferential
Voltage Me{surement Instruction 4 times, enter
it once with fr repetitions. The instruction will
make 4 me{surements starting on the specified
channel number and continuing through the 3
succeeding pifferential channels, with the results
being store( in the specified input location and
the 3 succe$ding input locations. Averages for
all 4 measuiements can be calculated by

entering the Average Instruction with 4
repetitions-

When several of the same type of
measurements are to be made but the
calibrations of the sensors are different, it
requires less time to use a single measurement
instruction with repetitions and then apply the
calibrations with Instruction 53 than it does to
enter the instruction several times in order to
use different multipliers and offsets. This is due
to the set up and calibration time for each
measurement instruction. However, if time is
not a constraint, separate instructions may make
the program easier to follow.

3.3 ENTERING NEGATIVE NUMBERS

After keying in a number, press C or "-" to
change the number's sign. On floating point
numbers a minus sign O will appear to the left
of the number.

Excitation voltages in millivolts for l/O
Instructions are 4 digit integers;when C is
pressed, minus signs (-) will appear to the right
of the number indicating a negative excitation.
Even though this display is the same as that
indicating an indexed input location, (Section
3.4) there is no indexing effect on excitation
voltage.

3.4 INDEXING INPUT LOCATIONS

When used within a Loop, the parameters for
input locations can be Indexed to the loop

3-1



SECTION 3. INSTRUCTION SET BASICS

counter. The loop counter is added to the
indexed value to determine the actual input
location the instruction acts on. Normally the
loop counter is incremented by 1 after each
pass through the loop. Instruction 90, Step
Loop Index, allows the increment step to be
changed. See Instructions 87 and 90, Section
12, for more details

To index an input location (4 digit integer) key C
after keying the value but before entering the
parameter. Two minus signs (-) will be
displayed to the right of the parameter.

3.5 VOLTAGE RANGE AND
OVERRANGE DETECTION

The RANGE code parameter on InpuVOutput
Instructions is used to specify the full scale
voltage range of the measurement and the
integration period for the measurement (Table
3.5-1).

Select the smallest full scale range that is
greater than or equal to the full scale output of

the sensor being measured. Using the sma
possible range will result in the best resolution
for the measurement.

Two different integration sequences are
possible. The slow integration, 16.67
milliseconds, is one 60 Hz cycle and rejects
noise from 60 Hz AC line power as wellas
having better rejection of random noise than
fast integration. A PROM with 50Hz rejection is
available for countries whose electric utilities
operate at 50Hz (Appendix B).

When a voltage input exceeds the range
programmed, the value stored is the maximum
negative number, displayed in the *6 Mode as
-99999. In output data from Final Storage this
becomes -6999 in low resolution or -99999. in
high resolution.

An input voltage greater than +8 volts on one of
the analog inputs will result in errors and
possible overranging on the other analog inputs
Voltages greater than 16 volts may permanently
damage the 21X.

TABLE 3.5-1. lnput Voltage Ranges and Codes

Range Code
Slow
16.67ms
Integ.

1

2
3
4
5

Full Scale Range
Fast
250;rs
Integ.
11 t5 millivolts
12 t15 millivolts
13 t50 millivolts
14 t500 millivolts
15 t5000 millivolts

Resolution"

0.33 microvolts
1. microvolts
3.33 microvolts

33.3 microvolts
333. microvolts

*Differential measurement, resolution for single-ended measurement is twice value shown.

3.6 OUTPUT PROCESSING

Most Output Processing Instructions require
both an intermediate processing operation and a
final processing operation. For example, when
the Average Instruction, 71 , is executed, the
inte rmediate processing operation increments a
sample count and adds each new Input Storage
value to a cumulative total residing in
lntermediate Storage. When the Output Flag is
set, the final processing operation divides the
total by the number of sample counts, stores the
resulting average in Final Storage and zeros the

value in Inlermediate Storage so that the
process starts over with the next execution.

Final Storage is the default destination of data
output by Output Processing Instructions
(Sections OV1.2, 1.5, 2.1). Instruction 80 may
be used to direct output to Input Storage or to
FinalStorage.

Output Processing Instructions requiring
intermediate processing sample the specified
input location(s) each time the Output I
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location is updated by an llQ Instruction.
suppose a temperature
is initiated by Table 1 which has

an intervalof 1 second. The

every 10 mi are in Table 2 which has an
of 10 seconds. Theexecution

10 minute period, but the average will be the
result of only 60 of those measurements
because the instruction to average is executed
only one tenth as often as the instruction to
make the measurement.

occurs only when the Output
Flag is set 3.7.1). The Output Flag,
Flag 0, is at desired intervals or in response
to specified by using an appropriate
Program lnstruction (Section 1 1 ).

3.7 USE OF FLAGS: OUTPUT AND
PROGRATT'I CONTROL

There are 1Q flags which may be used in 21X
programs. wo of the flags have functions with
Output Instructions: Flag 0 controls
final and data storage, and Flag 9
can disable processing. Flags 1-8
may be as desired in programming the

and 9 are automatically set low al
of the program table. Flags 1-8

21X. Flags
the begin
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data is called an output array. The Output Flag
is set according to time or event dependent
intervals using Program Control Instructions
specified by the user. The Output Flag is set
low at the beginning of each table.

Each group of Output Processing Instructions
creating an output array must be preceded by a
Program Control Instruction that sets the Output
Flag.

Output is most often desired at fixed intervals;
this is accomplished with Instruction 92, lt Time,
which checks the clock to see if it is X minutes
into a Y minute interval. lf the time condition is
met, a command is executed. Output at the
beginning of the interval by making Parameter 1,

time into the interual, 0. Parameter 2, the time
interual in minutes, is how often output will
occur; i.e., the Output Interual. Enter 10 for
parameter 3, the command code, to set Flag 0
high. lnstruction 92 is followed in the program
table by the Output Instructions which define the
output array desired.

The time interval is synchronized to 24 hour
time; output will occur on each integer multiple
of the Output Interval starting trom midnight (0
minutes). lf the Output Interval is not an even
divisor of 144O minutes (24 hours), the last
output interval of the day will be less than the
specified time interval. Output will occur at
midnight and will resume synchronized to the
new day.

NOTE: lf the Output Flag is already
set high and the test condition of a
subsequent Program Control
Instruction acting on the flag fails,
the flag is set low. This feature
eliminates having to enter another
instruction to specifically reset the
Output Flag at the end of an output
array before proceeding to another
group of Output Instructions with a
different output interval (see example
in OV4.3).

3.7.2 THE INTERMEDIATE PROCESSING
DISABLE FLAG

The Intermediate Processing Disable Flag,
9, suspends intermediate processing when

For

remaln
Control
the *6

untilacted on by a Program
or until manually toggled from

Flag O

Flag 1

Flag 9

TABLE 3.7-1. Flag Description

- Output Flag
to8 - UserFlags

- lntermediate Processing
Disable Flag

Flags are sqt with Program Control Instructions.
The Output Flag, Flag 0, and the intermediate
processing disable flag, Flag 9, will always be
set low if thp set high condition is not met. The
status of flags 1-8 are not changed if a
conditional test is false.

3.7.1 THE OUTPUT FLAG

A set of propessed data values is placed in

Final Stora$e by Output Processing lnstructions
when the Qutput Flag, Flag 0, is set high. This
set of I

Flag
it is
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set high. This flag is used to restrict sampling
for averages, totals, maxima, minima, etc., to
times when certain criteria are met. The flag is
automatically set low at the beginning of the
program table.

As an example, suppose it is desired to obtain a
wind speed rose incorporating only wind speeds
greater than or equal to 4.5 m/s. The wind
speed rose is computed using the Histogram
Instruction 75, and wind speed is stored in Input
location 14, in m/s. Instruction 89 is placed just
before lnstruction 75 and is used to set Flag 9
high if the wind speed is less than 4.5 m/s:

TABLE 3.7-2. Example of the Use of Flag 9

Param.
No. Entry Description

89 lf wind speed < 4.5 m/s
14 Wind speed location
4 Comparison:<
4.5 Minimum wind speed

for histogram
19 Set Flag t high
75 Histogram
86 Do
29 Set Flag 9 Low

3.8 PROGRAM CONTROL LOGICAL
CONSTRUCTIONS

Most of the Program Control lnstructions have
command code parameter which is used to
specify the action to be taken if the condition
tested in the instruction is true. Table 3.8-1
these codes.

TABLE 3.8-1. Command Codes

Inst.
Loc.

X

0
1-9,77-99

10-1 I
20-29

30
31
32

41-46
51-56
61-66
71-76

Go to end of program table
Call Subroutine 1-9, 77-99
Set Flag 0-9 high
Set Flag 0-9 low
Then Do
Exit loop if true
Exit loop if false
Setport1-6high
Setportl-6low
Toggleportl -6

- Pulse port 1 - 6 100 ms

NOTE: Flag 9 is automatically reset
the same as Flag 0. lf the
intermediate processing disable flag
is already set high and the test
condition of a subsequent Program
Control Instruction acting on Flag 9
fails, the flag is set low. This feature
eliminates having to enter another
instruction to specifically reset Flag 9
before proceeding to another group
of test conditions.

3.7,3 USER FLAGS

Flags 1-8 are not dedicated to a specific
purpose and are available to the user for
general programming needs. The user flags
can be rnanually toggled from the keyboard in
the *6 Mode (Section 1.3) or from a computer
using TERM's monitor feature. By inserting flag
tests (lnstruction 91) at appropriate points in the
program, the user can manually set flags to
direct program execution.

3.8.1 IF THEN/ELSE COMPARISONS

When Command 30, THEN DO, is used with
one of the lF Instructions, 88-92, the instruction
is followed immediately by instructions to
execute if the comparison is true. The Else
lnstruction, 94, is optional and is followed by the
instructions to execute if the comparison is
false. The End Instruction, 95, marks the end
of the branching started by the lF Instruction.
Subsequent instructions are executed
regardless of the outcome of the comparison
(Figure 3.8-1).

rF (8J 0R 88-92 W|TH COMMAND

I

TRUE

ErsE (e4)

(es)

FIGURE 3.8-1. lf Then/Else Execution
Sequence

X+1
X+2

P
1

2
3

4
P
P
1

FALSE

i
IND

I
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lf Then/Else may be nested to form
logical AND pr OR branching. Figure 3.8-2
illustrates anlAND construction. lf conditions A
and B are trde, the instructions included between
lF B and thelfirst End Instruction will be
executed. lf either of the conditions is false,
execution will jump to the corresponding End
Instruction, qkipping the instructions between.

rF A (BB-92 WITH COMMAND J0)

SECTION 3. INSTRUCTION SET BASICS

encountered, execution branches to the END
Instruction 95 which closes the case test (see
lnstruction 93).

3.8.2 END, INSTRUCTION 95

END, Instruction 95, is required to mark the end
of:

1. A Subroutine (starts with lnstruction 87)
2. A Loop (starts with Instruction 85)
3. An |F... THEN DO sequence (starts with

one of lnstructions 89-93 with the THEN DO
command 30).

4. A case statement (starts with Instruction 93)

The lF instructions 89-93 require Instruction 95
only when the THEN DO command 30 is used.

lf one of the above instructions is used without
the corresponding END, the 21X will display
error 22 when compiling the program. Error 21
is displayed if END is used without being
preceded by one of these instructions (Section
3.10).

An END instruction is always paired with the
most recent instruction that requires an END and
does not already have one. A way of visualizing
this is to draw lines between each instruction
requiring an END and the END paired with it (as
in Figure 3.8-2). The lines must not cross. To
debug logic or find a missing or extra END error,
list the program and draw the lines.

Subroutines can be called from other
subroutines; they cannot be embedded within
other subroutines. A subroutine must end before
another subroutine begins (Enor 20). Any loops
or lF...THEN DO sequences started within a
subroutine must end before the subroutine.

3.8.3 NESTING

A branching or loop instruction which occurs
before a previous branch or loop has been
closed with the END instruction is nested. The
maximum nesting level is 9 deep. Error 30 is
displayed when attempting to compile a program
which is nested too deep.

The Loop Instruction, 87, counts as 1 level.
lnstructions 86, 88, 89, 91, and 92 each count as
one levelwhen used with the THEN DO
command 30. Use of Else, lnstruction 94, also
counts as one nesting leveleach time it is used.
For example, the AND construction above is

-- rF B (88-e2 !V|TH cor/MAND Jo)

I

I, INSTRUCTIONS TO.i: EXECUTE IF A AND B

ARE BOTH TRUE

END B (e5)

END A (s5)

FIGURE 3f8-2. Logical AND Construction

Figure 3.8-3]illustrates the instruction sequence
that will resuft in subroutine X being executed if
either A or B is true.

lF A (88-92 with command 30)
Calllsubroutine X (86, command=X)
ELSE (e4)
lF B (88-92 with command 3O)

Callsubroutine X (86, command=X)
ENq B (e5)
ENq A (es)

FIGURE $.8-3. Logical OR Construction

A logical Ofl can also be constructed by setting
a flag if a colnparison is true. (The flag is
cleared before making the comparisons.) After
all comparis0ns have been made, execute the
desired instructions if the flag is set.

The Begin Case Instruction 93 and lf Case
Instruction 88 allow a series of tests on the value
in an input ldcation. The case test is started with
Instruction 90 which specifies the location to test.
A series of Instructions 83 are then used to
compare thQ value in the location with fixed
values. Wh0n the value in the input location is
less than th4 fixed value specified in Instruction
83 the comrhand in that Instruction 83 is
executed; when the next lnstruction 83 is
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SECTION 3. INSTRUCTION SET BASICS

nested 2 deep while the OR construction is
nested 3 deep. Branching and loop nesting
starts at zero within each subroutine and then
returns to the previous level after returning from
the subroutine.

Subroutine calls do not count as nesting with
the above instructions. They have a separate
nesting limit of seven (lnstruction 85, Section
12).

Any number of groups of nested instructions
may be used in any of the three Programming

Tables. The number of groups is only
by the program memory available.

3.9 INSTRUCTION MEMORY AND
EXECUTION TIME

The standard 21X has 978 bytes of program
memory available fbr the programs entered in
the *1 

, 
*2, and *3 program tables. Each

instruction also makes use of varying numbers
Input, Intermediate, and Final Storage
The following tables list the memory used by
each instruction and the approximate time
required to execute the instruction.

TABLE 3.9-1. InpuUOutput Instruction Memory

MEMORY EXECUTION TIME (ms)
PROG. MEASUREMENTRANGE
BYTES 1-4 or NA 5.* 11-14
15 38.0 + 19.2R 8.4 + 3.7R 5.5 + 2.4R
15 36.9 + 38.0R 7.8 + 6.9R 5.5 + 3.7R
15 0.2 + 1.2R
20 38.0 + (19.2 + D)R 8.1 + (4.4 + D)R 5.3 + (2.8 + D)R
18 38.8 + 40R 10.7 + 7.5R 7.5 + 5.1R
18 41 .8 + 73.0R 10.5 + 13.1 R 7.6 + 7AR
18 41.2+ 76.8R 10.6 + 16.2R 7.1 + 11.0R
20 38.1 + (19.2 + D)2R 8.1 + (4.2 + D)2R 5.3 + (2.8 + D)2R
19 76.7 + 149.6R 15.7 +282R 9.9+ 16.7R
4 7.6

5.0 + 8.4R
7.9 + 7.0R
40.8 + 23.2R
39.2 + 42.7R
0.4 + 2.7R
'14.0

1.4
1200
0.3
10.5
1.0+D

0.54 to reset, 0.25 to load into location

R = No. of Reps.
D = Delay
INSTRUCTION

INPUT
LOC.

1 VOLT (SE) R
2 VOLT (D|FF) R
3 PULSE R
4 EX-DEL-SE R
5 AC HALF BR R
6 FULL BR R
7 3W HALF BR R
8 EX-DEL-DIFF R
9 FULL BR-MEX R

10 BATT. VOLT 1

11 TEMP (107) R
12 RH (207) R
13 TEMP-TC SE R
14 TEMP.TC DIF R
16 TEMP-RTD R
17 TEMP-INTERNL 1

18 TIME 1

19 SIGNATURE 1

20 PORTSET 1

21 ANALOG OUT 1

22 EXCIT-DEL 1

23 BURSTMODE R
26 TIMER 1 or 0

101 SDM-|NT8 25
102 SDM-SW8 16
103 SDM-AO4 0
104 SDM-CD16 6

15
17
18
18
15
4
7
4
4
5
11

7.9 + 6.7R
7.8 + 8.5R

* Range 5 uses a 1 .67ms integration time; the other "slow integration" ranges (1-4) use 16.67ms
integrations. Range 15 uses a 25ps integration (ranges 11 - 14 use 250ps). The execution times for
instructions using range 15 are faster than those given for ranges 11 - 14 by approximately 225ps per
for sinole-ended
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SECTION 3. INSTRUCTION SET BASTCS

TABLE 3.9-2. Processing Instruction Memory and Execution Times

INPUT
LOC.

fi = No. of Reps.

MEMORY
INTER. PROG.
LOC. BYTES EXECUTION TIME (ms)

08
010
08
08
0 10
08
06
06
06
06
06
06
06
010
08
06

1or2 0
1or2 0

o7
036
010
031
06
0 10
R13
09

See Instruction Description Section 10
0.35 neither indexed
0.54 one location indexed
0.73 both locations indexed

62 COV/COR See Instruction Description Section 10
66 AFCTAN 1 0 8 6.7

30 ZaF
31 ZaX
32 Z=Z+1
33 Z=X+Y
34 ZaX+F
35 Z+X-Y
36 ZaX*Y
37 ZJX*F
38 Z+XN
3e zlsoRr(x)
40 zllN(x)
41 z+EXP(x)
42 Z+1/X
43 Z+ABS(X)
44 Z+FRAC(X)
45 Z+lNT(X)
46 Z+X MOD F
47 Z4XY
48 z+SrN(x)
4e sPA MAX
50 SPA MIN
51 SPAAVG
53 A'1X+B
54 BLOCKMOVE
55 POLYNOMIAL
56 SATVP
57 WDT-VP
58 LP FILTER
5e x/(1-x)
60 FFT
61 INDIR MOVE

1

1

I
6
4

0
0
0

0.3
0.5
0.6
1.1
0.9
1.1
1.2
0.9
2.7

12.O
7.4
5.9
2.6
0.7
0.3
1.0
3.2

13.3
6.5
1.5 + 0.9 (swath-1)
1.7 + 0.9 (swath-1)
3.3 + 0.6 (swath-1)
2.5 + 0.4 scaling pair
0.18 + 0.17R
1.2+R(2.0+0.4*order)
4.2
8.1
0.5 +22R
0.4 + 3.0R

7
7

1

4
R
R
1

1

R
1
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INSTRUCTION

TABLE 3.9-3. Output Instruction Memory and Execution Times
R = No. of Reps.

MEMORY EXECUTION TIME (ms)
INTER. FINAL PROG. FLAG O LOW FLAG O HIGH
LOC. VALUES1 BYTES

69 WIND VECTOR

70 SAMPLE
71 AVERAGE
T2TOTALIZE
73 MAXIMIZE
74 MINIMIZE
75 HISTOGRAM

77 REAL TIME
78 RESOLUTION
79 SMPL ON MM
80 STORE AREA
81 RAINFLOW
HISTOGRAM
82 STD. DEV.

INSTRUCTION

2+9R (2,3, or 4\R 12
Options 00, 01, 02
Options 10,11,12

0R5
1+RR7
RR7
(1 or 2)R (1,2,or3)R 8
(1 or 2)R (1,2,or3)R 8
1+bins*R bins*R 24

See lnstruction Description Section 11
1+2R R 7

MEMORY
INTER. PROG.
LOC. BYTES

EXECUTION TIME (ms)

0.1
o.4
0.3

1to4 4
03
R7
05

0
0
R
0

3.5 + 17.5R
3.5 + 16R
0.1
0.9+ 0.5R
0.6+ 0.5R
0.9+ 1.7R
0.9+ 1.7R
0.4+ 3.1R

3.5 + 75R
3.5 + 30R
0.4+ 0.6R
2.1+ 3.0R
1.1+ 1.0R
1.3+ 2.8R
1.3+ 2.8R
0.9+
R(3.3+2.8.bins)
1.0
0.4
1.1

lOutput values may be sent to either Finat Storage or lnput Storage with lnstruction 80.

TABLE 3.9-4. Program Control Instruction Memory and Execution Times

83 IF CASE <F
85 LABEL SUBR
86 DO
87 LOOP
88 lF X<=>Y
89 lF X<=>F
90 LOOP INDEX
91 IF FLAG
92 IF TIME
93 BEGIN CASE
94 ELSE
95 END
96 SERIAL OUT
97INIT.TELE.
98 SEND CHAR.

0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
1

1

0
0
0
7
0

0.5
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.6
0.4
0.5
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.2

9
3
5
9
't0
12
3
6
11

8
4
4
3
23
4
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3.10 ERRORICODES

There are fo
21X: Compil

r types of errors flagged by the
, Run Time, Editor, and *D Mode.

SECTION 3. INSTRUCTION SET BASICS'

updates, or if the counters are out of allowable
limits. Error code 08 is flagged when the
watchdog performs this reset.

Error 8 is occasionally caused by voltage surges
or transients. Frequent repetitions of E08 are
indicative of a hardware problem or a software
bug and should be reported to Campbell
Scientific. The 21X keeps track of the number of
times (up to 99) that E08 has occurred. The
number can be displayed and reset with the
Telecommunications A command (Section 5.1).

Editor errors are detected as soon as an
incorrect value is entered and are displayed
immediately.

*D Mode errors indicate problems with saving or
loading a program. Only the error code is
displayed.

When an err r is detected an E is displayed
e 2 digit error code.followed by t

Compile errbrs are errors in programming
which are dqtected once the program is keyed in
and compiled for the first time (*0, *6, or *B

Mode enterefl).

Run Time etrors are detected while the
program is rr,fnning. Error 31 is the result of a
programming error. Error 8 is the result of a
hardware anp software "watchdog" that checks
the process{r state, software timers, and
program rel{ted counters. The watchdog will
attempt to rQset the processor and program
execution if it finds that the processor has
bombed or i$ neglecting standard system

Code

03
o4
08

40
60
61

09
11

20
21
22
24
25
26
30
31
40

Type

Editor
Compile
Run Time
Run Time
Editor
Compile
Compile
Compile
Compile
Compile
Compile
Compile
Run Time
Compile
Editor
Compile
Compile

TABLE 3.10-1. Error Codes

Description

Program table full
lntermediate Storage full
21X reset by watchdog timer
Data sent to unallocated Input Storage
Attempt to allocate more Input or Intermediate Storage than is available
SUBROUTINE encountered before END of previous subroutine
END without lF, LOOP or SUBROUTINE
Missing END, nonexistent SUBROUTINE
ELSE in SUBROUTINE without lF
ELSE without lF
EXIT LOOP without LOOP
lF and/or LOOP nested too deep
SUBROUTINES nested too deep
Table 2 Execution interualtoo short
lnstruction not in PROM
Inadequate Input Storage for FFT
Burst Mode Scan Rate too shott
Tape data not received within 30 seconds
Uncorrectable errors detected

97 *D MODE
98 -D MODE
gg *D MODE Wrong file type, editor error or program not received
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SECTION 4. EXTERNAL STORAGE PERIPHERALS

External datf storage devices are used to provide a data transfer medium that the user can carry from

the test site tO the tab and to supplement the internal storage capacity of the 21X, allowing longer
periods betvveen visits to the site. The standard data storage peripherals for the 21X are the cassette
tape (Sectiott 4.3) and the Storage Module (Section 4.4). Output to a printer or related device is also
possibte (Seption 4.5). These peripherals are connected to the 21X through the I pin serial connector.

Data output lo a peripheral device can take place ON-LINE (automatically, as paft of the 21X's routine

operation) ol it can be MANIJALLY INITIATED. On-line data transfer is accomplished with lnstruction 96

or with the "1 Mode (Section 4.1). Manual initiation is done in the *8 or *9 Modes (Section 4.2).
Regardless Qf the method, the source of any data transferred is Final Storage.

A modem isSnother type of peripheral that can be connected to the 21X. Communication via a modem
(Telecommtlpications) is discussed in Section 5.

The 21X output data to multiple peripherals (i.e., a tape recorder, modem, and Storage Module
could all be at the same time). However, only one cassette recorder and only one modem
may be to the 2lX at any one time. lt is possible to connect two Storage Modules, although it
is seldom

The 21X tellwhether or not a 5M192 or 5M716 Storage Module is present. When lnstruction 96 or
*9 is used
Module is

send data to one of these Storage Modules, the 21X will not send data if the Storage
connected (Section 4.4.2).

4.1 DATA TRANSFER .
INSTR 96, *4 MODE

On-line dataltransfer is accomplished with
Instruction $6 entered in the datalogger
program. T{re.4 Mode is retained from earlier
soltware to rtnaintain compatibility with existing
programs. tfse only one method to enable
output. lf u{ing lnstruction 96, do not enable
output in thd.4 Mode.

4.1.1 TNSTRUOTION 96

Instruction 96 enables output to external storage
peripherals Under program control' This
instruction rhust be included in the datalogger
program for on-line data transfer to take place.
Instruction 96 needs to be included only once in
the program tables, and should follow the Output
Processing fnstructions. The suggested
programmirlg sequence is:

1. Set the Putput Flag.
2. lf you v'iish to set the output array lD, enter

Instructfon 80 (Section 1 1).
3. Enter tfle appropriate Output Processing

Instructfons.

4. Enter Instruction 96 to enable the on-line
transfer of Final Storage data to the
specified device. lf outputting to both tape
and a Storage Module or printer option,
lnstruction 96 must be entered twice.

Instruction 96 has a single parameter which
specifies the peripheralto enable. Table 4.1-1
lists the output device codes.

TABLE 4.1-1. Output Device Codes for
lnstruction 96

CODE DEVICE

00 Tape. Data transferred in blocks
of 512 Final Storage Locations

lx Printer, Printable ASCII
2x Printer, Binary
30 SM192/716 Storage Module
31 Send filemark to SM192216

x = BAUD RATE CODE
0 300
1 1200

9600
76,800

2
3
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Only one of the options 1x,2x, or 30 may be
used in a program. lf using a SM64 Storage
Module, output code 21 should be used. Use of
the SM1 92n16 is discussed further in Section
4.4, prinl output formats are discussed in
Section 4.5.

Section 4.3 contains specifics on the cassette
recorder. Note that tape operation is for above
f reezing temperatu res only.

4.1.2',4 MODE

The *4 Mode may be used in place of Instruction
96 to enable or disable printer and/or cassette
tape output and to set the printer baud rate. The
first parameter is a two digit number determining
the tape and printer status. The second is the
baud rate code. To enter a different status, key
in the appropriate code from Table 4.1-2,
followed by "A". Printer data is sent in the
printable ASCllformat only (Section 4.5). lf
tape or printer status is changed during
execution of the program tables, execution stops
until the programs are recompiled. Instruction
96 should be used to send data to the
SM192/716 Storage Modules. Do not use *4 if
Instruction 96 is used in the program.

TABLE 4.1-2. *4 Mode Parameters and
Codes

Display
Key ID:DATA Description

4.2 MANUALLY INITIATED DATA
OUTPUT. *8 AND *9 MODES

Data may be transferred to tape using the *8

Mode and to printer or Storage Module using
*9 Mode. These Modes allow the user to
retrieve a specific block of data, on demand,
regardless of whether or not the 21X is
programmed for on-line data output.

lf external storage peripherals (cassette,
Storage Module, etc.) are not left on-line, the
maximum allowable time between visiting the
site to retrieve data must be calculated to
that data placed in Final Storage are not written
over before they are collected. In order to
this calculation, users must determine: (1) the
size of Final Storage, (2) the number of output
arrays being generated, (3) the number of low
and/or high resolution data points included in
each output array, and (4) the rate at which
output arrays are stored in Final Storage.
calculating the number of data points per output
array, remember to add 1 overhead data point
(2 bytes) per array for the output array lD.

For example, assume that 19,296 locations are
assigned to Final Storage (.A Mode), and that 1

output array, containing the Array lD (1 memory
location), 9low resolution data points (9
locations) and 5 high resolution data points (10
memory locations) is stored each hour. In
addition, an output array with the Array lD and 5
high resolution data points (11 memory
locations) is stored daily. This is a total of 491
memory locations per day ((2O x24) +'11).
'19,296 divided by 491 = 39.3 days. Therefore,
the 21X would have to be visited every 39 days
to retrieve data, because write-over would begin
in the 40th day.

4.2.1 MANUAL TAPE DUMP *8 MODE

lf on-line tape storage is enabled, entering the *

Mode will suspend it. lf left in the *8 Mode, on-
line storage will be re-enabled if no key entries
are made for 3.4 minutes. Setting up the tape
recorder is discussed in Section 4.3.4.

*4 04:00
A 01:XX

A 02:XX

Output Enable Codes
Code Description

Output Enable Code
(e.9., "10" means tape
enabled, printer disabled)
Baud Rate Code

XO
X1
OX
1X

printer disabled
printer enabled, ASCII
tape disabled
tape enabled

Baud Rate Codes
Code Baud Rate
00 300
01
02
03

1200
9600

76,800
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Key

*8

A

ID:

4.2-1. '8 Mode Entries

Description

Enter *8 Mode, key A to
advance to first window.

Start of Dump location,
initially the TPTR location, a
different location may be
keyed in if desired.

End of Dump location,
initially the DSP location,
a ditferent location may
be keyed in if desired.

Ready to Dump, to initiate
dump, key any number
then A. While dumping,
"08:" will be displayed in
the lD field and the
location number in the
Data field. The location
number will stop
incrementing when the

SECTION 4. EXTERNAL STORAGE PERIPHERALS'

a field site, dump the residual data before
removing the tape.

To dump the residual data enter the *8 Mode,
advance directly to window 3 and initiate a
dump. Because data are written to tape in fixed
blocks of 512locations, the TPTR may be in the
middle of an output array. Entering a location
for the TPTR, even the location originally
displayed, will result in the TPTR being moved to
the first output array stafi marker following the
location entered. Thus, the portion of the array
following the originalTPTR location would not be
written to tape.

To use the *8 Mode to transfer all data from
Final Storage to tape, enter a start of dump
location number which is 1 greater than the end
of dump location, advance to ready to dump
(03:) and key any number and A. Data transfer
occurs immediately and is completed when the
display shows "08:" and the current DSP
location.

To dump a portion of the data in Final Storage,
key in the start and end locations before
initiating the dump. The locations can be
determined by viewing the contents of Final
Storage in the *7 Mode. By saving the current
location of the DSP and using it for the starting
location on the next visit to the site, only the
data stored between visits are transferred to
tape.

NOTE: A tape dump can be aborted by
keying #. However, since it cannot be
aborted in the middle of a 512 data point
block, up to 5 seconds may elapse before
the tape stops.

4.2.2 MANUAL STORAGE MODULE OR PRINTER
DUMP. *9 MODE

Using the *9 Mode, data in Final Storage can be
transmitted as ASCII or binary data out the
serial port by manually initiating a dump. lf on-
line printing is enabled with Instruction 96 or the
*4 Mode, entering *9 will stop it. On-line printing
will be re-enabled if no keyboard entries are
made for 3.4 minutes. Return to the *0 Mode
when the dump is completed.

01:)iXXXX

A 02:XXXXX

A 03:00

dump is complete.

lf the TPTR is at the same location as the DSP,
then a block of 512 "dummy" values are
transferred. lThis provides a means of checking
the 21)Ucas$ette connections and the cassette
operation. {uring data playback, the PC2O1
and C20 Cabsette Interfaces recognize dummy
values and {o not transmit them.

When on-linb tape transfer is not enabled and
the *8 Mode is used to dump new data, the start
of dump poirftter (TPTR) will remain where it was
when the dulnp was completed or aborted until
the next timd the'8 Mode is entered. lf the End
of Dump lochtion (window 2) is changed while in
the *8 Modej, the TPTR will be set to its previous
value when the.8 Mode is exited. Changing the
program an{ compiling moves the TPTR to the
current DSP location.

When on-linb, the 21X dumps data to tape in
blocks of 51P Final Storage locations. Residual
data is data which has accumulated since the
last full block. When picking up a data tape from
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When on-line Storage Module or printer transfer
is not enabled and the *9 Mode is used to dump
new data, the stan of dump pointer (PPTR) will
remain where it was when the dump was
completed or aborted until the next time the *9

Mode is entered. lf the End of Dump location
(window 2) is changed while in the *9 Mode, the
TPTR will be set to its previous value when the
*9 Mode is exited. Changing the program and
compiling moves the PPTR to the current DSP
location.

NOTE: A printer dump is aborted by
keying #.

TABLE 4.2-2. *9 Mode Entries

Key

*9

Display
ID:DATA

09:00

Description

Output Code
1X Printable ASCII
2X FinalStorage Format
30 SM192/716 Storage

Module
31 Send filemark to

sM192t16

x = Baud Rate Code
0 300
1 1200
2 9600
3 76800

A 01:XXXXX

A 02:XXXXX

A 03:00

Start of Dump location,
initially the PPTR location,
a different location may be
keyed in if desired. To
dump all data in Final
Storage, enter into window
#1 anumberl greater
than the End of Dump
location.
End of Dump location,
initially the DSP location, a
different location may be
keyed in if desired.
Ready to Dump, to
initiate dump, key any
number then A. While
dumping, "09:" will be
displayed in the lD field
and the location
number in the Data
field. The location

4-4

number will stop
incrementing when the

4.3 CASSETTE TAPE OPTION

The Model RC35 Cassette Tape Recorder or
equivalent can be left attached to the 21X for
continuous on-line data recording or it can be
periodically taken to the 21X site for the
manually initiated retrievalof the data
accumulated in FinalStorage. The *8 Mode is
used to manually initiate tape transfer.

4.3.1 CASSETTE RECORDER

The RC35 Cassette Recorder offered by
Cainpbell Scientific is an inexpensive recorder
for use with the 21X (also compatible with the
CB10 and CR7 dataloggers). The
record/playback function of each RC35 is
by Campbell Scientific along with,a head
alignment procedure prior to shipment.
21)URC35 connections are made with the
SC92A Cassette Write Only Interface or the
SC93A Cassette ReadMrite Interface. The 2'l
turns the RC35 on and off by switching power
through the DC power input.

TABLE 4.3-1 Cassette Recorder
Specifications

6VDC (provided by 21X
through SC92A or SC93A); 4
AA size batteries:
120VAC/6VDC adapter

Current Drain 200mA typ./S sec.,
while Recording 300 max.

Tape Length C-60 recommended

Tape Quality Normal bias, high quality
(e.9., TDK, Maxell)

External Inputs Mic., DC ln, Monitor, and
Remote

Operating 0'to +40"C



OPERATING TEMPERATURE LIMITATIONS

The cassette recorder is recommended for use
in an envirohmental operating temperature
range of 0'tro +40"C. Temperatures below 0"C
may cause @pe speed variation in excess of
that which cfn be tolerated during playback.
Data Recorded with the RC35 outside the 0'C
to 40'C ranEe may be unreadable.

VOLUME CONTROL

When recor{ing data, the RC35's volume setting
does not m{tter. The recorder is equipped with
an automatit gain controlwhich controls the
recorded si$nal level. For playback, a mid range
volume settifrg is normally required.

CASSETTE TAPES

Normal biaq, high quality cassette tapes are
recommendEd for use with the recorder. The
more expensive high bias chromium oxide tapes
will NOT pefiorm satisfactorily. Although the
use of C-90 tapes is generally successful,
Campbell Sfientific recommends the use of C-
60 (30 minufles per side) cassettes. TDK,
Maxell, and equivalent quality cassette tapes
perform well and are readily available. Bargain-
priced tapeg have often performed poorly and
are not recommended.

New tapes 4re often tightly wound, creating
enough drag or pressure to cause the tape
recorder to fpop" out of the record mode. This
potential loEs of data may be overcome by fast-
forward/rewinding the entire tape before placing
it in service.

4.3.2 CASSE1TE CONNECTOR INTERFACE
CABLES ]

A Cassette fnterface Cable is required to
connect thelcassette recorder to the 21X. Two
models are lavailable. The SC92A is a WRITE
ONLY inter{ace. The SC93A READ A/RITE

SECTION 4. EXTERNAT STORAGE PERIPHERALS

interface is only necessary if the 21X has
special software for transferring programs via
tape (Appendix B).

The SC92A and SC93A have a combination
backshell circuit card and 9-pin connector which
attaches to the serial l/O connector on the 21X.
The SC92A has two plugs which connect to the
POWER and MIC jacks on the recorder. The
SC93A has three plugs which connect to the
POWER, MIC and EAR (or MONITOR) jacks on
the recorder. Both cables transform 12V from
the 21X to 6V to power the recorder during
periods of data transfer. Additional circuitry
shapes the data signalwaveform.

4.3.3 TAPE FORMAT

Data tapes generated by the 21X are read by
the PC201 tape read card for the IBM PCD(T/AT
or by the C20 Cassette Interface. The C20
decodes the tape and transmits the data in
ASCII via a standard RS232 interface.

TABLE 4.3-2. Format 2 Specifications

l

I

I

I

I

I

I

POWER SUPPLY
I

The 21X's irjternal power supply will power the
recorder durf ng periods of data transfer, but will
NOT be avaflable to play, advance, or back-up
tapes. In orfer to perform these functions
during setup and check-out operations, the
recorder reqpires 4 alkaline AA batteries or the
120 VAC adhpter.

Data

Low Resolution

High Resolution

C-60 Capacity
(Lo Res.)

Data Transfer
Rate (Lo Res.)

Block Size
locations

Binary

2 bytes/data point

4 bytes/data point

180,000 data points
(1 side only)

100 data points/sec.

512 FinalStorage

4.3.4 CONNECTING TAPE RECORDER TO 21X

The procedure for setting up the 21X and
cassette recorder for transfer to tape is as
follows:

1. Load a cassette in the recorder and
advance the tape forward until the tape
leader is past the recording head. (lnternal
batteries or AC power required.)

2. Connect the SC92A or SC93A to the 9-pin
serial l/O port.
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SECTION 4. EXTERNAL STORAGE PERIPHERALS

3. Insert the plugs on the free end of the
SC92A or SC93A into the DC-IN and MIC
(and Ear if SC93A) jacks on the recorder.

4. Simultaneously press the RECORD and
PLAY buttons on the recorder to set it for
recording. With the DC-IN Jack plugged in,
the tape will not move untilthe dump occurs.

5. To test connections manually initiate
transfer by keying in the *8 commands as
listed in Table 4.2-1. The tape should
advance as data is transferred. lf the Start
of dump location is equalto the End of
dump location, the 21X willwrite a "dummy"
block of data to tape.

lf you are leaving the recorder on-line (tape
enabled with Instruction 96) it is a good idea to
write a dummy block of data to tape (5 above) to
ensure that the recorder is correctly connected.
Leave the 21X in the *0 Mode.

4.4 STORAGE MODULE (SMl92n161
The Storage Module stores data in battery
backed RAM. Backup is provided by an internal
lithium battery. Operating power is supplied by
the 2'lX over pin 1 of the 9 pin connector. When
power is applied to the Storage Module, a File
Mark is placed in the data (if a File Mark is not
the last data point already in storage).

The File Mark separates data. For example, if
you retrieve data from one 21X, disconnect the
Storage Module and connect it to a second 21X,
a File Mark is placed in the data. This mark
follows the data from the first 21X but precedes
the data from the second.

The SM192 has 192K bytes of RAM storage; the
SM716 has 716K bytes. Both can be configured
as either ring or fill and stop memory.

4.4.1 USE OF TWO STORAGE MODULES

It is possible to connect two Storage Modules to
the 21X for on-line storage. One module must
be configured as fill and stop and the other as
ring memory (see Storage Module operator's
manual for configuring information). Data is
written to both modules simultaneously. The
module configured as fill and stop quits
accepting data once it is full while that with the
ring memory continues to store new data over

old. The Storage Modules must be retrieved
before the module configured as ring memory
wraps around memory a second time.

4.4.2 STORAGE MODULE USE WITH
TNSTRUCTTON 96

. When output to the Storage Module is enabled
with Instruction 96, the Storage Module(s) may
be either left with the 21X for on-line data
transfer and periodically exchanged, or brought
to the site for data transfer.

USE OF STORAGE MODULE TO PICK UP
DATA

The 21X can tellwhen the Storage Module is
connected. Each time Instruction 96 is executec
and there is data to output, the 21X checks for
the presence of the Storage Module. lf a
Storage Module is not connected no data are
sent and the Printer Pointer (PPTR, Section 2.1)
is not advanced.

When a Storage Module is connected, two
things happen:

1. lmmediately upon connection, a File Mark is
placed in the Storage Module Memory
following the last data stored.

2. During the nelt execution of Instruction 96,
the 21X detects the Storage Module and
outputs all data between the PPTR and the
DSP localion.

The File Mark allows the operator to distinguish
blocks of data from different dataloggers or fron
different visits to the field"

lf the SM is just brought to the site to pick-up
data, the SC90 Serial Line Monitor can be used
to visually confirm that data were transferred.
The SC90 contains an LED which lights during
data transmission. When the light goes OFF
data transfer is complete and the SM can be
disconnected from the 21X.

4.4.3 *9 DUMP TO STORAGE MODULE

In addition to the on-line data output procedures
described above, output from 21X FinalStorage
to the SM192 and SM716 can be manually
initiated in the *9 Mode. The procedure for
setting up and transferring data is as follows:
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1. Connectlthe Storage Module to the 21X
using th{ SC12 cable.

2. Enter th appropriate commands as listed
in Table .2-2.

4.5 PRINTER OUTPUT FORMATS

Printer outprJt can be sent in the binary Final
Storage Format (Appendix C.2) or Printable
ASC|l. lf usihg the *4 Mode to enable on-line
output, PrintNble ASCII is the only format
available.

ln the Printable ASCllformat each data point is
preceded by a2 digit data point lD and a + or -
sign. The lD and fixed spacing of the data
points makeiparticular points easy to find on a
printed outppt. This format requires 10 bytes
per data poifrt to store on disk.

09-0.001 10+.00001 11+6999. 12+99999.

SECTION 4. EXTERNAL STORAGE PERIPHERALS

Figure 4.5-1 shows both high and low resolution
data points in a 12 data point output array. The
example data contains Day, Hour-Minute, and
Seconds in the 2nd - 4th data points. The
output array lD and time values (year, day, hour-
minute, and seconds) are always 4 character
numbers, even when high resolution output is
specified.

Each full line of data contains 8 data points (79
characters including spaces), plus a carriage
return (CR) and line feed (LF). lf the last data
point in a full line is high resolution, it is followed
immediately with a CR and LF. lf it is low
resolution, the line is terminated with a space,
CR and LF. Lines of data containing less than 8
data points are terminated similarly after the last
data point.

RETURN, LINE FEED

- DATA POINT ID

; oUTPUT ARRIAY rD (PRG. rBL. + LOC. NO. OF oUTPUT FLAG ENABLE INST.)

I r 2 sPAcqs

I | ;- DAY oF YEAR

I | | , [nME ;-SEC'NDSI I | | | TLoRESDATA| | | | | | ;-Hr RESD-{rA

| | I I I | | ['fi3'.RESzERo

I | | | | | | | | [''i'3^frFi^%,ll Il | | -L rrr- Ii
j

+0101. 02+0011. I 05+2203. 04+0.000 05-0.100 06+2.0410 07+0.000 08+0.000001

_-T TTlllll--| | | | r- CARRTAGE REn RN, LINE FEED

I | | -MAx Hr RES DATA

| | r- MAX Lo REs DATA

I r_ MtN Ht RES DATAt_ MIN LO RE$ DATA

I 
,,GURE 4.5-1. Example of 21X Printable ASCII output Format
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used to
the 21X that

a

a

a

a

a

radio
short modem
SC32A ribbon cable

inbrtace and coax cable

does not cover the technical inbrtace details for any of these links. Those details
Section 6 and in the individual manuals for the devices.

Data retrievSl can take place in either ASCII or BINARY. The BINARY format is five times more
compact th41 ASCll. The shorter transmission times for binary result in lower long distance
telephone charges and more reliable data transfer. On "noisy" links shofter blocks of data are

SECTION 5. TELECOMMUNICATIONS

allows a computer to retrieve data directly from Final Storage and may be
the 21X and monitor sensor readings in realtime. Any user communication with

use of a computer or terminal instead of the 21X keyboard is through

can take place over a variety of links including:

more efficient data transfer, binary data retrieval makes use of a signature for error
signature algorithm assures a 99.998% probability that if either the data or its

the signature changes.

This section
are covered

ln addition
detection.
sequence

The PC208 Support Software for PCs and compatibles contains the program
TELCOM automates data retrieval and TEBM which will upload and download programs
and monitorltlnput Storage. The PC208 package has been designed to meet the most common
needs in dalalogger support and telecommunications. This section in not intended to furnish
sufficient ddait to write Telecommunications software. Appendix C contains some details of
binary data Vansfer and Campbell Scientitic's binary data tormat.

This sectiorl emphasizes the commands that a person would use when manually (i.e., entered by
hand) interrpgating or programming the 21X via a computer/terminal. These commands and the
responses tl tnem are sent in the American Standard Code for Information lnterchange (ASCll).

The RemotQ Keyboard State (Section 5.2) allows the user with a computer/terminal to use the
same comnlands as the 21X keyboard.

5.1 TELECOMMUNICATIONS
COMMANDS

When the 211X is rung by a modem, it answers
(enables the modem) almost immediately.
Several carfiage returns (CR) must be sent from
the computQr to allow the 21X to set its baud
rate to that Ff the modem/terminal (300, 1200,
9600, or 761800). Once the baud rate is set, the
21X sends fhe prompt, *, signaling that it is
ready to receive a command.

GENERAL RULES governing the
telecommu nications commands are:

1. * from datalogger means "ready for
command",

2. Allcommands are of the form: [no.]letter,
where the number may or may not be
optional.

3. Valid characters are the numbers 0-9, the
capital letters A-L, the colon (:), and the
carriage return (CR).

4, An illegal character increments a counter
and zeros the command buffer, returning *
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5. CR to datalogger means "execute".
6. CRLF from datalogger means "executing

command".
7. ANY character besides a CR sent to the

datalogger with a legal command in its
buffer causes the datalogger to abort the
command sequence with CRLF* and to zero

'the command buffer.
8. All commands return a response code,

usually at least a checksum.
9. The checksum includes allcharacters sent

by the datalogger since the last *, including
the echoed command sequence, excluding
only the checksum itself. The checksum is
formed by summing the ASCII values,
without parity, of the transmitted characters.
The largest possible checksum value is
8191. Each time 8191 is exceeded, the 21X
starts the count over; e.9., if the sum of the
ASCII values is 8192, the checksum is 0.

10. Commands that return Campbell Scientific
binary format data (F and K commands)
return a signature (Appendix C).

The 21X sends ASCII data with 8 data bits, no
parity, plus one start bit and one stop bit.

After answering a ring, or completing a
command, the 21X waits about 40 seconds (147
seconds in the Remote Keyboard State) for a

valid character to arrive. lf a valid character is
not received, the 21X "hangs up". Some
modems are quite noisy when not on line; it is
possible for valid characters to appear in the
noise pattern. To insure that this situation does
not keep the 21X in telecommunications, the
21X counts allthe invalid characters it receives
from the time it answers a ring, and terminates
communication after receiving 150 invalid
characters.

The 21X continues to execute its measurement
and processing tasks while servicing the
telecommunication requests. lf the processing
overhead is large (short execution interval), the
processing tasks will slow the
telecommunication functions. In a worst case
situation, the 21X interrupts the processing
tasks to transmit a data point every 0.1 second.

The best way to become familiar with the
Telecommunication Commands is to try them
from a terminal connected to the 21X via the
SC32A or other modem interface (Section 6.5).
Telecommunications Commands are
in the following Table. The Data Storage
(DSP) and Telecommunications Modem Pointe
(MPTR) referred to in the table are described in
Section 2.1.

TABLE 5.1-1. Telecommunications Commands

Command Description

A STATUS - Datalogger returns Reference, the DSP location; the number of
filled Final Storage locations; Version of datalogger; Errors #1 and #2 where

r"1J:,'J;#H:i,:l='33trif;,',#:l:#il:1"J;::,'fi Iffi l:ff itffi '
characters)that is the equivalent of the 8 bit binary number shown as the

fiillf:,l:fr:fffl.#fk on power-up; Location of MPrR;and checksum.

R+xxxxx F+xxxxx Vx Exx xx Mxxxx L+xxxxx Cxxxx

lf data are stored while in telecommunications, the A command must be
issued to update the Reference to the new DSP.

[no. of arrays]B BACK-UP - MPTR is backed-up the specified number of output arrays (no
number defaults to 1) and advanced to the nearest start of array. 21X sends
the MPTR Location and Checksum: L+xxxxx Cxxxx
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[YR:DAY:HR: :SSIC

[no. of arrays]D

iE
[no. ff loc.]F

lF.S. lo0. no.lG

. no.ll

3142J

5.2 REMOTE PROGRAMMING OF THE
21X
The 21X carp be programmed via
telecommu(ications using the PC208 software
or manually lthrough the Remote Keyboard
State.

The PC208 patalogger Support Software was
developed fpr use with IBM or compatible PC's.
Datalogger programs are developed on the
computer uging the program editor EDLOG and
downloade{ to the datalogger with the terminal
emulator pr$gram TERM.

The 21X is placed in the Remote Keyboard
State by serirding '2718H" and a carriage return

SECTION 5. TELECOMMUMCATIONS

RESET/SEND TIME - lf time is entered the time is reset. lf only 2 colons are
in the time string, HR:MM:SS is assumed; 3 colons means DAY:HR:MM:SS.
lf only the C is entered, time is unaltered. 21X returns year, Julian day,
hr:min:sec, and Checksum: Y:xx Dxxxx Txx:xx:xx Cxxxx

ASCII DUMP - lf necessary, the MPTR is advanced to the next start of array.
21X sends the number of arrays specified (no number defaults to 1) or the
number of arrays between MPTR and Reference, whichever is smaller,
CRLF, Location, Checksum.

End call. Datalogger sends CRLF only.

BINARY DUMP - Used in TELCOM (PC208). See Appendix C.

MOVE MPTR - MPTR is moved to specified Final Storage location. The
location number must be entered. 21X sends Location and Checksum:
L+xxxxx Cxxxx

REMOTE KEYBOARD - 21X sends the prompt ">" and is ready to execute
standard keyboard commands (Section 5.2).

Display/change value at lnput Storage location. 21X sends the value stored
at the location. A new value and CR may then be sent. 21X sends
checksum. lf no new value is sent (CR only) the location value will remain the
same.

TOGGLE FLAGS AND SET UP FOR K COMMAND - Used in the Monitor
Mode and with the Heads Up Display. See Appendix C for details.

CURRENT INFORMATION - ln response to the K command, the 21X sends
datalogger time, user flag status, the data at the input locations requested in

the J command, and FinalStorage Data if requested by the J command.
Used in the Monitor Mode and with Heads Up Display. See Appendix C.

Unlocks security (See .C Mode, Section 1.7). 21X sends ON or OFF and
checksum: OFF Cxxxx

I

^,r|"

I

(CR). The 21X responds by sending a CR, line
feed (LF), and the prompt ">". The 21X is then
ready to receive the standard keyboard
commands (Section OV3); it recognizes allthe
standard 21X keyboard characters plus the
decimal point. While in the Remote Keyboard
State, the 21X sends the ASCII character
controlQ (17 decimal) after each user entry.
Entering *0 returns the 21X to the
telecommunications command state.

It is important to remember that the Remote
Keyboard State is stillwithin
Telecommunications. Entering *0 exits the
Remote Keyboard and returns the datalogger to
the Telecommunications Command State,
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SECTION 5. TELECOMMUNICATIONS

awaiting another command. So the user can
step back and forth between the
Telecommunications Command State and the
Remote Keyboard State.

Keying *0 willcompile and run the 21X program
if program changes have been made. To
compile and run the program without leaving the

Telecommunications
Command

State

Remote Keyboard State, use "6 (Section 1.1
The 21X display willshow "LOG" when *0 is
executed via telecommunications. lt will not
indicate active tables (enter "0 via the keyboard
and the display will show the tables).

Remote
Keyboard

State

2718H+
*0

*
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SECTION 6. 9 PIN SERIAL INPUT/OUTPUT
i

I

6.1 PIN DESCRIPTION

All external dommunication peripherals connect
to the 21X through the 9-pin serial l/O connector
(Figure 6.1-11). Table 6.1-1 gives a brief
description of each pin's function.

srRtAt | /o\_./Lt\r/\L,/t

43l

OCCCC
COCC

FIGURE 6.1-1. 9 Pin Connector

TABLE 6.1-1. Pin Description

= Abbreviation for the function name.

= Pin number.
= Signal Out of the 21X to a peripheral.

= Signal Into the 21X from a peripheral.

PIN ABR UO

6PEO
Description

5V: Sources 5V DC, used
to power peripherals.

Ground: Provides a power
return for pin 1 (5V), and is
used as a reference for
voltage levels.

Ring: When raised by a
peripheral the 21X enters
telecommunications.

Receive Data: Serial data
transmitted by a peripheral
are received on pin 4.

Modem Enable: Raised by
the 21X after the ring line has
been raised.

Description

Printer Enable: Raised to
enable Storage Module or
other print device.

Ground, common with pin
2.

Tape Enable: Powers the
cassette recorder during
data transfer to tape.

Transmit Data: Serial data
are transmitted from the
21X to peripherals on pin 9;
logic low marking (0V) logic
high spacing (5V) standard
asynchronous ASCll, 8
data bits, no parity, 1 start
bit, 1 stop bit, 300, 1200,
9600, 76,800 baud (user
selectable).

69

ABR
PIN
o
I

PIN ABR UO

15VO

o
RrNq I

RXD I

ME

TXD O
4
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6.2 ENABLING PERIPHERALS

Several peripherals may be connected in parallel
to the 9-pin port. The 21X directs data to a
particular peripheral by raising the voltage on a
specific pin dedicated to the peripheral; the
peripheral is enabled when the pin goes high.
Three pins are dedicated.to specific devices,
Tape Enable pin 8, Modem Enable pin 5, and
Print Enable pin 6.

Tape Enable (TE), pin 8, is raised to 12 volts to
power the tape recorder. The SC92A or SC93A
Cassette lnterface regulates the 12 volts to 6
volts to power the RC35 recorder. Only one
tape inbrtace and recorder may be connected
to the 21X.

Modem Enable (ME), pin 5, is raised to enable
a modem that has raised the ring line. Only one
modem/terminal may be connected to the 21X.

Print Enable (PE), pin 6, is raised to enable a
Storage Module or other print peripheral. Print
peripherals are defined as peripherals which
have an asynchronous serial communications
pod used to RECEIVE data transferred by the
21X. In most cases the peripheral is a printer,
but could also be an on-line computer or other
device. lt is possible to have more than one
print peripheral connected to the 21X at one
time, as long as they don't load down the TXD
line (e.9., two Storage Modules, Section 4.4.1);
allconnected receive the same data.

6.3 INTERRUPTING DATA TRANSFER
TO STORAGE PERIPHERALS
lnstruction 96 is used for on-line data transfer to
peripherals (Section 4.1). Data transfer is
aborted when a modem raises the Ring line and
the 21X then enters Telecommunications
(Section 5, 6.4). After the 21X exits
Telecommunications, data transfer to the
peripheral is resumed the next time lnstruction
96 is executed, or, if activated by the *4 Mode,
at the completion of the next active table.

The *8 and *9 Modes are used to position the
Memory Pointers, and to manually initiate data
transfer from Final Storage to a peripheral. lf
the # key is pressed during data transfer, the
transfer is stopped and the display shows the
Final Storage location where the pointer
stopped.

6-2

Data transfer can be stopped as follows:

Printable ASCII - after every output array.
Binary - after every Final Storage location.
Tape - after every block (512 Final Storage
locations).

6.4 TELECOMMUNICATIONS . MODEM
PERIPHERALS

Any serialcommunication device which raises
the Ring line and holds it high untilthe ME line
raised is a modem. The DC112 phone modem,
RF95 RF modem, MD9 Multi-Drop Interface,
and the SC32A RS232 inter{ace used with
computers or terminals are modems.

When a modem raises the Ring line, the 21X
responds by raising the ME line. The 21X must
be sent carriage returns until it sets the baud
rate. When the baud rate is set, the 21X sends
a carriage return, line feed, *.

The ME line is held high untilthe 21X receives
an E to exit telecommunications. The ME is
also lowered if a character is not received after
40 seconds in the Telecommunications
Command State or 147 seconds in the Remote
Keyboard State. The colon in 21X display is
shown while the 21X is in telecommunications.

Some modems are quite noisy when not on
it is possible for valid characters to appear in
noise pattern. For this reason, the 21X counts
allthe invalid characters it receives from the
time it answers a ring and terminates
communication (lowers the ME line and returns
to the "0 Mode) after receiving 150 invalid
characters.

6.5 INTERFACING WITH COMPUTERS,
TERMINALS, AND PRINTERS

This section deals with some of the basics of
serialcommunication between the 21X and
common computer equipment. lf you have an
IBM compatible PC, the PC208 Datalogger
Support Software takes care of the software
protocol required in communicating with the
21X. This section does not discuss modem
interfaces other than the SC32A. Please refer
to the PC208 and modem operator's manuals
for interfacing details on other modems.

1.
2.
3.



6.5.1 SC32A

Most , terminals, and printers require
the SC32A lsolated RS232 lnterface
for a "direct" to the 21X. The SC32A
raises the 21X's ring line when it receives
characters frpm the computer or terminal, and
conveds the 21X's logic levels (0V logic low, 5V
logic high) td RS232 logic levels.

The SC32A P5 pin port is configured as Data
Equipment (DCE) which allows
to Data Terminal Equipment

SECTION 6. 9 PIN SERIAL INPUIIOUTPUT

Table 6.5-1 lists the most common RS232
configuration for Data Terminal Equipment.

TABLE 6.5-1. DTE Pin Configuration

PIN = 25-pin connector number
ABR = Abbreviation for the function name
O = SignalOut of the terminalto another
device
| = Signal lnto the terminalfrom another device

PIN

2

ABR YO FUNCTIONdirect
(DrE), includes most PCs and printers.
For to DCE devices such as
modems some computers, a null modem
cable is reqqired.

When the SC32A receives a character from the
computer or terminal (pin 2), 5V is applied to the
datalogger fling line (pin 3) for one second or
untilthe Mo{em Enable line (ME) goes high.
The 21X wafts approximately 40 seconds to
receive carrif,ge returns, which it uses to
establish baird rate. After the baud rate is set
the 21X tra4bmits a carriage return, line feed, *,

and enters the Telecommunications Command
State (Secti$n 5). lf the carriage returns are not
received within the 40 seconds, the 21X "hangs
up"

oTD Transmitted Data: Data is
transmitted from the terminal
on this line.

Received Data: Data is
received by the terminal on
this line.

Request to Send: The
terminal raises this line to ask
a receiving device if the
terminal can transmit data.

Clear to Send: The receiving
device raises this line to let
the terminal know that the
receiving device is ready to
accept data.

Data Terminal Ready: The
terminal raises this line to tell
the modem to connect itself
to the telephone line.

Data Set Ready: The
modem raises this line to tell
the terminalthat the modem
is connected to the phone
line.

Data Carrier Detect: The
modem raises this line to
tell the terminal that the
modem is receiving a valid
carrier signal from the
phone line.

Ring Indicator: The modem
raises this line to tellthe
terminal that the phone is
ringing.

Signal Ground: Voltages are
measured relative to this
point.

NOTE: The SC32A has a jumper. With the
jumper {n place the SC32A blocks printer
data an{ passes data only when the 21X is
in Telecbmmunications.

RD

RTS O

CTS I

DTR O

DSR I

DCD I

6.5.2 COMPUTER/TERMINAL REQUIREMENTS

Computers, terminals and printers are usually
configured {s Data Terminal Equipment (DTE).
Pins 4 and 20 are used as handshake lines,
which are set high when the serial port is
enabled. Pbwer for the SC32A is taken from
these pins. For equipment configured as DTE a
direct ribbortr cable connects the modem/terminal
to the SC3aA. Clear to Send (CTS) pin 5, Data
Set Ready {DSR) pin 6, and Received Line
Signal Detept (RLSD) pin 8 are held high by the
SC32A (whbn the RS232 section is powered)
which should satisfy hardware handshake
requ iremenfs of the modem/terminal.

22

SG
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lf the computer is configured as DCE equipment
(pin 2 is an input for RD), a null modem cable is
required. See the SC32A manualfor details.

6.5.3 COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL/TROUBLE
SHOOTING

The ASCII standard defines an alphabet
consisting of 128 different characters where
each character corresponds to a number, letter,
symbol, or control code.

An ASCII character is a binary digitalcode
composed of a combination of seven "bits",
each bit having a binary state of 1 or more. For
example, the binary equivalent for the ASCII
character "1" is 01 10001 (decimal 49).

ASCII characters are transmitted one bit at a
time, starting with the first (least significant) bit.
During data transmission the marking condition
is used to denote the binary state 1, and the
spacing condition for the binary state 0. The
signal is considered marking when the voltage is
more negative than minus three volts with
respect to ground, and spacing when the voltage
is more positive than plus three volts.

Most computers use 8-bits (1 byte) for data
communications. The eighth bit is sometimes
used for a type of error checking called parity-
checking. Even parity binary numbers have an
even number of 1's, odd-parity characters have
an odd number of 1's. When parity checking is
used, the eighth bit is set to either a 1 or a 0 to
make the parity of the character correct. The
21X ignores the eighth bit of a character that is
receives, and transmits the eighth bit as a bina
0. This method is generally described as "no
parity".

To separate ASCII characters a Start bit is sent
before the first data bit, and a Stop bit is sent
after the eighth data bit. The start bit is always
a.sBace, and the stop bit is always a mark.
Between characters the signal is in the marking
condition.

Figure 6.5-1 shows how the ASCII character "1"
is transmitted. The SC32A interface transmits
spacing and marking voltages which are
and negative, as shown. Signalvoltages at the
21X ll0 port are 5 volts in the spacing conditi
and 0 volts in the marking condition.

START
BIT l tLse)

7 DATA BITS
2345 EIGHTH STOP7 Brr Brr

SPACE (POS|TTVE VOLTAGE)

BINARY STATE

MARK (NrCRlVr VOLTAGE)

FIGURE 6.5.1.

BAUD RATE

BAUD RATE is the number of bits transmitted
per second. The 21X can communicate at 300,
1200, 9600, and 76,800 baud. ln the
Telecommunications State, the 21X willset its
baud rate to match the baud rate of the modem.

The baud rate of the modem or computer is
usually set with dip switches or programmed
from the keyboard. The instrument's instruction
manual should explain how to set it.

the ASCII Character 1

DUPLEX

Full duplex means that two devices can
communicate in both directions simultaneously.
Half duplex means that the two devices must
send and receive alternately. Full duplex
always be specified when communicating with
Campbell Scientific peripherals and modems.
However, communication between some
CampbellScientific modems (such as the RF95
RF modem) is carried out in a half duplex
fashion. This can affect the way commands
should be sent to and received from such a
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data to also

disk
and

Card

modem, when implemented by
computer

To the limitations of half duplex, some
links expect a terminal sending
the data to the screen. This

saves the device having to echo that

Campbell Scientific device, characters are
displayed twice (in pairs), it is likely that the
terminal is sQt to half duplex ralher than the
correct setting of full duplex.

IF NOTHING HAPPENS

lf the 21X is connected via the SC32A interface
to a terminalior computer and * is not received
after sending carriage returns:

1. Verify the 21X has power and that the
cables ng the devices are securely

2. Verify
terminal

rtions port configured as DTE
6.5-2). The most common

occur when the user tries to use a
parallel
address

, or doesn't know the port
(i.e. COMI or COM2). lBM, and

most come with a Diagnostic

the port of the computer or
an asynchronous serial

can be used to identify ports,
addresses. lf the serial port is
equipment, then the operators

manual give you this information.
Some

SECTION 6. 9 PlN SERIAL INPUT/OUTPUT'

configured as DTE or DCE with a jumper
block. Pin functions must match with Table
6.5-1.

lf you are using a computer, then a program or
communieation software must be used to enable
the serial port, and to make the computer
function as a terminal. The port should be
enabled for 300, 1200, or 9600 baud, 8 data
bits, 1 stop bit, and no parity. TERM (PC208
Software) provides this function for IBM
PC IXT I AT IPS-2's and compatibles.

lf you are not sure that your computer or
terminal is sending or receiving characters,
there is a simple way to verify it. Set the duplex to
full. Next, take a paper clip and connect one
end to pin 2, and the other end to pin 3 of the
serial por4. Each character typed on the
keyboard will be displayed only if transmitted
from the terminalon pin 2, and received on pin 3
(with half duplex.the character will be displayed
once if it is not transmitted, or twice if it is
transmitted).

IF GARBAGE APPEARS

lf garbage characters appear on the
modem/terminal, check that the
modemlterminal's baud rate is supported by the
21X. lf the baud rate is correct, verity that the
modem/terminal is set for I Data bits, and no
Parity. Garbage will appear if 7 Data bits and no
Parity are used. lf the modem/terminal is set to
8 Data bits and even or odd Parity,
communication cannot be established.rial ports such as the Super Serial

Apple computers, can be
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7. MEASUREMENT PROGRAMMING EXAMPLES

This section some examples of lnput Programming for common sensors used with the 21X. These

examples only the connections, lnput, Program Control, and Processing Instructions necessary to
pertorm and store the data in engineering units in lnput Storage. Output Processing
lnstructions pre omitted. lt is teft for the user to program the necessary instructions to obtain the final
data in the desired. NO OUTPUT TO FINAL STORAGE WILL TAKE PLACE WITHOUT
ADDITIONAI- PROGRAMMING.

The examplQs given in this section would likely be only fragments of larger programs. ln general, the
examples atp written with the measurements made by the lowest numbered channels, the
instructions lt the beginning of the program table, and low number lnput Storage locations used to

store the dala. lt is unlikely that an application and 21X configuration exactly duplicates that assumed
In an THESE EXAMPLES ARE NOT MEANTTO BE USED VERBATIM; SENSOR

AND INPLJT LOCATIONS SELECTED MUST BE ADJUSTED FOR THE ACTUALCALIBRA
UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED, ALL EXCITATION CHANNELS ARE

ANALOG OUTPUT.

7.1 DIFFERENTIAL VOLTAGE . LI2OOS

SILICON PYRANOMETER

The silicon pyranometer puts out a current which
is dependedt upon the solar radiation incident
upon the sehsor. The current is measured as
the voltage across a fixed resistor. The
Campbell Ll200S uses a 100 ohm
resistor. calibration supplied by Ll-COR,
the
int . The calibration in terms of volts is

rers of the pyranometer, is given

determined py multiplying the pA calibration by
the resistanbe of the fixed resistor.

The calibratfon of the pyranometer used in this
example is {ssumed to be 76.9pA/kW/m2, which
when multillied by 100 ohms equals
7.69mV/kWfm2. The multiplier used to convert
the voltage feading to kWm2 is
1 17 .69mV lklv / m2 = 0. 1 3004.

Most LI-COR calibrations run between 60 and
90uA/kWnl2, which correspond to calibrations
of 6.0 to 9.dmV/kWm2. Above the earth's
atmospherd, the flux density through a surface
normal to the solar beam is 1.36kWm2;
radiation on earth will be less than this. Thus,
the 1SmV soale provides an adequate range
(g.omv/kwm2 x 1.36 kWm2 < 15mV).

CONNECTIONS

The pyranqneter output is measured with a
differential {oltage measurement on channel 3.

The low sidp of signal is jumpered to datalogger

ground to hold the signalwithin common mode
range (Section 14.3-2).

FIGURE 7.1-1. Wiring Diagram for Ll200S

PROGRAM

01: P2 Volt (DIFF)
01: 1 Rep
02: 2 15 mV slow Range
03: 3 lN Chan
04; 1 Loc [:RAD kWm2]
05: .13004 Mult
06: 0 Offset

7.2 DATALOGGER AND SENSOR WITH
A COMMON EXTERNAL POWER
SUPPLY

Some sensors either contain or require active
signal conditioning circuitry to provide an easily
measured analog voltage output. Generally, the
output is referenced to the sensor ground. The
associated current drain usually requires a
power source external to the 21X. A typical
connection scheme where AC power is not
available and both the 21X and sensor are
powered by an external battery is shown in

WHITE OR CLEAR
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SECTION 7. MEASUREMENT PROGRAMMING EXAMPLES

Figure 7.2-1. Since a single- ended
measurement is referenced to the 21X ground,
any voltage difference between the sensor
ground and 21X ground becomes a
measurement error. A differential measurement
avoids this error by measuring the signal
between the two leads without reference to
ground.

This example analyzes the ground potential
error of a single-ended measurement of pH
using a Martek Mark V water quality analyzer.

01:
01:
02:
03:
o4:
05:
06:

corrected in programming. However, it is better
to use a differentialvoltage measurement
does not rely on the current drain remaining
constant. The program that follows illustrates
the use of Instruction 2 to make the
measurement. A multiplier of 0.014 is used to
convert the millivolt output into pH units.

PROGRAM

Volt (DIFF)
Rep
5000 mV slow Range
lN Chan
Loc [:pH I

.014 Mult
Offset

7.3 THERMOCOUPLE TEMPERATURES
USING 21X REFERENCE

The use of the built in 21X thermocouple
reference thermistor is described in the
introductory programming example (Section
ov4).

7.4 THERMOCOUPLE TEMPERATURES
USING AN EXTERNAL REFERENCE
JUNCTION

When a number of thermocouple
are made at some distance from the 21X, it is
often better to use a reference junction box
located at the site rather than using the 21X
panel for the reference junction. This reduces
the required length of expensive thermocouple
wire as regular copper wire can be used
between the junction box (J-box) and 21X. In
addition, if the temperature gradient between
J-box and the thermocouple measurement
junction is smaller than the gradient between
21X and the measurement junction,
thermocouple accuracy is improved. In the
following example, an external reference
junction is used on 5 thermocouple
measurements. A Campbell Scientific 107
Temperature Probe is used to measure the
reference temperature. The connection
is shown in Figure 7.4-1.

P2
1

5
1

1

EXTERNAL 12 VOLT
BATTERY

FIGURE 7.2-1. Typical Connection for Active
Sensor with External Battery

The wire used to supply power from the external
battery is 18 AWG with an average resistance of
6.5 ohms/1000 feet. The power runs to the 21X
and pH meter are 2 feet and 10 feet,
respectively. Typical current drain for the pH
meteris 300mA. When making measurements,
the 21X draws about 60mA. Since voltage is
equal to current times resistance (V=lR), ground
voltages at the pH meter and the 21X relative to
battery ground are:

PH meter ground =
0.3A x 10/1000 x 6.5ohms = +0.01 95V

21X ground =
0.0604 x2l10OO x 6.5ohms = +0.0008V

Ground at the pH meter is 0.0187V higher than
ground at the 21X. The meter output is 0-1 volt
referenced to meter ground, for the full range of
14 pH units, or O.O714V/pH. Thus, if the output
is measured with a single-ended voltage
measurement, it is 0.0187V or 0.26 pH units too
high. lf this offset remained constant, it could be

POWER IOFT, 18 AWG
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Hl 1

LO1

fil5
LO5

i
Hi 6
EX1

7.5 107 TEMPERATURE PROBE

lnstruction 11 is designed to excite and measure
the CampbQll Scientific 107 Thermistor Probe
(or the ther(ristor portion of lhe 207 temperature
and relative thumidity probe) and convert the
measurement into temperature (oC). In this
example, thf temperatures are obtained from
three 107 p4obes. The measurements are made
on single-erlded channels 1-3, and the
temperaturqs are stored in input locations 1-3.

CONNECTIONS

The black lqads from the probes go to excitation
channel 1, tfre white leads go to ground, and the
red leads gq to single- ended channels 1, 2, and

MEASUREMENT PROGRAMMING EXAMPLES

3 (high and low sides of differentialchannel 1

and high side of 2).

P11
3

PROGRAM

Temp 107 Probe
Reps
lN Chan
Excite all reps w/EXchan 1

Loc [:TEMP #1 ]
Mult
Offset

7.6 207 TEMPERATURE AND RH PROBE

Instruction 12 excites and measures the RH
portion of the Campbell Scientific 207
Temperature and Relative Humidity Probe. This
instruction relies on a previously measured
temperatu re for temperature compensation
when computing RH. ln this example, three
probes are measured. Instruction 11 is used to
obtain the temperatures of the three probes
which are stored in input locations 1-3; the RH
values are stored in input locations 4-6. The
temperature measurements are made on single-
ended input channels 1-3, just as in Example
7.5. The program listed below is a continuation
of the program given in Example 7.5.

CONNECTIONS

The black leads from the probes are connected
to excitation channel 1; the clear leads are
connected to ground. The red leads are from
the thermistor circuit and are connected to
single- ended channels 1-3. The white leads are
from the RH circuit and are connected to single-
ended channels 4-6. The correct order must be
maintained when connecting the red and white
leads; i.e., the red lead from the first probe is
connected to single-ended channel 1 and the
white lead from that probe is connected to
single-ended channel 4, etc.

PROGRAM

RH 207 Probe
Reps
lN Chan
Excite all reps w/EXchan 1

Temperature Loc TEMP #1

Loc [:RH #1 ]
Mult
Offset

sEcTloN 7.

COPPER
CONSTANTAN

FIGURE 7.4f1. Thermocouples with External
Reference Junction

The temper{ture of the 107 Probe is stored in
input locatiof 1 and the thermocouple
temperatureF in Locations 2-6.

PROGRAM

01:
01:
02:
03:
04:
05:
06:

01:
01:
02:
03:
o4:-
05:
06:

02:
01:
02:
03:
04:
05:
06:
07:
08:

P1

1

P1

1l

1l

11

1

1l

;l

4
5
2
1

1

1l

4
1l

0

Temp 107 Probe
Rep
lN Chan
Excite all reps w/EXchan 1

Loc [:REF TEMP ]
Mult
Offset

Thermocouple Temp (DIFF)
Reps
15 mV slow Range
lN Chan
Type T (Copper-Constantan)
Ref Temp Loc REF TEMP
Loc [:TC TEMP#1]
Mult
Offset

02: P12
01: 3
02: 4
03: 1

04: 1

05: 4
06: 1

07: 0
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SECTION 7. MEASUREMENT PROGRAMMING EXAMPLES

7.7 ANEMOMETER WITH
PHOTOCHOPPER OUTPUT

An anemometer with a photochopper transducer
produces a pulsed output which is monitored
with the Pulse Count Instruction, configured for
High Frequency Pulses. The anemometer used
in this example is the R.M. Young Model No.
12102D Cup Anemometer which has a 10
window chopper wheel. The photochopper
circuitry is powered from the 21X or 21XL 12V
supply. Supplemental charging, AC or solar,
should be used with the 21XL. lf a charging
source is not practical, back-up batteries should
be used to compensate for the increased current
drain.

Wind speed is desired in meters per second.
There is a pulse each time a window in the
chopper wheel, which revolves with the cups,
allows light to pass from the source to the
photoreceptor. Because there are 10 windows , A
in the chopper wheel, there are t0 pulses per I '6
revolution. Thus, 1 rpm is equalto 10 pulses
per 60 seconds (1 minute) or 6 rpm = 1 pulse
per second. The manufacturer's calibration for
relating wind speed to rpm is:

Wind speed (m/s) =
0.01632 m/s/rpm x rpm + 0.2 m/s

Pulse count instruction has the option of
converting counts to frequency in Hz
(counts/second). The multiplier and offset to
conveft Hz to meters per second are:

m/s =
0.01632 m/s/rpm x 6 rpm/Hz x XHz + 0.2 m/s

= 0.0979 mls/Hz x XHz + 0.2 m/s

There are times when the 21X is not able to
reset the pulse counters at the exact time
interval programmed. lf the artificially large wind
speed that results from a long interual is used, it
causes a false average or maximum value. To
avoid this, the 21X is instructed to discard
values resulting from long intervals and use the
previous value instead.

7-4

ANEMOMETER

SUPPLY

GROUND AND SIGNAT REFERE

PULSE OUI

01: P3
01: 1

02: 1

r03: 20
04: 10
05:
06:

FIGURE 7.7-1. Wiring Diagram for
Anemometer

PROGRAM

Pulse
Rep
Pulse Input Chan
High frequency; Output Hz.
Loc [:WS m/s 1

.0979 Mult

.2 Otfset

TIPPING BUCKET RAIN GAUGE
WITH LONG LEADS

A tipping bucket rain gauge is measured with
the Pulse Count Instruction configured for
Closure. Counts from long intervals will be
(an option in Parameter 3), as the final output
desired is total rainfall (obtained with lnstruction
T2,Totalize). lf counts from long intervals were
discarded, less rainfallwould be recorded than
was actually measured by the gauge (assuming
there were counts in the long intervals). Output
is desired in millimeters of precipitation. The
gauge is calibrated for a 0.01 inch tip; a
multiplier of 0.254 is used.

CONNECTIONS

3OO, LEAD LENGTH

FIGURE 7.8-1. Wiring Diagram for Rain
Gauge with Long Leads

In a long cable there is appreciable capacitance
between the lines, which is discharged across
the switch when it closes. In addition to



I

iI sEcrloN 7.
I

l

i

I

shortening sivitch life, a transient may be
induced in other wires, packaged with the rain
gauge leadsf each time the switch closes. The
100 ohm re$stor protects the switch from arcing
and the ass{ciated transient from occurring, and
should be influded any time leads longer than
100 feet are used with a switch closure.

PROGRAM

1 P 3 Count pulses from rain
gauge

1 lrep
1 Pulse channel#1
2 Switch closure, all

pulses counted
4 11 Location to store count
5 0.254 MultiPlier
6 0 Offset

7.9 1OO OHM PRT IN 4 WIRE HALF
BRIDGE

Instruction 9 is the best choice for accuracy

(PRT) is from other bridge completion

few hs of an ohm resistance. In this
example, it desired to measure a temperature
in the of -10 to 4OoC. The length of the
cable from 21X to the PRT is 500 feet.

MEASUREMENT PROGRAMMING EXAMPLES

same range eliminates any range translation
error that might arise from the 0.O1"/" tolerance
of the range translation resistors in the 21X.

lf the voltage drop across the PRT (V2) is kept
on the 50mV range, self heating of the PRT
should be less than 0.001oC in still air. The
resolution of the measurement is increased as
the excitation voltage (V*) is increased as long
as the lnput Range is not exceeded. The
voltage drop across the PRT is equalto V*
multiplied by the ratio of R. to the total
resistance, and is greatest when R, is greatest
(Rs=115.54 ohms at 40oC). To find the
maximum excitation voltage that can be used,
we assume V2 equalto 50mV and use Ohm's
Law to solve for the resulting current, l.

l= SomV/Rs = 50mV/115. 54 ohms = 0.433mA

Next solve for V*:

Vx=l(Rr+R.+R)=4.42V

lf the actual resistances were the nominal
values, the 21X would not overrange with V" =
4.4V. To allow for the tolerances in the actual
resistances, it is decided to set V" equal to 4.2
volts (e.9., if the 10 kohms resistor is 57o low,
Rr/(R1+Rr+Rt)=115.54/9715.54, and V* must be
4.204V to keep V, less than 50mV).

The result of Instruction 9 when the first
differentialmeasurement (V1) is not made on
the 5V range is equivalent to Rr/R1. Instruction
16 computes the temperature (oC) for a DIN
43760 standard PRT from the ratio of the PRT
resistance to its resistance at OoC (Rs/Rg).
Thus, a multiplier of Ry'Ro is used in lnstruction
9 to obtain the desired intermediate, Rs/R'
(=Rs/B x Ry'Re). lf R. and Re were each
exactly 100 ohms, the multiplierwould be 1.

However, neither resistance is likely to be exact.
The correct multiplier is found by connecting the
PRT to the 21X and entering lnstruction 9 with a
multiplier of 1. The PRT is then placed in an ice
bath (OoC; Rr=Rs), and the result of the bridge
measurement is read using the *6 Mode. The
reading is Rr/R1, which is equalto Ro/Rl since
R"=Ro. The correct value of the multiplier,
Ry'Ro, is the reciprocal of this reading. The
initial reading assumed for this example was
0.9890. The correct multiplier is: Ry'Ro =
1/0.9890 = 1.01 11.

1

2
3

EX1

Ht2

21X

LO2
Ht 1

LO1+

I

1OK OHM

vz(

RF
100 oHM

Rs
lOO OHM PRT

FIGURE 7,19-1. Wiring Diagram for PRT in 4
Wire Half Bridge

Figure 7.9-1 diagrams the circuit used to
measure the PRT. The 10 kohm resistor allows
the use of a high excitation voltage and a low
input range. This insures that noise in the
excitation dOes not have an effect on signal
noise. Becquse the fixed resistor (R) and the
PRT (RJ hdve approximately the same
resistance, fhe differential measurement of the
voltage drop across the PRT can be made on
the same r{nge as the differential measurement
of the volta$e drop across R1. The use of the
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SECTION 7. MEASUREMENT PROGRAMMING EXAMPLES

The fixed 100 ohm resistor must be thermally
stable. lts precision is not important because
the exact resistance is incorporated, along with
that of the PRT, into the calibrated multiplier.
The 10 ppm/oO temperature coefficient of the
fixed resistor will limit the error due to its change
in resistance with temperature to less than
0.1soO over the -10 to 40oC temperature range.
Because the measurement is ratiometric (Rs/Rf),
the properties of the 1O kohm resistor do not
affect the result.

As in the example in Section 7.9, the excitation
voltage is calculated to be the maximum
possible, yet allow the +50mV measurement
range. The 10 kohm resistor has a tolerance of
t1%;thus, the lowest resistance to expect from
it is 9.9 kohms. We calculate the maximum
excitation voltage (V*) to keep the voltage drop
across the PRT less than 50mV:

0.050V > Vx 115.54/(9900+115.54); V" . 4.

The excitation voltage used is 4.3V.

The multiplier used in Instruction 7 is
in the same manner as in Section 7.9. In this
example, the multiplier (R/Ro) is assumed to
100.93.

The 3 wire half bridge compensates for lead wi
resistance by assuming that the resistance of
wire A is the same as the resistance of wire B.
The maximum difference expected in wire
resistance is 2o/o, but is more likely to be on the
order of 1"/". The resistance of R. calculated
with Instruction 7, is actually R, plus the
difference in resistance of wires A and B. The
average resistance of 22 AWG wire is 16.5
ohms per 1000 feet, which would give each 500
foot lead wire a nominal resistance of 8.3 ohms.
Two percent of 8.3 ohms is 0.17 ohms.
Assuming that the greater resistance is in wire
the resistance measured for the PRT (Ro =
100 ohms) in the ice bath would be 100.17
ohms, and the resistance at 40oC would be
115.71. The measured ratio R./Ro is 1.1551;
the actual ratio is 115.54/100 = 1.1554. The
temperature computed by Instruction 16 from
the measured ratio would be about 0.1oC lower
than the actual temperature of the PRT. This
source of error does not exist in the example in
Section 7.9, where a 4 wire half bridge is used
measure PRT resistance.

The advantages of the 3 wire half bridge are
it only requires 3 lead wires going to the sensor
and takes 2 single- ended input channels,
whereas the 4 wire half bridge requires 4 wires
and 2 ditferential channels.

01:
01:
02:
03:
o4:
05:
06:
07:
08:
09:

02: P16
01: 1

02: 1

03: 2
04: 1

05: 0

P9
1

3
3
1

1

4200
1

PROGRAM

Full BR w/Compensation
Rep
50 mV slow EX Range
50 mV slow BR Range
lN Chan
Excite all reps w/EXchan 1

mV Excitation
Loc [:Rs/R0 I

1.0111 Mult
0 Offset

Temperature RTD
Rep
R/Ro Loc Rs/RO
Loc [:TEMP degC]
Mult
Offset

7.10 1OO OHM PRT IN 3 WIRE HALF
BRIDGE

The temperature measurement requirements in
this example are the same as in Section 7.9. In
this case, a three wire half bridge, Instruction 7,
is used to measure the resistance of the PRT.
The diagram of the PRT circuit is shown in
Figure 7.10-1.

EX]

21X

Ht 1

LOI

+

Rp 10K OHM 1%
TEIVPERATURE COEFFICIENT < 25

5OO,LEAD LENGTH, ,, O*'(

6

PPM/'c

RS

100 oHM PRT

FIGURE 7.10-1. 3 Wire Half Bridge Used to
Measure 100 ohm PRT
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I

I

I

I01: P4
01: 1l

02: g
03: 1

04: 1

05: 430q
06: 1

07: 10q.
08: A

02: P1g
01: n

02: 'l

03: A
04: '!

05: q

SECTION 7. MEASUREMENT PROGRAMMING EXAMPLES

7.11 100 PRT IN 4 WIRE FULL
BRIDGE

This exa describes obtaining the
from a 100 ohm PRT in a 4 wire

fullbridge 6). The temperature
being is in a constant temperature
bath and is
algorithm.

be used as the input for a control
PRT in this case does not

adhere to DIN standard (alpha = 0.00385)
used in the calculating I nstruction
16. Alpha defined as (R1e6/Ro-1)/100, where

are the resistances of the PRT atRloo and
100oC and
alpha is eq

), respectively. ln this PRT,
to 0.00392.

5K OHM 0.01%

PROGRAM

3 Wire Half Bridge
Rep
50 mV slow Range
lN Chan
Excite all reps w/EXchan 1

mV Excitation
Loc [:Rs/R0 ]

93 Mult
Otfset

Temperature RTD
Rep
R/Ro Loc Rs/R0
Loc [:TEMP degO]
Mult
Offset

R" = Rt X'/(1-X')

Where

X'= )U1000 + R3/(R2+R3)

Thus, to obtain the value R"/Rs, (Ro = R. @

OoC) for the temperature calculating Instruction
16, the multiplier and offset used in lnstruction 6
are 0.001 and R3/(R2+R3), respectively. The
multiplier used in Instruction 59 to obtain Rr/R6
is Rt/Rs (5000/100 = 50).

It is desired to controlthe temperature bath at
50oC with as little variation as possible. High
resolution is desired so the control algorithm will
be able to respond to minute changes in
temperature. The highest resolution is obtained
when the temperature range results in an output
voltage (V.) range which fills the measurement
range selected in Instruction 6. The full bridge
configuration allows the bridge to be balanced
(V. = 0V) at or near the control temperature.
Thus, the output voltage can go both positive
and negative as the bath temperature changes,
allowing the full use of the measurement range.

The resistance of the PRT is approximately
119.7 ohms at 50oC. The 120 ohm fixed
resistor balances the bridge at approximately
51oC. The output voltage is:

V. = V" [R"/(R.+R1) - R3/(R2+R3)]

= V* [Rs/(Rs+5000) - 0.023438]

The temperature range to be covered is 50
t10oC. At 40oC R. is approximately 115.8
ohms, or:

Ys= -802.24x10-6 Vx

even with an excitation voltage (V") equalto
5000mV, V, can be measured on the t5mV
scale (40oC = 1 15.8 Cl = -4.01 mV, 60oC = 123.6
C2 = 3.428mV). There is a change of
approximately 4mV from the output at 40oC to
the output at 51oC, or 364pV/oC. With a
resolution of 0.33pV on the SmV range, this
means that the temperature resolution is
0.00090c.

The 5 ppm per oC temperature coefficient of the
fixed resistors was chosen so that their 0.01%
accuracy tolerance would hold over the desired
temperature range.

RJ
120 oHM O.0lZ

OF ALL FIXED RESISTORS < 5 PPM/'C

FIGURE ?.11-1. Full Bridge Schematic for
100 ohm PRT

The result ([) given by lnstruction 6 is 1000
V.A/* (wheile V, is the measured bridge output
voltage, an{ V, is the excitation voltage)which
is:

X = 1000 (R"/(R"+81)-R./(R2+R.))

The resistahce of the PRT (Rs) is calculated
with the Briflge Transform Instruction 59:
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SECTION 7. MEASUREMENT PROGRAMMING EXAMPLES

The relationship between temperature and PRT
resistance is a slightly nonlinear one. Instruction
16 computes this relationship for a DIN standard
PRT where the nominaltemperature coefficient
is 0.00385/oC. The change in nonlinearity of a
PRT with the temperature coefficient of
0.00392/oC is minute compared with the slope
change. Entering a slope correction factor of
0.00385/0.00392 = 0.98214 as the multiplier in
Instruction 16 results in a calculated
temperature which is wellwithin the accuracy
specifications of the PRT.

PROGRAM

01: Po
01: 1

02: 1

03: 3
04: 1

05: 5000
06: 11

07: .001
08: .02344

o2:
01:
02:
03:

11

50

P16
1

11

12
.98214

0

Full Bridge
Rep
5 mV slow Range
lN Chan
Excite all reps w/EXchan 1

mV Excitation
Loc [:Rs/RO ]
Mult
Offset

BR Transform Rf[)V(1 -X)]
Rep
Loc [:Rs/RO ]
Multiplier (Rf)

Temperature RTD
Rep
R/Ro Loc Rs/RO
Loc [:TEMP degO]
Mult
Offset

P59
1

03:
01:
02:
03:
Q4:
05:

7.12 PRESSURE TRANSDUCER - 4
WIRE FULL BRIDGE

This example describes a measurement made
with a Druck PDCR 10/D depth measurement
pressure transducer. The pressure transducer
was ordered with passive temperature
compensation for use with positive or negative
excitation and has a range of 5 psi or about 3.5
meters of water. The transducer is used to
measure the depth of water in a stilling well.

Instruction 6, 4 Wire Full Bridge, is used to
measure the pressure transducer. The high
output ol the semiconductor strain gauge
necessitates the use of the 50mV input range.
The sensor is calibrated by connecting it to the

01:
01:
02:
03:
Q4:.

05:
06:
07:
08:
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21X and using lnstruction 6 with a multiplier of
and an offset of 0, noting the readings ("6
with 10 cm of water above the sensor and with
334.6 cm of water above the sensor. The
of Instruction 6 is 1000 Vr/V* or millivolts per
volt excitation. At 1O cm the reading is
0.19963mV4/ and at 334.6 cm the reading is
6.6485mV4/. The multiplier to yield output in
is:

(334.6 - 10)/(6.6485-.19963) = 50.334 cm/mV

The offset is determined after the pressure
transducer is installed in the stilling well. The
sensor is installed 65 cm below the water level
at the time of installation. The depth of water at
this time is determined to be 72.6 cm relative to
the desired reference. When programmed with
the multiplier determined above and an offset
0, a reading of 65.12 is obtained. The offset for
the actual measurements is thus determined to
be72.6 - 65.12 = 7.48 cm.

The lead length is approximately 10 feet, so
there is no appreciable error due to lead wire
resistance. Example 7.13 shows a means of
compensating for long lead lengths.

CONNECTIONS
PRESSURE TR

FfGURE 7.12-1. Wiring Diagram for Full
Bridge Pressure Transducer

P6
1

3
1

1

5000
1

50.334
7.48

PROGRAM

Full Bridge
Rep
50 mV slow Range
lN Chan
Excite all reps dEXchan
mV Excitation
Loc [:WATER cm ]
Mult
Offset
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7.13 L .6 WIRE FULL
BRIDGE

When a long is required between a load
cell and the X, the resistance of the wire can
create a ial error in the measurement if

bridge (lnstruction 6) is used to
the load cell. This error

arises the excitation voltage is lower at
the load cell at the 21X due to voltage droP
in the cable. The 6 wire full bridge (lnstruction
9) avoids thi$ problem by measuring the
excitation voltage at the load cell. This example
shows the errors one would encounter if the
actual excitafion voltage was not measured and
shows the uge of a 6 wire full bridge to measure
a load cell orlr a weighing lysimeter (a container
buried in thelground, filled with plants and soil,
used for me{suring evapotranspiration).

The lysimeter is 2 meters in diameter and 1.5
meters deepl The total weight of the lysimeter
with its cont4iner is approximately 8000 kg. The
lysimeter ha$ a mechanically adjustable
counterbalarfce, and changes in weight are
measured wlth a 250 pound (1 13.6 kg) capacity
Sensotec M0del 41 tension/compression load
cell. The lo{d cell has a 4:1 mechanical
advantage ofr the lysimeter (i.e., a change of 4
kg in the maps of the lysimeter will change the
force on the jload cell by 1 kg-force or 980 N).

voltage. When Instruction 6 (4 wire half bridge)
is used, the assumption is that the voltage drop
in the connecting cable is negligible. The
average resistance of 22 AWG wire is 16.5
ohms per 1000 feet. Thus, the resistance in the
excitation lead going out to the load cell added
to that in the lead coming back to ground is 33
ohms. The resistance of the bridge in the load
cell is 350 ohms. The voltage drop across the
load cell is equal to the voltage at the 21X
multiplied by the ratio of the load cell resistance,
R", to the total resistance, R1, of the circuit. lf
Instruction 6 were used to measure the load
cell, the excitation voltage actually applied to
the load cell, V.t would be:

V1 = V, Rs/R1= Vx 350/(350+33) = 0.91 Vx

Where V" is the excitation voltage. This means
that the voltage output by the load cell would
only be 91% of that expected. lf recording of
the lysimeter data was initiated with the load cell
output at 0 volts, and 100mm of
evapotranspiration had occurred, calculation of
the change with Instruction 6 would indicate that
only 91mm of water had been lost. Because the
error is a fixed percentage of the output, the
actual magnitude of the error increases with the
force applied to the load cell. lf the resistance of
the wire was constant, one could correct for the
voltage drop with a fixed multiplier. However,
the resistance of copper changes O.4o/o per
degree C change in temperature. Assume that
the cable between the load cell and the 21X lays
on the soil surface and undergoes a 25oC
diurnal temperature fluctuation. lf the resistance
is 33 ohms at the maximum temperature, then at
the minimum temperature, the resistance is:

(1-25x0.004)33 ohms = 29.7 ohms

The actual excitation voltage at the load cell is:

Vr = 350/(350+29.7) Vx = .92 Vx

The excitation voltage has increasedby 1"/",
relative to the voltage applied at the 21X. ln this
case, where we were recording a 91mm change
in water content, there would be a 1mm diurnal
change in the recorded water content that would
actually be due to the change in temperature.
Instruction 9 solves this problem by actually
measuring the voltage drop across the load cell
bridge. The drawbacks to using Instruction 9

the 4 wire
excite and

ADJUSTABLE
COUNTER BALANCE

FIGURF 7.13-1. Lysimeter Weighing
Mechanism

The surface area of the lysimeter is 3.1416 m2

or 31 ,416 cin2, so 1 cm of rainfall or evaporation
results in a 31.416 kg change in mass. The load
ceff can meAsure t113.6 kg, a227 kg range.
This represents a maximum change of 909 kg
(28 cm of wgter) in the lysimeter before the
counterbalahce would have to be readjusted.

There is 1000 feet of 22 AWG cable between
the 21X and the load cell. The output of the
load cell is {irectly proportionalto the excitation

7-9
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are that it requires an extra differentialchannel
and the added expense of a 6 wire cable. In this
case, the benefits are worth the exp€nse.

The load cell has a nominalfull scale output of 3
millivolts per volt excitation. lf the excitation is 5
volts, the fullscale output is 15 millivolts;thus,
the t15 millivolt range is selected. The
calibrated output of the load cell is 3.106mV/V1
at a load of 250 pounds. Output is desired in
millimeters of water with respect to a fixed point.
The calibration in mVA/1/mm is:

3.1 06mVA/1 l250lb x 2.2lblkg x
3.1416k9/mm/4 =

0.02147mYNylmm

The reciprocal of this gives the multiplier to
convert mVA/1 into millimeters. (The result of
Instruction 9 is the ratio of the output voltage to
the actualexcitation voltage multiplied by 1000,
which is mVA/1):

1 /0.021 47 mVA/, /mm = 46.583mm I mY N .,

The output from the load cell is connected so
that the voltage increases as the mass of the
lysimeter increases. (lf the actual mechanical
linkage was as diagrammed in Figure 7.13-1,
the output voltage would be positive when the
load cell was under tension.)

When the experiment is started, the water
content of the soil in the lysimeter is
approximately 25o/o on a volume basis. lt is
decided to use this as the reference, (i.e., O.25 x
15O0mm = 375 mm). The experiment is started
at the beginning of what is expected to be a
period during which evapotranspiration exceeds
precipitation. Instruction 9 is programmed with
the correct multiplier and no offset. After
hooking everything up, the counterbalance is
adjusted so that the load cell is near the top of
its range; this will allow a longer period before
readjustment is necessary. The result of
Instruction 9 (monitored with the "6 Mode) is
109. The offset needed to give the desired initial
value of 375mm is 266. However, it is decided
to add this offset in a separate instruction so
that the result of lnstruction 9 can be used as a
ready reminder of the strain on the load cell
(range = t140mm). When the strain on the
load cell nears its rated limits. the

counterbalance
recalculated to 

;

the water budoe

CONNE

The p

10 se
is out
every
samp
wind I

01

02:

7.14 227 G',

BLOCK

Soilmoistt
by relating
in resistan,
(lnstructior
resistance
of the exci'
the sensor
output
output

ounterbalance is readjusted and the offset
:calculated to provide a continuous record of
re water budget.

'he program table has an execution intervalof
0 seconds. The average value in millimeters
i output to Final Storage (not shown in Table)
very hour. The average is used, instead of a
ample, in order to cancel out the effects of
dnd loading on the lysimeter.

ONNECTIONS

EX1

Ht 1

LO1

Ht2

2\X

LO2

+

VX LYSIMETER

4

rr
J.

n

le

n1

rck
rng(
e

rsal
of
the
-he

ut

227
LOC

rilmoi
relati

resist
rstrucl
sistan
the e:

01:
02:
03:

FI,

:

01:
02:
03:
04:
05:
06:
07:
08:
09:

) sen(
tput s
tDut c

GURE 7.13-2. 6 Wire Full Bridge
Gonnection for Load Cell

PROGRAM

P9 Full BR w/Compensatio
1 Rep
5 5000 mV slow EX Rang
2 15 mV slow BR Range
1 lN Chan
1 Excite all reps w/EXcha

;000 mV Excitation
1 Loc [:RAW MEAS.]

46.583 Mult
0 Offset

P34 Z=X+F
1 X Loc RAW MEAS.

266 F
2 Z Loc [:MEAS+OFFS]

GYPSUM SOIL MOISTURE
K

sture is measured with a gypsum blr

ng the change in moisture to the chr
ance of the block. An AC Half Bridg
ion 5) is used to determine the
ce of the gypsum block. Rapid reve
<citation voltage inhibits polarization
ior. Polarization creates an error in
o the fast integration time is used. 'l

f Instruction 5 is the ratio of the outp
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voltage to th{ excitation voltage;this output is PROGRAM
converted to,Sypsum block resistance with
Instruction 5$, Bridge Transform. 01: P5 AC Half Bridge

01: 6 Reps
The Campbdll Scientific 227 Soil Moisture Block 02: 14 500 mV fast Range
uses a Delmhorst gypsum block with a 1 kohm 03: 1 lN Chan
bridge completion resistor (there are also series 04: 1 Excite all reps w/EXchan 1

capacitors to block DC current and degradation 05: 500 mV Excitation
due to electr6lysis. Using data supplied by 06: 1 Loc :

Delmhorst, Campbell Scientific has computed 07: 1 Mult
coefficients fpr a 5th order polynomialto convert 08: 0 Otfset
block resistahce to water potential in bars.
There are hruD polynomials: one to optimize the 02: P59 BB Transform Bf[V(1-X)]
range from -0.1 to -2 bars, and one to cover the 01: 6 Reps
range from -0.1 to -10 bars (the minus sign is 02: 1 Loc :

omitted in thp output). The -0.1 to -2bar 03: .1 Multiplier (Rf)
polynomial rpquires a multiplier of 1 in the
Bridge Tran$form Instruction (result in kohms) 03: P55 Polynomial
and the -0.1 [o -10 bar polynomial requires a 01 : 6 Reps
multiplier of 0.1 (result in 10,000s of ohms). The 02: 1 X Loc
multiplier is 4 scaling factor to maintain the 03: 1 F(X) Loc :

maximum ndmber of significant digits in the 04: .15836 CO
coefficients Qf the polynomial. 05: 6.1445 C1

06: -8.4189 C2
f n this example, we wish to make 07: 9.2493 C3
measuremefrts on 6 gypsum blocks and output 08: -3.1685 C4
the final datd in bars. The soilwhere the 09: .33392 C5
moisture are to be made is quite

is expected to dry beyond the -2 bar limit of the
wet range pOlynomial. The dry range polynomial
is used, so { multiplier of 0.1 is entered in the
bridge translorm instruction.

When the wfter potential is computed, it is
written over the resistance value. The potentials
are stored iri input locations 1-6 where they may
be accesse{ for output to Final Storage. lf it
was desired to retain the resistance values, the
potential mEasurements could be stored in
Locations 7)12by changing Parameter 3 in
lnstruction 55 to 7.

EX1

Hl 1

LO1

Ht2
21X

-l

LEADS BLOCKS

RED LEADS TO SINGLE_ /.\

-

ENDED rNPUr CHANNELS 't - 6 
-__4 _
Y2^

CLEAR LEADS TO GROUND

7.15 NONLINEAR THERMISTOR IN
HALF BRIDGE (CAMPBELL
scrENTrFrc MoDEL 101)

Instruction 1 1, 107 Thermistor Probe,
automatically calculates temperature by
transforming the millivolt reading with a 5th order
polynomial. lnstruction 55, Polynomial, can be
used to calculate temperature of any nonlinear
thermistor, provided the correlation between
temperature and probe output is known, and an
appropriate polynomial fit has been determined.
In this example, the 21X is used to measure the
temperature of 5 Campbell Scientific 101 Probes
(used with the CR21). Instruction 4, Excite,
Delay, and Measure, is used because the high
source resistance of the probe requires a long
input settling time (see Section 13.3.1). The
excitation voltage is 2000mV, the same as used
in the CR21. The signal voltage is then
transformed to temperature using the
Polynomial Instruction.

F|GUFE 7.14-1. 6 Gypsum Blocks
Connected to the 21X
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The manual for the 101 Probe gives the
coefficients of the sth order polynomial used to
convert the output in millivolts to temperature (E
denotes the power of 10 by which the mantissa
is multiplied):

c0 -53.7842
c1 0.147974
c2 -2.18755E-4
c3 2.19046E-7
c4 -1 .1 1341E-10
c5 2.33651E-14

The 21X willonly allow 5 significant digits to the
right or left o{ the decimal point to be entered
from the keyboard. The polynomialcannot be
applied exactly as given in the 101 manual. The
initial millivolt reading must be scaled if the
coefficients of the higher order terms are to be
entered with the maximum number of significant
digits. lf 0.001 is used as a multiplier on the
millivolt output, the coefficients are divided by
0.001 raised to the appropriate power (i.e.,
C0=C0, C1 =C110.001, C2=C2/.000001, etc.).
With this adjustment, the coefficients entered in
Parameters 4-9 of Instruction 55 become:

01: P4
01: 5
02: 5
03: 1

04:. 1

05: 10
06: 2000
07: 1

08: .001
09: 0

PROGRAM

Excite, Delay,Volt(SE)
Reps
5000 mV slow Range
lN Chan
Excite all reps w/EXchan 1

Delay (units.01sec)
mV Excitation
Loc :

Mult
Offset

c0 -53.784
c1 147.97
c2 -218.76
c3 219.05
c4 -111.34
c5 23.365

FIGURE 7.15-1. 101 Thermistor Probes
Connected to 21X

02: P55 Polynomial
01: 5 Reps
02: 1 X Loc
.03: 1 F(X) Loc:
04: -53.784 C0
05: 147.97 C1
06: -218.76 C2
07: 219.05 C3
08: -111.34 C4
09: 23.365 C5

7.16 MEASURING 107 TEMPERATURE
PROBE WITH 60 HZ REJECTION

The 107 temperature probe is normally
measured with Instruction 11 which uses the
same measurement sequence as lnstruction 5
with a fast integration voltage measurement.
The fast integration does not reject 60 Hz noise.
In environments where 60 Hz is a problem, the
107 probe can be measured with Instruction 5
using the slow integration time.

A multiplier of 800 in Instruction 5 is used to
scale the voltage measurement for the
polynomial Instruction 55 which is used to
convert the voltage measurement to oC.

THERMISTOR PROBES

EX1

+
Hr I

21X
LO1

Ht2

RED LEADS TO SINGLE ENDED

INPUT CHANNELS I-5
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This measufement sequence should not be
used to me{sure temperature on the 207
temperatur{ and RH probe. The longer
excitation/intpgration time could cause
polarization df the RH element, shifting its
calibration.

The connectfons for this example are the same
as for Example 7.5, where instruction 11 is used
to measure hree 107 Temperature Probes.

SECTION 7. MEASUREMENT PROGRAMMING EXAMPLES

01:
01:
02:
03:
o4:
05:
06:
07:
08:

02;
01:
02:
03:
04:
05:
06:
07:
08:
09:

P5
3
2
1r

1

4000
1i

8001

0i

q
q
1

1

-sq.46
99.807
-83.257
52.283

-1q.723

4.211
l

PROGRAM

AC Half Bridge
Reps
15 mV slow Range
lN Chan
Excite all reps w/EXchan 1

mV Excitation
Loc [:107 T #1 ]
Mult
Otfset

55 Polynomial
Reps
X Loc 107 T #1
F(X) Loc [:107 T #1 ]
c0
c1
c2
c3
c4
c5
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8. PROCESSING AND PROGRAM CONTROL EXAMPLES

The examples are intended to illustrate the use of Processing and Program Control
flags, and the capability to direct the results of Output Processing lnstructions to lnput

Storage.

The specific]examples may not be as important as some of the techniques employed, for example:

Directin| Output Processing to lnput Storage is used in the Running Average and Hainfall lntensity
exampl4s (8.1 and 8.2).

Ftags tepts are used in the Running Average, lnterrupt Subroutine, and Converting Wind Direction
examplQs (8.1, 8.5, and 8.7)

Controlports and the Loop are illustrated in the AM416 example (8.3).

These exanlples are not complete programs to be taken verbatim. They need to be altered to fit specific
needs.

8.1 COMPUTATION OF RUNNING
AVERAGE

necessary to compute a running
average (i , the average includes a fixed
number of and is continuously updated
as new are taken). Because the output
interval is s than the averaging period,
lnstruction cannot be used;the algorithm for
computing t
the user. T

is average must be programmed by
following example demonstrates a

program a runnrng average.

ln this each time a new measurement
case a thermocoupleis made (in

an average is computed for the 10

Input Location Labels:

1:PanlTemp 1S:Temp i-5
2:10smplav 16:Temp i-4
11:Temp i-9 17:Temp i-3
12:Temp i-8 18:Temp i-2
13:Temp i-7 19:Temp i-1

14:Temp i-6 2O:Temp i

Where i is current reading,
i-l is previous reading, etc.

1

01: 10

most recent samples. This is done by saving all
10 temperalures in contiguous input locations
and using t$e SpatialAverage lnstruction (51) to
compute th$ average. The temperatures are
stored in lo(ations 11 through 20. Each time the

01: P17
01: 1

P14

20
1

0

P51
10
11

2

02:
01:
02:
03:
o4:
05:
06:
07:
08:

03:
01:
02:
03:

Table 1 Programs
Sec. Execution lnterval

Panel Temperature
Loc [:PanlTemp]

Thermocouple Temp (DIFF)
Rep
5 mV slow Range
lN Chan
Type T (Copper-Constantan)
Ref Temp Loc Panl Temp
Loc [:Temp i ]
Mult
Offset

SpatialAverage
Swath
First Loc Temp i-9
Avg Loc [:1Osmplav]

table is exebuted, the new measurement is

stored in location 20 and the average is stored in

location 2. The Block Move Instruction (5a) is
then used tO move the temperatures from
locations 12 through 20 down by one location;
the oldest rneasurement (in location 11) is lost
when the temperature from location 12 is written
over it.
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O4: P54
01: 9
02: 12
03: 1

04: 11

05: 1

05: P86
01: 10

06: P70
01: 1

02" 2

Block Move
No. of Values
First Source Loc Temo i-8
Source Step
First Destin. Loc [:Temp i-9 ]
Destination Step

Do
Set high Flag 0 (output)

Sample
Rep
Loc l0smplav

O7'. P End Table 1

In the above example, all samples for the
average are stored in input locations. This is
necessary when an average must be output with
each new sample. In most cases, averages are
desired less frequently than sampling. For
example, it may be necessary to sample some
parameter every 5 seconds and output every
hour an average of the previous three hours
readings. lf all samples were saved, this would
require 2160 input locations. The same value
can be obtained by computing an hourly
average and averaging the hourly averages for
the past three hours. To do this requires that
hourly averages be stored in input locations.

lnstruction 80 is used to send the t hour
average to Input Storage and again to send the
3 hour average to Final Storage.

Input Location Labels:

1:AVG i-2
2:AVG i-1
3:AVG i

4:3 HR AVG
5:XX mg/M3

Table 1 Programs
Sec. Execution lnterval

Volt (DIFF)
Rep
5000 mV slow Range
lN Chan
Loc [:XX mg/M3 ]
Mult
Offset

02: P92
01: 0
O2: 60
03: 10

03: P80
01: 3
02: 3

lf time is
minutes into a
minute interval
Set high Flag 0 (output)

Set Active Storage Area
Input Storage Area
Array lD or location

Average
Rep
Loc XX mg/M3

SpatialAverage
Swath
First Loc AVG i-2
Avg Loc [:3 HR AVG ]

Set Active Storage Area
Final Storage Area
Array lD or location

RealTime
Day,Hour-Minute

Sample
Rep
Loc 3 HR AVG

lf Flag
0 (output) is set
Then Do

Block Move
No. of Values
First Source Loc AVG i-1

Source Step
First Destin. Loc [:AVG i-2
Destination Step

05: P51
01: 3
02: 1

03: 4

04: P71
01: 1

Q2: 5

06: P80
01: 1

02; 25

07: P77
01: 22O

08: P7O
01: 1

02: 4

09: P91
01: 10
o2'. 30

10: P54
01: 2
02: 2
03: 1

O4: 1

05: 1

01:

01:
01:
02:
03:
04:
05:
06:

1

5

P2
1

5
3
5

10
0

11: P95 End

12: P End Table 1

8.2 RAINFALL INTENSITY

In this example, the total rain for the last 15
minutes is output only if any rain has occurred.
The program makes use of the capability to
direct the output of Output Processing
Instructions to Input Storage.

Every 15 minutes, the total rain is sent to Input
Storage. lf the total is not equal to 0, output is
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redirected tol Final Storage Area 1, the time is
output and t|pe total is sampled.

I

InRut Locatijn Labels:

P80
3
2

P72
1

1

P8q

4
4
q

3q

P80
1

2q

P7V,

22Q

08: P7g
01: 11

02: 2

Pe5

P

Table 1 Programs
Sec. Execution lnterval

Pulse
Rep
Pulse Input Chan
Switch closure
Loc [:Rain (mm)]
Mult
Offset

lf time is
minutes into a
minute interval
Set high Flag 0 (output)

Set Active Storage Area
Input Storage Area
Array lD or location

Totalize
Rep
Loc Rain (mm)

lf X<=>F
X Loc 1Smin tot

F
Then Do

Set Active Storage Area
Final Storage Area
Array lD or location

RealTime
Day,Hour-Minute

Sample
Rep
Loc 1smin tot

End

End Table 1

SECTION 8. PROCESSING AND PROGRAM CONTROL EXAMPLES

1:Rain (mm)
2:1Smin tot

*1
01: 60

01:
01:
o2'.
03:
o4:
05:
06:

02: P92
01: 0
02: 15
03: 10

P3
1

1

2
1

es4
0l

8.3 USING CONTROL PORTS AND
LOOP TO RUN AM416 MULTIPLEXER

This example uses an AM416 to measure 16
copper-constantan thermocouples and 16 Model
223 soil moisture blocks. The sensors are read
every ten minutes and the average value output
once an hour. The multiplexer is housed in an
AM-ENCT enclosure to minimize thermocouple
errors created by thermal gradients.
Thermocouple Wire is run from the 21X to the
AM416 common used for the TC measurements
and the 21X panel temperature is used for the
reference temperatu re.

The AM416 switches lhe 223 moisture block out
of the circuit when it is not being measured.
This eliminates the need for the blocking
capacitors used in the model 227 soil moisture
block. The 223 blocks are about one fifth the
cost of lhe 227 blocks.

Control ports are used to reset the AM416 and
clock it through its channels. The sequence of
the program is:

Measure the 21X panel temperature
for TC temperature reference.

21X sets the port high which resets the
AM416.

A loop is entered; within each pass:
The port clocking the AM416 is pulsed.
The connected TCs and moisture blocks
are measured.

21X sets the port controlling AM416 reset
low.

Soil moisture measurements are converted
to block resistances.

The input location in which the temperature and
soil moisture measurements are stored is
indexed to the loop counter (lnstruction 87,
Section 12). An indexed location is incremented
by one with each pass through the loop. For
example, on the first pass temperature is stored
in Location 2, and soil moisture in Location 18.
On the second pass temperature is stored in
Location 3, and soil moisture in Location 18.
After 16 loop passes, temperature and soil
moisture measurements occupy Locations 2
through 17 and 18 through 33, respectively.

Connections are shown in Figure 8.3-1.

03:
01:
02:

04:
01:
02:

05:
01:
02:
03:
o4:

06:
01:
02:

07:
01:

09:

10:
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C1
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1L

SECTION 8. PROCESSING AND PROGRAM CONTROL EXAMPLES

AM41 6

n;v-
GND

i RES SETS 1_16

-l

iCLK /
I coM H1 

----J/ 
o- H1

iCOvt L1 !co

COM

Table 1 Programs
Sec. Execution Interval

Panel Temperature
Loc [:REF TEMP ]

Do
Set high Port 1

Beginning of Loop
Delay
Loop Count

Do
Pulse Pod 2

Thermocouple Temp (DIFF)
Rep
5 mV slow Range
lN Chan
Type T (Copper-Constantan)
Ref Temp Loc REF TEMP

- Loc [:TC TEMP#1]
Mult
Offset

SETS 1_16

rH2
lr/
icov L2 G_ L2_
t__ I

FIGURE 8.3.1. 4M416

EXAMPLE PROGRAM MULTIPLEXING
THERMOCOUPLES AND SOIL MOISTURE
BLOCK

For Thermocouple'and Soil Moisture Block Measurements

06: P5
01: 1

02: 14
03: 3
04: 2
05: 500
06: 18--
07: 1

08: 0

AC Half Bridge
Rep
500 mV fast Range
lN Chan
Excite all reps w/EXchan 2
mV Excitation
Loc [:SOIL M#1 ]
Mult
Offset

End

Do
Set low Port 1

BR Transform Rf[)V(1 -X)]
Reps
Loc [:SOIL M#1 ]
Multiplier (Rf)

lf time is
minutes into a
minute interval
Set high Flag 0 (output)

RealTime
Day,Hour-Minute

Average
Reps
Loc REF TEMP

* 
ot'

01:
01:

02:
01:

03:
01:
02:

1

600

P17
1

P86
41

P87
0

16

P95

P86
51

P59
16
18

.1

P92
0

60
10

P77
110

P71
33

1

04: P86
01: 72

05: P14
01: 1

02: 1

03: 1

04: 1

05: 1

06: 2-
O7: 1

08: 0

Q7:

08:
01:

09:
01:
02:
03:

10:
01:
02:
03:

11:
01:

't2:
01:
02:
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13: P I End Table 1

I* Al Mode 10 Memory Allocation
01: 35 | Input Locations
02: 641 Intermediate Locations

8.4 SUB 1 MINUTE OUTPUT INTERVAL
SYNCHED TO REAL TIME

Instruction 92 has 1 minute resolution. lf
processed oirtput is required on an interval less
than 1 minutb, Instructions 18 and 89 can be
used to set tfe Output Flag on a shorter
interval. l

Instruction 1p takes time (tenths of seconds into
minute, min{tes into day, or hours into year),
performs a $odulo divide by a user specified
value and lo{ds it into an input location.

When the modulo divisor divides evenly into the
interval, one,gets a counter in an input location
that goes to 0 on a periodic interual. In this
example, terlths of seconds into the minute is
modulo divi{ed by 300. The counter counts up
to 295 then $oes to 0 (i.e., every 30 seconds;
tenths of sedonds into minute has a resolution
of 0.1 seconfls.)

Instruction 89 is used to set the Output Flag
when the of seconds counter is less than

interual, 0.5 seconds). With5 (the

SECTION 8. PROCESSING AND PROGRAM CONTROL EXAMPLES'

by the execution interval, but some longer
interval.

In this example a temperature (type E
thermocouple) is measured every 0.5 seconds
and the average output every 30 seconds.

Input Location Assignments:

1:TEMP DEG C
10:30 SEC 0

*1
01: .5

01: P18
01: 0

Table 1 Programs
Sec. Execution Interval

Time
Tenths of seconds into
minute (maximum 600)
Mod/by
Loc [:30 SEC 0 ]

Panel Temperature
Loc [:REF TEMP J

Thermocouple Temp (DIFF)
Rep
5 mV fast Range
lN Chan
Type E (Chromel-Constantan)
Ref Temp Loc REF TEMP
Loc [:TC TEMP ]
Mult
Offset

lf X<=>F
X Loc 30 SEC 0

02:
03:

02:.
01:

03:
01:
02:
03:
o4:
05:
06:
07:
08:

o4;
01:
02:
03:
o4:

300
10

P17
1

P14
1

11

2
2
1

2
1

0

P89
10

4

10

this short
when the

the Output Flag could be set
counter equaled 0. However,

if 18 followed a series of instructions
that took than 0.1 seconds to execute or
was in Tabld 2, executed at the same interval as

Table 1, the time at which

seconds or inore beyond the modulo divisor.
The value output would not equal 0. Setting the
Output Flag when the seconds counter is less
than the exdcution interval avoids this problem.

Using Instrubtion 18 keeps the output interual
synchronized with real time. lf a counter
incremented within the program was used to
determine wlhen to set the Output Flag, output
would depefrd on the number of times the table
was executdd. The actualtime of output would
depend on When the program was actually
compiled arid started running. lf the table
overran its Execution interval(Section 1.1.1), the
output interVal would not be the count multiplied

.5F
Set high Flag 0 (output)

Average
Rep
Loc TC TEMP

End Table 1

05: P71
01: 1

02: 2

06: P

8.5 SDM.AO4 ANALOG OUTPUT
MULTIPLEXER TO STRIP CHART

This example illustrates the use of the SDM-AO4
4 ChannelAnalog Output Multiplexer to output 4
analog voltages to strip chart.
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While of questionable value because of current
requirements and strip chart reliability, some
archaic regulations require strip chart backup on
weather data. The SDM-AO4 may be used with
the 21X to provide an additional four continuous
analog outputs for strip charts. The output
values in this example are wind speed, wind
direction, ai r tempe rature, and so larradiation.

lnstruction 103 is used to activate the SDM-AO4.
The 4 millivolt values to output must be stored in
adjacent Input Storage locations, the first of
which is referenced in Instruction 103.

The following program measures the sensors
every 5 seconds. The readings are moved to
another 4 locations and scaled to a 0 to 1000
millivolt output for the SDM-AO4. Wind direction
is changed from a 0-360 degree input to output
representing 0 to 540 degrees. This conversion
is done in a subroutine which is described in the
next example.

The example also includes instructions to
output wind vector and average temperalure
and solar radiation every hour.

Input location Assignments:

1:WS
2:0-360 WD
3:Ta
4:SR
S:WS output
6:0-540 out
7:Ta output
8:SR output
10:0-540 WD

Table 1 Programs
Sec, Execution Interval
Pulse
Rep
Pulse Input Chan
Switch closure; Output Hz.
Loc [:WS 1

Mult
Offset

Excite, Delay,Volt(S E)
Rep
500 mV fast Range
lN Chan
Excite all reps w/EXchan 1

Delay (units .01sec)

06: 1000
07: 2
08: .72
09: 0

mV Excitation
Loc [:0-360 WD ]
Mult
Offset

Temp 107 Probe
Rep
lN Chan
Excite all reps w/EXchan 2
Loc [:Ta 1

Mult
Offset

Volt (DIFF)
Rep
15 mV slow Range

03: P11
01: 1

02: 2
03: 2
04; 3
05: 1.8
06: 32

04: P2
01: 1

02: 2.-.'03: 3
04: 4
05:
06: 0

05: P92
01: 0
02: 60
03: 10

06: P54
01: 4
02: 1

03: 1

04: 5

lN Chan
Loc [:SR

.14493 Mult
Otfset

*1
01: 5

01: P3
01: 1

02: 1

03: 22
04: 1

05: 1.789
06: 1

09: P103
01: 4
02: 30
03: 5

02: P4
01: 1

02: 14
03: 1

04: 1

05: 2

05: 1

07: P86
01: 1

08: P53
01: 5
02: 10
03: 0
04: 1.8519
05: 0
06: I
07: 25
08: 1000
09: 0

10: P92
01: 0

lf time is
minutes into a
minute interval
Set high Flag 0 (output)

Block Move
No. of Values
First Source Loc WS
Source Step
First Destination Loc [:WS
outputl
Destination Step

Do
CallSubroutine 1

Scaling Array (A.loc +B)
Start Loc [:WS output]
A1
B1
A2
B2
A3
B3
A4
B4

SDM-Ao4 (OSX-o,-1)
Reps
Address
Loc WS output

lf time is
minutes into a

8-6
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02:
03:

11:
01:
02:
03:
o4:.
05:

60
10

minute interval
Set high Flag 0 (output)

Wind Vector
Rep
Samples per sub-interual
US, DV, SD (Polar Sensor)
Wind Speed/East Loc WS
Wind Direction/North Loc
0-360 wD

Average
Reps
Loc Ta

3:Ta
4:SR
S:WS output
6:0-540 out
7:Ta output
8:SR output
10:0-540 WD
*3

01:
01:

02:
01:
02:
03:
o4:

03:
01:

04:

05:
01:

06:

O7: P31
01: 2
Q2: 10

08: P89
01: 10
Q2: 4
03: 180
04: 30

10: P34
01: 10
02: 360
03: 10

11: P31
01: 10
Q2: 6

Table 3 Subroutines

Beginning of Subroutine
Subroutine Number

lf X<=>F
X Loc 0-540 WD
>=
F
Then Do

Do
Set high Flag 1

Else

Do
Set low Flag 1

End

Z=X
X Loc 0-360 WD
Z Loc [:0-540 WD]

lf X<=>F
X Loc 0-540 WD

F
Then Do

ll Flag
1 is set
Then Do

Z=X+F
X Loc 0-540 WD
F
Z Loc [:0-540 WD]

Z=X
X Loc 0-540 WD
Z Loc [:0-540 out]

95 End

95 End

P69
1

180
00

1

12: P71
01: 2
02: 3

P85
1

P89
10

3
270
30

P86
11

P94

P86
21

P95

13: P End Table 1

8.6 CONVEHTING 0.360 WIND
DIRECTION OUTPUT TO 0.540 FOR
STRIP CHART

lf 0-360 degl'ee wind direction is output to a strip
chart, the digcontinuity at 0/360 will cause the
pen to jump back and forth full scale when the
winds are v{rying from the north. In the days of
strip charts {nis was solved with a 0-540 degree
pot on the vriind vane (direction changes from
540 to 180 dnd from 0 to 360 so the pen only
jumps once iivhen the wind is out of the north or
south).

When with the necessity of strip chart
output (see example), the following
algorithm be used to change a 0-360 degree

. (lf you have a 0-540 pot, it caninput to
be used the 21X since the Wind Vector
Instruction, , willwork with this output.)

To change Q-360 degrees to the 0-540 degrees,
360 degree$ must sometimes be added to the
reading wh(n it is in the range of 0 to 180. The
following al$orithm does this by assuming that if
the previou$ reading was less than 270, the
vane has shifted through 180 degrees and does
not need to be altered. lf the previous 0-540
reading waq greater lhan27O,360 degrees is
added.

This example is written as a subroutine which is
used by the previous example to output an
analog volt4ge to a strip chart.

Input Locatipn Labels:

1:WS

09: P91
01: 11

02: 30

12: P

13: P

1

8-7
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15: P End Table 3

8.7 COVARIANCE CORRELATION
PROGRAMMING EXAMPLE

The'example is a 2 level meteorological tower
with 5 sensors at each level. The three
components of the wind are measured using
prop anemometers. Two thermocouples (TC)
are used to measure ambient and wet-bulb
temperatures and calculate water vapor
pressure on-line. All sensors are scanned once
per second (1 Hz) and a 5 minute averaging
period with a 30 minute Output Interval is
specified. The example optimizes the input
measurement sequence for speed and shows
the instructions necessary to provide calibrated
inputs, properly ordered to produce the desired
outputs from the Covariance Correlation
(CV/CR) Instruction. Table 8.7-1 groups the
sensors according to measurement type and
gives the 21X multiplier and offset.

DESCRIPTION

Horiz. Wind
Horiz. Wind
Vert. Wind
Air Temp.

SENSOR

prop
prop
prop
TC
TC

derived
Wet-bulb Temp.
Vap. Pressure

The props can all be measured as single-ended
voltages, but the verticalwind prop calibration
differs from the U and V prop calibration. The
fastest input sequence is to measure both
(6 props) with a single instruction using the U
and V calibration and correct the W
measurements with the Fixed Multiply,
Instruction 37.

The type E thermocouples are measured on
most sensitive input range, 5mV,
accommodating a t80oO range between the
measurement and 21X reference junction. The
resolution is (.33pV/(60pVPC) or about 0.006oC
Measuring absolute temperature with TCs
requires a reference junction temperature
measurement. This is measured with
17.

The specified outputs determine the input order
required by the CV/CR Instruction. Table 8.7-2
lists the desired outputs from the two levels
along with the Input Storage locations tor the
processed results.

14:

TABLE 8.7-1. Example Sensor Description and 21X Multiplier and Offset

SYMBOL

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

U
v
w
Ta
Tw
e

CALIB

18m/sA/
18m/slV*v:*

MEAS TYPE

s.E.v.
s.E.v.
s.E.v.

TC DIFF.
TC DIFF.

MULT

.018m/s/mV

.018

.o22
1.OoC
1.0oC
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TABLE 8.7-2. Example Outputs and lnput Storage Locations

LEVEL 1 OUTPUTS

M(w1)
M(u1)
M(v1)
M(Tal)
M(e1) 24

v(w1)
v(u1)
v(v1)
V(Tal)
V(e1)

MEANS LOC

M(W2) 36
M(U2) 37
M(V2) 38
M(Ta2) 39
M(e2) 40

cv(wl,u1)
cv(w1,v1)
CV(W1,Tal)
CV(W1 ,el )

LEVEL 2 OUTPUTS

VARIANCES LOC

CORRELATIONS LOC

cR(wl,ul) 34
cR(w1,v1) 35

COVARIANCES LOC

cv(w2,u2)
cv(w2,v2)
CV(W2,Ta2)
CV(W2,e2)
cv(u2,v2)
CV(U2,Ta2)
CV(U2,e2)
CV(V2,Ta2)
CV(V2,e2)

VARIANCES LOC COVARIANCES LOC

46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

30
31
32
33

41
42
43
44
45

25
26
27
28
29

v(w2)
v(u2)
v(v2)
V(Ta2)
V(e2)

Table 8.7-3 lists the input channelconfiguration
and Input Storage allocation for the measured
values. Afte{r reading the new input samples,
the Level 2 fieasurements are relocated using
the Block M0ve Instruction 54, then Ta1 is
relocated thrlough a separate move and e1 is
positioned by specifying the destination location
in the WeV0ry-Bulb Instruction. The CV/CR
Instruction niust be entered twice, once for each
level.

In addition tQ ordering Level 1 and Level 2 in
locations 1-$ and 1 1-15 respectively, 2 more

locations are required. Convefting the wet-/dry-
bulb measurements to vapor pressure using
lnstruction 57 requires atmospheric pressure.
We'll use the standard atmosphere for the site
elevation and key the value into Location 17
using the C command in the t6 Mode. The
reference junction temperature obtained by
Instruction 17 is stored in Location 16.

This example requires that 54 locations be
allotted to Input Storage and 79 to Intermediate
Storage (35 for the 1st CV/CR Instruction, 43 for
the second, and 1 for Instruction 92).

TABLE 8.7-3. Example lnput Channeland Location Assignments

W1
U1
V1
w2
U2
v2
Ta2
Tw2
Ta1
Tw1

W1
U1
V1
Ta1
Tw1
W2
U2
v2
1a2
Tw2

INPUT INPUT
PARAM CHAN LOC

INPUT
PARAM LOC

INPUT
PARA LOC

1

2
3
4
5

11

12
13
14
15

1

2
3
9

10
11

12
13
14
15

11
22
33
44
55
66
77
88
99

10 10

->Block->
move

W1
U1
V1
Ta1

Separate moves e1
w2
U2
v2
Ta2
e2

8-9
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01:
Table 1 Programs
Sec. Execution Interval

Panel Temperature
Loc [:PANL TEMP]

Volt (SE)
Reps
5000 mV slow Range
lN Chan
Loc [:Wl ]

.018 Mult
Offset

WeUDry Bulb Temp to VP
Pressure Loc
Dry Bulb Temp Loc Ta2
Wet Bulb Temp Loc Tw2
Loc [:Tw2 1

lf time is
minutes into a
minute interval
Set high Flag O (output)

cv/cR (osx-o)
No. of lnput Values
No. of Means
No. of Variances
No. of Std. Dev.
No. of Covariances
No. of Correlations
Samples per Average
First Sample Loc W1
Loc [:MEAN (W1)]

cv/cR (osx-o)
No. of Input Values
No. of Means
No. of Variances
No. of Std. Dev.
No. of Covariances
No. of Correlations
Samples per Average
First Sample Loc W2
Loc [:MEAN (W2)]

09: P57
01: 17
02: 14
03: 15
04: 15

10: P92
O1: 0
O2: 30
03: 10

11: P62
01: 5
02: 5
03: 5
04: 0
05: 4
06: 2
07: 300
08: 1

09: 20

12" P62
01: 5
02: 5
03: 5
04: 0
05: 4
06: 2
07: 300
08: 11

09: 36

13: P77
01: 1 10

14: P7O
01: 35
02: 20

02: P1

01: 6
02: 5
03: 1

04: 1

05:
06: 0

01: P17
01: 16

03: P14
01: 4
O2: 11

03: 7
04: 2
05: 16
06: 7
07: 1

08: 0

05:
01:
o2:
03:

04: P37 Z=X*F
01: 1 XLocWl
02: 1.2222 F
03: 1 ZLoc[:W1

P37 Z=X*F
4 XLocW2
1.2222 F
4 Z Loc [:W2

06: P54
01: 5
02: 4
03: 1

04: 11

05: 1

07: P31
01: I
02: 4

08: P57
01: 17
02: 9
03: 10
04: 5

Thermocouple Temp (DIFF)
Reps
5 mV fast Range
lN Chan
Type E (Chromel-Constantan)
Ref Temp Loc PANL TEMP
Loc [:Ta2 ]
Mult
Offset

Block Move
No. of Values
First Source Loc W2
Source Step
First Destination Loc [:W2 ]
Destination Step

Z=X
X Loc Ta1
ZLoc[:W2 ]

WeVDry Bulb Temp to VP
Pressure Loc
Dry Bulb Temp Loc Tal
Wet Bulb Temp Loc Tw1
Loc [:U2 ]

15:

RealTime
Day,Hour-Minute

Sample
Reps
Loc MEAN (Wl)

End Table 1

Mode 10 Memory
Input Locations
Intermediate Locations

A
01: 54
02: 79
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06
't4
22
30
38

05
13
21
29
37

m
11

19
27
35

01
09
17
25
33

110
v(w1)
CV(W1,e1)
v(w2)

DAY
v(u1)
cR(w1,u1)
v(u2)

M(u1)
V(e1)
M(U2)
V(e2)

SECTION 8. PROCESSING AND PROGRAM CONTROL EXAMPLES

TABLE 8.7'4. Thirty Minute Output From Example

M(V1) 07 MCrai) 08
cv(w1,u1) 1s cv(wl,vl) 16

M(V2) m MCra2) 24
cv(w2,u2) 31 CV(W2,V2) 32

,v2') CV(U2,Ta2) 36

HRMIN 04 MWl)
V(V1) 12 Vfial)
cR(wr,v1) 20 M(w2)
V(V2) 28 v[az)

M(el)
CV(W1,Ta1)
M(e2)
CV(W2,Ta2)

and 8.8-3 respectively. A portion of the power

spectra results are illustrated in Figure 8.8-2.

The phase of the cosine wave that describes the
signat atthe beginning of the firsl interval and
the endof the last intervalcan be determined by

looking at the 21X program flable 5) that
generated the "originaltime series data". The
1.25H2 signalbegan and ended at27O
degrees. [cos 270 = cos(O - 90) = sin 0]. The
O-ZStlzsignalbegan at27O degrees and ended
at 126 degrees. The phases ofthe 1.25 and
0.25 signals are27O and 198 respectively fl-able
8.8-2).

FFT ANALYSIS OF 0.25 AND 1 .25 Hz SIGNAL

o.9

,,^ 0,6

3i
-- i o.r
6t
<3 o.a

ol

o.7

o7

d o.rcsu o.J96a o$596 o.7ol26 o976 l.r7192 IJ6724

FntMKl rN h = 6rS O TO 150

FIGURE 8.8-2. FFT Power Spectra Analysis
of 0.25 and 1.25 Hz Signal

8.8' FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM
EXAMPLES

8.8.1. BIN AVERAGING

The 21X was to generate data
representing two superimposed sine wave
signals, one 4 1.25H2 (amplitude_= 1) and the

shows a plot Sf the simulated signal. Th

was applied t{ the data and the real and
imaginary, phpse and magnitude, and th
spectra result$ are shown in Tables 8.8-

other at 0.25 Hz (amplitude = 2). The 1024
generated simulate a samPling rate of
iO Hz or a 0.'l second scan rale. Figure 8.8-1

shows a plot Sf the simulated signal. The FFT

imaginary, phpse and magnitude, and the power

speitra resuftt are shown in Tables 8.8-1, 8.8-2,

FIGURE 8.&1. Simulated 1.25 and O.25Hz
Signals
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TABLE 8.8-1. FFT Real and lmaginary Results 0.25 and 1.25H2 Signal

BIN #
0
1

2
3

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

125
126
127
128
't29
130
131

511

Hz
0
0.009766
0.019532
0.029298

o.214852
0.224618
o.234384
a.24415
0.253916
0.263682
o.273448
0.283214

1.22075
1.230516
1.240282
1.250048
1.259814
1.26958
1.279346

4.990426

FFT Ri
0.02303
0.01036

-0.00206
0

-0.00086
0.01096

-0.19328
0.59858
-o.65827',
a.26778

-0.02466
0.00086

0
0.00009
0.00009
0*
0

-0.00009
0.00009

-0.00009

FFT Ii
0
0
0
o

-0.00009
0.0036
-o.c6277
0.19439

-0.21391'
0.08709

-0.00796
0.00034

0.00069
-o.04342
o.23044
-o.37302*
0.23053

-0.0435
0.0006

0

TABLE 8.8-2. FFT Magnitude and Phase Results 0.25 and 1.25H2 Signal

BIN #
0
1

2
3

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

125
126
127
128
129
130
131

511

Hz
0
0.009766
0.019532
0.029298

0.214852
o.224618
0.234384
o.24415
0.253916
0.263682
0.2734/,8
0.283214

1.22075
1.230516
1.240282
1.250048
1.259814
1.26958
1.279346

4.990426

FFTM| FFTP|
0.02303 0
0.01036 0
0.00206 180
0 -99999

0.00086 185.58
0.01154 17.952
0.20321 197.78
0.62935 17.776
0.69215. 197.79',
0.28't58 17.801
o.o2592 197.68
0.00092 21.646

0.00069 90
o.o4342 270.11
0.23044 89.979
o.37302', 270*
0.23053 90
0.0435 269.89
0.00061 82.042

0.00009 180
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TABLE FFT Power SPectra Results
and 1.25 Hz Signal

Hz
0

0.214852
o.224618
o.234384
o.24415
0.253916
0.263682
o.273448
o.283214

1.22075
1.230516
1.240282
1.250048
1.259814
1.26958
1.279346

4.990426

FFT PSi
1.0859

0
o.49212

84.'t52
811.01
980.79'
162.4

1.4764
0

0
3.9369

108.76
294.94"
108.76

3.9369
0

0

02: P30
01: 0
02; 1025

03: P30
01: 0
02: 1026

04: P87
01: 0
02: 1024

05: P48
01: 1025
O2: 1027

06: P48
01:1026
02: 1028

07: P37
01: 1028
02: 2
O3: 1028

Z=F
F
ZLoc:.

Z=F
F
ZLoc:

Beginning of Loop
Delay
Loop Count

Z=SlN(X)
X Loc
ZLoc:

z=stN(x)
X Loc
ZLoc:-

z=X-F
X Loc
F
ZLoc:

Z=X+Y
X Loc
Y Loc
ZLoc:.

Z=X+F
X Loc
F
ZLoc;

Z=X+F
X Loc
F
ZLoc:.

End

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

125
126
127
128
129
130
131

511

Program: The first part of this program
qenerates a {ummy data set that represents two

signats supelimposed on top of each other. One

signal has a frequency of 1.25 Hz and a ze.ro to
peak amptitt$e of 1 while the other signal has a

frequency of .25 Hz and a zero to peak

amplitude ofl/. Tne data simulates a sampling
rate of l0 Hl or a .1 sec scan rate.

l

This prografi generates power spectra FFT
results with Out bin averaging-

Flag Usage: Flag 1 is automatically set once

the inst. havb been executed once-

08:
01:
02|
03:

09:
01:
02:
03:

P33
1027
1028

1-

P34
1025

45
1025

01:

01:
01:
o2:

1

1

P91
11
o

Table 1 Programs
Sec. Execution lnterval

ll Flag
1 is set
Go to end of Program Table

The FFT is now computed and the power
spectra results sent to Final Storage.

10: P34
01:1026
O2:. I
03: 1026

11: P95

12: P60
01: 10
Q2: 1

03: 0
O4:. 1

05: 1

FFT (OSX-2)
Log(base 2) of SamPles
Power Spectra/TaPer
Log(base 2) of Bins
First Sample Loc
Multiplier

The 2nd thrilugh 1|th instructions are used to
generate adf, combine the 1.25 and 0.25 Hz
signals for the FFT.

I

BIN #
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Beginning of Loop
Delay
Loop Count

Do
Set high Flag 0 (output)

Resolution
High Resolution

Sample
Rep
Loc

End

Do
Set high Flag 1

End Table 1

Mode 10 Memory Allocation
lnput Locations
lntermediate Locations

8.8.2 EXAMPLE WITH BIN AVERAGING

The 21X was used to generate data simulating
wave data from an ocean buoy with four
superimposed sine wave signals, 0.1, 0.125,
0.14, and O.2Hz. The 2048 generated samples
simulate a sampling rate of 0.5 Hz or a2.O
second scan rate. Figure 8.8-3 shows a plot of
part of the simulated signal. A FFT with 8 bin
averaging was performed on the data. A
multiplier of 0.1 was used to keep the FFT
results smaller than the +6999 upper limit of low
resolution Final Storage. The results of the FFT
are shown Table 8.8-4 and are illustrated in
Figure 8.8-4.

In the example program, a multiplier of 0.1 is
used in the FFT lnstruction. By reducing the
FFT results by a factor of 10, the Low
Resolution output format can be used, thus
maximizing the Final Storage capacity. A Low
Resolution data point requires 2 bytes of Final
Storage memory, while a High Resolution data
point requires 4 bytes. When memory is a
limiting factor, the data should be scaled to be
less than 6999, so the Low Resolution format
can be used.

SINULATED OCEAN WAVE BUOY DATA
feo/fL .t/tr. .rb/?. .\./6, .2/.

o 6 12 16 2. JO )6 42 4! 5. 60 66 72 76 O. 90 96 to2r6ll'

Iffi N 5ECAOs

FIGURE 8.8-3. Simulated Ocean Buoy Wave
Data

SII1ULATED OCEAN WAVE BUOY FFT RESULTS
areo/ Et .r / 1 r. -123/9. .1 1/6, .2/.

o-@r95 0.0)12 0-ru.5 0.697 0.rro95 0.t.t2 0.17t.5 0.267 0 2595

trr ftwrcrEs (o-oot95-o.2.7c5 tu)

FIGURE 8.8-4. Simulated Ocean Buoy FFT
Results

13: P87
01: 0
Q2: 512

14: P86
01: 10

15: P78
01: 1

16: P7O
01: 1

O2: 1-

17: P95

18: PBo
01: 11

19: 
,t

'A
01:1030
02: 260 o.9

o.a

0.7

o.6

o.5

o-a

o.J

o.2

o.r

&14



SECTION 8. PROCESSING AND PROGRAM CONTROL EXAMPTES

8.8-4. FFT Bin Averaging Results from Simulated Ocean Buoy Wave Data

lN#
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

FREQUENCY
0.00195
0.0039
0.00585
0.0078
0.00975
0.0117
0.01365
0.0156
0.01755
0.0195
0.02145
0.0234
0.02535
0.0273
0.02925
0.0312
0.03315
0.0351
0.03705
0.039
0.04095
0.0429
0.04485
0.0468
0.0487s

BIN #
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

04: P86
01: 10

05: P77
01: 1

08:

09:
01:

P95

P95

FREQUENCY
0.0507
0.05265
0.0546
0.05655
0.0585
o.06045
0.0624
0.06435
0.0663
0.06825
0.0702
0.07215
o.0741
0.07605
0.078
0.07995
0.0819
0.08385
0.08s8
0.08775
0.0897
0.09165
0.0936
0.095s5
0.0975

FFT-o.1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.226
0.527
6.246

21.52
123.1

Do
CallSubroutine 1

Beginning of Loop
Delay
Loop Count

Do
Set high Flag 0 (output)

RealTime
Seconds

Sample
Rep
Loc

End

End

Do
Set low Flag 1

FFT-o.1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Program: Slmulate ocean wave data with 4
super impofid sine wave signals (Hz/zero to
peak amplittlde: .1/11, .125/9,

Flag Usage: Flag t high = generate and store
"originaltimQ series data". Flag 2 high =
calculate and store FFT results.

Output Array Def initions:

104 = "ORIGINAL TIME SERIES DATA"

113= FHT POWER SPECTRA RESULTS

* 1 TablelPrograms
01: 2 Sec. Execution Interval

lf flag l is sft, fhe simulated ocean wave data is
calculated dtd sent to Final Storage.

02: P86
01: 1

03: P87
01: 0
02; 2048

01: P91
01: 11

02: 30

lf Flag
1 is set
Then Do

06: P7O
01: 1

02: 284-

P86
21

8-15



SECTION 8. PROCESSING AND PROGRAM CONTROL EXAMPLES

When flag 2 is set the FFT is computed and the
results are sent to Final Storage.

10: P91
01: 12
02: 30

11: P60
01: 11

02: 1

03: 3
O4: 284
05: 0.1

'12: P87
01: 0
02: 127

13: P86
01: 10

14: P70
01: 1

02: 284--

15: P95

16: P95

17: P86
01: 22

18: P

*3

01: P85
01: 1

02: P87
01: 0
02". 2048

lf Flag
2 is set
Then Do

FFT (OSX-2)
Log(base 2) of Samples
Power Spectra/Taper
Log(base 2) of Bins
First Sample Loc
Multiplier

Beginning of Loop
Delay
Loop Count

Do
Set high Flag 0 (output)

Sample
Rep
Loc

End

End

Do
Set low Flag2

End Table 1

Table 3 Subroutines

Beginning of Subroutine
Subroutine Number

Beginning of Loop
Delay
Loop Count

P37
2

30
2

P58
1

2
3
o.o2

08: P53
01: 4
Q2: 1

03: 144
04: 1

05: 100.77
06: 1

07: 90
08: 1

09: 72

09:
01:
02:

10:
01:
o2:
03:

Polynomial
Rep
X Loc
F(X) Loc:
c0
c1
c2
c3
c4
c5

Z=FRAC(X)
X Loc
TLoc:

Z=X+F
X Loc
F
ZLoc:

Z=X*F
X Loc
F
Zloc:.

Low Pass Filter
Rep
Sample Loc
Loc :

Weighting Factor

Scaling Array (A"loc +B)
Start Loc :

A1
B1
A2
82
A3
B3
A4
B4

Beginning of Loop
Delay
Loop Count

Z=X+Y
X Loc
Y Loc
ZLoc:

03: P55
01: 1

02: 1

03: 1

04: 0.1
05: 99
06: 0
'87: 0
08: 0
09: 0

04: P44
01: 1

02: 1

05:
01:
02:
03:

06:
01:
02"
03:

Q7:
01:
02:
03:
o4:

P34
1

-0.5
2

Subroutine 1 creates the simulated ocean wave
data. The Srd through 7th instructions are used
to slightly randomize the wave signal.

P87
0
4

P33
3
4--
4-
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SECTION 8, PROCESSING AND PROGRAM CONTROL EXAII'IPLES

P46
4+

360 
14f

P48
4t-
$+

P95

14: P53
01: 8
Q2: 4
03: 0
04: 6
05: 0
06: 9
07: 0
08: 11

09: 0

11:
01:
02:
03:

12:
01:
02:

13:

15: P30
01: 0
02: 12

16: P87
01: 0
02: 4

17: P33
01: 8t-
02: 12
03: 12

18:

19:
01:
02:
03:

Z=X MOD F
X Loc
F
ZLoc:

z=stN(x)
X Loc
ZLoc:

End

Scaling Array (A.loc +B)
Start Loc:
A1
B1
M
92
A3
B3
A4
B4

Z=F
F
ZLoc'.

Beginning of Loop
Delay
Loop Count

Z=X+Y
X Loc
Y Loc
ZLoc:

End

Z=X*F
X Loc
F
ZLoc:

End

End

End Table 3

Mode 10 Memory Allocation
Input Locations
I ntermediate Locations

P37
12

1l

2841-

P95l

P95

20:

21:.

22:

*A
01: 2500
02: 274
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SECTION 9. INPUT/OUTPUT INSTRUCTIONS

TABLE 9-1. Input Voltage Ranges and Codes

Range Code
Slow Fast
16.67ms 250ps
Integ. Integ.

FullScale Range Resolution

1

2
3
4

11

12
13
14

t5 millivolts
+15 millivolts
t50 millivolts

t500 millivolts
t5000 millivolts

0.33 microvolts
1. microvolts
3.33 microvolts

33.3 microvolts
333. microvolts5t* 15*"

' Differential measurement; resolution for single-ended measurement is twice value shown.
** The lhtegration times for ranges 5 and 15 are 1.67ms and 251ts respectively.

: When a voltage input exceeds the range programmed, the value which is
is set to the maximum negative number and displayed as -99999 in high

or -6999 in low resolution.

01:
02:
03:

*** 1 SINGLE.ENDED VOLTS **'

FUNCTION
This instruction is used to measure voltage at a
single- endep input with respect to ground.
Standard O(ttput (multiplier = 1, offset = 0) is in
millivolts.

PARAM. DATA
NUMBER WPE DESCRIPTION

2 Repetitions
2 Range code
2 Channel number for first

measuremenl
4 Input location for first

measuremenl
FP Multiplier
FP Offset

Input locatidns altered: 1 per measurement

*** 2 DIFFERENTIAL VOLTS *'*

FUNCTION
This instruclion reads the voltage difference
between thQ high and low inputs of a differential
channel. T4ble 9-1 contains allvalid voltage
ranges and ltheir codes. Both the high and low
inputs mustlbe within tSV of the 21X's ground
(see Commpn Mode Range in Section 13.2).

Pyranometer and thermopile sensors require a
jumper between LOW and GROUND to keep
them in Common Mode Range. Standard
Output (multiplier =1, offset =0) is in millivolts.

PARAM. DATA
NUMBER TYPE DESCRIPTION

Repetitions
Range code
Channel number lor first
measurement
Input location for first
measurement
Multiplier
Offset

Input locations altered: 1 per measurernent

*** 3 PULSE COUNT *"*

There are three pulse input types which may be
measured with the Pulse Count Instruction.

HIGH FREQUENCY PULSE
In this configuration, the minimum
detectable pulse width is 2 microseconds
i.e. the maximum frequency is 250 kHz with
a 5Oo/o duty cycle. The 8 bit counter has a
maximum input frequency of 2550 Hz and
the 16 bit option a maximum of 250 kHz.

2
2
2

4

FP
FP

01:
02:
03:

o4:

05:
06:04..

05:
06:

9-1



SECTION 9. INPUT/OUTPUT INSTRUCTIONS

The count is incremented when the input
voltage changes from below 1.5 volts to
above 3.5 volts. The maximum input
voltage is t20 volts.

LOW LEVEL AC
This mode is used for counting freqqency of
AO signals from magnetic pulse flow
transducers or other low voltage, sine wave
outputs.

MINIMUM AC INPUT VOLTAGE: 6 millivolts
RMS
INPUT HYSTERESIS: 11 millivolts
MAXTMUM AC INPUT VOLTAGE: 20 volts
RMS

FREQUENCY RANGE:

AC Input Voltage (RMS) Range
20 millivolts 1 Hz to 100 Hz
50 miflivolts 0.5 Hz to 4OO Hz
150 millivolts to 20 volts 0.3 Hz to 1000 Hz

(consult the factory if higher frequencies are
desired)

SWITCH CLOSURE
In this configuration, the minimum switch
closed time is 3 milliseconds. The minimum
switch open time is 4 milliseconds. The
maximum bounce time is 1 millisecond open
without being counted.

The 4 pulse count input channels each have
eight bit counters. Input frequencies greater
than 2550 Hz (the limit of the eight bit counter,
255 counts at the reset interval of 0.1 second)
can be counted by combining two counters on
one input channel. When this option is selected,
channel 1 or 3 is specified in parameter 2 and
the input is connected to either channel 1 or 3.
f n this case, either channel2 or 4 or both are not
used. One may use 2 sixteen bit pulse count
channels or a combination of 1 sixteen bit
counter and 2 eight bit counters. (Campbell
Scientific has a hardware and software
modification that changes the reset interval to
0.0125 seconds allowing greater input frequency
with the 8 bit counters (2551.0125=20.4kHz\.
Pulse measurements with this modification will
not work when voltage measurements are made
with the "slow" integration. Consult the factory
for additional information.)

Every 0.1 seconds, the 21X processor transfers
the values f rom the 8 bit pulse counters into 16
bit accumulators (maximum count is 65,535)
and the 8 bit counters are hardware reset to
zero. The pulses accumulate in these 16 bit
accumulators until the program table containing
the Pulse Count instruction is executed. At the
beginning of the execution of the Table
containing the Pulse Count instruction, the total
in the 16 bit accumulator is transferred to a
temporary RAM buffer. The 16 bit accumulator
is then zeroed. When the table execution
reaches the Pulse Count instruction, the value i

the RAM buffer is multiplied by the multiplier
added to the offset and placed into the
designated Input Memory location. The RAM
butJer does NOT accumulate counts: it is
each time the table is executed regardless of
whether or not the pulse instruction is executed.
lf allcounts are necessary, it is imperative that
the Pulse Count instruction be executed (not
branched around) every time its table is
executed.

lf a table execution was skipped because the
processor was executing the previous table
(Section 2.1), the value in the 16 bit accumu
is the result of a longer than normal interval.
This value can either be used or it can be
discarded. lf pulse counts are being totalized, a
missing count could be significant and the value
from the erroneously long interval should NOT
be discarded. lf the pulse count is being
processed in a way in which the resultant value
is dependent upon the sampllng interval, the
value from the excessive interualshould be
discarded. lf the value is discarded the value in
the RAM buffer from the previous
will be used.

There is also an option to output the count as a
frequency (i.e., counts/execution interual in
seconds = Hz) as well as discard the result f
an excessive interval. This allows the use of a
conversion factor that is independent of the
execution interval.

When datalogger time is changed, whether
through the keyboard or with a
telecommunications program, a partial
is automatically done to resynchronize program
execution with real time. The resynchronization
process resets the pulse accumulation interval
resulting in an interualwhose length can be
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mentioned
correct this
391 B/392D

anywhere one second too short to
almost twice long. Pulses are not lost during

so totalized values are correct
but pulse information such as wind speed

twice the correct value. Thecan be
discard from excessive intervals option

the previous paragraph does not
in 21Xs with PROMs

earlier.

The options pf discarding counts from long
intervals, pulpe input type, outputting frequency,
and using a $ixteen bit counter are selected by
the code entbred for the fourth parameter
(Table 9-2).

NOTE: f,ll pulse count instructions
must be ikept in the same table. lf the
pulse cofrnt instruction is contained
within a bubroutine. that subroutine
must beicalled from Table 2.

Codes

Configuration

High frequency pulse
Low levelAC
Switch closure
High frequency pulse, sixteen bit
counter
Low levelAC, sixteen bit counter
Long interval data discarded,
where X is configuration code
Long interval data discarded,
frequency (Hz) output

PARAM. DATA
NUMBER irYPE DESCRIPTION

Repetitions
Channel number for first
measurement
Configuration code (from
above table)
Input location for first
measurement
Multiplier
Otfset

SECTION 9. INPUT/OUTPUT INSTRUCTIONS

*** 4 EXCITE, DELAY, AND MEASURE ***

FUNCTION
This instruction is used to apply an excitation
voltage, delay a specified time, and then make a
single-ended voltage measurement. A 1 before
the excitation channel number (1X) causes the
channelto be incremented with each repetition.

PARAM. DATA
NUMBER TYPE DESCRIPTION

2 Repetitions
2 Range code
2 lnput channel number for

first measurement
2 Excitation channel

number
05: 4 Delay in hundredths of a

second
06: 4 Excitation voltage

(millivolts)
4 Input location number for

first measurement
FP Multiplier
FP Offset

Input locations altered: 1 per measurement

*** 5 AC HALF BRIDGE '**

FUNCTION
This instruction is used to apply an excitation
voltage to a half bridge (Figure 13.5-1), make a
single-ended voltage measurement of the bridge
output, reverse the excitation voltage, then
repeat the measurement. The result of
lnstruction 5 is the ratio of the measurement to
the excitation voltage. A 1 before the excitation
channel number (1X) causes the channel to be
incremented with each repetition.

The excitation "on time" for each polarity is
exactly the same to insure that ionic sensors do
not polarize with repetitive measurements. The
range should be selected to be a fast
measurement (range 11-15), limiting the
excitation on time to 800 microseconds at each
polarity. A slow integration time should not be
used with ionic sensors because of polarization
error.

01:
o2:
03:

o4:

07:

08:
09:

Code

0
1

2
3

4
1X

2X

01:
Q2:

03:

04:

05:
06:

2
2

2

4

FP
FP

lnput locations altered: 1 per measurement
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01:
02:
03:

04:.

05:

2
2
2

4

FP
FP

06:

07:
08:

2
2
2

2

01:
02:
03:

04:

SECTION 9. INPUT/OUTPUT INSTRUCTIONS

PARAM. DATA
NUMBER TYPE DESCRIPTION

Repetitions
Range code
Input channel number for
first measurement
Excitation channel
number
Excitation voltage
(millivolts)
Input location number for
first measurement
Multiplier
Offset

Input locations altered: 1 per measurement

*** 6 FULL BRIDGE ***

FUNCTION
This instruction is used to apply an excitation
voltage to a full bridge (Figure 13.5-1), make a
differential voltage measurement of the bridge
output, reverse the excitation voltage, then
repeat the measurement. The result is 1000
times the ratio of the measurement to the
excitation voltage. A 1 before the excitation
channel number (1X) causes the channel to be
incremented with each repetition.

PARAM. DATA
NUMBER TYPE DESCRIPTION

Repetitions
Range code
Input channel number for
first measurement
Excitation channel
number
Excitation voltage
(millivolts)
Input location number for
first measurement
Multiplier
Offset

Input locations altered: 1 per measurement

*** 7 THREE WIRE HALF BRIDGE ***

FUNCTION
This instruction is used to determine the ratio of
the sensor resistance to a known resistance
using a separate voltage sensing wire from the
sensor to compensate tor lead wire resistance.

9-4

The measurement sequence is to apply an
excitation voltage, make two voltage
measurements on two adjacent single-ended
channels, the first on the reference resistor and
the second on the voltage sensing wire from
sensor (Figure 13.5-1), then reverse the
excitation voltage and repeat the
measurements. The two measurements are
used to calculate the resulting value, which is
the ratio of the voltage across the sensor to the
voltage across the reference resistor. A 1

before the excitation channel number (1X)
causes the channelto be incremented with
repetition.

PARAM. DATA
NUMBER TYPE DESCRIPTION

2 Repetitions
2 Range code for both

measurements
Input channel number for
first measurement

2 Excitation channel
4 Excitation voltage

(millivolts)
Input location number for
first measurement

FP Multiplier
FP Otfset

Input locations altered: 1 per measurement

*** 8 DIFFERENTIAL VOLTAGE WITH ***

EXCITATION AND DELAY

FUNCTION
This measurement consists of applying a single
excitation voltage, delaying a specified time,
making a differential voltage measurement. lf a
0 delay is specified, the inputs are not switched
for a second integration as is normally the case
with a differential measurement (Section 13.2).
The result stored is the voltage measured. W
a delay of 0 lnstruction 8 does not have as
resolution or common mode rejection as the
ratiometric bridge measurement instructions. lt
does provide a very rapid means of making
bridge measurements as well as supplying
excitation to ci rcu itry requ i ri n g d iff erential
measurements. This instruction does not
reverse excitation.

01:
02:

03:

o4:
05:

06:

07:
08:

05:

06:

FP
FP

07:
08:



PATA
[YPE
I

l2
2
2

2

01:
02:
03:

04:

4
'4

4

iFP
FP

05:
06:

07:

08:
09:

PARAM.
NUMBER DESCRIPTION

Repetitions
Range code
Input channel number for
first measurement
Excitation channel
number
Delay (0.01s)
Excitation voltage
(millivolts)
Input location number for
first measurement
Multiplier
Offset

Input locatiQns altered: 1 per measurement

*** 9 FULL BRIDGE WITH EXCITATION ***

COMPENSATION

FUNCTION
This instrucfion is used to apply an excitation
voltage and make two differential voltage
meas then reverse the polarity of the
excitation afrd repeat the measurements. The
measu are made on sequential

result is the voltage measured on

the exci channel

SECTION 9. INPUT/OUTPUT INSTRUCTIONS

PARAM. DATA
NUMBER TYPE DESCRIPTION

Repetitions
Range code for Vl
Range code for V2
Input channel number for
first measurement
Excitation channel
number
Excitation voltage
(millivolts)
Input location number for
first measurement
Multiplier
Offset

lnput locations altered: 1 per measurement

*** 10 BATTERY VOLTAGE ***

FUNCTION
This instruction reads the battery voltage and
writes it to an input location. Battery voltage is
stored in volts.

PARAM. DATA
NUMBER TYPE DESCRIPTION

01: 4 Input location

Input locations altered: 1

*** 11 107 THERMISTOR PROBE ***

FUNCTION
This instruction applies a 4 VAC excitation
voltage to Campbell Scientific's Model 107
Thermistor Probe, makes a fast, single-ended
voltage measurement on the 15mV range and
then calculates the temperature in degrees C
with a polynomial. The maximum polynomial
error from -40oC to +55oC is given below:

Curve Fit Error --

Range (oC)

2
2
2
2

2

4

4

FP
FP

01:
02:
03:
o4:

05:

06:

07:

08:
09:

channels.
the secondthe second phannel (Vr) divided by the voltage
measured Qn the first (V1). lf V1 is measured on

(code 5 or 15 in Parameter 2),
then the is 1000 timesV2A/1. Al before

number (1X) causes the
channelto be incremented with each repetition.

When used as a 6 wire full bridge (Figure 13.5-
1), the conrtections are made so that V.t is the
measuremQnt of the voltage drop across the full
bridge, and V2 is the measurement of the bridge
output. Bedause the excitation voltage for a full
bridge meaburement is usually in the 5V range,
the output i$ usually 1000 V2A/1 or millivolts
output per volt excitation.

When used to measure a 4 wire half bridge, the
connectionq are made so that V1 is the voltage
drop acrosg the fixed resistor (R), and Vr is the
drop acrosg the sensor (R.). As long as V1 is
not measurpd on the 5V range, the result is
VrA/1 whic$ equals Rs/Rf. The fast integration time used in Instruction 11

does not provide rejection of 60 Hz noise. See
example 7.16 for a method of measuring the
107 thermistor where 60 Hz noise is a problem.

-40 to +55
-35 to +48

Error (oC)

+1.0
+0.1
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PARAM. DATA
NUMBER TYPE DESCRIPTION

Repetitions
Input channel number of
first measurement
Excitation channel
number
Input location for first
measurement
Multiplier
Offset

Input locations altered: 1 for each thermistor
channel

*** 12 207 RELATIVE HUMIDITY PROBE ***

FUNCTION
This instruction applies a 3 VAC excitation
across Campbell Scientific's Model 207
Temperature and RH Probe, makes a fast
single-ended measurement across a series
resistor on the 150mV range, calculates the
result with a fifth order polynomial, and performs
the required temperature compensation before
outputting the result in % RH.

When measuring several probes, allthe RH
elements should be connected sequentially.
The temperature values used to correct the RH
measurements should also be stored
sequentially to make use of the REP feature in
Instruction 11.

NOTE: The temperature value used
in compensating the RH value
(Parameter 5) must be obtained (see
Instruction 1 1) prior to executing
Instruction 12.

The RH results are placed sequentially into the
input locations beginning with the first RH value.

In the 207 probe, the RH and temperature
elements use a common excitation line. NEVER
EXCITE THE2O7 PROBE WITH DC
EXCITATION (this includes ohm meters) as the
RH chip will be damaged.

The maximum error from the polynomial used
for calculating RH is given here:

Range (%RH)

10 - 100
15-94

Error (%RH)

PARAM. DATA
NUMBER TYPE DESCRIPTION

Repetitions
First channelfor RH
measurement
Excitation channel
number
Input location for first
compensating
temperature
measurement
Input location for first RH
measurement
Multiplier
Offset

Input locations altered: 1 for each RH
measurement

*** 13 THERMOCOUPLE TEMPERATURE.
SINGLE-ENDED

FUNCTION
This instruction uses the selected
calibration to calculate the thermocouple output
voltage at the reference temperature, then it
makes a SINGLE-ENDED VOLTAGE
MEASUREMENT (Section 13.2) on the
thermocouple and adds the measured voltage
to the calculated reference voltage, then
converts the voltage to temperature in oC.

Select the smallest voltage range that will
accommodate the temperatures bein g
measured (Table 9-4).

PARAM. DATA
NUMBER TYPE DESCRIPTION

Repetitions
Range code
First TC channel
Thermocouple type code
Reference temperature
location
Destination input location
Multiplier
Offset

Input locations altered: 1 for each
thermocouple channel

t4
t101:

02:

03:

05:
06:

2
2

2

4

FP
FP

2
2

2

4

01:
o2:

03:

o4:

05:

06:
07;

FP
FP

2
2
2
2
4

4
FP
FP

01:
02:
03:
Q4:
05:

06:
07:
08:
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TABLE 9-3. Thermocouple Type Codes

Code
X1
x2
X3
x4

Thermocouple Tvpe
T (copper - constantan)
E (chromel - constantan)
K (chromel- alumel)
J (iron - constantan)

Normal Measurement
TC input from A5B40 isolation
(use 5 V range)

X = 9 Output -99999 if out of common mode
(lnst. 14 only)

X=0
X=8

TABLE 9-4i Voltage and Temperature Ranges for Thermocouples if Reference Junction is 20oC

Voltdge
Range

Temperature Range oC

Type T Type E Type K Type J

t5
t15
t50

t500

ilnV
inV
dnV

-122
-270
-270
-270

141
386

1254
1372

-131 to
-270 to
-270 to

113
294
760

to
to
to
to

-70 to 98
-270 to 237
-270 to 676
-270 to 1000

131
316
400

-84 to
-210 to
-210 to

combined
differential

V

*** 14 THERMOCOUPLE TEMPERATURE, ***

DIFFERENTIAL MEASUREMENT

FUNCTION
This instructbn calculates the thermocouple
temperature [or the thermocouple type selected.

ibn specifies a DIFFERENTIAL
VOLTAGE REMENT (Section 13.2) on
the adds the measured voltage to
the voltage lated for the reference
temperaturelrelative to OoC, and converts the

Input locations altered: 1 for each
thermocouple channel

*** 16 TEMPERATURE FROM ***

PLATINUM R.T.D.

FUNCTION
This instruction uses the result of a previous
RTD bridge measurement to calculate the
temperature according to the DIN 43760
specification adjusted (1980) to conform to the
pending International Electrotechnical
Commission standard. The polynomial range is
-200oC to 850oC. The error is less than
0.001oC between
-100 and +300oC, and is less than 0.003oC
between -180oC and +830oC. The error (T
calculated - T standard) is +0.006oC at -200oC
and -0.006oC at +850oC. The input must be the
ratio Rr/Rs, where R. is the RTD resistance and
Rs the resistance of the RTD at OoC (Sections
7.9 and 7.10).

PARAM. DATA
NUMBER TYPE DESCRIPTION

Repetitions
Input location of Rs/Ro
Input location of result
Multiplier
Otfset

to temperature in oC. The
are briefly shorted to ground

prior to the voltage measurement to
insure that tltev are within the common mode
range. Tablf 9-3 gives the thermocouple type
codes for 4. Select the smallest
voltage rangle that will accommodate the
temperaturet being measured (Table 9-4).

PARAM. DATA
NUMBER TYPE DESCRIPTION

Repetitions
Range code
First TC channel
Thermocouple type code
Reference temperature
location
Destination input location
Multiplier
Otfset

01:
02:
03;
o4:
05:

06:
07:
08:

2
2
2
2
4

2
4
4
FP
FP

01:
02:
03:
04:
05:4

FP
FP

Input locations altered: 1 for each RTD
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**" 17 TEMPERATURE OF INPUT PANEL ***

FUNCTION
This instruction measures the temperature in
degrees Celsius of the input panel.

PARAM. DATA
NUMBER TYPE DESCRIPTION

4 Input location number for
temperature

Input locations altered:

*** 18 MOVE TIME TO INPUT LOCATION ***

FUNCTION
This instruction takes the current time in tenths
of seconds into the minute, minutes into the day,
or hours into the year and does a modulo divide
(see Instruction 46) on the time value with the
number specified in the second parameter. The
result is stored in the specified input location.
Entering 0 or a number which is greater than the
maximum value of the time for the modulo divide
will result in the actualtime value being stored.

PARAMETER 1 CODES

Code Time Units

0 Tenths of seconds into minute
(maximum 600)

1 Minutes into current day
(maximum 1440)

2 Hours into current year
(maximum 8784)

PARAM. DATA
NUMBER TYPE DESCRIPTION

01: 2 Time Code

02: 4 Number to modulo divide by

03: 4 Input location number

Input locations altered: 1

*** 19 MOVE SIGNATURE INTO ***

INPUT LOCATION

FUNCTION
This instruction stores the signature of the Read
Only Memory (ROM) and user program memory
(RAM) into an input location. This signature is

not the same as the signatures given in the
Mode. Recording the signature allows
of any program change or ROM failure.

PARAM. DATA
NUMBER TYPE DESCRIPTION

01: 4 lnput location number

lnput locations altered: 1

*** 20 PORT SET ***

FUNCTION
This instruction sets a specified Digital Control
output port either as specified by a flag or
unconditionally.

PARAMETER 1 CODE OPTIONS

Code Function

sET LOW (0V)
sET HrGH (5V)
SET PORT ACCORDING TO FLAG
SET OPPOSITE TO FLAG X

PARAM. DATA
NUMBER TYPE DESCRIPTION

Option code
Control Port number (1

Input locations altered: 0

*** 21 ANALOG OUTPUT

FUNCTION
This instruction sets a Continuous Analog
Output to a voltage level specified in an input
location. The analog output degrades
approximately 0.17mV every 7 seconds
requiring the instruction to be periodically
repeated to maintain a given output accuracy.

PARAM. DATA
NUMBER TYPE DESCRIPTION

CAO channel number
lnput location no. of
analog output magnitude
in millivolts

0

00
01
1X
2X

01:
02;

01:
02:

2
2

2
4

9-8
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*** 22 EXCITATION WITH DELAY ***

FUNCTON 
I

This instruction is used in conjunction with
others for mfasuring a response to a timed
excitation using the switched analog outputs. lt
sets the selQcted excitation output to a specific
value, waits for the specified time, then turns off
the excitatioth and waits an additional specified
time before oontinuing on to the next instruction
in the progrqm table. The excitation on time can
be set to zerp and the off time delay can be
used if the oply requirement is the delay of
program ex{cution.

PARAM.
NUMBER

01:

02:

03:

o4;

Input locati

ATA
YPE

*** 23 BURST MEASUREMENT ***

FUNCTION
Instruction 2g witt repeatedly make a voltage
measuremeht on a series of single-ended or
differential dhannels, applying excitation if
desired. Thb measurement units are millivolts
prior to scaling. The measurements saved can
be those m4de immediately upon execution of
the instructiOn or grouped around a specified
trigger condition. The results of the
measuremehts may be stored in Input Storage
or the raw AUD data can be sent out the serial
port. The minimum sample time per channel is
970ps (i.e., one channelcan be sampled at a
maximum rdte of 1030 Hz).

MEASUREMENT
The voltaqg measurement must use the fast
integration of 250;rs. Differential

are made with a single
integration.
ended or a
integration

The noise level on a fast single-

DESCRIPTION

Excitation channel
number

4 Delay time in hundredths
of a second that
.excitation is on

4 Delay time in hundredths
of a second after
excitation is turned off

FP Excitation voltage in
millivolts

s altered: 0

measurement with 1

SECTION 9. INPUT/OUTPUT INSTRUCTIONS

and greater voltage ranges are practical (range
codes 13-15).

Excitation is always supplied from excitation
channel 1. The excitation voltage in millivolts is
entered in Parameter 9. lf excitation is not
needed, enter 0 for Parameter 9.

TRIGGER
Measurements may be triggered either by the
value of the measurement on the first channel
being measured or by an externaldigitaltrigger.
Three options are available. Only one trigger
can be used.

Three options are available for the first digit in
Parameter 4.

0 - Trigger on the first measurement
channel.

1 - Digitaltrigger on single-ended'channel
one (1H).

2 - Trigger on the first measurement
channel, set Digitalcontrol port high
when trigger is met and low when
measurements have f inished.

When triggering on options 0 or 2, the
measurement on the first specified channel
(Parameter 3) is compared to the limit specified
in Parameter 8.

The user's multiplier and offset are not
applied before the comparison: the limit
must be entered in millivolts. lf a digital
trigger (CMOS levels, low < 1.5V, high > 3.5V) is
used, it must be input into single-ended Channel
1 (1H). The digital trigger condition is checked
at the start of each scan.

Five trigger options are available and are
selected by the number entered as the second
digit in Parameter 4: 0 - trigger immediately,
start saving or sending data with the first
measurement made; 1 - trigger if the
measurement is greater than the limit entered or
if the digital trigger is high; 2 - trigger if the
measurement is less than the limit or if the
digital trigger is low; 3 - trigger on rising edge;
i.e., when the measurement goes from below to
above the limit or when the digital trigger goes
from low to high; 4 - trigger on falling edge; i.e.,

3pV RMS. Thus, only the 50mV
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trigger when measurement goes from above the
limit to below it or when the digital trigger goes
from high to low. When triggering on the rising
or falling edge, the input must make the
specified transition to trigger. For example,
when triggering on the rising edge, if the input
starts out high, it must go low and then high
again to trigger.

DATA SENT TO INPUT STORAGE
When the measurements are sent to Input
Storage, Parameter 6 is used to specify the
number of scans made on the channels being
measured (the 21X multiplies the number
entered by 1000). The measurements from
each channel are stored contiguously. For
example: Parameter 1 specifies 4 channels are
to be measured, Parameter 6 specifies 250
scans (0.250 entered), and Parameter 10
specifies 1 as the first input location in which to
store data. The measurements from the first
channel will be stored in Input locations 1-250,
those from the second channel in locations 251-
500, etc. lf insufficient locations are allocated to
lnput Storage (.A) to accommodate the number
of locations called for by Parameter 6 multiplied
by Parameter 1 (e.9., 250 x4 = 1000), an error
code, E 60, will be displayed when the program
is compiled.

The number of scans determines how many
samp,les will be saved, and hence, when
lnstruction 23 will be completed and execution
will pass on to the next instruction.
Measurements before and/or after the trigger
can be saved. Parameter 7 determines how
many scans that occurred prior to the trigger are
saved. For example , it 250 scans are specified,
and an offset of 20 is entered for Parameler 7,
then the trigger measurement will be stored in
Location 21 . Locations 1-20 will contain the
measurements that preceded the trigger and 22-
250 willcontain the measurements following the
trigger. lf only 10 measurements are made
before the trigger, then they will be stored in
locations 11-20 while the value -99999. will be
stored in locations 1-10 for which no
measurements were made.

DATA SENT TO SERIAL PORT
When the raw A/D data is sent out the serial
port, the measurement data is not buffered and
hence, only the trigger and subsequent
measurements can be sent. The number of

measurements is determined by Parameters 1

and 6. Because the total number of
measurements are limited only by the storage o
the receiving computer, this can be a very large
number. Parameter 6 is the number of
measurements per channel to send in units of
1000 (e.9., 0.001 represents 1 measurement).
lf 0 is entered for Parameter 6, the 21X will
continue to send data untilthe instruotion is
aborted with the # key.

Raw A/D data may be sent to up to 2 SM192 or
SM716 Solid State Storage Modules (SM) at
76.9K baud (parameter 4, Destination Option
C=2). One SM should be set as Fill and Stop
memory and the other SM set as Ring memory.
Data sent will be stored in both SM's (in pa
untilthe Filland Stop SM is full. The Fill and
Stop SM willstore no more data. The Ring SM
will continuously store data, overwriting the
oldest data when full, until Burst measurements
end. When the Burst measurements end the Fi
and Stop SM willcontain the oldest data
generated while the Ring SM will contain the
newest. l{ the amount of data generated
exceeds the capacity of both SM's only the
oldest and newest data will be saved. lf the
amount of Burst data generated is less then the
total capacity of both SM's, pad of the data
stored will be stored in both SM's. lf the data is
retrieved from the SM's using SMCOM.COM, a
Storage Module communications program
contained in the PC208 Datalogger Support
Software, the data collection format must be "A
as stored 8 bit". This will transfer the raw A/D
data to a computer file. The raw A/D data can
be converted to ASCII using SPLIT.COM, a
general purpose data reduction program also
contained in PC208.

lf SPLIT is not available for converting the raw
A,/D, the following A/D format information is
provided for decoding purposes. At the start
and end of the series of measurements, the 21
makes a self-calibration measurement. The
calibration data is sent at the start and end of
the measurement data. The serialdata is sent
as a series of signed 2byle integers (most
significant byte sent first; i.e., Integer = 256 *

byte 1 + byte 2): 11...1n. The first integer, 1.,, is a
start of output identifier, FCxx (hex), where the
first byte is always FC (never seen in the data),
and the second byte is a number less than 100
(decimal, 64 hex), which is the instruction
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table. l2

of Instruction 23 in the program
by 13 is the multiplier and 14 the

SECTION 9. INPUT/OUTPUT INSTRUCTIONS'

Bu rsUTelecommu nications Considerations

The 21X will not respond to attempts to enter
telecommunications while Burst measu rements
are in progress.

lf the Burst Measurement instruction is
encountered while telecommunications is in
progress, the destination of the data determines
whether or not the instruction is executed:

Burst data sent to input locations- lf the
Burst instruction specifies that Burst data be
sent to input locations, all telecommunication
activity will be suspended. After the Burst
trigger condition is met and all Burst
measurements made, Telecommunications can
resume.

Burst data sent to Serial UO Port- lf the Burst
instruction specifies that Burst data be sent to
the serial port (i.e., Storage module),21X
program execution will pause until
telecommunications is exited. During this pause
telecommunications (i.e., view input locations,
Monitor Mode with Term, etc.) can continue. No
Burst measurements are made while in
telecommunications and no Burst data is sent to
the serial port. After telecommunication has
ended, datalogger program execution will
resume as if the Burst instruction were just
executed.

PARAM. DATA
NUMBER TYPE DESCRIPTION

2 Repetitions (no. of
channels)

2 Range code (12-15)
2 1st channel for analog

rneasurements
4 Option, 4 digit code

ABCD
A Trigger

0 - Trigger on 1st
analog channel

1 - Digital trigger on
single-ended
Channel 1 (1H)

2 - Same as 0, but set
DigitalControl Port
#1 high when
trigger is met, Low

offset (to the
calibration. I

raw data) determined by the first
is a fixed value determined by the

input range lected. 15 through ln_2a.re the raw
data. Thus, the value of the first
sent (M1) in millivolts is:

Mr = lzlls (ls - 1+)

The measurdment data are sent in the order that
the measureinents are made (i.e., the first
measuremerft for each channel, then the second
measuremerft for each channel, etc.). The last 2
integers senf, ln-t and ln correspond to 13 and 14

and are the iesults of the final calibration.

SCAN INTERVAL
Instruction 28 has its own scan interval
independent of the execution interval of the
program table in which it resides. The resolution
of the clock fiming the execution interval is 813
nanosecondb. This scan interual, entered in
Parameter S (in milliseconds), is the time
between eaQh scan of the specified channels
(i.e., if 4 chaf nels are specified in Parameter 1,

and the scadr interval is 5ms, then the 4
measuremehts willbe repeated every Sms).
The minimurin time that is allowed per
measurement is 0.97ms. The maximum time
that is allow0d per measurement is 50ms. lf the
scan interval entered does not allow this much
time per meAsurement (e.9., if with 4 reps, an
interval less than 3.88ms is entered), an error
code, E 61, will be displayed when the program
is compiled. When sending data to the serial
port, the rat$ at which the data can be
transferred inay limit the scan interval (e.9., at
9600 baud the minimum time per measurement
is 2.2ms).

02:
03:

o4:.

the raw serial data

TION VALUES are for
TO MILLIVOLTS

11 and 12are
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when done
measuring.

B Trigger option
0 - Trigger

immediately
1 - Trigger if above

limit (high)
2 - Trigger if below

limit (low)
3 - Trigger on rising

edge
4 - Trigger on falling

edge
C Destination

0 - Input Storage
1 - Serial port 9600

baud
2 - Serial port 76,800

baud
D Measurement

0 - Ditferential
measurement

1 - Single-ended
measurement

05: FP Scan interval(ms, minimum
0.97 x reps, limited to 0.97-
50ms)

06: FP Number of scans (units of
1 000)

O7: 4 Trigger offset; the number
of samples saved before
trigger (not used with serial
output)

08: FP Trigger limit (mV, unscaled
measurement)

09: 4 Excitation voltage (mV)
10: 4 1st input location in which to

store data
11: FP Multiplier (not used with

serialoutput)
12: FP Otfset (not used with serial

output)

*** 26 TIMER ***

FUNCTION
This instruction will reset a timer or store the
elapsed time registered by the timer in an Input
Storage location. Instruction 26 can be used
with Program Control instructions to measure
the elapsed time between specific input
conditions. There is only one timer and it is
common to alltables (e.9., if the timer is reset in
Table 1 and later in Table 2, a subsequent

instruction in Table 1 to read the timer will store
the elapsed time since the timer was reset in
Table 2).

Elapsed time is tracked in 0.1 second
increments but displayed as an integer. For
example, a 20 second elapsed time is d
as "200". The time starts over after reaching a
maximum value of 65,536 - about 109 minutes.

The timer is also reset in response to certain
keyboard entries:

When tables are changed and compiled wit
the *0 Mode, the timer is reset
automatically.

When tables are changed and then
compiled in the *B Mode, the timer is
automatically reset and Tables 1 and 2 are
disabled. Entering u*Oo at this point enables
both tables and resets the timer.

3. Entering ""6" after changing the tables
compiles the programs, but does NOT
the timer.

PARAM. DATA
NUMBER TYPE DESCRIPTION

lnput location no. of
elapsed time (or enter 0
to reset)

Input locations altered: 1 (0 if timer is being
reset)

*** 101 SDM-|NT8 ***

The 8 channel IntervalTimer (lNT8) is a
measurement module which provides
timing information to the datalogger. Each of
the 8 input channels may be independently
configured to detect either rising or falling
of either high level or a low level signal. Each
channel may be independently programmed.
See the SDM-lNT8 manualfor detailed
instructions and examples. This instruction is
not in all PROM options.

PARAM. DATA
NUMBER TYPE DESCRIPTION

1.

2.

01:

9-12
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02:

03:

04:
05:
06:
07:
08:
09:

*lnput configuration;
channels 8,7,6,5
*lnput configuration;
channels 4,3,2,1
**Function; channels 8,7,6,5
**Function; channels 4,3,2,1
***Output option
Loc
Mult
Offset

. Inputconfigurations:
6 = firigh level, rising edge
1 = ftigh level, falling edge
2 = lbw level, rising edge
3 = lbw level, falling edge

** Functions:
0 = tllo value returned
1 = period in ms
2 = frequency in kHz
3 = time since previous channel's edge

ln ms
4 = time since channel 1 in ms
5 = Counts on channel 2 since channel

11, linear interpolation
6 = frequency in kHz (low resolution)
7 = bounts
8 = bounts on Channel2 since Channel

1, no interpolation

*** Outgtt option:
0 Average over execution interval
0-- Continuous averaging
XXXX Averaging interual in msec,

XXXX>O
Capture all events until
XXXX edges of channel 1

(0<xxxx,9999)
Test memory

102 SDM-SW8A ***

4

4

4
4
4
4
FP
FP

xx4x--

99eB--
l

l

l**

The 8 chanrtrel SDM-SW8A Switch Closure Input
Module is a peripheralfor measuring up to I
channels of switch closure or voltage pulse
inputs. Each channel may be configured to read
single-pole double-throw (SPDT) switch closure,
or single-pde single-throw (SPST) switch
closure, or voltage pulse. Output options
include counts, duty cycle, and state. This
instruction if not in all PROM options.

l

I

SECTION 9. INPUT/OUTPUT INSTRUCTIONS

The SWSA is addressed by the datalogger,
allowing multiple SWSA's to be connected to one
datalogger. 16 addresses are available.

lf more channels are requested than exist in one
module, the datalogger automatically increments
the address and continues to the next SW8A.
The address settings for rnultiple SWSA's must
sequentially increase. For example, assume 2
SWSA's addressed as 22 and 23 are connected,
and 12 Reps are requested. 8 channels from
the first SWBA and the first 4 channels from the
next will be read.

Only one Function Option (Parameter 3) may be
specified per lnstruction 102. lf all4 functions
are desired, the instruction must be entered 4
times.

Function Ootion 0 provides the state of the
signal at the time P102 is executed. A 1 or
0 corresponds to high or low states,
respectively.

Function Ootion 1 provides signalduty
cycle. The result is the percentage of time.
the signal is high during the sample interval.

Function Option 2 provides a count of the
number of positive transitions of the signal.

Function Ootion 3 provides the signature of
the SWSA PROM. A positive number
(signature) indicates the PROM and RAM
are good, azero (0) indicates bad PROM,
and a negative number indicates bad RAM.
Function Option 3 is not used routinely, but
is helpful in "debugging". Only one Rep is
required for Option 3.

Parameter 4 specifies the first SWSA channel to
be read (1..8). One or more sequential channels
are read depending on the Reps. To optimize
program efficiency, the sensors should be wired
sequentially.

Data are stored in sequentialdatalogger input
locations, starting at the location specified in

Parameter 5. The number of input locations
consumed is equal to the number of Reps.

The scaling multiplier and offset (Parameters 6
and 7) are applied to all readings. lf a multiplier
is not entered, all readings are set to 0.
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02:
03:
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lf the SW8A does not respond, -99999 will be
loaded into input locations. Modules which do
not respond when addressed by the datalogger
may be wired or addressed incorrectly. Verify
that the address specified in Parameter 2
corresponds to the jumper setting and that all
connections are correct and secure. See the
SDM-SW8A Manual for examples.

PARAM. DATA
NUMBER TYPE DESCRIPTION

r** 104 SDM-CD16 ..*

The SDM-CD16 Control Port Expansion
has 16 digitalcontrol ports with drivers. Each
port can be controlled by a datalogger or
controlled manually with an override toggle
switch. Each port can be thought of as a switch
to ground; closed when active, open when
inactive. The primary{unction is to activate DC
powered external relays, solenoids, or resistive
loads under datalogger control. This instruction
is not in all PROM options.

The SDM-CD16 is a synchronously addressed
datalogger peripheral. .Datalogger control ports
1, 2 and 3 are used to address the SDM-CD16
then clock out the desired state of each of the
16 control ports. Up to 16 SDM-CD16's may be
addressed, making it possible to control a
maximum of 256 ports from the first three
datalogger control ports.

For each Rep, the 16 ports of the addressed
SDM-CD16 are set according to 16 sequential
input locations starting at the input location
specified in parameter 3. Any non-zero value
stored in an input location activates (connects
ground) the associated SDM-CD16 port. A
value of zero (0) deactivates the port (open
circuit). For example, assuming 2 Reps and a
starting input location of 33, OUTPUT 1 through
16 of the first SDM-CD16 are set according to
Input Locations 33 through 48, and OUTPUT 1

through 16 of the second SDM-CD16 are set
according to Input Location 49 through 64. See
the SDM-CD16 manualfor detailed instructions
and examples.

PARAM. DATA
NUMBER TYPE DESCRIPTION

Reps (# of CD16
sequentially addressed)
Starting Address (base 4:
00..33)
Starting input location

2 Number of Channels
2 Module Address (00..33)
2 Function Option (O=State,

1=Duty 2=Counts,
3=Signature)

O4: 2 SDM-SW8A Starting
Channel (1..8)

05: 4 Starting input location for
results

FP Mult
FP Offset

*** 103 SDM-AO4 *"*

Instruction 103 is used to activate a SDM-AO4 4
Channel Continuous Analog Output Module
connected to ports C1, C2, and C3. This
instruction is not in all PROM options.

There are 4 analog voltage outputs per SDM-
AO4. The output voltages in millivolts must be
stored in 4 adjacent input locations starting with
the location entered in parameter 4. Four reps
are required for each SDM-AO4. Every 4 reps
another device at the next higher address is
selected.

PARAM. DATA
NUMBER TYPE DESCRIPTION

2 Reps (# of outputs)
1 = SDM-A04

2 Address (Base 4)
4 Starting input location

C1 is Data line
C2 is Clk/Hand Shake line
C3 is SDE (Enable) line

06:
07:

01

02
03

2

2

4

1

2

3
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To facilitate qross referencing, parameter
descriptions pre keyed I to the values given on
the PROMPT SHEET. These values are
defined as fdllows:

[Z] = User sflecified input location number
destination

[X] = Input ldcation no. of source X

[Y]= Input lqcation no. of source Y
[F] = Fixed Qata (user specified, entered via the

keyboaid)

*** 30 LOAD FIXED DATA, Z = F *'*

FUNCTION
Store a fixe( value into input location Z.

PAR. DATA
NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION

01: FP Fixed data
02: 4 Destination for input location

Input locatiops altered: 1

*** 31 FIOVE INPUT DATA' Z=\ *'*

FUNCTTONI
Move data ffom one input location to another.

PAR. DATA
NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION

01: 4 Input location no. of source [X]
O2: 4 Destination for input location lZl
Input locatiqns altered:

*** 32 INGREMENT INPUT LOCATION, "**
Z=Z+1

FUNCTIONI
Add 1 to th$ current value in input location Z.

PAR. DATA
NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION

01: 4 Destination for input location lZ],

Input locati0ns altered: 1

*** 33 X+Y ***

FUNCTION
Add the value in lnput location X to the value in

location Y and place the result in location Z.

PAR. DATA
NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION

01: 4 Input location of X
02: 4 Input location of Y
03: 4 Dest. input location of X + Y

lnput locations altered: 1

*** 34 X+F ***

FUNCTION
Add the fixed number F to the value in location
X and place the result in location Z.

PAB. DATA
NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION

01: 4 Input location of X
02: FP Value to add
03: 4 Dest. input location of X + F

Input locations altered: 1

**r 35 X-Y ***

FUNCTION
Subtract the value in location Y from the value
in location X and place the result in location Z.

PAR. DATA
NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION

txl
tYl
V]

tFl
VI

txl
tFl
lzl

01: 4
02: 4
03: 4

Input location of X
Input location of Y
Dest. input location for X - Y

txl
tYl
V]

Input locations altered:
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*** 36 XrY ***

FUNCTION
Multiply the value in location X by the value in
location Y and place the result in location Z.

PAR. DATA
NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION

01: 4 lnput location of X txl
02: 4 Input location of Y tYl
03: 4 Dest. input location for X * Y V)
Input locations altered: 1

*** 37 X*F ***

FUNCTION
Multiply the value in location X by the fixed
number F and place the result in location Z.

PAR. DATA
NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION

4 Input location of X txlFP Fixed multiplier tFl4 Dest. input location for X * F lzl
Input locations altered: 1

*r* 3g xlY ***

FUNCTION
Divide the value in location X by the value in
location Y and place the result in location Z.
Division by 0 will cause the result to be set to
the maximum 21X number (+99999 if positive, -

99999 negative).

PAR. DATA
NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION

4 Input location of X txl4 Input location of Y tYl4 Dest. input location tor X /Y lZl

Input locations altered: 1

***.39 SQUARE ROOT ***

FUNCTION
Take the square root of the value in location X
and place the result in location Z. lf the value in
X is negative, O will be stored as the result.

PAR. DATA
NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION

Input location of X
Dest. input location for X1/2

Input locations altered: 1

*** 40 LN(X) ***

FUNCTION
Take the natural logarithm of the value in
location X and place the result in location Z. lf
the value in X is 0 or negative, -99999 will be
stored as the result.

PAR. DATA
NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION

Input location of X
Dest. input location for LN(X)

Input locations altered: 1

*** 41 EXP(X) ***

FUNCTION
Raise the exponential base e to the value in
location X power and place the result in
z.

PAR. DATA
NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION

Input location of X
Dest. input location for EXP(X)

Input locations altered: 1

*** 42 l/X ***

FUNCTION
Take the inverse of the value in location X and
place the result in location Z. ll X=0,99999 will
be stored as the result.

PAR. DATA
NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION

Input location of X
Dest. input location for 1D(

01: 4
02" 4

01: 4
02: 4

01:
02:
03:

01:
02:
03:

01: 4
02: 4

01: 4
02" 4

10-2
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*** 43 ABS(X) **'

FUNCTION
Take the abbolute value of the value in location
X and placelthe result in location Z.

SECTION 10. PROCESSING INSTRUCTIONS

PAR. DATA
NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION

Input location of X txl
Fixed divisor [F]
Dest. input location for X MOD F

Input locations altered: 1

*** 4T ;1Y ***

FUNCTION
Raise the value in location X to the value in
location Y power and place the result in location
z.

PAR. DATA
NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION

01: 4 lnput location of X txl
O2: 4 Input location of Y tYl
03: 4 Dest. input location for XY tZ)

Input locations altered: 1

*** 48 SIN(X) ****

FUNCTION
Calculate the sine of the value in location X
(assumed to be in degrees) and place the result
in location Z. The cosine ol a number can be
obtained by adding 90 to the number and taking
the sine (COSX = SIN (X + 90)).

PAR. DATA
NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION

01: 4 Input location of X
02: 4 Dest. input location for SIN(X)

lnput locations altered: 1

*** 49 SPATIAL MAXIMUM ***

FUNCTION
Find the maximum value in the given set or
SWATH of contiguous input locations and place
the result in location Z. To find the input
location where the maximum value occurs,
enter 1000 + the input location number (1000 +
Z) as Parameter 03. The input location of the
maximum value observed willthen be stored in
destination [Z] plus 1.

01: 4
Q2: FP
03: 4

lzlPAR.
NO.

01:
02:

DATAI
TYPEi DESCRIPTION

Input location of X tX1
Dest. input location for ABS(X) [Z]

lnput locatiofrs altered: 1

*** 4i[ FRACTIONAL VALUE ***

l

FUNCTION
l

Take the fraptionalvalue (i.e., the non-integer
portion) of tl|e value in location X and place the
result in loc{tion Z.

PAR. DATA
NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION

01: 4 t lnput location of X txl
02: 4 Dest. input location for FRAC(X)
V]
Input locati{ns altered: 1

I

i***I 45 INTEGER VALUE ***

FUNCTION
Take the intpger portion of the value in location
X and place the result in location Z.

PAR. DATA
NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION

4 Input location of X IXI
4 Dest. input location for INT(X) [Z]

Input locati(ns altered: 1

**r 46 x MOD F ***

FUNCTION
Do a modulp divide of the value in location X by
the fixed value F and place the result in location
Z. X MOD F is defined as the REMAINDER
obtained when X is divided by F (e.9., 3 MOD 2

= 1). X MOp 0 returns X.
I

I

i

i

I

I

4
4

txl
lzl01:

02:
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Parameter 3 cannot be entered as an indexed
location within a loop (lnstruction 87). To use
Instruction 49 within a loop, enter Parameter 3
as a fixed location and follow 49 with Instruction
31 (Move Data). In Instruction 31, enterthe
location in which 49 stores its result as the
source (fixed) and enter the destination as an
indexed location.

PAR. DATA
NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION

2 Swath ISWATH]
4 Starting input location [1ST LOC]
4 Dest. input location for maximum

[MAX or Z]

lnput locations altered: 1or2

*** 50 SPATIAL MINIMUM ***

FUNCTION
Find the minimum value in the given set or
SWATH of contiguous input locations and place
the result in location Z. To find the input location
where the minimum value occurs, follow the
instructions given above for SPATIAL
MAXIMUM.

Parameter 3 cannot be entered as an indexed
location in a loop. Within a loop, lnstruction 50
must be used in conjunction with Instruction 31
as described for Instruction 49.

PAR. DATA
NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION

2 Swath ISWATHI4 Starting input location [1ST LOC]
4 Dest. input location for minimum

[MlN or Z]

Input locations altered: 1or2

*** 51 SPATIAL AVERAGE ***

FUNCTION
Calculate the average of the values in the given
set or SWATH of contiguous input locations and
place the result in location Z.

PAR. DATA
NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION

Swath
Starting input location [1ST
Dest. input location for average

IAVG or

lnput locations altered: 1

**. 53 SCALING ARRAY WITH ***

MULTIPLIER AND OFFSET

FUNCTION
Take 4 input location values, multiply each by a
floating point constant, then add another
point constant to the resulting products and
place the results back into each of the original 4
input locations.

PAR. DATA
NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION

4 First input location
FP Multiplier 1

FP Otfset 1

FP Multiplier 2
FP Offset 2
FP Multiplier 3
FP Offset 3
FP Multiplier 4
FP Offset 4

IsTRT

fnput locations altered: 4

*** 54 BLOCK MOVE ***

FUNCTION
Moves a block of data from one set of input
locations to another. Parameters specify the
number of values to move, the source, source
step, destination, and destination step. The
"step" parameters designate the increment of
the source and destination Input locations for
each value that is moved. For example, a
"source step" of 2 and a "destination step" of 1

will move data from every other Input location to
a contiguous block of Input locations.

01: 2
02: 4
03: 4

01:
o2:
03:

01:
02:
03:

01:
02:
03:
o4:
05:
06:
07:
08:
09:
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01: 4
02: 4
03: 2
04: 4
05: 2

PAR. DATA
NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION

Number of values to move
1st source location
Step of source
1 st destination location
Step of destination

*** 55 sTH ORDER POLYNOMIAL **i

FUNCTION
Evaluate a Slh order polynomialof the form.

F(X)=9919 1 X+C2X2+C3X3a94X449515

where C0

SECTION 10, PROCESSING INSTRUCTIONS'

Computation of Saturation Vapor Pressure.
J. Appl. Meteor. 16, 100-103.

Saturation vapor pressure over ice (SVPI) in
kilopascals for a OoC to -50oC range can be
obtained using Instruction 55 and the
relationship

SVPI= -.00486 + .85471X+ .2441X2

where X is the SVPW derived by lnstruction 56.
This relationship was derived by.Campbell
Scientific from the equations for the SVPW and
the SVPI given in Lowe's paper.

PAR. DATA
NO- TYPE DESCRIPT1ON

01: 4 Input location of air temperature
oC

IEMP.]
02: 4 Dest. input location for saturated

vapor pressure IVP or Zl

Input locations altered: 1

*** 57 VAPOR PRESSURE FROM *** -

WET./DRY.BU LB TEMPERATU RES

FUNCTION
This instruction calculates vapor pressure in
kilopascals from wet- and dry-bulb
temperatures in oC. The algorithm is of the type
used by the National Weather Service:

VPW =

VPW - A(1 + B*TWXTA - TW) P
ambient vapor pressure in
kilopascals
saturation vapor pressure at the wet-
bulb temperature in kilopascals
wet-bulb temperature, deg. C
ambient air temperature, deg. C
air pressure in kilopascals
0.000660
0.00115

Although the algorithm requires an air pressure
entry, the daily fluctuations are small enough
that for most applications a fixed entry of the
standard pressure at the site elevation will
suffice. lf a pressure sensor is employed, the
current pressure can be used.

argument X
power,

+99999 to
coefficients

C0 coefficient
C1 coetficient
C2 coefficient
C3 coefficient
C4 coetficient
C5 coefficient

Input locations altered: 1* Reps

C5 are the coefficients for the
to the zero through filth
. The magnitude of the user
is limited to a range of
Polynomials with
this range can be modified

lc0l
tcll
tc2l
lcal
tc4l
tc5l

by the X value by an appropriate
the coefficients within the entryfactor to

range. Pre-$caling can also be used to modify
coefficients phich are very close to 0 in order to
increase the number of significant digits.

PAR. DATA
NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION

Repetitions IREPS]
Starting input location for X txl
Dest. input location for F(X)

[F(X) or z] VP=
VP=

01: 2
02: 4
03: 4

04: FP
05: FP
06: FP
07: FP
08: FP
09: FP

TW=
TA=
P=
A=
B=*** 56 SATRAT|ON VAPOR PRESSURE ***

FUNCTION
Calculate sdturation vapor pressure over water
(SVPW) in kilopascals from the air temperature
(oC) and plape it in an input location. The
algorithm fof obtaining SVPW from air
temperature (oC) is taken from: Lowe, Paul R.,
1 976: An Approximating Polynomial for
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PAR. DATA
NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION

01: 4 Input location no. of atmospheric
pressure in kilopascals

IPRESSURE]
02: 4 Input location no. of dry-bulb temp.

IDB rEMP.l
03: 4 lnput location no. of wet-bulb

temp. IWB TEMP.]
04: 4 Dest. input location for vapor

pressure

Input locations altered: 1

[VP or Z]

*** 58 LOW PASS FILTER ***

FUNCTION
Apply a numerical approximation to an analog
resistor capacitor (RC) low pass (LP) filter using
the following algorithm.

F(X;) = W*X;+ F(X;_1). (1-W)

Where, X = inputsample,
W = user entered weighting function,

o<w<1
lf W=O, F(X|)=X1; if W=1 , F(X|)=X,

F(Xi-1) = output calculated for previous sample.

The equivalent RC time constant is given by
TAIV, where T is the sampling time in seconds.
For values of W less than 0.25, the analogous
"cut off" frequency (the frequency where the
ratio of output to input is .707) is accurately
represented by W/(2IIT). For larger values of W,
this "analog" estimate of the cutoff frequency
becomes less representative.

On the first execution after compiling, F(x) is set
equalto X.

PAR. DATA
NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION

*** 59 BRIDGE TRANSFORM '**

FUNCTION
This instruction is used to aid in the conversion
of a ratiometric Bridge measurement by
obtaining the value for R. which is equivalent to
Rf[)V(1-X)], where X is the value derived by the
standard 21X Bridge Measurement Programs
(with appropriate multiplier and otfset, Section
13.5) and R1 represents the MULTIPLIER value
The result of Instruction 59 is stored in the
same location that X was.

PAR. DATA
NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION

Repetitions
Starting input location and

01: 2
02: 4

destination
03: FP Multiplier (Rf)

tx
IMULT.

01: 2
o2'. 4

03: 4
data

Repetitions [REPS]
First input location for input data

txl
Dest. input location for filtered

lnput locations altered: 1 for each repetition

*** 60 FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM ***

THEORY
Instruction 60 performs a Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) on a set of data contained in
contiguous locations in Input Storage. The FFT
is used to obtain information on the relative
magnitudes and phases of the various f
components in a time varying signal. FFT
requires that the signal be sampled at a
frequency that is at least two times faster than
the highest frequency component in the signal.
For example, a signal representing ocean
with a maximum frequency of 0.125 Hz would
need to be sampled at a rate of 0.25 Hz or
greater. The measurements must be made at
the appropriate sampling rate and stored in
contiguous input locations before the FFT can
be applied. The measured data stored in
sequential input locations is also referred to as
the "originaltime series data".

The results of the FFT can be expressed as: 1)
the realand imaginary components, 2) the
magnitude and phase components, or 3) the
power spectra. The real and imaginary results
are analogous to the orthogonal (east and
representation of a wind vector. The magnitude
and phase results are analogous to the polar
(speed and direction) representation of a wind
vector. The power spectra results indicate the

[F(X) or z]
04: FP Weighting function, W IWI

lnput locations altered: 1 for each repetition
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01:

02:

amount of at the different frequencies but
do not any phase information.

originaltime varying signalcan be
by taking the Inverse Fourier

magnitude ahd phase results.

PROGRAMMING
The FFT Instruction is a Processing Instruction
and will not dutput data to final memory or any
data storage device. FFT results are transferred
to Final Meniory by setting the Output Flag and
sampling thQ input locations which contain the
FFT results. Referring to Table 5, the thirteenth
through the $eventeenth instructions illustrate
one method bf transferring the data from input
memory to fifial memory.

PAR. DATA
NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION

Log base 2 of N, where N is the
number of samples in the original
data; e.9., this parameter is 11 for
2048 samples or 12 for 4096
samples. Maximum is 13 or 8192.
FFT Option

X0 = No Taper 0X = Power
Spectra
1X = Pss; gX1 =Taper
lmaginary

2X=Yag6ilude&Phase
Log base 2 of the number of
adjacent bins to average; e.9., this
parameter is 3 for averaging 8
adjacent bins.
Input location containing the first
value in the originaltime series.
After this program has executed,
this location will contain the first
spectral bin or bin average of the
result.
Multiplier for scaling FFT results.

Input storage locations: Greater than or equal
to the number of values in the original time
series data.

lntermediate storage locations: 2 + (.125. N)

SECTION 10. PROCESSING INSTRUCTIONS

Execution time in seconds:
REAL AND IMAGINARY

= .00065*N*LOG2 of N + .58
MAGNITUDE AND PHASE

= .00077*N*LOG2 of N + 1.66
POWER SPECTRA

=.00066*N*LOG2 of N + .45

PARAMETER 1 is an integerfrom 1 to 13. The
number 2, raised to the power of Parameter 1, is
equal to the number of data values in the
originaltime series data, N. For example, if
Parameter 1=13, then N=8192. Maximum value
for Parameter 1 is 13 (8192).

PARAMETER 2, the FFT Option, is a two digit
parameter. The first digit specifies which results
are to be generated and the second digit
specifies whether or not a "taper" is applied.

First Digit: A "0" in the first digit specifies that
the FFT result be expressed as the power
spectra. Bin averaging is allowed with this
option. A "1" in the f irst digit specifies that the
FFT result be expressed as the real and
imaginary components. Bin averaging is not
allowed with this option. A "2" in the first digit
specifies that the FFT result be expressed as
the magnitude and phase components. Bin
averaging is not allowed with this option.

Second Digit: A "0" in the second digit specifies
that no taper be applied, whereas a "1" specifies
that a taper be applied. lf the original data set is
not known to be periodic with an integral number
of periods in the data set, then it is necessary to
apply a taper to the beginning and end of the
data. The taper that is applied is a four term
Blackman-Harris as specified by Fredric J.
Harris, Proceedings of the IEEE, Vol. 66, No. 1,

January 1978. When the taper is used, the 21X
applies a correction by multiplying the results by
the ratio of the variance before the taper to the
variance after the taper.

The variance ratio is saved only when the power
spectra option is selected. The variance ratio is
saved in input location (N/2)+B, where B is the
location (Parameter 4) that contained the first
value of the original time series data.

PARAMETER 3 specifies how many of the
resulting spectral bins (if any) are to be
averaged. Bin averaging is only allowed when

FP

03:

04:

05:
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power spectral is output. Parameter 3 is equal
to the log base 2 of A where A is the number of
bins to be averaged. For example, if there are
1024 samples in the originaltime series data
and the resulting 512 spectral bins are averaged
in groups of 8 (Parameter 3 = 3 = log base 2 of
B) then 63 (=5724 1) averaged bins will be
produced.

PARAMETER 4 defines which input location will
contain the first value at the original time series
data. Once the FFT program has executed, this
location willcontain the first resulting value.

PARAMETER 5 is a scaling multiplier that is
applied to the FFT results (i.e., after the FFT
cornputation has been done). The multiplier is
not applied to the DC component.

MEMORY REQUIREMENTS
The number of Input Memory Locations
allocated must be enough to accommodate the
N sampled values, where N is defined under
Parameter 1. The number of lntermediate
Memory Locations allocated must be greater
than or equal to (N/8 + 2). lf insutficient Input or
Intermediate Memory Locations have been
allocated, the datalogger will flag an E60 or E04,
respectively.

NOTE: The 21X has 1 lntermediate
Location that is not available for use
by Processing or Output Instructions
so the number of lntermediate
Locations allocated must exceed the
indicated total requirement by at
least 1.

FFT RESULTS WITHOUT BIN AVERAGING

When no bin averaging is specified, the FFT
results may be calculated in terms of the
real/imaginary components, the
magnitude/phase components, or the power
spectra. The rest of this section deals with the
DC component, bin frequency, and the FFT
results just mentioned. An example showing
each of the possible results is given in Section
8.8.1.

DC COMPONENT
Before the FFT is applied, the average of the
originaltime series data is subtracted from each

value. This is done to maintain the resolution
the math in the rest of the FFT calculations.

lf the real and imaginary or the magnitude and
phase results are specified by Parameter 2 the
DC component is the average of the original
time series data. lf power spectra results are
specified, the DC component is equal to the
square of the average of the original time series
data times 2N.

The DC component is stored in the first input
location specified by Parameter 4 which
corresponds with the frequency at 0 Hz (bin 0).

BIN FREQUENCY
The band width or the frequency covered by
each bin is equalto F/N where F is the sample
frequency in Hz (1/scan interval in seconds).

The frequency (f;) of any given bin iwhere i

ranges from 0 to (N/2)-1 is given by the
equation:

(i-1 .F)/N < fi< (i.F)/N

For example, given that the power spectra resu
shows that the energy peak of a signal falls in
bin '128 when it is sampled at a frequency of 10
Hzlor 1024 samples, the frequency of the sig
is:

127 " 10 I 1024< fi < 128 * 10 / 1024

1.24H2. fi. 1 .25H2

REAL AND IMAGINARY COMPONENTS
The result of the FFT when the real and
imaginary option is selected is N/2 input
locations containing the realcomponents (R;)
followed by N/2 input locations containing the
imaginary components (l;). There is a real and
an imaginary component for each bin. The
value of ivaries from 1 to N/2. The realand
imaginary results at each frequency i, are
related to the magnitude (M;) and phase (P,) as
shown below:

Ri =Mi *cosP;

li =Mi *sinPi

where M; is the magnitude and P; is the phase
the signal in degrees. Magnitude is half of the
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zerc to pea or one quarter of the
peak to value of the sinusoidal signal.

MAGN AND PHASE COMPONENTS
The result of the FFT when the magnitude and
phase optiori is selected is N/2 input locations
containing tlp magnitude components (Mi)
followed by llli2 input locations containing the
phase comppnents (P1). Magnitude is half of the
zero to peak amplitude or one quarter of the
peak to pea( value of the sinusoidal signal.
There is a magnitude and a phase component
for each bin. The value of ivaries from 1 to N/2.
The magnitupe and phase components are
related to thQ real (R;) and imaginary (11)

components 1as shown below:

Mi= SQRTI(Ri.Ri) + (l;"1)l

arctan (l;/R;)

To calculatelthe magnitude and phase the 21X's
FFT a must first compute the real and

Conversion from real
to the magnitude and phase

requires quitb a bit more datalogger execution
time and no new information is gained. lf
datalogger dxecution time is limiting, program
the dataloggpr to store the real and imaginary
results and have a computer do the conversion
to magnitud4 and phase during the data
reduction pl'iase.The FFT assumes the signal
was samplefl at the beginning of each of N
intervals. Sifice the FFT assumes the signal is
periodic witfria period equalto the total sampling
period, the rpsult of its phase calculation at each
frequency component is the average of the
phase atthd, beginning of the first interval with
the phase a! the endof the last interval. The
phase is the angle (0 360 degrees) of the
cosine wave that describes the signal at a
pafticular point in time.

POWER SPECTRA
The result of the FFT when the power spectra
option is selpcted is N/2 bins of spectralenergy
(PSi) represBnting frequencies from 0 Hzto 1/2
the samplin$ frequency. The value of i varies
from 1 to N/2. The result in each bin i, is related
to the magnltude (M;) of the wave in the
following m4nner:

14)

15I
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where the magnitude is half of the zero to peak
amplitude or one quarter of the peak to peak
value of the sinusoidal signal.

The power spectra can also be expressed as
either of the following:

PSi= N*(Ui*Ui) l7l

PS;= F*1*19'*g'; t8l

U1 is defined as the root mean square (RMS)
value of the sine component of frequency i (f,)
(Ui = magnitude (M;) of the sine wave multiplied
by the square root of 2) in units of the input
signal multiplied by the scaling multiplier. In
equation 8, F is the sampling frequency (Hz) and
T is the duration of the original time series data
(seconds).

When the FFT results are expressed in terms of
the power spectra, a multiplier of 1 will cause
the average of allthe bins to be very nearly
equal to twice the variance of the original data.

FFT RESULTS WITH BIN AVERAGING

When bin averaging is specified, the FFT results
can only be calculated in terms of the power
spectra. The rest of this section deals with the
DC component, bin frequency, and the power
spectra results. An example showing bin
averaging FFT results is given in Section 8.8.2.

DC COMPONENT
Before the FFT is applied, the average of the
originaltime series data is subtracted from each
value. This is done to maintain the resolution of
the math in the rest of the FFT calculations.
When bin averaging is specified then the DC
component is not output.

BIN FREQUENCY
The band width or the frequency covered by
each averaged bin is equalto FA/N where F is
the sample frequency in Hz (1/scan interval in
seconds) and A is the number of bins being
averaged.

The frequency (f,) of any given averaged bin i

where i ranges from 1 to (N/2A)-1 is given by the
following equation:

i-1 *F*A/N<fi<i*F*A/N 
tgl

PSi- 2.N.(Mi.Mi) t6l
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TABLE 10-1. Example of FFT Power Spectra Bin Averaging (Assuming 1024 time series values
starting in Location 1)

SECTION 10. PROCESSING INSTRUCTIONS

For example, given that the power spectra result
shows that the energy peak of a signal falls in
bin 32 when it is sampled at a frequency of 10
Hzlor 1024 samples and that the bin averaging
specified is 4, the frequency of the signal in bin i

is:

31 * 10 " 4 / 1024 <li<32" 10* 4 I 1024

'l.21 Hz < f, < 1 .25 H2

POWER SPECTRA
The result of the FFT with A bins averaged, are
(N/2A)-1 bins of average spectral energy (APSn)
representing frequencies from 0 Hzto 112lhe
sampling frequency. The value of ivaries from
1 to (N/2A)-1. The results are found in
consecutive input locations starting with the first
one specified by Parameter 4. The value for
average bin n (APS.) is related to the spectral
bin values (PS; see previous section) by the
following equation:

No
BIN NO.

0
1

2
3

4
5
6
7
I
9

10
11

502
503
504
505
506
507
508
509
510
511

Bin Averaging
LOC. REPRESENTATIVE

FREQUENCY

APS'=(X PS;+O.5(PSn4_4y2+PSn4*ed),ln [1

where i goes from nA-(A/2-1) to nA+(A/2-1)

The following table illustrates how bin
is done given a time series of 1024 values
at one per second with the resulting 512
bins averaged in groups of 4 (Parameter 3 =
base 2 of 4 = 2l to produce '127 averaged bins.

In the following example, averaging produces
bins with representative frequencies that are
same as if 256 samples had been used with no
averaging. Note that when averaging is done,
information from the first few and last few bins
is not included so that the averages can better
represent frequencies that correspond to
of fewer original samples.

Examples of the use of the FFT are given in
Section 8,

Averaged in Groups of 4
AVERAGED LOC. REPRESENT

BIN NO. FREQUENCY

1 411024 or 1

1

2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

10
11

12

DC
111024
211024
3/1024
411024
511024
611024
7/1024
811024
9t1024
10t1024
11t1024

502/1024
50311024
50411024
s05/1 024
506/1024
507/1024
50811024
509t1024
510/1024
51',|11024

-- 126

2 8/1024 or

126 50411024 or 1
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*** 61 INDEXED MOVE ***

FUNCTION
Moves input from location X to location Y,
where X and Y are indirectly addressed. The
values of thd location numbers X and Y are
stored in the locations specified by Parameters
1 and 2. The 21X looks in the locations
specilied in the parameters to find the locations
to use as the source and destination of the data.
When used within a LOOP, a location parameter
can be specified as "indexed" (xxxx-), then the
actual Input location referenced is calculated by
adding the current index counter to the value in
the specifie{ Input location.

PAR. DATA]
NO. TYPE] DESCRIPTION
01: 4 Input location in which Source

Input location is stored
02: 4 Input location in which Destination

input location is stored

*** 62 COVARIANCE/CORRELATION ***

FUNCTION
The special povariance/Correlation lnstruction
(CV/CR) forlthe 21X calculates: 1) means (M),
2) varianceq (V),3) standard deviations (SD), 4)
covariances (CV), and 5) correlations (CR) for a
set of input yalues and stores the results in Input
Storage. Tfie instruction requires the set of
input valueslto be located contiguously in Input
Storage. Tfie user specilies the location of the
first value afrd how many total values exist. The
number of i4put values processed by each type
of calculatioh (means, variances, etc.) is
independen{ly specified for each type. The
order of the linput values determines which
inputs are pfocessed for each type of
calculation.

The instruction does not conform to the 21X's
four instructfon types. Data located in Input
Storage is processed, and the results returned
to lnput Stotage whenever an averaging period
is completed (Parameter 7) or the Output Flag is
set. The in$truction controlling the Output Flag
must precede the CV/CR lnstruction. The
reason the oalculated results are returned to
lnput Stora{e is to allow the user access for
additional pfocessing before storing the values
in FinalSto(age. Sample Instruction 70 must be

SECTION 10. PROCESSING INSTRUCTIONS

used to transfer final results from lnput to Final
Storage.

To accommodate cases where it is desirable to
calculate the statistical quantities over time
periods shorter than the Output Interval, an
averaging period shorter than the Output Interval
may be specified. The finalvalues obtained at
the Output Intervalare the properly weighted
average of the values calculated at the
subinterval averaging periods. This feature
allows the recording of statistical data over
longer time periods by removing the effect of
longer period frequencies in the input signals;
i.e., it provides a high pass filter. For example,
assume the variance of an input is desired. lt is
determined that the averaging period should not
exceed 5 minutes due to variation in the mean
over longer time intervals. One approach is to
calculate and record the variance every 5
minutes. By specifying the subinterval
averaging period as 5 minutes and the Output
Intervalas t hour, however, the average of the 5
minute variances are recorded every hour. The
averaging period is entered as the number of
input samples in ParameterT ol the CV/CR
lnstruction. The number of samples for a given
period is given by:

Number of SamPles =
Averaginq oeriod in seconds

Table execution interval in seconds

PAR. DATA
NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION

Number of input values located
sequentially in input memory
Number of means desired
Number of variances desired
Number of standard deviations
desired
Number of covariances desired
Number of correlations desired
Number of input samples in
averaging period
Input storage location of first value
in sequential input string
First Input Storage location to
store string of final results

lf the specified number of samples in the
averaging period (Parameter 7) exceeds the
actual number of samples occurring in the
Output Interval, the Output Interval becomes the
averaging period.

01: 2

02: 2
03: 2
04: 2

05: 2
06: 2
07: FP

08: 4

09: 4
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SECTION 10. PROCESSING INSTRUCTIONS

TABLE 10-2. Maximum Number of Outputs and Output Order for K lnput Values.
(The output order flows from left to right and from top to boftom)

INPUTS: X1

TYPE

Means

Variances

Std. Deviation

Covariance

MAX NO.
OUTPUTS (1st)

K M(X1)

K V(X1)

K SD(X1)

(K/2)(K-1)

)<2

(2nd)

M(x2)

v(x2)

sD(x2)

cv(x1,x2)

X3

(3rd)

M(x3)

v(x3)

sD(x3)

cv(x1,x3)
cv(x2,x3)

cR(x1,x3)
cR(x2,x3)

x4

OUTPUTS
(4th)

M(x4)

v(x4)

sD(x4)

cv(x1,x4)
cv(x2,x4)
cv(x3,x4)

cR(x1,x4)
cR(x2,x4)
cR(x3,x4)

XK

(Kth)

M(XK)

v(xK)

cv(x1
cv(x2

cR(x1
cR(x2,
cR(x3,

Correlation (w2NK-1',) cR(x1,x2)

SYMBOL

M(xK)
v(xK)
sD(xK)
cv(xK,x1)

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POSSIBLE
OUTPUTS

No limitation exists on the number of inputs that
can be processed by the CV/CR lnstruction, but
the processing time and Intermediate Storage
requirements increase rapidly. The instruction
requires that the input values reside sequentially
in lnput Storage. Since the number of outputs is
specified for each type of statistical calculation,
the instruction starts with the first value, working
sequentially through the input values. For this
reason, the order of the input values determines
which values are processed.

DEFINITION

Mean of Kth value
Variance of Kth value
Standard deviation of Kth value
Covariance of Kth and lth value

Table 10-8 shows the maximum number of
outputs which can be generated and the output
order for K input values located sequentially in
Input Storage. The output order shown in Table
10-2 flows from left to right and top to bottom.

INSTRUCTION PROCESSING
The CV/CR Instruction contains 3 separate
processing phases:

1. Input Processing
2. Averaging Period Processing
3. Output Processing
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phase is where new input
ived, the necessary squares or
formed, and the appropriate

calculated as required by the
output. The rate at which the

can be made, the input values

The Input
values are

summation
desired fina

completed v{tithout i nterruption dete rmi nes the
maximum r4te of execution (see Execution
Time).

The Averagfng Period Processing occurs
whenever tfte number of input samples entered
in Parametdr 7 is satisfied or whenever an
Output Intertval occurs (i.e., whenever the
Output Flag is set). Results from these
calculationslare stored sequentially in Input
Storage locftions starting with the location
specified in lParameter 9. The calculations
performed dre shown below, where N is the
number of ittrput samples in the averaging
period:

1. Means:

= E)UN
2.V

= rx2lN - (DVNp
Deviations:
) = Y14trz

Y) = !XY/N - XX tY/N2

= CV(X,Y)/(SD(X)SD(Y))

SECTION 10. PROCESSING INSTRUCTIONS

lf a fast execution interval is specified, it is
possible that the combined execution times of
the input and averaging period processing may
exceed the program table execution interval.
The occurrence of an execution interval Overrun
(see Section 2.1 of 21X Operator's Manual) is
noted by decimal points on either side of the G
in LOG (.0 MODE). This results in the omission
of one input sample. The calculations are not
affected, however, since the number of input
samples is incremented only when valid input
processing occurs. Averaging period processing
occurs only when the number of input samples
specified in Parameter 7 is accumulated.

Regardless of whether all of the input samples
for the averaging period (specified in Parameter
7) have occurred or not, averaging period
processing occurs whenever the Output Flag is
set. This accommodates situations where the
Output Interval may not be an integer multiple of
the averaging period: lf for example a 30 minute
Output Interval is set by Instruction 92 and an 8
minute averaging period is specified by
Parameter 7, then three I minute and one 6
minute calculations willoccur. The proper
weighting of these values in producing the final
output is described below.

The Output Processing occurs only at the
Output Intervaland involves averaging the
statistical results obtained at the averaging
periods. These final results are then stored
sequentially in Input Storage beginning with the
location specified in Parameter 9. The Sample
Instruction 70 must be used to transfer the data
to Final Storage. All but the last averaging
period in the Output Interual willcontain the
same number of input scans as specified by
Parameter 7. To insure that results from the
averaging periods contribute to the final result
proportionalto their averaging periods, the
output processing uses the following equation:

RF = (NR1 + NR2 + .... + N'RL)/NT

is the final result
R2, etc., are the results from the averaging
period processing
is the result from the last averaging period
in the Output Interval
is the number of input samples in the
specified averaging period (Parameter 7)

3.

4.

5.

RF
R1

BL

N

NOTE$: 1. The square root
algorithfn in the 21X returns a result
of 0 for negative arguments.

2. The divide algorithm returns the
largest floating point number possible
(ttOte displayed as t99999) for a
divide by 0.

3. When computing the variance of a
constant signal, round off error
producqs a small negative result.
The 21X returns a 0 for the square
root of 4 negative number; therefore,
the staridard deviation is set to 0. lf
the sig4al is also used in a
correlaton calculation, division by 0
returns an overrange value for the

result.
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SECTION 10. PROCESSING INSTRUCTIONS

N' is the number of input scans in the last
averaging period

NT is the total number of input samples
processed in the Output Interval

INTERMEDIATE STORAGE REOUIREMENTS

The number of Intermediate locations will
depend upon the number of input values and
outputs desired:

1. Define K as the number of input values.
2. Define S as the maximum of either the

variances, standard deviations, or C, where
C = K if K < the number of correlations
requested, or
C = numberof correlations + 1 if K > the
number of correlations requested.

3. Define Q as the maximum of either the
covariances or correlations desired.

4, Define P as the total number of outputs
desired.

The amount of intermediate memory locations
(lML) required, is then given by:

IML=K+S+Q+P+2

EXECUTION TIME
lf K, S, and Q are defined as in the previous
section, the execution time of the CV/CR
Instruction in milliseconds can be approximated
by:

T(ms) = 1.1K + 0.5S + 0'9Q + 1.8

When evaluating how frequently input samples
can be processed by the CV/CR Instruction (i.e.,
determining the minimum program table
execution interval), the time required to make
the measurements and order the input values
must be added to the CV/CR execution time.
Two alternatives exist for the measurement
portion of the programming. The fastest method
is to group as many sensors as possible into the
fewest measurement instructions, ignoring the
Input location order required by the CV/CR
Instruction. After the measurements are made,
use "ii1ove" instructions (i.e., 31 and 54) to
obtain the proper input order. The slower
alternative is to order separate measurement
instructions directly as required by the CV/CR
Instruction. While avoiding "move" instructions,
this approach uses more measurement

instructions. The reason the first method is in
general faster is that less overhead time is
required in going from one measurement to
another within a single instruction (using the
"repetitions" feature) than in going from one
measurement instruction to another.

ln many situations, the 21X must perform
measurement and processing tasks in addition
to those associated with the CV/CR Instruction.
Uninterrupted operation of the CV/CR
Instruction is assured by entering it in Program
Table 1 (highest priority) and placing the
additionaltasks in Program Table 2.

A covariance correlation example is given in
Section 8.

*** 66 ARCTAN ***

FUNCTION
Calculate the angle in degrees whose tangent is
)(/Y. The polarity of X and Y must be known to
determine the quadrant of the angle, as shown
here. lf 0 is entered for Parameter 2, the
Arctangent of X is the result (limits of the
function are -90o < ARCTAN < 90o).

Quadrant Sign of X Sign of Y

l++
ll +
ill
lV+

PAR. DATA
NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION

4 Input location of X txl4 lnput location of Y IYI
4 Destination input location for

ARCTAN(X r)

Input locations altered: 1

01:
02:
03:
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ON 11. OUTPUT PROCESSING INSTRUCTIONS

wind vector flirection over an output interual.
Two differer* calculations of wind vector
direction (and standard deviation of wind vector
direction) arg available, one of which is
weighted foqwind speed.

When used fvith polar sensors, the instruction
does a mod{rlo divide by 360 on wind direction,
which allow{ the wind direction (in degrees) to
be 0 to 360,l0 to 540, less than 0, or greater
than 540. Tfe ability to handle a negative
reading is u$eful in an example where a difficult
to reach wind vane is improperly oriented and
outputs 0 dQgrees at a true reading of 340outputs 0 dQgrees at a true reading of 340
degrees. Tl'fe simplest solution is to enter an
offset of -20 in the instruction measuring the
wind vane, vfhich results in the correct output
following

When a speed sample is 0, the instruction
uses 0 to scalar or resultant vector
wind speed hnd standard deviation, but the
sample is n(t used in the computation of wind
direction. user may not want a sample less
than the threshold used in the standard
deviation. lff this is the case instruction 89 can
be used to wind speed, and if less than
the Instruction 30 can set the input

to 0.

Standard deiviation can be processed one of
two ways: 1) using every sample taken during

by
from s

for 2). Aveqaging sub-interval
standard ions minimizes the effects of

69 WIND VECTOR *'*

FUNCTION
Instruction 6p processes the primary variables

and direction from either polar
(wind speedland direction) or orthogonal (fixed
East and propellers) sensors. lt uses the
raw data to
mean wind

the mean wind speed, the

Standard deviation of horizontal wind
fluctuations from sub-intervals is calculated as
follows:

o(o)=[((oo1 )2+(c@2)2 ...+1 oo*)2)/MJ1/2

where o(@) is the standard deviation over the
output interual, and oO.t ...o@u are sub-interval
standard deviations.

PARAM. DATA
NUMBER TYPE DESCRIPTION

2 Repetitions
4 Samples per sub-interval

(number of scans)
2 Sensor/Output 2 digits:

AB
A Sensortype:

0 = Speed and
Direction

1 = East and North
B Output option:

0 S, @1, o(@1)
1 S,01
2 S, U, @u, o(Ou)

04: 4 First wind speed input
location no.
(East wind speed)

05: 4 First wind direction input
location no.
(North wind speed)

Outputs Generated: 2-4 (depending on output
option) for each repetition

A sub-interval is specified as a number of scans.
The number of scans for a sub-interval is given
by:

Desired sub-interval (secs) / scan rate (secs)

In an example where the scan rate is 1 second
and the Output Flag is set every 60 minutes, the
standard deviation is calculated from all3600
scans when the sub-interval is 0. With a sub-
interval of 900 scans (15 minutes) the standard
deviation is the average of the four sub-interval
standard deviations. The last sub-interval is
weighted if it does not contain the specified
number of scans.

magnitude, and the mean

standard deviations processed
sub-intervals of the output period

01:
02:

03:

meander under light wind conditions, and it
provides mQre complete information for periods
of transition' .

' EPA On-site Meteorological Program
Guidance fdr Regulatory Modeling Applications.
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SECTION 11. OUTPUT PROCESSING INSTRUCTIONS

There are three Output Options, which specify
the values calculated.

Option 0:

Mean horizontalwind speed, S.
Unit vector mean wind direction, @1.

Standard deviation of wind direction, o(@1).

Standard deviation is calculated using the
Yamartino algorithm. This option complies
with EPA guidelines for use with straight-line
Gaussian dispersion models to modelplume
transport.

Option 1:

Mean horizontalwind speed, S.
Unit vector mean wind direction. @1.

Option 2:

Mean horizontalwind speed, S.
Resultant mean wind speed, U.
Resultant mean wind direction, @u.

Standard deviation of wind direction, o(@u).

This standard deviation is calculated using
Campbell Scientific's wind speed weighted
algorithm.

Use of the Resultant mean horizontalwind
direction is not recommended for straight-
line Gaussian dispersion models, but may
be used to modeltransport direction in a
variable-trajectory model.

Measured raw data:

Si = horizontal wind speed
@i = horizontal wind direction
Ue; = s651-*est component of wind
Un;= n916-south component of wind
N = number of samples

Calculations:

Scalar mean horizontalwind speed, S:

S=(>si)/N

where in the case of orthogonal sensors:

S,=(Ue,2+Un;2)1/2

Unit vector mean wind direction. @1:

where

Ux=(Xsin @;)/N

Uy=(Xcos O;)/N

or, in the case of orthogonal sensors

Ux=(x(Ue;/U;))/N

Uy=(E(Un/Ui))/N

where U,=1Ue,2+Un,2) 1 /2

Standard deviation of wind direction, o(@1),
using Yamartino algorithm:

o(@1)=61s sin(e)[1 +0.1 547 e3l

where,

s=[ 1 - (( U x)2+ (Uyyzylt rz

and Ux and Uy are as defined above.

Resultant mean horizontalwind speed, U:

U=(Ue2+Un211/2

where for polar sensors:

Ug=(XS;Sin @;)/N

1Jn=(XS;Cos @;)/N

or, in the case of orthogonal sensors:

us=(XUei)/N

Un=(tUn,)/N

Resultant mean wind direction, @u:

@u=Arctan (Ue/Un)

Standard deviation of wind direction, o(@u),
using Campbell Scientific algorithm:

o(@u)=9111-U/S1trz

T** 70 SAMPLE ***

FUNCTION
This instruction stores the value from each
specified input location.

PAR. DATA
NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION

01: 2 Repetitions
02: 4 Starting input location no.

Outputs generated: 1 for each sample

11-2
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** 71 AVERAGE ***

FUNCTION
This instructibn stores the average value over
the given oulput interualfor each input location
specified.

PAR. DATA
NO. ryPE DESCRIPTION

01: 2 | Repetitions
02: 4 Starting input location no.

Outputs genprated: 1 for each input location

*" 72 TOTALIZE ***

FUNCTION
This instructibn stores the totalized value over
the given output interual for each input location
specified.

PAR. DATA
NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION

2 Repetitions
4 Starting input location no.

SECTION 11. OUTPUT PROCESSING INSTRUCTIONS

information, which is selected by entering the
appropriate code for Parameter 2.

PAR. DATA
NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION

2 Repetitions
2 Time of maximum (optional)
4 Starting input location no.

Outputs generated: 1 for each input location
(plus 1 or 2 with time of
max. option)

CODE OPTIONS

OO Output the maximum (or minimum)
value ONLY

01 Output the max. (or min.) value with
SECONDS information

10 Output the max. (or min.) value with
HOUR-MINUTE information

11 Output the max. (or min.) value with
HR-M IN,SEC information

*.* 74 MINIMUM ***

FUNCTION
Operating in the same manner as Instruction
73, this instruction is used for storing the
MINIMUM value sensed (for each input location
specified) over a given output interval.

PAR. DATA
NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION

2 Repetitions
2 Time of minimum (optional)
4 Starting input location no.

Outputs generated: 1 for each input location
(plus 1 or 2 with time of
min. option)

*** 75 STANDARD AND WEIGHTED ***

VALUE HISTOGRAM

FUNCTION
Processes input data as either a standard
histogram (frequency distribution) or a weighted
value histogram.

The standard histogram outputs the fraction of
time that the value in a specified input location

01:
02:
03:

01:
02:

Outputs genprated: 1 for each input location

]*** 73 MAXIMUM ***

FUNCTION
This instruction stores the MAXIMUM value
taken (for e{ch input location specified) over a
given outputlinterval. An internal FLAG is set
whenever a frew maximum value is seen. This
FLAG may {e tested by lnstruction 79. Time of
maximum v4lue(s) is OPTIONAL output

01:
02:
03:
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SECTION 11. OUTPUT PROCESSING INSTRUCTIONS

(defined as the bin select value) is within a
particular subrange of the total specified range.
The count in the bin associated with each
subrange is incremented whenever the value
falls within that subrange. The value which is
output to Final Storage for each bin is computed
by dividing the accumulated total in each bin by
the total number of scans: This form of output is
also referred to as a frequency distribution.

The weighted value histogram uses data lrom 2
input locations. One location contains the bin
select value; the other contains the weighted
value. Each time the instruction is executed, the
weighted value is added to a bin. The sub-
range that the bin select value is in determines
the bin to which the weighted value is added.
When the Output Flag is set, the value
accumulated in each bin is divided by the
TOTAL number of input scans to obtain the
values that are output to Final Storage. These
values are the contributions of the sub-ranges to
the overallweighted value. To obtain the
average of the weighted values that occurred
while the bin select value was within a pafiicular
sub-range, the value output to Final Storage
must be divided by the fraction of time that the
bin select value was within that particular sub-
range (i.e., a standard histogram of the bin
select value must also be output).

For either histogram, the user must specify: 1)
the number of repetitions, 2) the number of
bins, 3) a form code specifying whether a
closed or open form histogram is desired (see
below), 4) the bin select value input location, 5)
the weighted value input location (see below),
6) the lower range limit, 7) the upper range limit.

The standard histogram (frequency distribution)
is specified by entering "O" in the weighted value
input location parameter. Otherwise, this
parameter specifies the input location of the
weighted value. With more than one repetition
the bin select value location will be incremented
each repetition and the weighted value location
will remain the same (same weighted value
sorted on the basis of different bin select
values). The weighted value location will be
incremented if it is entered as an indexed
location (key "C" at some point while keying in
Parameter 5; two dashes, --, willappear on the
right of the display).

At the user's option, the histogram may be
closed or open. The open form includes all
values below the lower range limit in the first bi
and allvalues above the upper range limit in
last bin. The closed form excludes any values
falling outside of the histogram range.

The difference between the closed and open
form is shown in the following example for
temperature values:

Lower range limit
Upper range limit
Number of bins

100c
300c
10

Closed Form Open Form

<120
>2go

Range of first bin 10 to 1 1.99o
Range of last bin 28 to 29.990

4
4

01:
02:
03:

o4:
05:

06:
07:

A common use of a closed form weighted value
histogram is the wind speed rose. Wind speed
values (the weighted value input) are
accu mulated into corresponding direction
sectors (bin select input).

PAR. DATA
NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION

2 Repetitions
4 Number of bins
2 Form code (O=open form,

1=closed form)
Bin select value input location no.
Weighted value input location no.
(0 = frequency distribution option)

FP Lower limit of range
FP Upper limit of range

Outputs generated: number of bins *

repetitions

*** 77 RECORD REAL TIME ***

FUNCTION
This instruction stores the current time in Final
Storage. At midnight the clock rolls over from
23:59 to 00:00. The day also changes.

lf hourly or daily summary data is output, it may
be desirable to have the previous day specified
with the output, since that is when the
measurements were made. Entering a 2 for th
day code causes the previous day to be output
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it is the first firinute of the day. Similarly,
entering 2 fof the hour-minute code causes 2400
instead of 0QO0 to be output (the next minute is

still 0001). When day and hour-minute are both
output, a 2 tdr either code results in the previous
day at 2400.

The year is Qutput as 19xx if xx is greater than
85, otherwis€ it will be output as 20xx. The 21X
will require a PROM update in the year 2085. lf
year is outpqt along with a 2 option in day or
hour-minute,] the previous year will be output
during the fift minute of the new year.

CODE RESULTS

xxxl SECONDS (with a resolution of 0.1
sec.) 

lxxlx HOUR-MINUTE
xx2x HOUR-MINUTE, 2400 instead of 0000
xlxx DAM OF YEAR
x2xx DAY OF YEAR, previous day during

firsf minute of new day
lxxx YEAR

Any combinftion of Year, Day, HR-MlN, and
seconds is flossible (e.9., 1011: YEAR, HR-
MtN, SEC).

PAR. DATA
NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION

Enter appropriate TIME option code

Outputs generated: 1 for each time parameter
selected

*** 78 SEll HIGH OR LOW RESOLUTION ***

FINAL STORAGE FORMAT

FUNCTION
This instruclion sets the FinalStorage Format to
high resolutfon (5 character) or low resolution (4

character, 9ection 2.2). Instruction 78 should be
entered ahqad of the output instructions for
which the specified resolution is desired. The
default fornlat is low resolution. At the
beginning of each program table execution, the
low resolutifn format is automatically enabled.

01:

SECTION 11. OUTPUT PROCESSING INSTRUCTIONS

PAR. DATA
NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION

01: 2 O=lowresolution;
1 = high resolution

Outputs generated: 0

*** 79 SAMPLE ON MAXIMUM ***

OR MINIMUM

FUNCTION
Instruction 79 samples specified input location
values at the time a new maximum or minimum
value is detected by a previous Maximize (73)
or Minimize (74) Instruction. When the Output
Flag is set, the values copied to Intermediate
Storage are transferred to Final Storage.

Instruction 79 must directly follow the maximum
or minimum Instruction to which it refers. lf the
previous Instruption 73 or 74 has more than 1

repetition, Instruction 79 samples whenever a
new maximum or minimum is detected in any of
the locations. lf sampling is to occur only when
a specific input location shows a new maximum
or minimum, the previous Maximize or Minimize
lnstruction should have one rep referring to that
input location.

PAR. DATA
NO. ryPE DESCRIPTION

01: 2 Repetitions (number of sequential
locations to sample)

02:. 4 Starting input location no.

Outputs generated: 1 for each repetition

*** 80 SET ACTIVE OUTPUT AREA ***

lnstruction 80 is inserted prior to a series of
Output Processing Instructions to set the output
array lD recorded with the data in Final Storage
or to direct the results to lnput Storage. The first
parameter selects either Final or Input Storage.
When data are sent to Input Storage, no lD is
sent.

At the start of each pass through a program
table, the active output area is Final Storage. lf
Instruction 80 is not used in the program, output
data are sent to Final Storage and the array lD
is determined by the location of the instruction
that sets the output flag (Section 2.1).
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The output flag must be set each time
Instruction 80 is used. Instruction 80 must
directly follow the instruction that sets the output
flag.

PAR. DATA
NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION

01: 2 Storage area option
o' = 

:ll3'o?',:'f, f i"(Pi.:i'o 
*

Storage)
03 = Input Storage Area

Q2: 4 Starting input location destination
if option 03

Output Array lD if options 0-2
(1-511 are valid lDs)

*** 81 RAINFLOW HISTOGRAM ***

The Rainflow Instruction implements the rainflow
counting algorithm, essential to estimating
cumulative damage fatigue to components
undergoing stress/strain cycles. Data can be
provided by making measurements in either the
standard or the burst mode. The Rainflow
Instruction can process either a swath of data
following the burst mode, or it can process "on
line" similar to other processing instructions.

The output is a two dimensional Rainflow
Histogram for each sensor or repetition. One
dimension is the amplitude of the closed loop
cycle (i.e., the distance between peak and
valley); the other dimension is the mean of the
cycle (i.e., [peak value + valley value]/2). The
value of each element (bin) of the histogram can
be either the actual number of closed loop
cycles that had the amplitude and average value
associated with that bin or the fraction of the
total number of cycles counted that were
associated with that bin (i.e., number of cycles in
bin divided by total number of cycles counted).

The user enters the number of mean bins, the
number of amplitude bins, and the upper and
lower limits of the input data.

The values for the amplitude bins are
determined by difference between the upper and
lower limits on the input data and by the number
of bins. For example, if the lower limit is 100
and the upper limit is 150, and there are 5
amplitude bins, the maximum amplitude is 150 -

100 = 50. The amplitude change between bins
and the upper limit of the smallest amplitude
is 50/5 = 10. Cycles with an amplitude, A, less
than 10 willbe counted in the first bin. The
second bin is for
10 < A < 20, the third for 20 < A < 30, etc.

In determining the ranges for mean bins, the
actual values of the limits as well as their
difference are important. The lower limit of the
input data is also the lower limit of the first
bin. Assume once again that the lower limit is
100, the upper limit 150, and that there are 5
mean bins. In this case the first bin is for cyc
which have a mean value, M, 100 < M < 110,
second bin 110 < M < 120. etc.

lf Cma is the count for mean range m and
amplitude range a, and M and N are the
of mean and amplitude bins respectively; then
the output of one repetition is arranged
sequentially as (C1,1, C1,2, ... C1,N, C2,1, C2,2, ..

Cr'r.ru). Multiple repetitions are sequential in
memory. Shown in two dimensions, the output
is:

cr,r

Qz,t

c.r,z

cz.z

ct,r.t

cz,tt

Ct',1,t Cu,z cu,ru

The histogram can have either open or closed
form. In the open form, a cycle that has an
amplitude larger than the maximum bin is
counted in the maximum bin; a cycle that has a
mean value less than the lower limit or greater
than the upper limit is counted in the minimum
or maximum mean bin. In the closed form. a
cycle that is beyond the amplitude or mean
limits is not counted.

The minimum distance between peak and
valley, Parameter 8, determines the smallest
amplitude cycle that will be counted. The
distance should be less than the amplitude bin
width ([high limit - low limit]/ no. amplitude bins)
or cycles with the amplitude of the first bin will
not be counted. However, if the value is too
small, processing time will be consumed
counting "cycles" which are in reality just noise.
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01:
02:2

4
4

4l41
FP]
FP
FP

2

01:
02:
03:

o4:
05:
06:
07:
08:

09:

10:

More than ofre Rainflow Histogram can be
calculated u$ing the Repetitions parameter. The
swath of inpirt data, the size of the mean and
amplitude difnensions, the low and high limits of
the input datla, and minimum distance between
peaks and v6lley are all selectable by the user
with paramelers.

Data are output to Final Storage or to Input
Storage for further processing when the
datalogger's Output Flag is set. Partial
accumulatiofrs are kept in Intermediate Storage.

PAR. DATA
NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION

Repetitions
Input location of input data
Swath (per rep) of data at input
location; 1 = oh line processing
No. of Mean bins
No. of Amplitude bins
Low limit of input data
High limit of input data
Minimum distance between peak
and valley
Option (AB)
A: Form 0 = closed, 1 = open form
B: Output 0 = fraction, 1 = counts
Input location to start storing
histogram. Enter 0 to send
output directly to Final Storage.

SECTION 11. OUTPUT PROCESSING INSTRUCTIONS

*** 82 STANDARD DEVIATION IN TIME ***

FUNCTION
Calculate the standard deviation (STD DEV) of a
given input location. The standard deviation is
calculated using the formula:

s = ((EXi2 - (>Xi)2/N)iN)1/2

where X; is the ith measurement and N is the
number of samples.

PAR. DATA
NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION

2 Repetitions
4 Starting input location no.

Outputs generated: 1 for each repetition

Execution tidne: 6.5 - 7.0 msec, with 60
Amplitude 

{ns 
and 1 Mean Bin.

Intermediat( Storage locations required: Reps x
(Bins+2 x (No.Amplitude Bins) + 4), where Bins
= No. Meanf Bins x No. Amplitude Bins.
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Flag 0
Flag 1 to 8
Flag 9

12-1. Flag Description

Output Flag
User Flags
I ntermediate Processing Disable
Flag

Instruction 95, END. Allsubroutines must be
placed in Table 3 (Subroutine Table). When a
subroutine is called by a command in a Program
Control Instruction, the subroutine is execuled,
then program flow continues with the instruction
following that which called the subroutine.

Subroutines cannot be embedded within other
subroutines; a subroutine must end before the
next one begins. Subroutines may be called
from within other subroutines (nested). The
maximum nesting level for subroutines is 7
deep. Attempts to nest more than 7 deep will
not be detected at compilation, but will result in

a run time error. When the seventh subroutine
attempts to callthe eighth, error 31 will be
displayed. Execution will not branch to the
eighth subroutine; it will continue with the
lnstruction following that calling the subroutine.

PAR. DATA
NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION

01 : 2 Subroutine number (1-9, 77-99)

*** 86 DO ***

FUNCTION
This instruction unconditionally executes the
specified command.

PAR. DATA
NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION

01: 2 Command (Table 12-2)

*** 87 LOOP ***

FUNCTION
Instructions included between the Loop
lnstruction and the End Instruction (95) are
repeated the number of times specified by the
iteration count (Parameter 2), or until an Exit
Loop command (31, 32) is executed by a
Program Control Instruction within the Loop. lf 0
is entered for the count, the loop is repeated
until an Exit Loop command is executed.

The first parameter, delay, controls how
frequently passes through the loop are made.
The delay unit is the table execution interval:

TABILE 12-2. Command Codes

0-
1-9, 77-99

1 0-tr9
20-49

g0

31
32

41-46
51-q6
61

Go to end of program table
Call Subroutine 1 -9, 77-99
Set Flag 0-9 high
Set Flag 0-9low
Then Do
Exit loop if true
Exit loop if false
Setport1-6high
Setportl-6low
Toggleport1-6

the fixed value is less, the next
is executed. See lnstruction 93

71-

g3 lFcAsE x<F *"*

FUNCTION
lnstruction tests the value in an input location
specified in Begin Case Instruction 93. A
series of ions 83 are used to compare
the value in input location to ever increasing
fixed lf the value in the location is less

value entered as Parameter 1,than the
then the mand in Parameter 2 is executed
and when
execution

next Instruction 83 is encountered
to the end of the case

statement.
lnstruction

01:
02:

for an

PARAM.
NUMBER DESCRIPTION

Fixed value
Command

*** 85 LABEL SUBROUTINE

This instruc{on marks the start of a subroutine.
A subroutind is a series of instructions beginning

FP
2

with Instructlon 85 and terminated with

12-1
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A delay of 0 means that there is no delay
between passes through the loop. Each
time the table is executed all iterations of
the loop will be completed and execution
will pass on to the following instructions.

lf the delay is 5, every fifth time that the
execution interval comes up, one pass
through the loop is made; only those
instructions in the loop will be executed and
other portions of the table are not executed
in the interim. When the loop is executed,
execution starts at the loop, skipping over
any previous instructions in the table.

When a fixed number of iterations are executed,
the time spent in the loop is equal to the product
of the execution interval, delay, and the number
of iterations. For example, a loop with a delay of
1 and a count of 5 will take 5 seconds if the
execution interval is 1 second. When the loop is
first entered, one pass through the loop is made,
then the 21X delays untilthe next execution
interval and makes the second pass through the
loop. After making the fifth pass through the
loop, there is the fifth delay, after which
execution passes to the instruction following the
END instruction which goes with the loop.

While in a loop with delay, the table will not be
initiated at each execution interval. (However,
the overrun decimals will not be displayed.)
Some consequences of this are: The Output
Flag will not be automatically cleared between
passes through the loop. Because Table 2
cannot interrupt Table 1, Table 2 will not be
executed while Table 1 is in a loop with delay.
Table 1 will not interrupt Table 2 in the middle of
an output array. Thus, if the Output Flag is set in
Table 2 prior to entering the loop or within the
loop, the flag must be specifically cleared before
the end of the pass or Table 1 will not be able to
interrupt.

Input locations for Processing lnstructions within
a loop can be entered as Indexed locations. An
Indexed location causes the input location to be
incremented by 1 with each pass through the
loop. (The lndex counter is added to the
location number in the program table.) lnput
locations which are not indexed will remain
constant.

To specify an Indexed location, depress the C
key at some point while keying in the digits for
the input location and before entering the
location with the A key. Two dashes, --, appear
in the two right most characters of the display,
indicating the entry is lndexed.

When the same output processing is requiied
values in sequential input locations, it must be
accomplished by using the repetitions
of the Output Instruction, not by indexing the
input location within a loop.

An Output Instruction within a loop is allotted
same number of Intermediate Storage locations
as it would receive if it were not in the loop. For
example, the Average instruction with a single
repetition is allotted only two Intermediate
locations: one for the number of samples and
one for the running total. Each time through the
loop the sample counter is incremented and the
value in the referenced input location is added
the total. lf the input location is indexed, the
values from all input locations are added to the
same total. lf the Average instruction with 1

repetition and location 1 indexed is placed
a loop of 10 and the Output Flag set high prior
entering the loop, 10 values will be output.
These will not be the averages for locations 1-
10. The first will be the average of all the
readings in locations 1-10 since the previous
output. Because the Intermediate locations are
zeroed each time an output occurs, the next
nine values will be the current values (samples
at the time of output) of Locations 2-10.

Loops can be nested. Indexed locations within
nested loops are indexed to the inner most loop
that they are within. The maximum nesting
in the 21X is 9 deep. This applies to lf
Then/Else comparisons and Loops or any
combination thereof. An lf Then/Else
comparison which uses the Else lnstruction, 94
counts as being nested 2 deep.

PAR. DATA
NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION

2 Delay
4 lteration count

The following example involves the use of the
Loop Instruction, without a delay, to perform a
block data transformation.

01:
02:
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The user
pressure

t hour averages of the vapor
lated from the wet- and dry-bulb

of 5 psychrometers. One
pressure measurement is also
available for pse in the vapor pressure
calculation.

1. The inpuf locations are assigned as follows:
a) presspre - location 10
b) dry-bqrlb temperatures - location 1 1-15
c) wet-blrlb temperatures - location 16-20
d) calcufbted vapor pressure - location 16-20

(vapof pressure is written over the wet-
bulb temperatures.)

2. The program flow is as follows:
a) Enter the Loop Instruction 87 with

delay=0 and iteration count=5.
b) Calc(late the vapor pressure with

Instrultion 57 using a normal location
entry of 10 for atmospheric pressure
and lhdexed locations of 1 1, 16 and 16
for thF dry-bulb, wet-bulb and calculated
vaporl pressure, respectively.

c) End lpop with Instruction 95.
d) Use tfre lf Time Instruction 92 to set the

Outpqrt Flag every hour.
e) Use tfre Average Instruction 71 with 5

repetitions starting at Input Location 16
to avfrage the vapor pressure over the
nour.]

The actual kpyboard entries for the examples
are shown bblow with the first example
Instruction lQcation equalto 10. The Input
Instructions fo make the pressure and
temperature measurements are assumed.

Loop Example: Block Data
Transform

Beginning of Loop
Delay
Loop Count

Wet/Dry Bulb Temp to VP
Pressure Loc
Dry Bulb Temp Loc DRY
BLB#1
Wet Bulb Temp Loc VP #1

Loc [:VP #1 1

End

lf time is
minutes into a
minute interval
Set high Flag O (output)

Average
Reps
Loc VP #1

TABLE 12.3.

10: P87
01: 0
02: 5

11: P57
01: 10
Q2: 11--

03: 16--
04: 16--

12: P95

13: P92
01: 0
02: 60
03: 10

14: P71
01: 5
O2: 16

The Loop with a delay may be used so that only
those instructions within the Loop are executed
while certain conditions are met. As a simple
example, suppose it is desired to execute one
set of instructions from midnight until6 AM,
another set between 6 AM and 4 PM, and a third
set between 4 PM and midnight. Between 6 AM
and 4 PM, samples are desired every 10
seconds; the rest of the time one minute
between samples is sufficient. The execution
interval is set to 10 seconds; when a one minute
sample rate is desired, a delay of 6 (6 x 10s =
60s) is used in the loop.

TABLE 12-4. Example: Loop with Delay
Execution Interval = 10 seconds

01:

01:
01:
02:

11:
01:

1

10

P87
6
0

P86
1

Table 1 Programs
Sec. Execution Interval

Beginning of Loop
Delay
Loop Count

Do
CallSubroutine 1
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12: P89
01: 25
02: 3
03: 6
04: 31

14: P87
01: 1

02: 0

27: P86
01: 1

28: P89
01: 25
O2: 3
03: 16
04: 31

29: P95

36: P86
01: 1

P95

P

3

01: P85
01: 1

03:

lf X<=>F
X Loc DAY
>=
F
Exit Loop if true

End

Beginning of Loop
Delay
Loop Count

Do
CallSubroutine 1

lf X<=>F
X Loc DAY
>=
F
Exit Loop if true

End

Beginning of Loop
Delay
Loop Count

Do
CallSubroutine 1

lf X<=>F
X Loc DAY
>=
F
Exit Loop if false

End

End Table 1

Table 3 Subroutines

Beginning of Subroutine
Subroutine Number

Time
Hours into current year
(maximum 8784)
Mod/by
Loc [:DAY ]

End

Parameter 1

1

2
3
4

PROGRAM CONTROL INSTRUCTIONS

P9513:

*T* 88 IF X COMPARED TO Y ***

FUNCTION
This instruction compares two input locations
and, if the result is true, executes the specified
Command. The comparison codes are given in
Table 12-5.

PAR. DATA
NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION

Input location for X
Comparison code (Table 12-5)
Input location for Y
Command

Input locations altered: 0
Execution time: 0.6ms

TABLE 12-5. Comparison Codes

4
2
4
2

30: P87
01: 6
02: 0

37: P89
01: 25
O2: 3
03: 5
04: 32

02: P18
01: 2

O2: 24
03: 25

Function
IFX=Y
IFX* Y
IFX>Y
IFX<Y

39:

*** 89 IF X COMPARED TO F ***

FUNCTION
This instruction compares an input location to a
fixed value and, if the result is true, performs
the specified Command. The comparison
are given in Table 12-5.

PAR. DATA
NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION

*** 90

FUNCTION

Input location for X
Comparison code (Table 12-5)
Fixed value
Command

STEP LOOP INDEX "*

When used within a Loop (lnstruction 87),
lnstruction 90 will increment the index counter
by a specified amount after the lirst time throug
the loop, thus affecting all indexed input location
parameters in subsequent instructions within
loop. For example, if 4 is specified, the index
counter will count up by 4 (0, 4,8,12,...) inside

01: 4
O2: 2
03: FP
04: 2

12-4
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I

the loop. ln$truction 90 does not affect the loop
counter whi{r still counts by 1.

I

PAR. DAT4
NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION

01:2 Increfnent for the loop index counter

**{ 91 IF FLAG, PORT ***

FUNCTION
This instructfon checks one of the ten flags or 8
ports and coyrditionally performs the specified
command.

The high inp;rt of any differentialchannel may be
used to sen$e the status of a logic signal
(3 Vchigh<Sr5 V; -0.5 V{ow<0.8 V). This option
only exists With 21X PROMS released after July
1993 (OSX-{.1 revision 3 and greater).

The first pargmeter specifies the flag or port to
check and tlle state (high or low) on which to
execute the command.

1X - 4xecute Command if Flag X is high
2X = Qxecute if Flag X is low
4X = $xecute if Port X is high
5X = dxecute if Port X is low

PAR.
NO.

01:
02:

DATA
TYPE DESCRIPTION

Flag/status
Command

*** 92 lF TIME **'

FUNCTION
The user sppcifies the number of minutes into
an interval, the duration of the interval, and a
command. llhe command is executed each
time the reaf time is the specified number of
minutes intd the interval.

l

The time intprual is synchronized with realtime;
if a 60 minute time interval is specified with 0
minutes intd the interval, the Command will be
executed each hour on the hour. The time
interval is automatically synchronized by making
a modulo divide of the number of minutes since

minutes). Qnly one execution is allowed in any
minute (e.g], if the command is to set the Output
Flag, and t(e execution interual of the table is 10

SECTION 12. PROGRAM CONTROL INSTRUCTIONS

The Output Flag (Flag 0) is a special case in
that it will automatically be set low if it is not time
to set it high.

PAR. DATA
NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION

Time into interval (minutes)
Time interval (minutes)
Command

*** 93 BEGIN CASE STATEMENT ***

Instruction 93 specifies an input location for
comparison with fixed values in subsequent lf
Case instructions (83). When a comparison is
true, the command in the lf Case instruction is
executed and at the next Instruction 83
execution jumps to the End Instruction 95
associated with the Begin Case Instruction.

PAR. DATA
NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION

01: 4 Input location for subsequent
comparisons

EXAMPLE:

01: 4
02: 4
03: 2

2l
2

01: P93
01: 2

02: P83
01: 69.4
02: 3

else
03: P83
01: 72
02: 10

else
04: P83
01: 77.3
02: 30

Case
Case Loc

lf Case Location < F
F
CallSubroutine 3

lf Case Location < F
F
Set high Flag 0 (output)

lf Case Location < F
F
Then Do

Z=F
F
Exponent of 10
ZLoc:

End Then Do

End of Case Statement

r** 94 ELSE ***

05: P30
01: 0
02: 0
03: 25

06:

07;

P95

P95

FUNCTION
When Command 30 (Then/Else) is used with lf
Instruction. the Else Instruction is used to mark

seconds, thpre willonly be one output generated
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the start of the instructions to execute if the test
condition is false (Figure 3.8-1). The Else
Instruction is optional; when it is omitted, a false
comparison will result in execution branching
directly to the End Instruction. Instruction 94
has no parameters.

*** 95 END ***

FUNCTION
Instruction 95 is used to indicate the end/return
of a subroutine (lnstruction 85), the end of a
loop (lnstruction 87), the end of an lf Then/Else
sequence, or the end of the Case statement
(lnstructions 88-93 when used with command
30). The End Instruction has no parameters.

*** 96 ACTIVATE SERIAL DATA OUTPUT ***

FUNCTION
Instruction 96 is used instead to activate the
tape, Storage Module, or serial port output. By
using Program Control Instructions to allow
execution of Instruction 96 only at certain times,
the user can control when the output is active.

When used to send data to the SM192 or
SM716 Storage Module, the 21X can determine
whether or not the Storage Module is
connected. lf the Storage Module is not
connected, the data will not be sent until it is
connected. Instruction 96 also allows for faster
data output via the serial port with the Binary
Option, which outputs FINAL STORAGE
FORMAT (2 bytes per low resolution data point)
instead of ASCII (10 bytes per data point,
Section 4.5). Appendix C describes FINAL
STORAGE FORMAT. Section 4.3 describes
Tape output.

A single parameter is used to select whether the
instruction is to controlthe tape, Storage
Module, or the printer output, and if the printer is
selected, the format and baud rate. Instruction
96 must be entered separately for each output
device used.

lnstruction 96 uses the same Tape and Printer
pointers as the *8 and *9 modes which can be
used to get a residual or paftial dump of Final
Storage (Section 4). Note that the Tape output
will not activate until at least 512 Final Storage
Locations have been stored.

PAR.
NO.

12-6

Do not use *4 to activate a device that is
activated by Instruction 96.

DATA
TYPE DESCRIPTION

Option
OO -- TAPE

The left digit specifies the
and the right specifies the baud
rate for the printer. The code
tape must be 00, and for
Storage Module it is 30.

X = Baud
0--

1X -- PRINTER. ASCII 1 .- 1

2X -- PRINTER, Binary 2 --
30 -- SM192 or SM716 3 -- 76
31 -- Send filemark to SM192/716

*** 97 INITIATE ***

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Instruction 97 is used to have the 21X initiate
telecommunications in response to certain
conditions. When the instruction is executed
with the interrupt disable flag set low, the 21X
will make a calland send the lD number
specified in Parameter I (in ASCII at the
specified baud rate). The lD number will be
every 4 seconds untilthe 21X receives a
response or the time specified in Parameter 3
expires. The expected response is to have the
lD sent back to the 21X, at which time the 21X
will go into telecommunications and the normal
telecommunications time limit will take effect
(Section 5.1). The 21X will not send any data
without first receiving a command to do so.
TELCOM program in Campbell Scientific's
PC208 datalogger support software enables
PCIXT/AT/PS2 and compatible computers to
automatically answer calls and retrieve data.

When the 21X receives a correct digit for the lD
it restarts the 4 second timer. There are then 4
seconds in which the next digit must be
before the 21X again sends the lD. When the
21X sends the lD, it expects the response to
start from the beginning. lf an incorrect
character is detected, the 21X will immediately
send the correct lD. lf a correct response is not
received within the time allotted in Parameter 3.
the 21X will hang up.



When eitherlthe DC112 or RF modem options
are specifie{ the time limit on the call (without a
correct respdnse) specified in Parameter 3 is
timed from tile start of the instruction and must
include the daling time.

lf the correct response is not received within the
time specified in Parameter 3, the 21X will
continue to rtake calls. The 2'1X will repeat the
calls at the f{st intervalspecified by Parameter 4
for the number of retries specified in Parameter
5, after whiclh the calls will be attempted at the
slow interval specified in Parameter 6.
Parameter 4 and 6 are timed from the start of
the Instruction. The actualdelay between
retries for bdth the fast and slow attempts has a
random factor built in, which is added as an
offset to the delay specified. The random factor
prevents calls f rom ditferent stations from
occurring at the same time. This otfset will
range betwepn 0 and one half of the delay
specified. The resolution of the timer for these
delays is thelexecution interval of the table in
which the aldrm call is initiated.

Parameter 21 specifies which user flag (1-8) is to
be used as the interrupt disable flag. lf this flag
is set high, lhstruction 97 will not initiate an
alarm call. lf the 21X is in the process of trying
to get throuQh with an alarm call, setting the
interrupt dis{ble flag high will abort further
attempts. lrFtruction 97 sets this flag high when
an alarm calf has received the correct response.
Instruction 9[ does not set the flag low; the flag
will remain fiigh until set low by the program or
external confrmand. When the flag is set low,
Instruction 97 is reinitialized.

I

Instruction 97 is unique in having a variable
number of pBrameters. Parameter 9 is the
number of stations, if any, in a RF link to the
base stationp A non-zero entry (N) for
Parameter 9 will result in N parameters,
numbered 10 to N+9, in which the RF station
lDs are keyed. The RF station lDs are the lDs
of the RF Modems in the path from the initiating
datalogger tp the base station. This excludes
the lD of thd initiating datalogger's RF Modem.
Parameter 10+N (10 if 0 RF stations are
specified) is the number of digits, if any, in the
phone num$er. There are then as many
additional pf,rameters as the number of digits
entered. Tle phone number is entered 1 digit
per parameler.

SECTION 12. PROGRAM CONTROL INSTRUCTIONS

lf the call is to go through a RF link to a phone,
then the RF Modem is specified in Parameter 1.

A RF Modem must be used between the DCSS
and the phone line. See the PC208 manualfor
additional interfacing notes.

When the DC112 Modem (Hayes compatible
commands) is specified, the following
commands are sent to the modem before the
phone number: ATV0, ATST=180, and ATDT.
The first command causes the modem to
respond with digits rather than words. The
second command causes the modem to wait for
the carrier 180 seconds after calling or
answering. The third command causes the
Hayes to dial the number that follows the
command in "Touch Tones". The 21X will not
accept the line feed found in some Hayes
"compatible" modems.

PAR. DATA
NO. TYPE DESCFIIP:FION

01: 2 Modem option and baud rate
code. The left digit specifies the
modem being used and the
right, the baud rate.
Modem Baud Rate
0-RFModem 0- 300
1 - Direct
2 - DC112

1 - 1200
2 - 9600
3 -76,800

2 Interrupt disable flag (0-B)

4 Time limit on call, 1 sec. units
4 Delay between fast retries, 1

sec. units
Number of retries at fast rate
Delay between slow retries, 1

min. units
Input location to store no. of tries
lD to send
Number of RF Stations (N)

Station lDs
Number of Digits (D)in phone
number

Telephone number by single
digits

02:
03:
o4:

05:
06:

07:
08:
09:
10 to
N+9:
10+N:

2
4

4
4
2

4
2

N+11 to D+N
+10 2
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*** 98 SEND CHARACTER ***

Instruction 98 is used to send a character to the
printer. The single parameter sets the baud
rate and gives the decimal equivalent of the 7
bit character (sent as 8 bits, no parity). For
example, to send the ASCII character control R
at 9600 baud, 2018 would be entered for
Parameter 1. This instruction can be used to
send a control character to activate some
device. The specified character is sent at the
time Instruction 98 is executed; this willcause it
to precede any output arrays generated in the
same table, since the output data is sent to the
printer at the completion of the table.

PAR. DATA
NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION

01: 4 Decimal Value of ASCII character:
yxxx xxx=ASOll value (1-127)

y=Baud rate code
0 300 baud
1 1200 baud
2 9600 baud
3 76.800 baud
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SECTION 13. 21X MEASUREMENTS

{D SLOW MEASUREMENT Setup Amplifier Iniegrotion AfD Conversion

Settling13.1 FAST A
SEQUENGE

The 21X malkes voltage measurements by' integrating tfie input signal for a fixed time and
then holding the integrated value for the analog
to digital (A/0) conversion. The A,/D conversion
is made with a 14 bit successive approximation
technique wflich resolves the signal voltage to
approximately one part in 15,000 of the full
scale range pn a differential measurement (e.9.,
1/15,000 x 5V = 333pV). The resolution of a
single-ende( measurement is one part in 7500.

Integrating the signal removes noise that could
create an erior if the signal were

sources of nbise is 60 Hz from AC power lines.
The slow i time of 16.67 milliseconds
(1.67ms on {ne 5V range) is equal to one 60 Hz
cycle. the integration time, the AC noise
will to 0. With ditferent software and a
hardware , the slow integration time
can be le to 20 ms for countries that
have 50 Hz

There are sdveral situations where the fast
integration tifne of 250 microseconds (25ps on
the 5V rang4) is preferred. The tast integration
time minimides time skew between
measuremehts and increases the throughput
rate. The current drain on the 21X batteries is

lower when fast integration time is used. The
fast integratipn time should ALWAYS be used
with the AC half bridge (lnstruction 5) when
measuring AC resistance or the output of an
LVDT. An AC resistive sensor will polarize if a
DC voltage is applied, causing erroneous
readings anfl sensor decay. The induced
voltage in aft LVDT decays with time as current
in the primaly coil shifts from the inductor to the
series resistpnce; a long integration time would
result in mogt of the integration taking place
after the sigPal had disappeared.

. 450 uS 250uS fost 550uS Reset Inteqrotor

16.67mS slow

FIGURE 13.1-1. Timing of Single-Ended
Measurement

Before making a series of measurements
prescribed by an lnput Instruction, the 21X
makes a calibration measurement. The
calibration is accomplished by measuring two
known voltages which are sent through the
same amplifier circuit that will be used for the
measurements. The calibration for a single-
ended measurement consists of measuring a
voltage which is 4/5ths of full scale and then
making a measurement with the input
grounded. A ditferential measurement is made
once with the inputs as connected and a second
time with the inputs reversed (Section 13.2);
calibration for differential measurements uses
voltages at r4l5ths of full scale.

13.2 SINGLE.ENDED AND
DIFFERENTIAL VOLTAGE
MEASUREMENTS

NOTE: The channel numbering on the 21X
panel refers to differential channels. Either
the high or low side of a ditferential channel
can be used for single ended
measurements. Each side must be
counted when numbering single-ended
channels; e.9., the high and low sides of
differential channel 8 are single-ended
channels 15 and 16, respectivelY.

The timing and sequence of a single-ended
measurement is shown in Figure 13.1-1. A
single-ended measurement is made on a single
input which is referenced to ground. A single
integration is performed for each measurement.
A differential measurement measures the
difference in voltage between two inputs. The
measurement sequence on a differential
measurement involves two integrations: First
with the high input referenced to the low, then
with the inputs reversed (Figure 13.2-1). The
21X computes the differentialvoltage by

instantaneoUsly sampled and held for the A/D
conversion. The slow integration time provides
a more noisq-free reading than the fast
integration tiine. One of the most common
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averaging the magnitude of the results from the
two integrations and using the polarity from the
first. An exception to this is the differential
measurement in Instruction 8 which makes only
one integration.

Setup Amplifier Integrotion A/D Conversion

Settling

450 uS 250uS fost 550uS

16.67mS slow

Reset Integrotor

FIGURE 13.2-1. Differential Voltage
Measurement Sequence

Because a single-ended measurement is
referenced to 21X ground, any difference in
ground potential between the sensor and the
21X will result in an error in the measurement.
For example, if the measuring lunction of a
copper-constantan thermocouple, being used to
measure soiltemperature, is not insulated and
the potential of earth ground is 1mV greater at
the sensor than at the point where the 21X is
grounded, the measured voltage would be 1mV
greater than the thermocouple output or
approximately 25'C high. Another instance
where a ground potential difference creates a
problem is in a case such as described in
Section 7.2, where external signal conditioning
circuitry is powered from the same source as
the 21X. Despite being tied to the same
ground, differences in current drain and lead
resistance result in different ground potential at
the two instruments. For this reason a
differential measurement should be made on an
analog output from the external signal
conditioner. Ditferential measurements MUST
be used where the inputs are known to be
different from ground, such as is the case with
the output from a full bridge.

In order to make a differential measurement,
the inputs must be within the 21X common
mode range of +5V. The common mode range
is the voltage range, relative to 21X ground,
within which both inputs of a differential
measurement must lie in order for the
differential measurement to be made. For
example, if the high side of a differential input is
at 4V and the low side is at 3V relative to 21X
ground, there is no problem;a measurement
made on the rSV range would indicate a signal
of 1V. However, if the high input is at 5.8V and
the low input is at 4.8V, the measurement
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cannot be made because the high input is
outside of the common mode range. (The 21X
will indicate the overrange with the maximum
negative number, see Section 3.5.)

Problems with exceeding common mode range
may be encountered when the 21X is used to
read the output of external signal conditioning
circuitry if a good ground connection does not
exist between the externalcircuitry and the 21X
When operating where AC power is available, it
is not always safe to assume that a good
ground connection exists through the AC
ll a21X is used to measure the output from a
laboratory instrument (both plugged into AC
power and referencing ground to outlet ground),
it"is best to run a ground wire between the 21X
and the external circuitry. Even with this
connection, the ground potential of the two
instruments may not be at exactly the same
level, which is why a difterentialmeasurement i

desired.

A ditferential measurement has better noise
rejection than a single-ended measurement.
Integrating the signal in both directions also
reduces input offset voltage due to thermal
effects in the amplifier section of the 21X. lnput
offset voltage on a single-ended measurement
is less than 5 microvolts; the input offset voltage
on a differential measurement is less than 1

microvolt.

A single-ended measurement is quite
satisfactory in cases where noise is not a
problem and care is taken to avoid ground
potential problems. Channels are available for
twice as many single-ended measurements. A
single-ended measurement takes about half the
time of a differential measurement, which is
valuable in cases where rapid sampling is a
requirement.

NOTE: Sustained voltages in excess of
+16 VDC applied to the analog inputs will
damage the 21X input circuitry.



13.3 THE EF ECT OF SENSOR LEAD
N THE SIGNAL SETTLINGLENGTH

TIME

Whenever an analog input is switched into the
21X measurdment circuitry prior to making a
measuremedt, a finite amount of time is
required for tfe signal to stabilize at its correct
value. The ralte at which the signal settles is

determined by the input settling time constant
which is a function of both the source
resistance, ahd input capacitance (explained
below). The P1X allows a 450ps settling time
before initiatihg the measurement. In most
applications lhis settling time is adequate, but
the additionaf wire capacitance associated with
long sensor can increase the settling time
constant to tlhe point that measurement errors

are three potential sources of
settle before the measurement

1. The must rise to its correct value.

2. A small ( smV) caused by
switchi the analog input into the

circuitry must settle.

nsient, usually about 40mVA/,
the switched, precision excitation

in resistive bridge
must settle.

The of this section is to bring attention
to potential errors caused when
the input time constant gets too large

procedures whereby the effects
on the measurement can be

estimated. lrl addition, physicalvalues are given
for three typps of wire used in Campbell
Scientific sensors, and error estimates for given
lead lengths are provided. Finally, techniques
are discuss4d for minimizing input settling error
when long l{ads are mandatory.

13.3.1 THE INFUT SETTLING TIME CONSTANT

The rate at which an input voltage rises to its full
value or that a transient decays to the correct
input level afe both determined by the input
settling time constant. ln both cases the
waveform is an exponential. Figure 13.3-1
shows both p rising and decaying waveform
settling to tfip signal level, Vso. The rising input
voltage is d{scribed by Equation 13.3-1 and the
decaying in$ut voltage by Equation 13.3-2,

SECTION 13. 21X MEASUREMENTS

FIGURE 13.3-1. Input Voltage Rise and
Transient Decay

v" = v"o(t-"-tlRocr ) rise [13.3-1]

V" = v"o *(v"o - v"o)e-tlRo"t, d"""y t13.3-21

where V, is the input voltage, V"o the true signal
voltage, V"o the peak transient voltage, t is time
in seconds, Ro the source resistance in ohms,
and C1 is the total capacitance between the
signal lead and ground (or some other fixed
reference value) in farads.

The settling time constant in seconds, t, and the
capacitance relationships are given in
Equations 13.3-3 through 13.3-5,

U.J

may occur.
error which
is made:

3. A larger
caused
voltage

where Cr is the fixed 21X input capacitance in
farads, C", is the wire capacitance in farads/foot,
and L is the wire length in feet.

Equations 13.3-1 and 13.3-2 can be used to
estimate the input settling error,V., directly. For
the rising case, V" = V"o-V", whereas for the
decaying transient, Vs = Vso*V". Substituting
these relationships for V, in Equations 13.3-1
and 13.3-2, respectively, yields expressions in
V", the input settling error:

t = RoCr

CT = Cf+CwL

Cf = 3.3 nfd

Ve = Vso€-t/Rocr, rise

Ve = V'eo e-t/RocT, decay

[13.3-3]

[13.3-4]

[13.3-5]

[13.3-6]

[13.3-7]

and to
of lead

Where V'"o = V"o-V.o, the difference between
the peak transient voltage and the true signal
voltage.
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NOTE: Since the peak transient, V"o,
causes significant error only if it is several
times larger than the signal, V"o, error
calculations made in this section
approximate V'"o by V"o; i.e., V'"o = V"o.

lf the input settling time constant, t, is known, a
quick estimation of the settling error as a
percentage of the maximum error (V.o for rising,
V'"o for decaying) is obtained by knowing how
many time constants (Vt) are contained in the
450ps 21X input settling interval (t). The
familiar exponential decay relationship is given
in Table 13.3-1 for reference.

TABLE 13.3-1. Exponential Decay, Percent
of Maximum Error vs. Time in Units of t

Time o/o Time o/o

Constants Max. Error Constants Max. Error
0 100.0 5 0.7
1 36.8 7 0.'l
3 5.0 10 0.004

Before proceeding with examples of the effect
of long lead lengths on the measurement, a
discussion on obtaining the source resistance,
Ro, and lead capacitance, C*L, is necessary.

DETERMINING SOURCE RESISTANCE

The source resistance used to estimate the
settling time constant is the resistance the 21X
input "sees" looking out at the sensor. For our
purposes the source resistance can be defined
as the resistance from the 21X input through all
external paths back to the 21X. Figure 13.3-2
shows a typical resistive sensor, (e.9., a
thermistor) configured as a half bridge. Figure
13.3-3 shows Figure 13.3-2 redrawn in terms of
the resistive paths determining the source
resistance Ro, is given by the parallel
resistance of Rs and Rf, as shown in Equation
13.3-8.

F|GURE 13.3-2. Typical Resistive Half Bridge
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.21X
HI OR LO

INPUT

FIGURE 13.3-3. Source Resistance Model
for Half Bridge Connected to the 21X

Ro = Fl.Rr/(R'+Rr) [13.3-8]

lf Rl is much smaller, equalto or much greater
than R., the source resistance can be
approximated by Equations 13.3-9 through
1 3.3-1 1, respectively.

Ro = Rf, RF<R,

Ro = R/2, Rr=R,

Ro = R., Rt>>B,

[13.3-e]

[13.3-10]

[13.3-1 1]

The source resistance for several Campbell
Scientific sensors are given in column 3 of
Table 13.3-5.

DETERMINING LEAD CAPACITANCE

Wire manufacturers typically provide two
capacitance specifications: 1) the capacitance
between the two leads with the shield floating,
and 2) the capacitance between the two leads
with the shield tied to one lead. Since the input
lead and the shield are tied to ground (often
through a bridge resistor, R) in single-ended
measurements such as Figure 13.3-2, the
second specification is used in determining lead
capacitance. Figure 13.3-4 is a representation
of this capacitance, Cn, usually specified as
pfd/ft. C* is actually the sum of capacitance
between the two conductors and the
capacitance between the top conductor and the
shield. Capacitance for 3 Belden lead wires
used in Campbell Scientific sensors is shown in
column 6 of Table 13.3-2.



SHIELD

FIGURE 13.3-4. Wire Manufacturers
Capqcitance Specifications, Cw
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DIELECTRIC ABSORPTION

The dielectric absorption of insulation
surrounding individual conductors can seriously
affect the settling waveform by increasing the
time required to settle as compared to a simple
exponential. Dielectric absorption is difficult to
quantify, but lt can have a serious effect on low
level measurements (i.e., 50mV or less). The
primary rule to follow in minimizing dielectric
absorption is: AVOID PVC INSULATION around
conductors. PVC cable jackets are permissible
since the jackets don't contribute to the lead
capacitance because the jacket is outside the
shield. Campbell Scientific uses only
polyethylene and polypropylene insulated
conductors in 21X sensors (see Table 13.3-2)
since these materials have negligible dielectric
absorption. Teflon insulation is also very good
but quite expensive.

AWG

24

RI
(ohms/l000ft.)

23

c*
(pfd/ft.)

22 15

0 to 360 degree wind direction range. The
source resistance is given by:

Ro = Ru(R.-Rn+R)/(R"+Rr) = Ru(2Ok-R b)lz0k
[13.3-12]

Note that at 360 degrees, Ro is at a maximum
of 5k (Ro=10k) and at 0 degrees, Ro is 0 (Ru=O).
It follows that settling errors are less at lower
direction values.

The value of R5 for any direction D (degrees) is
given by:

Rs(kohms) = (10kXD)i360 [13.3-13]

Equation 13.3-6 can be rewritten to yield the
settling error of a rising signal directly in units of
degrees.

Error (degreesl = ps-t/(-t(Ro (c1+c*L)) 
t', a.a-', ol

13.3-2. Properties of Three Belden Lead Wires Used by CampbellScientific

Belden
Wire #

8641
8771

Conductors

1 shld. pair
1 shld. 3 cond.

Insulation

polyethylene
polyethylene

42
41

8723 j 2 shld. pair polypropylene 22 15 62

13.3.2 EFFECT OF LEAD LENGTH ON SIGNAL
RISE TIME

In the 024A Windvane, a potentiometer sensor,
the peak transient voltage is much less than the
true signalVoltage (Table 13.3-5). This means
the signal ri$e time is the major source of error
and the time constant is the same as if C* were
between thQ signal lead and ground as
representedi below.

21X SHTELD

Rr= 10K OHM

)
IRs = 1oK oHM

)

FIGURE 13.3-5. Model024A Wind Direction
Sensor

l

Ro, the sourJce resistance, is not constant
because R6lvaries from 0 to 10 kohms over the
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L=500 ft.

The values in Table 13.3-3 show that significant
error occurs at large direction values for leads
in excess of 500 feet. Instruction 4, Excite,
Delay, and Measure, should be used to
eliminate errors in these types of situations.
Using a 1Oms delay, settling errors are
eliminated up to lengths that exceed the drive
capability of the excitation channel (=2000 ft.).

13.3.3 TRANSIENTS TNDUCED BY SWITCHED
EXCITATION

Figure 13.3-6 shows a typical half bridge
resistive sensor, such as Campbell Scientific's
Model 107 Temperature Probe, connected to

SECTION 13. 21X MEASUREMENTS

Equation 13.3-12, -13 and -14 can be combined
to estimate the error directly in degrees at
various directions and lead lengths (Table 13.3-
3). Constants used in the calculations are given
below:

Cr = 3'3nfd

C* = 41pfd/ft., Belden #8771 wire

t = 450tts

TABLE 13.3-3. Settling Error (Degrees) for
024A Wind Direction Sensor vs. Lead Length

the 21X. The lead wire is a single-shielded pair,
used for conducting the excitation (V,) and
signal (Vr) voltages. When V, is switched on, a
transient is capacitively induced in V", the signal
voltage. lf the peak transient level, V"o, is less
than the true signal, Vro, the transient has no
effect on the measurement. lf V"o is greater
than Vro, it must settle to the correct signal
voltage to avoid errors.

SHIELD

FIGURE 13.3-6. Resistive Half Bridge
Connected to Single-Ended 21X Input

The size of the peak transient is linearly related
to the excitation voltage and increases as the
bridge resistor, Rs, increases. Table '13.3-4

shows measured levels of V"o for 1000 foot
lengths of three Belden wires used in Campbell
Scientific sensors. Values are given for R1

equalto 1 kohm and 10 kohm. Table 13.3-4 is
meant only to provide estimates of the
excitation transients encountered: the exact
magnitude will depend upon the specific sensor
configuration.

Wind
Direction

3600
2700
1 800

9oo

Error-----
L=1000 ft.

470
310
120

10

go

c
10

00

TABLE 13.3-4. Measured Peak Excitation Transients for 1000 Foot Lengths of Three Belden
Wires Used by CampbellScientific

- V"o(mV)
Vx(mV)

5000
4000
3000
2000
1 000

Rr=l kohm
#

8771
200
165
130
100

65

R1=10 kohm
#

8771
320
260
200
140
90

#
8641

125
100
75
50
25

#
8723

130
110

90
60
40

#
8641

215
180
140
100
60

#
8723

180
150
110
80
40

NOTE: Excitation transients are eliminated
if an option exists to contain excitation
in a shield independent from the signal
leads.
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Equation 13,13-7 can be solved for the maximum
lead length, l, permitted to maintain a specified
error limit. Qombining Equations 13.3-7 and
13.3-4 and splving for L gives:

1- = -(RoC1+ (Vln(V"A/"o)))/RoC* [13.3-15]

where V" is the measurement error limit.

EXAMPLE I-.]EAD LENGTH CALCU LATION
FOR CAMPtsELL SCIENTIFIC 107
TEMPERATURE SENSOR

Assume a lirhit of O.05oC over a OoC to +40oC
range is est4blished for the transient settling
error. This limit is a reasonable choice since it
approximatep the polynomial error over that
range. The putput signalfrom the thermistor
bridge varie$ nonlinearly with temperature (refer
to 107 Operdtor's Manual), ranging from about
2oopvfc atlo"c to l oopvfc at 4ooc. Taking
the most corfservative figure yields an error limit
of V" = 5pV. The other values needed to
calculate th( maximum lead length are
summarized in Table 13.3-5 and listed below:

SECTION 13. 21X MEASUREMENTS

1) Veo = 100mV, peak transient at 4V
excitation

2) V" = SltV, allowable measurement error

3) t = 4501rs, 21X input settling time

4) Ro = 1 kohm, 107 probe source resistance

5) Cr = 3.3nfd, 21X input capacitance

6) C*= 42pld/ft., lead wire capacitance

Solving Equation 13.3-15 gives a maximum
lead length of:

L = 1003 ft., error = 0.O5oC

Setting the allowable error at 0.1oC or
approximately 1OpV, the maximum lead length
increases to:

L = 1085 ft.. error = 0.1oC

Input
Range(mV)

15
150

15
500

50
500

TABLE

Sensor
Model #

Ro Cw
(kohms) (pfd/ft.)

1

1

1

0.1-1
1

0-5

Vx(mV) V"o(mV)**

4000 100
3000 130
4000 0
500 0

5000 125
1000 0-90

Summary of Input Settling Data For CampbellScientific Resistive Sensors

T,*

(us)

107
207(RH)
WVU-7
227
237
o24A

8641
8771
8723
8641
8641
8771

42
41
62
42
42
41

45
44
65

5-45
45

't-222

* Estimated time constants are for 1000 foot lead lengths and include 3.3nfd 21X input capacitance.
** Measured peak transients for 1000 foot lead lengths at corresponding excitation, V*.

13.3.4 SUMMAFY OF SETTLING ERRORS FOR
SCIENTIFIC RESISTIVE

SENSORS

Table 13.3-$ summarizes the data required to
estimate thQ effect of lead length on settling
errors for
sensors.
the input

Scientif ic's resistive
the transient level, V"o, to

, one suspects that transient
errors are the most likely limitation for the 107
sensor. Thd sensors in the WVU-7 are the
same as in lhe Model 107 (the lead wire is
different), bqt the signal leads for the WVU-7
wet and dry'bulbs are not subject to excitation

transients because they are shielded
independently f rom the excitation.

The comparatively smalltransient yet large
source resistance of the 0244 sensor indicates
that signal rise time may be the rnost important
limitation. The analysis in Section 13.3.2
confirms this.

The Model 227 Soil Moisture Block has a
relatively short time constant and essentially no
transient. Lead lengths in excess of 2000 feet
produce less than a 0.1 bar (0-10 bar range)
input settling error. With this sensor, the drive
capability of the excitation channel limits the
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lead length. lf the capacitive load exceeds 0.1
pfd and the resistive load is negligible, V, will
oscillate about its control point. lf the capacitive
load is 0.1 pfd or less, V, will settle to within
O.1o/o ol its correct value in 150ps. A lead
length of 2000 feet is permitted for the Model
227 betore approaching the drive limitation.

Sensor
Model# Error

Table 13.3-6 summarizes maximum lead
lengths for corresponding error limits in six
Campbell Scientific sensors. Since the first
three sensors are nonlinear, the voltage error,
V", is the most conservative value
corresponding to the error over the range
shown.

Maximum
Length(ft.)

TABLE 13.3-6. Maximum Lead Length vs. Error for Campbell Scientific Resistive Sensors

MINIMIZING SETTLING ERRORS IN NON-
CAMPBELL SCIENTIFIC SENSORS

When long lead lengths are mandatory in
sensors configured by the user, the following
general practices can be used to minimize or
measure settling errors:

1. When measurement speed is not a prime
consideration, Instruction 4, Excite, Delay,
and Measure, can be used to insure ample
settling time for half bridge, single-ended
sensors.

2. An additional low value bridge resistor can
be added to decrease the source
resistance, Ro. For example, assume a YSI
nonlinear thermistor such as the model
44032 is used with a 30 kohm bridge
resistor, Ri. A typical configuration is
shown in Figure 13.3-74. The
disadvantage with this configuration is the
high source resistance shown in column 3
of Table 13.3-7. Adding another 1K
resistor, R1, as shown in Figure 13.3-78,
lowers the source resistance of the 21X
input. This offers no improvement over
configuration A because Ri still combines
with the lead capacitance to slow the signal
response at point P. The source resistance
at point P (column 5) is essentially the
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ve(pv)

5 1oOOl
5oo 18903

5 8652
1390 4gO2- 2ooo3
5oo 18603

same as the input source resistance of
configuration A. Moving Ri out to the
thermistor as shown in Figure 13.3-7C
optimizes the signal settling time because it
becomes a function of Rr and C* only.

Columns 4 and 7 list the signal voltages as
a function of temperature using a 5V
excitation for configurations A and C,
respectively. Although configuration A has
a higher output signal (5V input range), it
does not yield any higher resolution than
configuration C which uses the t500mV
input range.

Where possible, run excitation leads and
signal leads in separate shields to minimize
transients.

AVOID PVC INSULATED CONDUCTORS
to minimize the etfect of dielectric
absorption on input settling time.

107
207(RH)
WVU-7
o24A
227
237

0.050c
1%RH
0.050c
30

10 kohm

Range

ooO to 4ooO
2Oo/"to 9Oo/"

ooc to 4oo-C

@ 3600

20k to 300k

I based on transient settling' based on signal rise time
' limit of excitation drive

3.

4.

NOTE: Since Ri attenuates the signal in
configuration B and C, one might consider
eliminating it altogether. However, its
inclusion "flattens" the non-linearity of the
thermistor, allowing more accurate curve
fitting over a broader temperature range.



error
For e

Use the 1X to measure the input settling
with a given configuration.

assume long leads are
but the lead capacitance, C*, is

Configure Rl on a length of cable
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voltage is propottionalto Ry'(R'+Rs+R), but
when the pigtails are extended, the signal is
proportional to (Rr+Rr)/(Rs+R6+R1+R1). R; is

much smaller than the other terms in the
denominator and can be discarded. The
effect on the signal can be analyzed by
taking the ratio of the signal with extended
leads, Vslto the normalsignal, Vs:

Vr/V. = (R1+R1)/R1

Plugging in values of R61k and Rr=.012k
(500'at 23 ohms/1000', Table 13.3-2) gives
an approximate 1o/o error in the signal with
extended leads. Converting the error to oC

gives approximately a 0.3oC error at OoC,

0.6oC error at 2OoC, and a 1.5oC error at
40oC. The error can be avoided by
maintaining the pigtails on the 21X end of
the extended leads because Rr does not
add to the bridge completion resistor, Rr,

and its influence on the thermistor
resistance is negligible.

similar td the measurement. Leave the
sensor {nd open as shown in Figure 13.3-8
and me{sure the result using the same
instructiOn parameters to be used with the
sensor. The measured deviation from 0V is
the input settling error.

Most Cqmpbell Scientific sensors are
configurFd with a small bridge resistor, R1,

(typically 1 kohm) to minimize the source
resistanpe. lf the lead length of a Campbell
Scientifip sensor is extended by connecting
to the piltails directly, the effect of the lead
resistanfe, R;, on the signal must be
considefed. Figure 13.3-9 shows a
Campb(ll Scientific Model 107 sensor with
500 feet of extension lead connected
directly fo the pigtails. Normally the signal

TABLE 13.8-7. Source Resistances and Signal Levels for YSI *44032 Thermistor Gonfigurations
Shown in Figure 13.3-7 (2V Excitation)

T Rs
(kohms)

884.6
271.2

94.98
30.00
16.15
7.60

Vs(mV)

164
498

1200
2500
3250
3989

-B-
Ro@P
(kohms)

30.0
27.8
23.4
15.2
10.6

6.1

5.5
16.5
39.5
82.0

106.0
129.5

---A---
Ro
(kohms)

29.0
27
22.8
15.0
10.5

6.1

---c---
Ro Vs(mV)
(kohms)

-40
-20

0
+25
+40
+60

1

1

1

1

1

1
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= 
r\ | - Jvt\ vtilvl

A) Ro = RsRf/(Rs+Rf), Vs = VxRf/(Rs+Rf)

B) Ro@P = ns(Rf+Rf)/(Rs+Rf+Rf)

= JOK OHM

: | \l

C) Ro = Rf, Vs = VxRf/(Rs+Rf+Rf)

FIGURE 13.3-7. Half Bridge Configuration
for YSf #44032 Thermistor Connected to 21X

Showing: A) Large source resistance,
B) large source resistance at point P, and

C) configuration optimized for input settling

21X
SHIELD

FIGURE 13.3-8. Measuring Input Settling
Error with the 21X
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FIGURE 13.3-9. Incorrect Lead Wire
Extension on Model 107 Temperature

13.4 THERMOCOUPLE
MEASUREMENTS

A thermocouple consists of two wires, each of a
different metal or alloy, which are joined
together at each end. lf the two junctions are at
different temperatures, a voltage proportional to
the difference in temperatures is induced in the
wires. When a thermocouple is used for
temperature measurement, the wires are
soldered or welded together at the measuring
junction. The second junction, which becomes
the reference junction, is formed where the
other ends of the wires are connected to the
measuring device. (With the connectors at the
same temperature, the chemical dissimilarity
between the thermocouple wire and the
connector does not induce any voltage.) When
the temperature of the reference junction is
known, the temperature of the measuring
junction can be determined by measuring the
thermocouple voltage and adding the
corresponding temperature difference to the
reference temperature.

The 21X determines thermocouple
temperatures using the following sequence.
First, the temperature of the reference junction
is measured. lf the reference junction is the
21X panel, the temperature is measured with
the built-in thermistor (lnstruction 17). The
reference junction temperature in oC is stored in
an input location which is accessed by the
thermocouple measurement instruction
(lnstruction 13 or 14). The 21X calculates the
voltage that a thermocouple of the type
specified would output at the reference junction
temperature if its reference junction were at
OoC, and adds this voltage to the measured
thermocouple voltage. The temperature of the
measuring junction is then calculated from a

SHITLD

HI OR LO

VX

V5

1.,

l-q
R Cry



polynomial approximation of the NBS TC
calibrations. 

l

13.4.1 ERROR ANALYSIS

The error in lhe measurement of a
thermocouple temperature is the sum of the
errors in the feference junction temperature, the
thermocouplb output (deviation from standards
published in Monograph 125), the

voltage measurement, and the
polynomial (difference between NBS
standard an{ 21X polynomial approximations).
The of errors which follows is limited
to these errdrs in calibration and measurement
and does not include errors in installation or
matching thq sensor to the environment being
measured.

REFERENCE JUNCTION TEMPERATURE
WITH 21X PANEL

The 21X parfeltemperature is measured with a
Fenwal Electronics UUT51 J1 thermistor
mounted in fre center of the analog input
terminal stri$. The accuracy of this
measuremerirt is a combination of Fenwal's
interchange{bility specification, the precision of
the bridge rQsistors, and the polynomial error.
ln a "worst c!se" example, allerrors add to yield
a *0.3oC err[r in the range of -35oC to +sooO. lt

o.8

o-6

o-4

o -2

o

-o-2

-o-4

-o - 6

-o-a

-1

-L-2

-L-4

-L-6
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is emphasized that this is the worst case. In

Campbell Scientific's experience, the overall
accuracy is typically better than t0.2oC. The
major error component in the -35oC to +50oC
range is the +0.2oC thermistor specification.
When a21X is outside of this temperature
range, the polynomialerror becomes much
worse (Figure 13.4-1), and may necessitate the
use of an external reference junction to improve
the accuracy.

Any difference in temperature between the
thermistor and the actual reference junction (the
channelto which the thermocouple is attached)
will become an error in the measurement. The
terminal strip cover is designed to reduce the
gradient from one end of the terminalstrip to
the other. ln a test the 21X was subjected to
the severe thermal gradient caused by bringing
the 21X from equilibrium at -25oC into an
ambient temperature of approximately 20oC.
After.100 minutes the gradient between the
batteries and air temperature was still 15oC.
The time rate of change of temperature in a
natural environment would seldom cause even
this great a gradient. The maximum error at
this time, approximately O.3oC, is used as an
estimate of the error which could occur in a field
situation with proper radiation shielding. The
error is lowest on channel 4 because it is
directly over the thermistor.

LINEARIZATION ERROR OF 2]-X PNEL TEMP
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FIGURE 13.4-1. Thermistor Polynomial Error
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SECTION 13. 21X MEASUREMENTS

THERMOCOUPLE LIMITS OF ERROR

The standard reference which lists
thermocouple output voltage as a function of
temperature (reference junction at OoC) is the
National Bureau of Standards Monograph 125

Thermocouple
Type

T

Temperature
Range oC

-200 to 0
0 to 350

0 to 750

-200 to 0
0 to 900

-200 to 0
0 to 1250

When both junctions of a thermocouple are at
the same temperature, there is no voltage
produced (law of intermediate metals). A
consequence of this is that a thermocouple
cannot have an offset error; any deviation from
a standard (assuming the wires are each
homogeneous and no secondary junctions
exist) is due to a deviation in slope. In light of
this, the fixed temperature limits of error (e.9.,
*1.OoC for type T as opposed to the slope error
of O.75oh of the temperature) in the table above
are probably greater than one would experience
when considering temperatures in the
environmental range. In other words, the
reference junction, at OoC, is relatively close to
the temperature being measured, so the
absolute error (the product of the temperature
difference and the slope error) should be closer
to the percentage error than the fixed error.
Likewise, because thermocouple calibration
error is a slope error, accuracy can be
increased when the reference junction
temperature is close to the measurement
temperature. For the same reason, differential
temperature measurements, over a small
temperature gradient, can be extremely
accurate.

(1974). The American National Standards
Institute has established limits of error on
thermocouple wire which is accepted as an
industry standard (ANSI MC 96.1, '1975). Table
13.4-1 gives the ANSI limits of error for
standard and special grade thermocouple wire
of the types accommodated by the 21X.

TABLE 13.4-1. Limits of Error for Thermocouple Wire (Reference Junction at OoC)

Limits of Error
(Whichever is greater)

E

K

Standard

+ 1.OoC or 1.5o/"
r 1.OoC or O.75"/o

+,2.2oC or 0.75"/"

x.1.7oC or 1.Ooh
t 1.7oC or 0.5%

*2.2oC or 2.Oo/o

x.2.2oC or 0.75"/"

Special

+ 0.5oC or O.4o/o

+ 1.1oC orO.4o/o

i 1.OoC or O.4o/o

+ 1.1oC or 0.47o

In order to quantitatively evaluate thermocouple
error when the reference junction is not fixed at
OoC, one needs limits of error for the Seebeck
coefficient (slope of thermocouple voltage vs.
temperature curue) for the various
thermocouples. Lacking this information, a
reasonable approach is to apply the percentage
errors, with perhaps O.25o/o added on, to the
difference in temperature being measured by
the thermocouple.

ACCURACY OF THE THERMOCOUPLE
VOLTAGE MEASUREMENT

The accuracy of a 21X voltage measurement is
specified as 0.1% (0.05% 0 to 40oC) of the full
scale range being used to make the
measurement. The actual accuracy may be
better than this as it involves a slope error (the
error is proportionalto the measurement being
made though limited by the resolution). The
error in the temperature due to inaccuracy in
measurement of the thermocouple voltage is
worst at temperature extremes, where a
relatively large scale is necessary to read the
thermocouple output. For example, assume
type K (chromel-alumel) thermocouples are
used to measure temperatures at 1000oC. The
TC output is on the order of 40mV, requiring the
*50mV input range. The accuracy specification

13-12



of 0.05%
error of

appropriate
the voltage
of a degree.

is 25pV which is a temperature
O.6oC. In the environmental

with voltage measured on an
error in temperature due to
rements is a few hundredths

SECTION 13. 21X MEASUREMEI{TS

junction temperature is outside of the
polynomial range. The ranges covered by
these polynomials include the 21X
environmental operating range, so there is no
problem when the 21X is used as the reference
junction. External reference junction boxes,
however, must also be within these temperature
ranges. Temperature difference measurements
made outside of the reference temperature
range should be made by obtaining the actual
temperatures referenced to a junction within the
reference temperature range and subtracting.
Table 13.4-3 gives the reference temperature
ranges covered and the limits of error in the
polynomials within these ranges.

Two sources of error arise when the reference
temperature is out of range. The most
significant error is in the calculated
compensation voltage; however, error is also
created in the temperature difference calculated
from the thermocouple output. For example,
suppose the reference temperature for a
measurement on a type T thermocouple is
300oC. The compensation voltage calculated
by the 21X corresponds to a temperature of
272.6oC, a -27.4oC error. The type T
thermocouple with the measuring junction at
29OoC and reference at 3O0oC would output -
578.71tY; using the reference temperature of
272.6oC, the 21X calculates a temperature
difference of -10.2oC, a -O.2oC error. The
temperature calculated by the 21X would be
262.4oC,27.6oC low.

TABLE 13.4-3. Reference Temperature
Compensation Range and Polynomial Error

Relative to NBS Standards

THERMOCQUPLE POLYNOMIALS: Voltage
to Temperafure

NBS Monogfaph 125 gives high order
polynomials for computing the output voltage of
a given therinocouple type over a broad range
of temperatqres. In order to speed processing
and accomnhodate the 21X's math and storage
capabilities, 4 separate 6th order polynomials

TC
Type

T

are used to from volts to temperature
over the covered by each thermocouple
type. Table 13.4-2 gives error limits for the

polynomials.

TABLE 13.4-2. Limits of Error on 21X
Thermocorlple Polynomials (Relative to NBS

Standards)

Ra4ge oC Limits of Error oC

-27q
-27q
-2AA
-10q
100

-150
-100

760
300

1000
-130
200

1000

*0.008
*0.002

r0.4
*0.005
t0.02

to 400
to -200 +18@ -270
to -100 +0.08
to 100 +0.001
to 400 +0.015

E .24Q
-24Q
_130

20Q

TC
Type

T
J
E
K

to
to

to
to
to
to

to
to
to

1372
950 +0.01
1372 t0.04

JUNCTION COMPENSATION:
to Voltage

The polynoinials used for reference junction
compensatipn (converting reference
temperaturE to equivalent TC output voltage) do
not cover tl'p entire thermocouple range.
Substantial lerrors will result if the reference

ERROR SUMMARY

The magnitude of the errors described in the
previous sections illustrate that the greatest
sources of error in a thermocouple temperature
measurement are likely to be due to the limits of
error on the thermocouple wire and in the
reference ternperature determined with the

Range oC

-100 to 100
-150 to 296
-150 to 206

-50 to 100

Limits of Error oC

r 0.001
r 0.005
t 0.005
+ 0.01

REFERE
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SECTION 13. 21X MEASUREMENTS

built-in thermistor. Errors in the thermocouple
and reference temperature polynomials are
extremely small, and error in the voltage
measurement is negligible.

To illustrate the relative magnitude of these
errors in the environmental range, we willtake a
worst case situation where all errors are
maximum and additive. A temperature of 45oC
is measured with a type T (copper-constantan)
thermocouple, using the *SmV range. The
nominal accuracy on this range is 2.5pV (0.05%
of SmV), which at 45oC changes the
temperature by 0.06"C. The RTD is 25oC but is
indicating 25.3oC, and the terminal that the
thermocouple is connected to is O.3oC cooler
than the RTD.

TABLE 13.4-4. Example of Errors in
Thermocouple Temperature

Source Error oC o/" of Total Error
loc 1ol" Slope
Error Error

13.4.2 USE OF EXTERNAL REFERENCE
JUNCTION OR JUNCTION BOX

An externaljunction box is often used to
facilitate connections and to reduce the
expense of thermocouple wire when the
temperature measurements are to be made at
distance from the 21X. In most situations, it is
preferable to make the box the reference
junction, in which case its temperature is
measured and used as the reference for the
thermocouples; copper wires are run from the
box to the 21X (Section 7.4). Alternatively, the
junction box can be used to couple extension
grade thermocouple wire to the thermocouples
being used for measurement, and the 21X
panel used as the reference junction.
Extension grade thermocouple wire has a
smaller temperature range than standard
thermocouple wire, but meets the same limits
error within that range. The only situation
it would be necessary to use extension grade
wire instead of a external measuring junction is
where the junction box temperature is outside
the range of reference junction compensation
provided by the 21X. This is only a factor when
Lsing type K thermocouples, where the upper
limit of the reference compensation li

is 100oC and the upper limit of the extension
grade wire is 200oC. With the other types of
thermocouples, the reference compensation
range equals or is greater than the extension
wire range. In any case, errors can arise if
temperature gradients exist within the junction
box.

Figure 13.4-3 illustrates a typical junction box.
Terminal strips will be a different metalthan the
thermocouple wire. Thus, if a temperature
gradient exists between A and A'or B and B',
the junction box will act as another
thermocouple in series, creating an error in the
voltage measured by the 21X. This
thermoelectric offset voltage is a factor whether
or not the junction box is used for the reference.
It can be minimized by making the thermal
conduction between the two points large and
the distance small. The best solution in the
case where extension grade wire is being
connected to thermocouple wire would be to
use connectors which clamped the two wires in
contact with each other.

Reference Temp.

TC Output
ANSI
0.01 x 20oC

Voltage
Measurement

Reference
Linearization

Output
Linearization

36.1 69.6

60.1
23.2

0.6

1.0
0.2

0.06

0.001

0.001

7.03.6

0.1

0.'l

0.1

0.1

Total Error
With ANSI error

Assuming 17o
slope error

100

100

1.662

0.862
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FIGURE tg.4-2. Diagram of Junction Box

An external reference junction box must be
constructed so that the entire terminal area is
very close tO the same temperature. This is
necessary sO that a valid reference temperature
can be measured. and to avoid a thermoelectric
otfset voltagB which will be induced if the
terminals at Which the thermocouple leads are
connected (points A and B in Figure 13.4-3) are
at different tpmperatures. The box should
contain elernents of high thermal conductivity,
which will adt to rapidly remove any thermal
gradients to which the box is subjected. lt is not
necessary tQ design a constant temperature
box; it is de$irable that the box respond slowly
to external temperatu re f luctuations. Radiation
shielding m{st be provided when a junction box
is installed ifi the field. Care must also be taken
that a thermpl gradient is not induced by
conduction frrough the incoming wires. The
21X can be Used to measure the temperature
gradients wifhin the junction box.

13.5 BRIDGE RESISTANCE
MEASUREMENTS

There are 6 bridge measurement instructions
included in the standard 21X software. Figure
13.5-1 shovr4s the circuits that would typically be
measured with these instructions. In the
diagrams, t(e resistors labeled R" would
normally be the sensors and those labeled R1

would normhlly be fixed resistors. Circuits other
than those {iagrammed could be measured,
provided th{ excitation and type of
measu remefrts were appropriate.

With the exOeption of Instructions 4 and 8,
which apply an excitation voltage then wait a
specified tirne before making a measurement,

SECTION 13. 21X MEASUREIT,IENTS

allof the bridge measurements make one set of
measurements with the excitation as
programmed and another sel of measurements
with the excitation polarity reversed. The error
in the two measurements due to thermal emfs
is then accounted for in the processing of the
measurement instruction. The excitation is
switched on 450ps before the integration portion
of the measuremenl stads and is grounded as
soon as the integration is completed. Figure
13.5-2 shows the excitation and measurement
sequence for Instruction 6, a 4 wire full bridge.
When more than one measurement per sensor
is necessary (lnstructions 7 and 9), excitation is
applied separately for each measurement. (For
example, in Instruction 9 (6 wire full bridge),lhe
differential measurement of the voltage drop
across the sensor is made with the excitation at
both polarities; excitation is again applied and
reversed for the measurement of the outpul
voltage.)

Instruction 8 applies an excitation voltage,
delays a specified time, and makes a differential
voltage measurement, lf a delay of 0 is
specified, the inputs for the differential
measurement are not switched for a second
integration as is normally the case (Section
13.2). The result stored is the voltage
measured. Instruction 8 does not have as good
resolution or common mode rejection as the
ratiometric bridge measurement instructions" lt
does provide a very rapid means of making
bridge measurements as well as supplying
excitation to circuitry requiring differential
measurements. This instruction does not
reverse excitation. A 1 before the excitation
channel number (1X) causes the channel to be
incremented with each repetition. The output of
lnstruction 8 is simply the voltage
measurement. When 8 is used to measure a
full bridge (same connections as Instruction 6 in
Figure 13.5-1), the result is Vl which equals

V, (Rs/(Rs+Ra) R2l(R1+R2)).

(ln other words, to make the output the same as
Instruction 6, use a factor of 10004/, in the
multiplier.)
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SECTION 13.

INSTR.

#

vx

vl

21X MEASUREMENTS

DIAGRAM DESCRIPTION RESULT = X

DC HALF BRIDGE
WITH USER ENTERED X = Vr = Vx

SETTLING TIME
Rs+Rr

AC HALF BRIDGE V' R.
EXCITATION ALTERNATES X = 

- 
= =-=POLARITY FOR ION vx K5*f(1

DEPOLARIZATION

4 WIRE

FULL BRIDGE

3 WIRE

HALF BRIDGE

6 WIRE FULL BRIDGE
WITH EXCITATION

LEAD COMPENSATION

4 WIRE

HALF BRIDGE

X = looo + = tooo (f-3 
+R1

2V2- V1 R5
v_-=-

Vx-v1 Rr

R2

Rr +Rz

v2

= 1000q = 1000

( v, olr 5 v RANGE)

,RrR2\t-p, 
.. n. 

-R' 
1 q/

V2 R5

=-=-Vr Rr

(vl NoT 0N s v RANGE)
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SECTION 13. 21X MEASUREMENTS

*Vx
3 Wire
Half Bridge

Differential
Measurement
with Excitation

6 Wire
Full Bridge
or 4 Wire
Half Bridge

Compensates for lead
wire resistance,
assuming resistance is
same in both wires.
Two single-ended
measurements at each
excitation polarity.
Ratiometric output.

Makes a ditferential
measurement without
reversing excitation
polarity or switching
inputs. Used for fast
measurements on load
cells, PRTs etc.
Resolution and common
mode rejection worse
than 6 if used with
delay=g. Measured
voltage output.

Compensates for lead
wire resistance. Two
differential
measurements at each
excitation polarity.
Ratiometric output.

I

123456

Time (milliseconds)

FIGURE 13.5-2. Excitation and Measurement
Sequence for 4 Wire Full Bridge

TABLE f 3.5-1. Comparison of Bridge
MOasurement Instructions

lnstr. CircUit Description

AC Flalf Bridge

4 Wife
Full Eridge

Calculating the actual resistance of a sensor
which is one of the legs of a resistive bridge
usually requires the use of one or two
Processing Instructions in addition to the bridge
measurement instruction. lnstruction 59 takes
a value, X, in a specified input location and
computes the value M)U(1-X), where M is the
multiplier and stores the result in the original
location. lnstruction 42 computes the reciprocal
of a value in an input location. Table 13.5-2
lists the instructions used to compute the
resistance of any single resistor shown in the
diagrams in Figure 13.5-1, provided the values
of the other resistors in the bridge circuit are
known.

DC Flalf Bridge User entered settling
time allows
compensation for
capacitance in long lead
lengths. No polarity
reversal. One single-
ended measurement.
Measured voltage
output.

Rapid reversalof
excitation polarity for ion
depolarization. One
single-ended
measurement at each
excitation polarity.
Ratiometric output.

Slightly lower noise than
9. One differential
measurement at each
excitation polarity.
Ratiometric output.
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lnstr.

4

TABLE 13.5-2. Calculating Resistance Values from Bridge Measurement

Result Instr. Muttiplier and Offset

I rf --' ((x tv)t(1-x/vx))/Rs

5 X=Rr/(R"+R1)

XR"=Rt-- '1-X
1

Fl{ =-' (xt(1-X))/Rs

6,8,9* X-1000[R3 /(R3 +Ra) -Rz/(R1+R2)]

Rl =------1-' (X, /(1-X1))/R2

where Xr =-X/1000+R3 /(R3 +Ra)

Rz=Rr(.X2/(-Xz))

where Xz = Xt

R3 = Ra (X3 / (1- X3 ))

where X3 = x / 1000 +R2 /(R1 + Rr)

E - (X+ t(1-X4))/Rs

where X+ = X3

7&9* X=Rs /Rr

Rs -Rf X

Rt =R. /x

Mult. = 1A/"; ofs. = O

Mult. = Rr

Mult. = 1A/"; ofs. = 0
Mult. = 1/Rs

Mult. = 1; ofs. = 0
mult. = Rr

Mult. = 1; ofs. = 0
59. Mult. = 1/R"; ofs. = 0
42.

*used for full bridge

6 or 9. Mult. = -0.001i ofs. = Rg/(Rg+Ra)
g. Mult. = 1A/"; ofs. = Rs/(Rs+R+)

59. Mult. = 1/Rz

42.

6 or 9. Mult. = -0.001i ofs. = Rg/(Ra+Ra)

59. Mult. = Rr

6 or 9. Mult. - 0.001; ofs. = Rzl(Rr+Rz)
59. Mult. = Rn

6or9. Mult. = 0.001; ofs. - R2/(R1+R2)
Mult. = 1/Rs

"used as half bridge

7 or 9. Mult. = R1; ofs. = 0

7 or 9. Mult. = 1/R"; ofs. = 0
42.

X=Vx(Rs/(R"+R1))

x /v_
R" =Rt- '1-X/Vx

1

4.
59.

4.
59.
42.

5.
59.

5.

59.
42.
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13.6 RESIST CE MEASUREMENTS
REQU AC EXCITATION

sensors require AC excitation.
lhe 207 relative humidity probe,

soil water conductivity sensors,
grids. The use of DC

polarization, which willcause an erroneous
measurement, and may shift the calibration of
the sensor arhd/or lead to its rapid decay.

The AC half bridge lnstruction 5 (incorporated
into the 207 telative humidity measurement
Instruction 12) reverses excitation polarity to
provide ion depolarization and, in order to
minimize the]time excitation is on, grounds the
excitation as soon as the signal is integrated
(Figure 13.6i1). The slow integration time
should nevei be used with a sensor requiring
AC excitatiod because it results in the excitation
lasting about 20 times as long, allowing
polarization !o affect the measurement.

0l2
Time (milliseconds)

FIGURE 13.6-1. AC Excitation and
Measurempnt Sequence for AC Half Bridge

INFLUENCE OF GROUND LOOP ON
MEASUREMENTS

When measuring soil moisture blocks or water
conductivity, the potential exists for a ground
loop which oan adversely atfect the
measurement. This ground loop arises
because the soil and water provide an alternate
path for the excitation to return to 21X ground,
and can be lepresented by the model
diagramme{ in Figure 13.6-2.

SECTION 13. 21X MEASUREMENTS

FIGURE 13.6-2. Model of Resistive Sensor
with Ground Loop

In Figure 13.6-2, V,. is the excitation voltage, Rf
is a fixed resistor, R" is the sensor resistance,
and R6 is the resistance between the excited
electrode and 21X earth ground. With R6 in the
network, the measured signal is:

Some
These

and wetness

Vr=V-A' ^ (R. +Rs)+RsRf /RG
[13.6"1]

RsRr/Re is the source of error due to the ground
loop. When RG is large the equation reduces
to the ideal. The geometry of the electrodes
has a great effect on the magnitude of this
error. The Delmhorst gypsum block used in the
227 probe has two concentric cylindrical
electrodes. The center electrode is used for
excitation; because it is encircled by the ground
electrode, the path for a ground loop through
the soil is greatly reduced. Moisture blocks
which consist of two parallel plate electrodes
are particularly susceptible to ground loop
problems. Similar considerations apply to the
geometry of the electrodes in water conductivity
sensors.

The ground electrode of the conductivity or soil
moisture probe and the 21X eafth ground form
a galvanic cell, with the water/soilsolution
acting as the electrolyte. lf current was allowed
to flow, the resulting oxidation or reduction
would soon damage the electrode, just as if DC
excitation was used to make the measurement.
Campbell Scientific probes are built with series
capacitors in the leads to block this DC current.
In addition to preventing sensor deterioration,
the capacitors block any DC component from
affecting the measurement.

*vx
Excito!ion Voltoge
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SECTION 14. INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE

14.1 FROM THE
ENVI

The normal tal variables of concern
are and moisture. The standard
21X is designed to operate reliably from -25 to
+SOoC (-55 to +80oC, optional) in
noncondenging humidity. When humidity
tolerances 4re exceeded, damage to lC chips,
microprocegsor failure, and/or measu rement
inaccuracie$ due to condensation on the
various PC board runners may result. Etfective
humidity coftrol is the responsibility of the user.

The 21X is rfot hermetically sealed. Two half
unit packet! of DESI PAK desiccant are located
by the battefies. This desiccant should, in most
cases, keel the interior components dry
between battery changes. A dry package
weighs appfoximately 19 grams and willabsorb
a maximum of six grams of water al40o/o
humidity anfl 11 grams at 80%. Desiccant
packets caribe dried out by placing the packets
in an oven 4t 120oC for 16 hours (desiccant
only, not thE 21X).

Campbell Scientific offers two enclosures for
housing a21X and peripherals. The fiberglass
enclosures are classified as NEMA 4X (water-
tight, dusttight, corrosion-resistant, indoor and
outdoor use). A 1.25" diameter entry/exit pot't is
located at the bottom of the enclosure for
routing cables and wires. The enclosure door
can be fastened with the hasp for easy access,
or with the two supplied screws for more
permanent applications, The white plastic
inserts at the corners of the enclosure must be
removed to insert the screws. Both enclosures
are white for reflecting solar radiation, thus
reducing the internal enclosure temperature.

The Model ENC 10/12 fiberglass enclosure
houses the 21X and one peripheral such as a
Storage Module. Inside dimensions of the ENC
1O112 are 12"x10"x4.5", outside dimensions are
16"x1 1.5"x7" (with brackets); weight is 8.5 lbs.

The Model ENC 12l14 fiberglass enclosure
houses the 21X and one or more peripherals.
lnside dimensions of the ENC 12/14 are
14"x1 2"x5.5", outside dimensions are
18"x13.5"x8.13" (with brackets); weight is 11.16
lbs.

TABLE 14.2-1. Typical Current Drain for Common 21X Peripherals

Typical Current Drain (mA)

Quiescent ActivePeripheral

RC35 Cassette
PSO-VHF 5 Watt Radio
PSO-UHF 4 Watt Radio
RF95 RF Modem
SM1 9ZSM716 Storage Module
MD9
RAD Modem and SC932 Interface
DC112 Phone Modem
SDM-AO4
SDM.CD16
SDM-INT8
SDM-SW8A

0
't8

15
1.4
0.25
1.2
2.2
0.002

10.5
6.0
0.4
3

300
1350
1 100
30
3
80
10-15
45

11/LED lit
6.5
6

T
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SECTION 14. INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE

14.2 POWER REQUIREMENTS

The 21X operates at a nominal12V DC. Below
9.6 or above 16 volts the 21X does not operate
properly.

The 21X is diode protected against accidental
reversal of the positive and ground leads f rom'
the battery. Input voltages in excess of 18V
may damage the 21X and/or power supply. A
transzorb provides transient protection by
limiting voltage at approximately 20V.

System operating time for the batteries can be
determined by dividing the battery capacity
(amp-hours) by the average system current
drain. The 21X draws 1.0 mA in the quiescent
state, 25 mA while processing, and 60 mA
during an analog measurement;the length of
operating time for each datalogger instruction is
listed in Section 3. Typicalcurrent
for common 21X peripherals are given in Table
14.2-1 

:

14-2
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14.9 21X PqWER SUPPLIES
I

The 21X is {vailable with both alkaline batteries
(21X) and lepd acid batteries (21XL). The
difference b6tween the 21X and 21XL is the
power supplf base. Converting from a 21X to
21XL or vics versa can be done by simply
purchasing he appropriate base.

14.3.'1 21X ALKALINE POWER SUPPLY

The 21X utilizes I alkaline D cells. Two screws
must be from the front panel to install
the see Figure 14.3-1. After battery
installation, power switch on the side of the
21X will the datalogger on and otf.

To replace tfe batteries without losing the
datalogger {rogram and data: 1) do not turn the
power switcfr off, 2) connect an external battery
to the 12 voft, 3) remove the old batteries, 4)
replace with new alkaline D cell batteries, and
5) remove the external battery.

A fresh set df eight alkaline D cells has 12.4
volts and a /nominal rating of 7.5 amp-hours at
20oC. The {mp-hour rating decreases with
temperature as shown in Table 14.3-1.
Datalogger fnstruction 10 can be used to
monitor battpry voltage. Replace the alkaline
cells before the 21X battery voltage drops below
9.6 V.

TABLE 14.3-1. Typical Alkaline Baftery
SBrvice and Temperature

Temperatute (oC) o/o ol2OoC Service

20-5q
15
10

5
0

-10
-20
-30

100
98
94
90
86
70
50
30

SECTION 14. INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE

14.3.2 21XL LEAD ACID BATTERY POWER
SUPPLY

The 21XL includes a '12Y,2.5 amp-hour lead
acid battery, a AC transformer (20V DC), and a
temperature compensated charging circuit with
a charge indicating diode. An AC transformer
or solar panel should be connected to the 21XL
at alltimes. The charging source powers the
21X while float charging the lead acid batteries.
The internal lead acid battery powers the
datalogger if the charging source is interrupted.
The 21XL lead acid battery specifications are
given in Table 14.3-2.

The connector from the charging source can be
inserted into the receptacle on the side of the
21XL. A transzorb provides transient protection
to the charging circuit. A sustained input
voltage in excess of 40V will cause the
transzorb to limit voltage.

Solar panels and AC transformers should be
supplied with a connector. lf trying to use a
charging source which has only two bare leads
(no connector), contact Campbell Scientific for
identification of the proper connector.

The red light (LED) on the 21XL is on during
charging. The switch turns power on and off,
battery charging still occurs when the switch is
off.

lf the voltage of the lead acid batteries
drops below 11.76 volts before recharging,
permanent damage to the lead acid cells
may result. CampbellScientific does not
warrant batteries.

Monitor the power supply using datalogger
Instruction 10. Users are strongly advised to
incorporate this instruction into their data
acquisition programs to keep track of the state
of the power supply. lf the system voltage level
consistently decreases through time, some
element(s) of the charging system has failed.
Instruction 10 measures the voltage at the 12V
port, not the voltage of the lead acid battery.
External power sources must be disconnected
lrom the 21XL in order to measure the actual
lead acid battery voltage.

dala is based on one "D" cell
ions of 50 mA current drain

ohm load. As the current drain
the percent service improves for
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TABLE 14.3-2. 21XL Battery and AC
Transf ormer Specif ications

Lead Acid Battery
Battery Type
Float Life @ 25oC
Capacity
Shelf Life, fullcharge
Charge Time (AC Source)

AC Transformer
Input:
lsolated Output:

Gates #810-0011X
8 years minimum
2.5 amp-hour
Check twice yearly
40 hr full charge,
2O hr 95o/" charge

120V AC, 60 Hz
20V DC @ 350 mA
max.

There are inherent hazards associated with the
use of sealed lead acid batteries. Under normal
operation, lead acid batteries generate a small
amount of hydrogen gas. This gaseous by-
product is generally insignificant because the
hydrogen dissipates naturally before build-up to
an explosive level (4"/") occurs. However, if the
batteries are shorted or overcharging takes
place, hydrogen gas may be generated at a rate
sufficient to create ahazard. Campbell
Scientific makes the following
recommendations:

1 . A 21X equipped with standard lead acid
batteries should NEVER be used in
applications requiring INTRINSICALLY
SAFE equipment.

2. A lead acid battery should not be housed in
a gas-tight enclosure.

14.4 SOLAR PANELS

Auxiliary photovoltaic power sources, such as
Solarex Models MSXS, MSX10, and MSX18
Solar Panels may be used to maintain charge
on lead acid batteries.

TABLE 14.4-1. MSX5 and MSX10 Solar Panel
Specifications

MSX5 MSX10 MSX18

Typical Peak Power 4.2 8.9 18.6
(Watts)
Current @ Peak
(Amps)
Amp Hrs/week

.27 .59 1.06

6.4 14.4 26.4
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NOTE: Specifications assume 1 kWm2
illumination at a panel celltemperature of
25oC. Individual panel performance may
vary as much as 107o.

When selecting a solar panel, a rule-of-thumb
that on a stormy overcast day the panel should
provide enough charge to meet the system
current drain (assume 1Oo/" of average annual
global radiation, kwm2). Specific site
information, if available, could strongly i

the solar panel selection. For example, local
etfects such as mountain shadows, fog from
valley inversion, snow, ice, leaves, birds, etc.
shading the panel should be considered.

Guidelines are available lrom the Solarex
Corporation for solar panel selection called
"DESIGN AIDS FOR SMALL PV POWER
SYSTEMS". lt provides a method for
calculating solar panel size based on general
site location and system power requirements. lf
you need help in determining your system
power requirements contact Campbell
Scientif ic's Marketing Department.

14.5 DIRECT BATTERY CONNECTION
TO THE 21X

Any 10 to 13V DC supply may be connected to
the 12V and ground terminals on the 21X. Be
careful not to short the leads together when
connecting them to the datalogger.

A blocking diode prevents the external battery
from charging the internal alkaline batteries.

14.6 VEHICLE POWER SUPPLY
CONNECTIONS

When a vehicle's starting motor is engaged, the
supply voltage drops considerably below the
nominal 12 volts. lf the 21X is connected
directly to the vehicle's power supply, the 21X's
batteries are also pulled down causing an E08
error each time the vehicle is started. Avoid
problem by placing a diode (1N4001) and a 3
ohm, 5 watt resistor in series with the positive
lead going to the +12V terminal (Figure 14.6-1).
The diode allows the vehicle to power the 21X
without the datalogger attempting to charge the
vehicle. The ground lead should be 16 AWG or
larger to reduce the potential for ground
reference errors in the measurements.
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FIGURE 141.6-1. Connecting Vehicle Power
I Supply
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14.7 USE OF DIGITAL CONTROL
PORTS FOR SWITCHING RELAYS

Each of the gix digitalcontrol ports can be set
low or high (gV low, 5V high) using l/O
f nstruction 2p, Port Set, or commands 41 -78
associated v{ith Program Control Instructions 83
through 93. lA digital output port is normally
used to operpte an external relay driver circuit
because the port itself has a limited drive
capability (1.SmA at 3.5V). Figure 14.7-'l shows
a typical rela! driver circuit in conjunction with a
coildriven rdlay which may be used to switch
external power to some device. In this
example, when the controlport is set high, 12V
from the datAlogger passes through the relay
coil, closing the relay which completes the
power circuit to a fan, turning the fan on.
Campbell Sdientific offers the A21REL-12 Four
Channel Relpy Driver (12V coil) and the A6REL-
12 Six Chanfiel Relay Driver with manual
override (12V coil) for use with the 21X.

SUPPLY MAXMUY - 40 WC
MlNlilUil - REQUIRED COL \€ITAC€

UAXTUM CURtrilI IO
COL lS 75 mA AT 25t,
{ mA AT -50'C

FIGURE Relay Driver Circuit with
Relay

ln other it may be desirable to
simply power to a device without going
through a refay. Figure 14.7-2 illustrates a
circuit for svrjitching external power to a device
without going through a relay. lf the peripheral
to be powerpd draws in excess of 75 mA at
room tempefature (limit of the 2N2907A

SECTION 14. INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE

medium power transistor), the use of a relay
(Figure 14.7-1) would be required.

lOC MAXIMUM

MAXIMUM CURRENT TO

PERIPHERAL lS 75 mA AT

25t, 40 mA AI -50t

coNlR0t
PORI

FIGURE 14.7-2. Power Switching without
Relay

Other control port activated circuits are possible
for applications with greater currenVvoltage
demands than shown in Figures 14.7-1 and
14.7-2. For more information contact Campbell
Scientific's Marketing Department.

14.8 GROUNDING

14.8.1 PROTECTION FROM LIGHTNING

Primary lightning strikes are those where
lightning hits the datalogger or sensors directly.
Secondary strikes occur when the lightning
strikes somewhere near the system and
induces a voltage in the wires. The purpose of
an earth ground is to minimize damage to the
system by providing a low resistance path
around the system to a point of low potential.
ANY DATALOGGER IN A FIELD
INSTALLATION MUST BE EARTH
GROUNDED. Allcomponents of the system
(datalogger, sensors, external power supplies,
mounts, housings, etc.) should be referenced to
one common eadh ground.

Alf input and output terminals on the 21X are
transient protected with spark gaps. The 21X
must have a good earth ground for the transient
protection to work.

The spark gaps consist of a thin air gap
between the conductor and a heavy copper bar
tied to ground. Depending on the conductivity
of the air, current will be diverted to ground at
roughly 400 to 600V.

A modem/phone line connected to the 21X
provides another path for transients to enter and
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damage the datalogger. Campbell Scientific's
DC112 phone modem has spark gaps on the
phone lines. A 12 AWG wire should be run
from the modem ground terminalto earth
ground.

In laboratory applications, locating a stable
earth ground is not always obvious. In older
buildings, new cover plates on old AC sockets
may indicate that a safety ground exists when in
fact the socket is not grounded. lf a safety
ground does exist, it is good practice to verify
that it carries no current. lf the integrity of the
AC power ground cannot be verified, it is better
to ground the system to a massive metalobject
such as a steelwater pipe.

In the field, an earth ground may be created
through a grounding rod. A 12 AWG or larger
wire should be run between the 21X terminal
and the eafth ground. Campbell Scientific's
CM10 and CM6 Tripods come complete with
ground and lightning rods, grounding wires, and
appropriate ground wire clamps.

14.8.2 EFFECT OF GROUNDING ON
MEASUREMENTS: COMMON MODE RANGE

The common mode range is the voltage range,
relative to the 21X ground, within which both
inputs of a differential measurement must lie in
order for the differential measurement to be
made. Common mode range for the 21X is
IS.OV. For example, if the high side of a
differential input is at 4V and the low side is at
3V relative to 21X ground, a measurement
made on the +5.0V range would indicate a
signal of 1V. However, if the high input
changed to 6V, the common mode range is
exceeded and the measurement cannot be
made.

Common mode range may be exceeded when
the 21X is measuring the output from a sensor
which has its own grounded power supply and
the low side of the signal is referenced to power
ground. lf the 21X ground and the sensor
ground are at sufficiently different potentials, the
signalwillexceed the common mode range. To
solve this problem, the sensor power ground
and the 21X ground should be connected,
creating one ground for the system.

In a laboratory application, where more than
one AC socket may be used to power various
sensors, it is not always safe to assume that the
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power grounds are at the same potential. To
safe, the ground of allthe AC sockets in use
should be tied together with a 12 AWG wire.

14.9 MAINTENANCE

The 21X requires a minimum of routine
rnaintenance. A few preventative maintenance
steps willoptimize battery life and decrease the
chances of datalogger failure.

The 21X alkaline supply should not drop below
9.6V betore replacement. When not in use,
remove the eight cells to eliminate potential
corrosion of contact points and store in a cool
dry place.

When not in use, the 21XL lead acid battery
should be stored in a cool, dry environment with
the AC charging circuit activated. Discharging
the 21XL lead acid batteries below 11.76V
causes permanent damage, or at least
drastically diminishes the batteries' normal life
expectancy.

When connecting an external battery to the
21X, use care to avoid shorting the +12V and
ground from the battery.

Four packets of active desiccant are provided
with each 21X. Two packets are located in the
battery base and two spare packets are sealed
in a plastic bag. Used desiccant may be
reactivated by oven drying for about 16 hours at
120oC. Routine desiccant replacement is
required for reliable datalogger service.

14.10 CALIBRATION PROCEDURES

The 21X requires little maintenance or
calibration. Measurements are made in such a
way that small errors in the calibration are
automatically removed. Measurements can be
made to determine whether the accuracy of the
21X is within the specifications given at the
of this manual. lf needed, the calibration
procedures described in this section can be
pedormed by an experienced technician having
the suggested equipment.

NOTE: The precision of the 21X exceeds
that of most standard electronic equipment.
These procedures require that the test
equipment have a precision and accuracy
equal to or better than the 21X.



The procedures are for calibrating the 3.
voltage and the clock. Other factors
such as r
offset in
CAO voltage require that the 21X be returned to
the factory
obtain

14.10.1 VOLTAGE REFERENCE CALIBRATION
PROCEDURE

SUGGESTED INSTRUMENTS

Five and one half digit digitalvolt meter (DVM)
with 10 micrQvolt resolution. The accuracy of
the DVM neQds to be equalto that of the 21X
which is +1 niV at 5 V DC.

I

I

PROCEDURE

1. Remove lthe 21X battery base and unplug
the battefy from the 21X. Remove the tour
screws hblding the aluminum cover plate
and remQve the cover plate. Lay the 21X,
panel dolrvn, on a padded flat surface with
the circuft cards up and exposed as shown
in Figure 14.6-1 . Plug the battery back into
the 21X. Turn on the 21X.

2. Set the QAC to output 0.000 volts DC by
programfning the 21X as follows:

01:

01:
01:
02:
03:
o4:
05:
06:

Table 1 Programs
Sec. Execution Interval

Excite, Delay,Volt(SE)
Rep
5000 mV slow Range
lN Chan
Excite all reps dEXchan 1

Delay (units.01sec)
mV Excitation

as instructed
Loc [:MEAS. mV ]
Mult
Offset

ratios, DAC non-linearity, and
the switched excitation or the

repair. Please callthe factory to
:ation before sending in the unit.

SECTION 14. INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE

Monitor the Digital to Analog Conveder
(DAC) output by connecting the positive
lead of the DVM to the DAC OUTPUT
TEST POINT which is the left side of the
3.3 K resistor shown in Figure 14.10-1.
Connect the negative lead of the DVM to
any ground on the front panel. Set the DVM
to read on its most sensitive DC Volt scale.

Adjust the DAC OFFSET
POTENTIOMETER (see Figure 14.10-1) for
a DVM reading of 0.0000 V +0.0001.

Change the 21X's program, so that
lnstruction 4, parameter 6 reads 4000 to
change the DAC output to 4 V. Set up the
DVM to read 4 V DC.

6. Adjust the VOLTAGE REFERENCE GAIN
POTENTIOMETER (see Figure 1 4.1 0-1 )
untila DVM reading of 4.0000 V +0.0001 is

obtalned.

7. Change the 21X's program, step 2, so that
Instruction 4, parameter 6 reads -4000 to
change the DAC output to -4 V.

8. A DVM reading of -4.000 V +0.0025 verifies
the linearity. lf this reading is off, the 21X
needs to be sent in for repair.

9. Lock both potentiometers into position with
a dab of finger nail polish.

14.10.2 CLOCK CALIBRATION PROCEDURE

The clock circuitry resides on the CPU card (the
card farthest from the front panel). The
frequency of the clock crystal exhibits a
parabolic response to temperature. The
frequency maximum occurs at room
temperature and drops off slowly at hotter or
colder temperatures. When the 21X leaves the
factory it is calibrated to be 20 ppm fast. lf the
21X is placed in a controlled environment with
the temperature close to room temperature, it
would be better to set the crystalfrequency
exactly on.

SUGGESTED INSTRUMENTS

Digital f requency counter

PROCEDURE

4.

5.

1

1

07:
08:
09:

P4
1

5
1

1

900
0000

Changp
1

1

0
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Remove the 21X battery base and unplug
the battery from the 21X. Remove the four
screws holding the aluminum cover plate
and remove the cover plate. Lay the 21X,
panel down, on a padded flat surface with
the circuit cards up and exposed as shown
in Figure 14.10-1. Plug the battery back
into the 21X. Turn on the 21X.

3.
Connect positive lead of the frequency
counter to pin 3 of the integrated circuit

shown at Location P10 on Figure 14.10-2.
Connect the ground lead to any one of the
capacitor leads circled in the upper left
corner of Figure 14.10-2. Adjust the
variable capacitor at location 516 for a
period of 49999.0 microseconds (20 ppm
fast) or 50000.0 microseconds (exactly on).

Lock the variable capacitor into position wi
a dab of fingernail polish.2.

DAC OUTPUT
TEST POINT
(LEFT SIDE)

DAC OFFSET
POTENTIOMETER

VOLTAGE REFERENCE
GAIN POTENTIOMETER

14-8

FIGURE 14.10-1. Calibration Points for the 21X
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APPENDIX

ASCII: for American Standard
Code fo I nformation Interchange

"askee"). A specific binary
code of 28 characters represented by 7 bit
binary

BAUD RATE: The speed of transmission of
informatibn across a serial interface,
express{d in units of bits per second. For
examplef 9600 baud refers to bits being
transmittpd (or received) from one piece of
equipmefrt to another at a rate of 9600 bits
per secofrd. Thus, a 7 bit ASCII character
plus parify bit plus 1 stop bit (total 9 bits)
would bd transmitted in 9i9600 s€c. =
.94ms od about 1000 characters/sec. When
communicating via a serial interface, the
baud ratp settings of two pieces of
equipment must match each other.

DATA POINT: A data value which is sent to
Final Stdrage as the result of an Output
InstructiQn. Strings of data points output at
the samQ time make up Output Arrays.

INTERVAL: The time interval
initiating each execution of a
table. The execution interval will

with the current 24 hour
that the table is executed at

and every execution interval
the The table will be executed for
the first at the first occurrence of the

interval after compilation. Any
time the is reset the execution interual
is resyn$hronized. See Section 1.1 for
information on the choice of an execution
interval.

EXECUTIO$ TIME: The time that it actually
takes thb 21X to execute an instruction or
group of instructions. lf the execution time
of a pro$ram table exceeds the table's
executidn interual, the program table will be
executed less frequently than programmed.

A. GLOSSARY

FINAL STORAGE: That portion of memory
allocated for storing Output Arrays. Final
Storage may be viewed as a ring memory,
with the newest data being written over the
oldest. Data in FinalStorage may be
displayed using the *7 Mode or sent to
various peripherals (Section 2).

HIGH RESOLUTION: A high resolution data
value has 5 significant digits and may range
in magnitude from +.00001 to *99999. A
high resolution data value requires 2 Final
Storage locations (4 bytes). All Input and
Intermediate Storage locations are high
resolution. Output to Final Storage defaults
to low resolution; high resolution output
must be specified by Instruction 78.

INDEXED INPUT LOCATION: An input
location entered as an instruction parameter
may be indexed by keying "C" before
entering by keying "A";two dashes (--) will
appear at the right of the display. Within a
loop (lnstruction 87, Section 7), this will
cause the location to be incremented each
pass through the loop. Indexing is also
used with Instruction 75 to cause an input
location, which normally remains constant,
to be incremented with each repetition.

INPUT/OUTPUT INSTRUCTIONS:
Input/Output instructions are used to initiate
measurements and store the results in
lnput Storage or to set Digital Control Ports
or Continuous Analog Output channels.

INPUT STORAGE: That portion of memory
allocated for storing the results of Input and
Processing instructions. The values in
Input Storage can be displayed and altered
from the *6 Mode.

INSTRUCTION LOCATION NUMBER: As
instructions are entered in a program table,
they are numbered sequentially. The
instruction location number is the number
giving an instruction's order in the program
table. When programming a table, the
instruction location number and a P (e.9.,
04: P00) prompts the user when it is time to
enter an instruction.

bes
time
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INTERMEDIATE STORAGE: That portion of
memory allocated for storing the results of
intermediate calculations necessary for
operations, such as averages or standard
deviations. Intermediate storage is not
accessible to the user.

LOW RESOLUTION: This is the default output
resolution. A low resolution data value has
4 significant decimal digits and may range
in magnitude from *0.001 to *6999. A low
resolution data value requires 1 Final
Storage location (Section 2.2).

OUTPUT ARRAY: A string of data points
output to Final Storage. Output occurs only
when the Output Flag is set. The first point
of an Output Array is the Output Array lD,
which gives the table and the Instruction
Location Number of the instruction which
sets the Output Flag. The data points
which complete the Array are the result of
the Output Processing Instructions which
are executed while the Output Flag is set.
The Array ends when the Output Flag is
reset at the end of the table or when
another instruction acts upon the Output
Flag. Output occurs only when the Output
Flag is set.

OUTPUT INTERVAL: The time interval
between initiation of a particular Output
Array. Output occurs only when the Output
Flag is set. The flag may be set at fixed
intervals or in response to certain conditions
(Section 3.7).

OUTPUT PROCESSING INSTRUCTIONS:
These instructions process data values and
generate Output Arrays. Examples of
Output Processing Instructions include
Totalize, Maximize, Minimize, Average, etc.
The data sources for these instructions are
values in Input Storage. The results of
intermediate calculations are stored in
Intermediate Storage. The destination of
data generated by Output Processing
Instructions is Final Storage. The transfer
of processed summaries to Final Storage
takes place when the Output Flag is set by
a Program Control Instruction.

PARAMETER: When used in conjunction with
21X instructions, parameters are numbers
or codes which are entered when
programming the 21X to specify exactly
what the instruction is to do. Once the
instruction number has been entered in a
program table, the 21X will prompt for the
parameters by displaying the parameter
number in the lD Field of the display.

PROCESSING INSTRUCTIONS: These
instructions allow the user to further
process input data values and return the
result to Input Storage where it can be
accessed for output processing. Arithmetic
and transcendental functions are included
in these instructions.

PROGRAM CONTROL INSTRUCTIONS:
These instructions are used to modify the
sequence of execution of instructions
contained in program tables, and to set or
clear flags.

PROGRAM TABLE: That portion of memory
allocated for storing programs consisting of
a sequence of user instructions which
control data acquisition and processing.
Programming can be separated into 2
tables, each having its own execution
interval. A third table is available for
subroutines which may be called by
instructions in Tables 1 or 2. The *1 and *2

Modes are used to access Tables 1 and 2.
The *3 Mode is used to access Subroutine
Table 3. The length of the tables is
constrained by the total memory available
for programming (Section 1.1). Table 1

execution has the higher priority; it may
interrupt Table 2.

SAMPLE RATE: The rate at which
measurements are made. The
measurement sample rate is primarily of
interest when considering the effect of time
skew (i.e., how close in time are a series of
measurements). The maximum sample
rates are the rates at which measurements
are made when initiated by a single
instruction with multiple repetitions.
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SIGNATUR : A number which is a function of
the data nd the sequence of data in
memory.l lt is derived using an algorithm
which a*ures a 99.998% probability that if
either th* data or its sequence changes, the
signaturO changes.

THROUGHFUT: The throughput rate is the
rate at which a measurement can be made,
scaled tq engineering units, and the reading
stored inl Final Storage. The 21X has the
ability to]scan sensors at a rate exceeding
the thro{ghput rate (see SAMPLE RATE).
The priftary factor affecting throughput
rate is tfie amount of processing specified
by the u$er. In normal operation, all
processipg called for by an instruction must
be comfleted before moving on the next
instructiqn. The maximum throughput rate
for a fasl single-ended measurement is 256
measurqments per second (16
measurqments, 16 times per second).
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APPENDIX B. PROM SIGNATURES AND SOFTWARE OPTIONS

The 21X P signatures are viewed by entering the
2.4.3.). The 21X uses three PROMS.window (

The current ROM signatures are given in Table B-1.

.B Mode and advancing to the appropriate
The third PROM determines the PROM option.

OPTION

osx-o.1

osx-1.1

osx-2.1

TABLE 8.1. 21X PROM SIGNATURES

SIGNATURE

02:14441.

03:14436.
or
03:5872.0"

04:50721.

04:866.00

04:44109.

PROM VERSION REVISION

08:.10000

08:1.1000

08:2.1000

09:0005

09:0004

09:0005

. With this H4OIU and a hardware modification the slow integration time is 20 ms (one 50 Hz cycle).
ls available for countries where 50 Hz Ac is used.

When purchasing a new 21X, the user may select 1 of 3 combinations of software. lf no option is
specified, tfp default (OSX0) will be shipped. The differences between the options are listed in the

lnstructiong

BURST MEASUREMENT
FFT
COVAR IANCE/CO RRELATION
I N ITIATE TELECOMMUNICATIONS
SEND CHARACTER
SDM INSTRUCTIONS
RAINFLOW HISTOGRAM

23
60
62
97
98
101-104
81

Modes
-C MODE - SECURITY

Telecommun ications Commands
L -- SECURITY DISABLE/ENABLE
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APPENDIX C. BINARY TELECOMMUNICATIONS

MUNICATIONS
WITH BINARY
S

Description

[no. of loc.]F BINARY DUMP - 21X sends, in
Final Storage Format (binary,
the number of Final Storage

I locations specified (from
current MPTR locations), then
Signature (no prompt).

DATALOGGER J AND K COMMANDS

3142J The 8142J command is used to toggle
dataloggBr user flags, request Final Storage
data, anfl to establish the input locations
returned by the K command. The format of
the comdnand is as follows:

311 42J<CR>abcd...nNU LL

where

1) "3142J<pR>" is the command.

2) "a" is a 1 byte value representing the user
flags to [e toggled. The most significant bit
(MSB), if set, will toggle datalogger user flag
8. Likev'1ise, the 2nd most significant bit, if
set, will loggle user flag 7, and so on to the
least sigl'rificant bit which, if set, toggles
user flag 1. Toggle means that if a flag is
set, it will be then reset, or if it is reset, it will
be set.

3) "b" is a 1 byte value whose MSB will
determirie whether Final Storage Data is
returned after the K command. lf the bit is
set, Findl Storage Data, if any, will be
returned after the next K command. The
datalogger initially has this bit reset upon
entering telecommunications, but once set
by a J command, it will remain set until
reset by another J command or

is terminated.

MSB set means a port toggle bYte

and port status is to be returned
the K command. Like the MSB, this bit

but remains set once set until reset by
another J command or telecommunications
is terminated.

The remaining bits are reserved.

lf the 2nd MSB in "b" was set then "c" is a
port toggle byte, otherwise "c,d,...,n" are
each 1 byte binary values each
representing a datalogger Input Storage
location. The data at those locations will be
returned after the next K command. ASCII
code 1 (0000001 binary) represents input
location 1. ASC|lcodes 2 (00000010
binary) represents input location 2, and so
on. The order of the location requests is not
important. The list is limited, however, to 62
total location requests.

"Null" or ASCII code 0 (00000000 binary )
terminates the J command. Alternately,
11111111 binary aborts the J command. lf
aborted, flags will not be toggled and
location requests will not be saved.

User
Enters

Datalogger
Echo

The K command returns datalogger time,
user flag status, port status if requested, the
data at the input locations requested in the
J command, and Final Storage Data if
requested by the J command. The format
of the command is K<CR> (K Return). The
datalogger will echo the K and Return and
send a Line Feed. The amount of data that
follows depends on the J command

4)

5)

3
1

4
2
J
CR

a
b
c
d
n
Null

3
1

4
2
J
CR
LF

a
b
c
d
n
Null

The
willl
with
is reset Upon entering telecommunications,
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User
Enters

K
CR

APPENDIX C. BINARY TELECOMMUNICATIONS

previously executed; four time bytes, a user
flags byte, four bytes for each input location
requested in the J command, Final Storage
data in Campbell Scientific's binary format if
requested by the J command, and
terminating in 7F 00 HEX and two signature
bytes.

The optional ports byte expresses the
datalogger port status. The most significant bit
represents Port 8, and so on to the least
significant bit which represents Port1.

For each input location requested by the J
command four bytes of data are returned. The
bytes are coded in Campbell Scientific, Inc.
Floating Point Format. The format is decoded
to the following:

Si g n (Mantissa*2(ExPonent))

The Data byte 1 contains the Sign and the
Exponent. The most significant bit represents
the Sign; if reset the Sign is positive. Subtract
40,hex from the 7 least significant bits to obtain
the signed exponent.

Data bytes 2lo 4 are a binary representation of
the mantissa with byte 2 the most significant
and 4 the least. The mantissa ranges in value
from
80 00 00 HEX (.5 decimal) to FF FF FF HEX (1

bit less than 1 decimal, 1-2-2\.

As an example, 41 80 OO OO HEX = +(.5.2(+1);

=.5*2=ldecimal.

Note Exceptions:

00 HEX= Odecimal
FF HEX = -99999 decima

lf appropriately requested by a J command,
Final Storage data, if any, will immediately
follow the input location data. Refer to the
datalogger manual for a description of how to
decode FinalStorage data in Campbell
Scientitic's binary data format. Final Storage
data will be limited to not more than 1024 bvtes
per K command.

The K command data is terminated with 7F 00
HEX (a unique binary format code) followed by
two signature bytes. Refer to the datalogger
manual for the meaning and calculation of the
signature bytes. The signature in this case is a
function of the first time byte through the 7F OO

HEX bytes. Calculate the signature of the bytes
received and compare with the signature
received to determine the validity of the
transmission.

Datalogger
Echo

K
CR
LF
Time Minutes byte 1

Time Minutes byte 2
Time Tenths byte 1

Time Tenths byte 2
Flags byte
Ports byte (if requested)
Datal byte 1

Datal byte 2
Datal byte 3
Datal byte 4
Data2 byte 1

Data2 byte 2
Data2 byte 3
Data2 byte 4
DataN byte 1

DataN byte 2
DataN byte 3
DataN byte 4
Final Storage Data bytes
01111111 binary byte
00000000 binary byte
Signature byte 1

Signature byte 2

00 00 00
FF FF FF

Time Minutes byte 1 is most significant.
Convert from binary to decimal. Divide by 60 to
get hours, the remainder is minutes. For
example, 00000001 01011001 (01 59 HEX) is
345 decimal minutes or 5:45.

Time Tenths byte 1 is most significant. Convert
from binary to decimal. Divide by 10 to get
seconds and tenths of seconds. For example,
00000001 11000110 (01 CO HEX) is 454
decimal or 45.4 seconds. Thus the datalogger
time for 01 59 01 CG HEX is 5:45:45.4.

The Flags byte expresses datalogger user flag
status. The most significant bit represents Flag
8, and so on to the least significant bit which
represents Flag 1. lf a bit is set, the user flag is
set in the datalogger.
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c.2 F|NAL STORAGE FORMAT
I

21X data is fprmatted as either 2 byte LO
Resolution oi 4 byte Hl Resolution values. The
first two byteb of an output array contain a code
noting the stfrt of the output array and the
output array lD, followed by the 2 or 4 byte data
values. At the end of the data sent in response
to the telecommunications F command a 2 byte
signature is gent (see below).

Representing the bits in the first byte of each
two byte pair as ABCD EFGH (A is the most
significant bit, MSB), the byte pairs are
described bdlow.

LO RESOLUTION FORMAT. D,E,F, NOT ALL

BITS DESCRIPTION

A FolaritY,0=*, 1=-.
B, C pecimallocators as defined below.
D-H plus t3 bit binary value (D=MSB).

APPENDIX C. BINARY TELECOMMUNICATIONS

second Largest possible number without D,
E, and F all 1 is 7167,

byte but CAMPBELL SCIENTIFIC
delines the largest allowable range
as 6999.

The decimal locators can be viewed as a
negative base 10 exponent with decimal
locations as follows:

C Decimal Location

O XXXX.
1 XXX.X
O XX.XX
1 X.XXX

DATA TYPE WHEN D,E,F, ALL EQUAL ONE

lf D, E, and F are all ones, the data type is
determined by the other bits as shown below,. X
implies a "don't care" condition; i.e., the bit can
be either 1 or 0 and is not used in the decode
decision.

B

0
0
1

1

ABCDEFGH
1111110X

XXO 111XX
0 01111XX
01111111

DATA TYPE AND SECOND BYTE FORMAT

A,B,C, = 1 - Start of output array, G=0. H is the most significant
bit of the output array lD. All 8 bits of the 2nd byte are also
included in the lD.

C = 0 - First byte of a 4 byte value.

A,B = 0; C = 1 - Third byte of a 4 byte value

A = 0; remaining bits = 1 - First byte of a2byle "dummy" word.
The CR10 always transmits a 0 for the 2nd byte, but the word
can be decoded on the basis of the 1st byte only.
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APPENDIX C. BINARYTELECOMMUNICATIONS

HIRESOLUTION FORMAT

Continuing to use the A-H bit representation, the four byte number is shown below as two two byte pairs.

ABO111GH XXXXXXXX OO1111GH XXXXXXXX

BITS, 1ST BYTE,
lST PAIR

CDEF=0111

B

G,H,A,

2nd byte

ABCDEF=001111

G

H

CAMPBELL SCIENTIFIC defines the largest
allowable range of a high resolution number to
be 99999.

Interpretation of the decimal locator for a 4 byte
data value is given below. The decimal
equivalent of bits GH is the negative exponent
to the base 10.

DESCRIPTION

Code designating 1st byte pair of four byte number.

Polarity,0=+, 1=-.

Decimal locator as defined below.

16th - gth bit (left to right) of 17 bit binary value.

Code designating 2nd byte pair of four byte number.

Unused bit.

17th and MSB of 17 bit binary value.

8th - 1st bit of 17 bit bina

BITS
GHA

000
001
010
011
100
101

DECIMAL FORMAT
5 digits

XXXXX.
XXXX.X

XXX.XX
XX.XXX

X.XXXX
.XXXXX

signature of the received data and comparing it
to the transmitted signature, it can be
determined whether the data was received
correctly.

SIGNATURE ALGORITHM

51,S0 represent the high and low
bytes of the signature,
respectively

M represents a transmitted data
byte
represents the existing byte
represents the new byte
represents a temporary
represents the carry bit from a
shift operation

1. The signature is initialized with both bytes
set to hexadecimal AA.

S1(n)=Ss(n)=44

2. When atransmitted byte, M(n+1), is
received, form a new high signature byte
setting it equal to the existing low byte.
Save the old high byte for later use.

n
n+1
T
c

C.3 GENERATION OF SIGNATURE
At the end of abinary transmission, a signature
is sent. The signature is a 2 byte integer value
which is a function of the data and the
sequence of data in the output array. lt is
derived with an algorithm that assures a
99.998% probability of detecting a change in the
data or its sequence. The 21X calculates the
signature using each transmitted byte except
the 2 byte signature itself. By calculating the
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T2 = shift left (Ss(n)) + carry

4. Form the new low signature byte by adding
the results of operation 3 to the old high
signaturE byte and the transmitted byte.
lgnore arpy carry bits resulting from these
add opergtions.

Se(rf+1) =Tz* 51(n) + M(n+1)

As each new transmitted byte is. received, the
procedure is pepeated.

APPENDIX C. BINARY TELECOMMUNICATIONS

lr| ,r = Sr(n)
I S1(n+1)= So(n)t''
I3. Form a tpmporary byte by shifting the old

low sign{ture byte one bit to the left and
adding afy carry bit which results from the
shift opefation. A "shift left" is identicalto a
multiply $y 2. lgnore any carry bit resulting
from the hdd.
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APPENDIX D. ASCII TABLE

American Standard Code for lnformation lnterchange
Decimal Values and Characters

Dec.

0
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Ghar.

CONTROL @

OONTROL A
CONTROL B
CONTROL C
OONTROL D
qoNTRoL E
QONTROL F

Qorurnol o
GONTROL H
Oorurnol r

CONTROL J
CONTROL K
CONTROL L
CONTROL M

CONTROL N
CONTROL O
CONTROL P

OONTROL Q
OONTROL R
CONTROL S
CONTROL T
CONTROL U
CONTROL V
CONTROL W
CONTROL X
CONTROL Y
CONTROL Z
qoNTROL I
OONTROL \
qoNTROL l
CONTROL ^
QONTROL _

(x3.4-1e68)

Dec. Char. Dec. Char. Dec. Char.

96
97
98
99
100 d
101 e
102 |
103 g
104 h
105 i

106 j

107 k
108 I

109 m
110 n

111 o
112 p

113 q
114 r
115 s
116 t
't17 u

118 v
119 w
120 x
121 y
122 z
123
124
125
126
127 DEL

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61

62
63

64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81

82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91

92
93
94
95

@

A
B
c
D
E
F
G
H
I

J
K
L
M
N
o
P

o
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
z
t
\

I

SPACE
!

/
0
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9

i

a
b
c4

f

$
%
&

=

2
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The 21X has
and three ho
chips and as

APPENDIX E. CHANGING RAM OR PROM CHIPS

sockets for memory chips. Five sockets hotd 8K Random Access Memory (An@ 9lttps
prigi^^"firc neid Onty tttemory FROM) chips. Older 21Xs may have two PROM

'ew as two RAM chiPs.

2. Lay the micrologger face down on a padded

surface. Remove the four Phillips head
screws from the corners of the aluminum
back plate. Lift the back plate up and away
to expose the 21X CPU board. Figure E-l
shows the CPU card; the memory chips are
in the lower right hand corner. The
locations numbered 1-5 hold RAM chips.
Locations 8, 7, and 6 hold PROM chiPs.

E.l DISASSETI'IBLY OF 21X

1. Turn pourcr off, remove the two Phillips
head scr4ws located near the edges of the
front pan$l of the micrologger. Carefully lift

the microfogger up and away from the
battery P{ck and disconnect the plastic
power cofnector.

6
i:1 |:r-

51 t
llc

,!3
I

P
t:ta
N
l.d

".;

hN

l':-.(

E i.:,JO
l4all- -.- (

F}

il
FIGURE E-1. Memory Sockets on CPU Card

E,2 INSTALLING NEW RAM CHIPS

The standard 21X has the maximum memory

allowable. In the unlikely event that a RAM chip

fails, the 21X can detect the bad chip during its
power-up mernory check (Section 1.5). As a

iesult of this OhecktheZlXdisplays the status
of the memoil chips as a sequence of 1s and

0s, each reprfsenting a chip with the status of
chip 1 on the feft and 8 on the right; 0 indicates
a bad chip. flor example, 11011111 indicates
that chip 3 (Flgure E-l) is bad.

To replace a RAM chip carefully pry the old chip

with a smallflat blade screwdriver, start at one

end and then loosen the other, alternating until

the chip is free. The new chip should be
installed with the notched end in the same
direction as the other chips, to the right side of
the card in Figure E-l. Before pushing the
chips into the socket, make certain that allpins
are conectly seated. After installing the chip,
check for pins that may be bent or not firmly
seated in the socket. lf there is a bent pin,

remove the chip, caretully straighten the pin and

reinstall the chiP.
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APPENDIX E. CHANGING RAM OR PROM CHIPS

The earliest 21Xs were shipped with only two
4K RAM chips. Current software does not
check for this condition; if an old 21X is being
upgraded to new sottware PROMS, five 8K
RAM chips (CSl Modelnumber EMXS) should
also be installed.

The older 21X has iumpers at locations M15,
W2O, and W27 (Figure E-l). With 8K RAM
chips installed, Ml5 should be jumpered on the
right set of pins and W20 and W27 should be
jumpered on the left set of Pins.

After changing RAM chips reassemble the 21X,
turn on the power and confirm that the power-up
check shows allgood RAM.

E.3 CHANGING PROM CHIPS

PROMs are installed at locations 6, 7, and 8 in
Figure E-l. The procedure for changing a
PROM is the same as for a RAM chip, carefully
pry out the old chip and insert the new one,
being certain that the notch on the chip is
toward the close edge of the card and that all
pins are correctly seated in the sockets.

In general, the PROM chip with the lowest
number is inserted in socket I and the PROM
with the highest number in socket 6, but check
the documentation received with the PROM
update to be sure.

Afterchanging PROMS, reassemble the 21X
and turn on the power. Confirm that the power-
up check indicates that all PROMS and RAM
are good. Then check the signature in the *B

Mode to be certain that they match those sent
with the documentation forthe PROMS.
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*D TAPE UPLOAD AND DOWNLOAD

FUNCTION

This library qption adds additional*D mode
commands that allow datalogger programs to
be saved to {nd loaded from a cassette tape.

INSTRUCTIONS

Command Description

3 Save Program on Tape
4 Load Program from Tape

SAVING PROGRAM ON TAPE

Use Cor
Connect

3 to save a program on tape.
Cassette Recorder to the

datalogger via the SC92A Cassette Write Only
lnterface or the SC93A Cassette ReadMrite
Interface. SC93A has three plugs which
plug into the monitor, and DC-
lNput jacks Qn the recorder. Enter *D Mode,
switch the reborder to RECORD, and key in 3A
to initiate thelprogram dump. When the
recording is {ompleted, "13:0000" is displayed.

Command 3 tuvrites an ASCII listing of the
datalogger pfogram to tape. The information
saved on tapB is the same as the printer listing

(Command 1). The C20, with the format
switches in the "ll, Decode" position, will read
the file. The PC201 will read the file if the
TAPE.COM program is run and the File Data
Format is specified as either Printable ASCII or
Comma Delineated ASC|l.

LOADING PROGRAM FROM TAPE

Use Command 4 to load a program from tape to
the datalogger. Connect the RC35 Cassette
Recorder to the datalogger via the SC93A
Cassette ReadAA/rite Inter{ace. The recorder's
volume setting should be near mid-range.
Position the tape at the start of the recorded
program before plugging in the SC93A. Enter
*D Mode, press the play button, and key in 44
to initiate the load"

When loading a program from tape, the
datalogger suspends all other tasks, including
updating the real-time clock. An "L" is displayed
when a block of data is detected on the tape. A
tape read error will be signaled by an "E". lf
data is not read within 30 seconds, the
datalogger displays E97. lf there are no
incorrectable errors (E98), the datalogger will
display "13:0000" after the tape read is
complete. The new program will be in memory
and running.

the
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21X TNDEX

* Modes, Modes
1,(l 421 1O-2

Probe101
example 7-11

Probe finstruction 111 9-5 B
exampfes 7-2,7-12

ov-3
207 Relative Humidity Probe finstruction 12] 9-6

Prograffiing example 7-3
227 Soil Moibture Block

Prograrnming example 7-10, 8-3
3 Wire Half Bridge finstruction 71 9-4

Progra
4 Wire Full
6 Wire Full

Average - flnstruction 711 11-1
Programming example OV-l3
Computing running 8-1

Battery power options
Alkaline D cells 14-2
External 14-4
Lead acid pack 14-3
Solar panels with 21XL 14-4
Vehicle power supply 14-4

Battery Voltage - |nstruction 101 9-5
Baud rate

Definition A-1, 6-4
Output Codes 4-1,4-2

Binary telecommunications C-1
Block Move - finstruction 54] 10-4

Programming examples 8-1, 8-G

Branching, LogicalAND or OR 3-4
Bridge measureme.nts 9-3

3 Wire Half Bridge 100 ohm PRT 7.6
4 Wire Full Bridge (Pressure Transducer) 7-8
4 Wire Full Bridge 100 ohm PRT 7-7
4 Wire Half Bridge 100 ohm PRT 7-5
6 Wire Full Bridge (Lysimeter) 7-9
Comparison of bridge measurement
instructions 13-17
Diagram of bridge measuring circuits 13.16
AC excitation 13-19

Bridge Transform - flnstruction 591 10-6
Programming example 7-11

Burst Measurement finstruction 23] 9-9

C20 Cassette Interface 4-5
Cables/Leads

Avoid PVC insulated conductors 13-9
Lead length on signal settling time,

Effect of 13-3
Tipping bucket rain gauge with long leads
programming example 7-4

Calibration procedures for 21X 14-G

Cassette recorder 4-4
Cautionary Notes vii
cD16 SDM-CD16 9-14
Channels

Analog OV-2
Checksum 5-2

example 7-6
flnstruction 6] 9-4

flnstruction 9] 9-5
example 7-8Prog

5th Order Instruction 55] 10-5
example 7-11

Ai
A*X + B Scafing Array flnstruction 531 1G4
Ao4 SDM-Ao4 8-5,9-14
ABS(X) flnslruction 431 1()-3
Absolute Valfre, Taking 10-3
AC excitatiotl, Resistance measurements

requiring 13-19
AC Hall Brid$e $nstruction 51 9-3, 13-19

Programfning examples 7-11, 8-3
AC Noise, Elfminating 13-1
Activate SeriflData Output [lnstruction 96] 4-1,

12-6 l

Alkaline batt4ry power supply 14'2
AM416 Input MultiPlexer 8-3
Analog Inputb OV-2 C
Analog Output [lnstruction 21] OV-3, 9'8

SDM-Ao{ 8-5,9-14
Analog to Digital (A/D) conversion 13'1
AND construption, Logical 3-5
Anemometei (Photochopper output)

Programfning example 7-3
ASCII

Programllisting (.D Mode) 1'7
vs. Binarf 5-1
Charactdrs 6-4
Definitiod A-1
Dumpin$ (in Telecommunications Mode) 5-3
Standard 6-4
Table D.fl
Transmidsion 6-4

t-1
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Clock
CPU card circuitry calibration 14-7
Setting/displaying time ("5 Mode) 1-2

Programming example OV-14
CM6/CM10 Tripod grounding protection 14-6
Common mode range 13-2, 14-6
Communicating with the CR10

Wa telemetry 5-1
With external peripherals 4-1
Protocol/Troubleshooting 6-4

Compiling 1-2
Errors 3-9

Computer
Baud rate, Setting 6-4
DCE, DTE 6.3
Saving/loading program (.D Mode) 1-7
Using with SC32A lnterface 6-3

Continuous Analog Output Module, SDM-A04
9-14

Control ports
Controlling AM416 Multiplexer 8-5
Description OV-3
Expansion Module SDM-CD16 9-14
Resetting with *0, *8, or *D Mode 1-2
Using Switch Relays 14-5

Cosine 10-3
Counter, Pulse Count flnstruction 3] 9-1
Covariance/Correlation finstruction 62] 10-11

D

Data point
Number per Output Array OV-6
Definition A-1

Data retrieval
External storage peripherals
General 4-1
Manually initiated ("8 and "9 Modes) 4-2
Methods and related instructions OV-l6
On-line (lnstruction 96, t4 Mode) 4-1
Printer output formats 4-16
Storage Module 4-6
Tape recorder 4-4
Telecommunications 5-1

Data Storage Pointer (DSP) 2-1
Data Terminal Equipment (DTE) 6-3
Data type, parameter 3-1
Date (.5 Mode), Setting/displaying 1-2
Desiccant in 21X case 14-1
DifferentialVoltage w/ Excitation & Delay

flnstruction 8] 9-4
Differential Volts flnstruction 2l 9-2

Programming examples 7-1, 8-2, 8-6

Display Pointer (DPTR) 2-1
Displaying/setting Clock ("5 Mode) 1-2
Divide

X / Y flnstruction 381 10-2
X Mod F flnstruction 46] 10-3

DO flnstruction 861 12-1
Programming example OV-l0

DPTR 2-1
Druck pressure transducer 7-8
DSP, Data Storage Pointer 4-1
DTE pin configuration 6-3
Duplex, Definition 6-4

Editing datalogger programs OV-l1
Editor errors 3-9
EDLOG OV.7
ELSE [lnstruction 94] 3-4, 8-7, 12-s
Enclosures, Environmental 14-1
END flnstruction 951 "12-6

Programming example 8-1
Error codes 3-9

Overranging vi,3-2
Overrun occurrences 1-1

Ex-Del-Diff ftnstruction 8] 9-4
Ex-Del-SE flnstruction 4] 9-3
Excit-Del finstruction 221 9-g
Excitation outputs OV-3, 3-1
Excitation with Delay finstruction 22] 9-g
Excite, Delay, and Measure - flnstruction 4]

Programming examples 7-12
Execution interual OV-s, 1-1, A-1
Execution time

Definition A-1
Program instruction 3-6

EXP(X) flnstruction 411 1O-2
External battery connections 14-4
External storage peripherals 4-1

Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)

flnstruction 60] 10-6
Programming examples 8-1 1

File Mark in Storage Module 4-6
Filland stop memory, Storage Module 4-6
FinalStorage

Changing size of 1-4
Data format 2-2, C-g
Definition OV-S
Displaying on keyboard ("7 Mode) 2-3
Erasing OV-l5, 1-5
Output data resolution & range limits 2-2

E

F
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Redirec{ing data flnstruction 801 11-5
exa{nple 8-3

Ring m{mory 2-1
Flags 3-3 

1

Displayi(rg and toggling 1-2
Interme{iate Processing Disable 3-3
Manually toggling (.6 Mode) 1-2
Output 8-3
Resetting with *0, *B or *D Mode 1-2
Tests ilpstruction 91] 3-4
With J, K commands C-l

Floating poirit (FP)
Data type 3-1
Final Stdrage Format C-3
lnput lntprmediate Storage lormat 2-2

Fractional V{lue flnstruction 44J 1O-3
Full Bridge Wth Excitation Compensation

ilnstructipn 9l 9-5
Progranfming example 7-18

Full Bridge vriith Single Differential Measurement

flnstructibn 6] 9-4
Full duplex, pefinition 6-4

Glossary A-f
Ground loop influence on resistance

measurdments 13-19
Grounding !4-5
Ground termlnals OV-3
Gypsum SoiliMoisture block 7-11, 8-3

Half duplex, Definition 6-4
High resolution data 2-2
Histogram flnstruction 751 11-3
Histogram, Rainflow flnstruction 81] 11'6

l/O lnstructiohs 9-1
lf Flag flnstr{ction 91] 12-5

Programl'ning examples 8-7, 8-13
lF Then/Else comparisons 3-4
lf Time flnstduction 92] 12-5

Programfning example OV-l3
lf X Compared to F flnstruction 891 12-4

Programming examples 8-3,8-5, 8.6
lf X Compared to Y flnstruction 881 12-4
Increment Input Location finstruction 32] 10-1

Indexing Inpqt Location 3-1
lndirect Inde*ed Move [lnstruction 61] 10-11

I

21X INDEX

I nitiate Telecommunications
[lnstruction 97] 12-6

Input Storage
Altering 1-2
Changing size of 1-4
Dalatormat 2-2
Definition OV-3
Displaying (.6 Mode), Example of OV-10
Erasing with *0, 'B or *D Mode 1-2

InpuVOutput Instructions (l/O) 9-1
Definition OV-S
Memory and execution times 3-6
Voltage range parameter 3-2

Installation and maintenance 14-1
lNT8, SDM-|NT8 8 Channel IntervalTimer 9-13
Instruction Set

Format OV-8'
Types OV-S

lnteger data type parameter 3-1
Integer portion, Extracting 10-3
Integer Value - [nstruction 451 10-3
Integration time 13-1
Intermediate Processing Disable Flag

(Flag e) 3-3
Intermediate Storage

Changing size of 1-4
Data format 2-2
Definition OV-3
Erasing with *0, *6, *8 or "D Mode 1-2

Internal temperature flnstruction 171 9-8
lnverse, 1 /X flnstruction 421 10-2
Interval Timer. SDM-|NT8 9-13

Key functions OV-7
Keyboard State, Remote 5-3

Label Subroutine - flnstruction 85] 12-1
Programming example 8-7
Subroutine Program Table 1-1

Lead acid power supply 14-3
Leads, see Cables/Leads
LI-COR Ll200S Silicon Pyranometer

Programming example 7-l
LN(X) lnstruction 40] 10-2
Load Fixed Dala,Z = F - lnstruction 30] 10-1

Programming example 8-13
Loop flnstruction 87] 12-1

Programming examples 8-4, 8-13
lndex 3-l
Step Loop Index finstruction 90) 12-4

t-3
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Low Pass Filter ftnstruction 58] 10-6
Low resolution 2-2
LP Filter flnstruction 581 10-6
Lysimeter, weighing 7-8

Maintenance and installation of the 21x 14-1
Manually initiated data transfer (*8 and *9

Modes) 4-2
Maximum flnstruction 731 11-3

Programming example OV-14
Memory

Allocation 1-4
Automatic RAM check on power-up 1-4
Changing RAM or PROM chips E-l
Description of areas OV-3
Erasing all 1-5
Pointers 2-1

Minimize flnstruction 74] 11-3
Minus sign (-) & (--), Entering 3-1
Modes, General overview OV-7
Modem/terminal 6-3
Modulo divide, X Mod F flnstruction 46] 10-3
Move lnput Dala,Z = X Instruction 31] 10-1

Programming examples 8-10
Move Signature into Input Location

Instruction 19] 9-8
Move Time to lnput Location

flnstruction 18] 9-8
Programming example 8-5

MPTR (Modem Pointer) 2-1
Multipty

X * F flnstruction 37] 10-2
X. Y flnstruction 36] 10-2

Naturallogarithm LN(X) flnstruction 401 1O-2
Negative numbers 3-1
Nesting 3-5
Noise

Common sources 13-l
Modem 6-2
Rejection 3-2

Non-integer portion finstruction 44] 10-3
Non-linear Thermistor 7-12

On-line data transfer 4-1
OR construction, Logical 3-5
osx-o, osx-1, osx-2 B-1

Output Array
Calculating data points 4-2
Definition 2-l
Setting lD 2-1

Output device codes finstruction 96] 4-1
Output Flag

Description 3-3
Example of setting OV-l0, OV-l4
Interval OV-6,3-3
lntervals less than one minute 8-5

Output Processi ng Instructions
Definition OV-S
Memory and execution times 3-8

Overranging analog inputs 3-2
Overrunning execution interval 1-1
Overview of 21X OV-l

Parameter
Definition A-3
Data types 3-1

Parity, Checking 6-4
PC2O1 Tape Read Card 4-5
PC208 Datalogger Support Software OV-6
Password, Security 1-6
Peripherals

Enabling 6-2
General 4-1
Power requirements 14-1

Physicaldescription of 21X OV-l
Pin configuration

9 pin serial l/O port 6-1
Polynomial finstruction 55] 10-5
Port Set finstruction 20] 9-8
Ports, commands 12-1
Power, XY flnstruction 471 10-3
Power requirements for peripherals 14-1
Power supply options 14-2
Power up status 1-4,5-2
PPTR 2.1
Pressure transducer 7-8
Printer

Interfacing with 21X 6-2
Manually initiated data dump (.9 Mode)
Output formats 4-o
Printer Pointer (PPTR) 2-2
Saving/loading programs (.D Mode) 1-7
Send Character flnstruction 981 12-8
Use with Instruction 96 or *4 Mode 4-2

Processing Instructions
Definition OV-5
Memory and execution times 3-7

P

N

o
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Program lnstructions 12-1
ov-5
code parameter 12-1

Logical 3-4
Memory execution times 3-8

Program meinory
Allocation 1-3
Definition OV-5
Programlon power-up OV-8
Signature 1-5
Viewing humber of bytes remaining 1-8

Program TaHes
Execution interval OV-6
Compiling 1-2
Definitiorl OV-6, 1-1
Entering pubroutines (.3 Mode) 1-1

Example of entering program OV-9
Exceeding execution interval 1-1

Priority/irfterrupts 1-1
Programming

Displaying available program memory 1-4
Entering hegative numbers 3-1
Example$ OV-g,7-1, &1
Logical c$nstructions 3-4
Manualcpntrol of program execution 1-3
Maximunf program size 1-5
Overviewlof Instruction Set OV-5
Remote 5-3
Saving/lobding programs (.D Mode) 1-7
Sequenc4 OV-7
Voltage overrange detection 3-2

PROM
Changing chips E-l
Options B-1
Signature, Viewing B-1

Protection
Lightning ,14-5
Moisture 114-1
Reverse $olarity 14-4
Temperatfrre 14-1
Transientl 14-5

Pulse Count [lnstruction 3] 9-1
Programrtring examples 7-3, 8-3, 8-6

Pulse inputs OV-3,9-1
PVC insulated conductors. Avoid 13-9

Rainflow Instruction 81] 11-6
bucket 7-3Rain gauge,

RAM ( Access Memory) 1-4
Changing E-2

21X TNDEX

RealTime finstruction 77] 11-4
Programming example OV-13
Reference junction Compensation 13-10

Relays, Using digital ports for switching 14-5
Relative Humidity Probe,207 RH Probe

flnstruction 121 7-3, 9-6
Remote Keyboard State 5-3
Repetitions parameter 3-1
Resetting 21X 1-5
Resistance measurements requiring AC

excitation 13-19
Resolution Final Storage 2-2
Retrievaf options, Data storage OV-17
RH (207) flnstruction 121 7-3,9-6
Ring memory

FinalStorage 2-1
SM192t16 Storage Modules 4-6

ROM (Read Only Memory) 1-5
Changing chips E-1
Checking on power-up 1-4
Recording signature 9-8

RS232 Interface SC32A 6-3
Run Time errors 3-9

Sample finstruction 70] 11-1
Programming example OV-l0

Sample on Maximum or Minimum

finstruction 79] 11-5
Sample rate 1-1
Saturation Vapor Pressure finstruction 56] 10-5
SC32A RS232 Interface 6-3
SC92A/93A, Use tape recorder 4-4
Scaling Array with Multiplier & Offset

flnstruction 531 10-4
Programming example 8-6

SDM-AO4 4 Channel Continuous Analog Output
Module finstruction 103] 9-14
Programming example 8-5

SDM-CD16 16 Channel Control Port Module

ftnstruction 104] 9-14
SDM-INTB 8 Channel InterualTimer

ftnstruction 1011 9-13
SDM-SWBA 8 Channel Pulse Counter

flnstruction 1021 9-13
Security 1-6,5-3
Send Character finstruction 98] 12-8
Sensors

Effect of lead length on signalsettling time 13-3
Effect of lead length resistance 7-6,7-g
Program examples 7-1

S

R

RC35 Recorder 4-4
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Serial InpuVOutput
Interface details 6-l
External peripherals 4-1
Telecommunication 5-1

Set Active Output Area flnstruction 80] 11-5
Programming examples 8-2, 8-3

Set Resolution Data FinalStorage Format
[Instruction 78] 11-5

Sign, Changing number 3-1
Signal settling time, Effect of sensor lead length

on 13-3
Signature

PROM 1-6, B-1
Generation of C-4
Move Signature into Input Location
finstruction 19] 9-8

Sin(X) flnstruction 481 10-3
Programming example 8-13

Single-ended Volts flnstruction 1] 9-1
SM192/716, Storage Modules 4-1
Smplon MM finstruction 79] 11-5
Software Documentation, Special F-l
Solar panels 14-4
Source resistance, Determining 13-4
Spatial Average flnstruction 511 10-4

Programming example 8-1
Spatial Maximum flnstruction 49] 10-3
Spatial Minimum flnstruction 501 10-4
Specifications of 21X OV-l8
Square Root finstruction 39] 10-2
Slandard and Weighted Value Histogram

Instruction 75] 11-3
Standard Deviation in Time

flnstruction 821 11-7
Step Loop Index flnstruction 9Al 12-4
Storage and retrievaloptions, Data 4-1
Storage Modules, SM1 92/SM71 6

Manually initiated data output (.9 Mode) 4-2
Operating power 4-6
Output device codes for Instruction 96 4-l
Saving/loading program (.D Mode) 1-9
Use of two 4-6

Storage peripherals, External 4-1
Store Area, Set Active Output Area

flnstruction 80] 11-5
Strip charts 8-5
Subroutines

Entering (.3 Mode) 1-1
Label Subroutine flnstruction 851 12-1

Subtract, X - Y finstruction 35] 10-1
SW8A, SDM-SW8A 9-13
Switch closure, Measuring 9-2
switch closure Input Module (sDM-sw8A) 9-13

Switching power 14-5
System memory OV-3
System status (.B Mode) 1-5

Tables, program 1-1
Tape Pointer (TPTR) 2-1
Tape recorder 4-4

Connecting to 21X 4-5
Manually initiated data transfer
(.8 Mode) 4-2
On-line data transfer (lnstruction 96 and "4
Mode) 4-1
TPTR (Tape Pointer) 2-3

Telecommunication commands 5-1
Automatic time-out 5-2
Baud rate 5-1
Initiate flnstruction 971 12-G

Telecommunications (Modem) Pointer (MPTR)
2-1,5-2

Temp-(107) flnstruction 11] 9-5
Temp-Panel flnstruction 171 $8
Temp-RTD finstruction 16] 9-7
Temp-TC SE finstruction 13] 9-6
Temp-TC DIFF flnstruction 141 9-7
Temperature from Platinum R.T.D.

flnstruction 16] 9-7
Programming example 7-7

Temperature from thermocouples, see
Thermocouple temperatu re

Temperature of Input Panel flnstruction 171

Programming example OV-9
Temperature range, 21X 14-1
Thermocouple temperature

Differential voltage flnstruction 14] 9-6
Single-Ended Voltage finstruction 13]

Technique/error analysis 13-10
Three Wire Half Bridge - finstruction 71 9-4

Programming example 7-6
Throughput rate 1-1
Time

Into Input Location flnstruction 181 9-8
Resetting/sending in telecommunications
Mode 5-3
Setting/displaying (.5 Mode) 1-2

Timer - [lnstruction 261 9-12
Totalize - finstruction 72j 11-3

Programming example 8-3
TPTR 2.1

T
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V

Vapor Presture From Wet-/Dry-Bulb
Temperdtures finstruction 57] 10-5
Prograntming example 8-l 0

Vehicle powFr supply 14-4
Volts (SE) ilnstruction 1l 9-1
Volts (Diff) $nstruction 21 9-1
Voltage me{surements

Differenlial/single-ended 13-l
Integratipn 13'1
lnstructiOns 9-1
Ranges/codes and overrange detection

3-2,9-1

WVector [l .rction 691 11-1
t 3-9Watchdog

WDT-VP [l tion 571 1&5
11-3Wind speed

Wind Vector finstruction 69] 11-1
example 8-6

Wiring panel; Diagram of 21X's OV-2

X " F flnstruction 37] 10-2
Progranming example 8-1 0

X * Y flnstruDtion 361 10-2
X + F flnstruction 34] 10-l
X + Y ftnstruction 33] 10-1
X - Y flnstruotion 351 10-1
X / (1-X) fln$truction 59] 10-6
X / Y finstruotion 38] 10-2
X Mod F fln$truction 46] 10-3
XY ilnstruction 471 10-3

Year, Day or time (*5 Mode), Setting/displaying
1-2

Z= 1 / X fln$truction 421 1O-2
Z = ABS(X) flnstruction 431 10-3
Z = EXP(X) flnstruction 411 1O-2
Z = F finstruction 30] lGl
Z = FRAC(X) flnstruction 441 10-3
Z = INT(X) ilnstruction 451 10-3
Z = LN(X) lrnstruction 401 10-2
Z = SIN(X) ilnstruction 481 10-3
Z = SQRT(XI ilnstruction 391 10'2
Z = X lnstrubtion 31] 10-1
Z=X* F flnftructionSTl 1O-2

Z=X+ F ilnstruction 341 10-1
Z=X* Y flnstruction361 10-2
Z=X+ Y ilnstruction 331 10-1
Z=X- Y flnstruction 351 10-1
Z=X /Y ilnstruction 381 10-2
Z = X MOD F ilnstruction 46] 10-3
Z --XY flnstruction 471 10-3
Z=Z+ 1 finstruction 321 10-1

W
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